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PREFACE 

This is an attempt to clarify some of the problems connected with 

tense-usage and expressions of aspect in English and Finnish. As a 

contrastive study it is connected with the Jyvaskyla Finnish-English 

Contrastive Project. The initial idea of a contrastive analysis of 

this area was, however, born in my mind during my two years of study 

in the Linguistics Department of the University of Manchester, where 

I received my initial training in linguistics. I therefore thank the 

British Council for giving me an award and thus enabling me to pursue 

a progrannne of graduate studies at the University of Manchester. 

I wish to thank Professors Kalevi Wiik and Kari Sajavaara for 

reading an earlier version of this study and suggesting alterations. 

Professor Sajavaara has also read the manuscript of the present ver

sion together with Dr Orvokki Heinarnaki. I am very grateful to both 

of them for pointing out errors and for their invaluable comments. 

My gratitude also goes to the Emil Aaltonen Foundation for giving 

me a grant in 1977 and to the Publications Committee of the Universi

ty of Jyvaskyla for publishing this thesis in their Studia Philologi

ca Jyvaskylaensia. I also wish to thank Mr Graham Dulwich,B.A., for 

revising the language of the manuscript and Miss Helena Annala for 

typing it. I am also grateful to the colleagues, students and friends. 

who, knowingly or unknowingly, have provided me with material for 

the study. 

Finally, I owe a great debt of gratitude to my family and friends, 

without whose support and firm belief in me the writing of this would 

never have been possible. 

I wish to dedicate this to the memory of my parents. 

J yvii6 k.yta 

0c;tobe/r., 1979 R.M.
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1. IJ\.'TRODUCTION

1.1. General Considerations 

The problem of 'false friendship' ie. words and expressions that 

are superficially, often etymologically, related to each other in two 

languages, but whose meanings may differ widely, is acknowledged in 

lexical contrastive studies. The term 'false friends' could equally 

well be extended to the area of grarmnatical contrasts as well. The 

fact that there are grarmnatical categories and constructions that 

superficially correspond to each other in two languages causes as 

much difficulty as words that are alike in form but differ in meaning. 

Grammatical 'false friendship' can be exemplified by a syntactic phe

nomenon such as negation, whose basic function is the same and which 

might even be realized by similar means in two languages, eg. by a 

negating word, but which, when considered more closely, might show 

differences in its function in the languages. Similarly, a system of 

tenses might exist in two languages, with the same number of members, 

and the tenses might even be formed in a similar way, eg. by morphological 

means and/or by means of auxiliary and main verb combinations. Never

theless, these similar tense-systems might exhibit differences in the 

ways they function in the languages. This can be regarded as parallel 

to the 'false friendship' between pairs of words which might be ety

mologically related in two languages and show similarity of form, but 

reveal different shades of meaning when considered more closely. 

It was the realization of the existence of a 'false friendship' be

tween the tense-systems of English and Finnish that gave rise to the 

thought of a contrastive analysis of this particular area. Every Fin

nish teacher of English and every advanced Finnish learner of English 

knows that, in spite of the apparent similarity, the tense-systems of 

these two languages show differences that cause difficulties and errors 

that persist even at an advanced level of learning. Both languages can 

be said to have the same number of tense fo rms, of which two, the present 

t-r-
)
nc:P 9nri -r_hr� past tense, arc cl.isti_nguished by morphological marking,

and the other two, the present perfect and the past perfect, are formed 
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by combining an auxiliarv and a participle form of the main verb. In 

addition, there is a great deal of similarity in the way these tenses 

are used but also enough cases of differences to warrant a deeper analysis 

and comparison of their functions. Neither language has a future tense, 

in the same sense that they have the tenses mentioned above. Both have 

different ways of denoting futurity, which show a great deal of difference 

in the meanings that they express in addition to merely denoting the 

time-relation. 

The expressions of futurity lead us to another consideration, which 

again is equally true of lexis and grammar, namely that a supposedly 

similar lexical or grammatical area may reveal a different distribution 

of the items covering the area in the two languages. Lexis is abundant 

with examples of this: the same conceptual area may be covered by one 

single term in one of the languages, in the other by two or more (eg. 

Finnish odotia.a vs. English wcut and expe��; Finnish fJ:una.ta vs. English 

boJULow and lend). Examples are easy to find within the area of grammar 

as well: for example, the expressions of futurity in English and Finnish, 

although they express the same time-relation, denote different additional 

meanings (as will be seen in 4.3.) and thus can be said to divide the 

same conceptual area differently. Or, to take another example, Finnish, 

as will be shown later, can be said to have the category of progressive, 

which, however, only partly covers the conceptual area that is covered 

by the progressive in English. This would seem to indicate that there 

is a difference in the conceptualization of these areas between the 

speakers of English and Finnish. Dirven (1976:2) refers to the same 

phenomenon: 

Although basically the same phenomena occur and the 

same experiences are suffered in all cultures, it 

is astonishing that all cultures organize these 

impressions and experiences into slightly or radi

cally different concepts, as we experience the 

effect in their languages. They derive these concepts 

from fundamentally similar facts but abstract only 

certain aspects of these facts, usually in different 

combinations and with different accentuations. 
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Accepting this does not mean accepting the strong ¾�orfian hypothesis 

about people who speak different languages representing different 

'world-views'. It simply means that, although the same basic concept, 

such as futurity, exists in two languages, it may be divided differently, 

which is then reflected in the languages in expressions that do not 

totally correspond to each other.1 For foreign language learning this

means that the 12 learner has to learn to make distinctions where no

distinctions are made in his mother tongue or to reorder his former 

distinctions. Dirven (1976) suggests that contrastive linguistics 

should, in addition to pure linguistic descriptions, also attempt to 

discover the strategies which a native learner uses when 'conceptualizing 

the perceptions accompanying the use' of linguistic items. The discovery 

of these strategies requires, however, much more psycholinguistic 

research of language acquisition and language processing than is available 

at present (cf. Sajavaara and Lehtonen 1979). Therefore, all that a 

contrastive analyst can do at present is to attempt 'a refined semantic 

analysis of a given construction', without yet being able to take into 

account the perceptual strategies accompanying the use of these construc

tions, which, according to Dirven, would be the 'crowning task' of 

contrastive analysis. 

1.2. Theoretical vs. Applied Contrastive Analysis 

The problem whether contrastive analysis should be extended to an 

analysis of the perceptual strategies that accompany the use of lin

guistic constructions is naturally connected with the aims set for the 

analysis. It has been common to see its contribution to language 

teaching as the sole purpose of contrastive analysis. Consequently, 

for many people the justification for all contrastive research depends 

Carroll (1963: 12) presents the idea of the 'developmental hypothesis 
of linguistic relativity' and expresses the opinion that,' insofar as 
languages differ in the ways they encode objective experience, language 
users tend to sort out and distinguish experiences differently according 
to the categories provided by their respective languages. These cog
nitions will tend to have certain effects on behaviour.' 
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on its usefulness for foreign language teaching. Undoubtedly, this is 

due to the fact that contrastive studies were initiated to serve this 

particular purpose, beginning with Fries' ( 1 945:9) famous claim that 

the most effective materials for foreign language teaching were 'those 

__ based upon a scientific description of the language to be learned, 

carefully compared with a parallel description of the native language 

of the learner'. Since then, however, error analysis has shown that 

only a part of the foreign language learner's errors could be explained 

through interference from the mother tongue
1
, and interlanguage studies

have begun to describe language learning as a process through various 

stages towards a 'complete' command of the foreign language, stages 

which could be analysed without any reference to the learner's mother 

tongue. This has meant that contrastive analysis has found itself on the 

defensive. Thus, a considerable change has taken place since the late 

sixties, when Politzer ( 1 967) could write that 'perhaps the least 

questioned application for linguistics (to language teaching) is the 

contribution of contrastive linguistics'. Contrastive analysis has 

also been blamed either for being too abstract for the purposes of 

language teaching or else for having produced results which are so 

commonplace that every language teacher knows them from experience 

(cf. Sajavaara 1 977) 

The complaint about contrastive analysis having been both too abstract 

and having produced commonplace results is at least partly due to the 

fact that, when attempting a complete contrastive analysis of some 

area of the structure of two languages, the analyst has to be theoretical, 

while some of the results of a complete analysis might already be known 

to foreign language teachers. A solution to the problem would be to 

acknowledge a distinction between theoretical and applied contrastive 

studies. Within the Polish-English contrastive project this is done 

by Fisiak ( 1 973), who further classifies both theoretical an applied 

studies into general and specific. Each of these four types has its 

own aims. The general theoretical studies aim at constructing an 

adequate model for the comparison of two languages, while the specific 

theoretical ones aim at an exhaustive account of the similarities and 

Richards and Sampson (1974) report that 'George ( 1 971) found that
one-third of the deviant sentences from second language learners 
could be attributed to language transfer, a figure similar to that 
given by Lance (1969) and Brudhiprabha (1972)'. 
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differences between a given pair of languages. General applied studies 

work on a model, like the general theoretical ones, but the model, is 

for the comparison of two languages for a specific purpose. If the 

specific purpose is pedagogical, the aim is to develop a model for the 

prediction of interference and for building up hierarchies of difficulties. 

Specific applied studies utilize the findings of specific theoretical 

studies and those of general applied studies for the purposes of preparing 

teaching materials, tests, and the choice of teaching strategies. 

Theoretical contrastive studies need no more justification than 

any other type of theoretical linguistic analysis. Their aim is, in 

simple terms, the same as that of theoretical linguistic analysis in 

general, ie. 'to explain the link between the'form of speaker's ut

terances and the message those utterances carry' (Bouton 1976:145), with 

the difference that in contrastive studies there are always at least 

two languages whose ways of expressing messages are being described 

and compared. Theoretical contrastive studies have an important role 

to play in a central area of the development of linguistic theory, ie. 

the search for linguistic universals. Only by comparing languages can 

we postulate and verify the existence of universals. This in itself 

is a justification for theoretical contrastive studies. In addition, 

it is a phenomenon noticed by those carrying out contrastive analysis 

that a comparison of two languages reveals in the Lmguages features 

that might otherwise have remained unnoticed. Thus, contrastive analysis 

has a contribution to make to the study of the individual languages 

under comparison. Consequently, this type of analysis has its interest 

and justification even apart from the usefulness of contrastive lin

guistics in e:x1Jlaining language learning processes - or explaining 

translation processes, which has also been mentioned as one possible 

application of the results of contrastive analysis. 

Although the initial idea for the present contrastive study came 

about from the observation of a practical problem connected with the 

teaching of English to Finnish learners, the writer has proceeded far 

from such aims. The main objective of the present study is 

to an account, and a theoretical comparison, of the expressions 

of time and in English and Finnish, in particular 

on the use of tenses. It seems that this has to be done before at-

tempting to solve any practical learning problems that might be due 

to interference from the learners' mother tongue. The theoretical 
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contrastive statements constitute the basis for applications of contrastive 

studies to psycholinguistic studies of interference, to the explanation of 

errors, and to the theory of second language learning. (cf. Zabrocki 1976) 

1. 3. Method

Theoretical contrastive studies, like any other type of linguistic 

analysis, presupposes a careful consideration of the linguistic model 

to be chosen as the basis of the analysis. The choice of the items to 

be compared in the two languages is also closely connected with the choice 

of the model. Nevertheless, contrastive analysis is not dependent on 

any particular model. 'As far as models are concerned it simply requires 

__ a uniform framework of comparison' (Nickel 1971:6). This implies that 

some information will be revealed whichever linguistic model is chosen 

-as the basis for the analysis, provided that the same model is system

atically used in the description of both languages. It also suggests

that the same problem could be approached from different angles, using

different linguistic models. Thus, contrastive analysis can be eclectic

as far as linguistic theory is concerned, aml for each individual study

the theory that seems to yield the most promising results of the problems

involved can be chosen. In principle this means the choice of the

'most adequate' of existing theories, ie. the one that 'can explain

more facts' than other theories (cf. Fisiak, Lipinska-Grzegorek and

Zabrocki 1978).

The first contrastive studies used structural grannnar as their model. 

In the late 1960's the transformational-generative model began to be 

advocated as the most suitable one for the comparison of languages, 

although the advocators remained 'open-minded towards analysis using 

models other than TG' (Nickel 1971:4). The main advantage of a generative 

model for contrastive analysis over other models is that it assumes the 

,: existence of deep structure, which showed that many structural differences 

between languages were only superficial. Another advantage offered by 

generative grammar is the positing of universals, without which con

trastive analysis would result in 'a list of contrasting paradigms and 

autonomous descriptive statements with no interrelating of the languages 
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being contrasted' (Di Pietro 1971:4). The possibility of a universal 

base gave a natural starting point for the comparison of languages, a 

tertium comparationis. It was easy to start from a common base shared 

by the two languages and look for similarities and differences in the 

ways the two languages related this to the often very different surface 

structures. Consequently, the rules that lead from the deep to the 

surface structure became crucial in TG-based contrastive analyses. 

The rapid developments within the transformational-generative theory, 

particularly the new ideas concerning the nature of deep stucture, 

caused new problems for contrastive analysis. It soon became obvious 

that the idea of base as represented by the Chomskyan 1965 version was 

not suitable for contrastive analysis. This syntactic deep structure was 

found to be 'a very shallow and specific language dependent level of 

analysis' (Lipinska 1975:48). As Corder (1973:240-243) points out, 

it is not difficult to find examples in which identical deep derivation 

in two languages hides a semantic difference, or, vice versa, examples 

in which identical meanings in two languages require different deep 

structures, if analysed according to the principles of the 'classical' 

model. The problems caused by these developments within transformational

generative grammar as regards contrastive analysis can be described in 

Bouton's (1976:151) words: 

From a theoretical point of view, the mutual incom

patibility (of deep structure conditions and the 

universal base) stems from the fact that the deep 

structure conditions were developed within the 

descriptive theory of the late 1960's (Chomsky, 1965; 

Lakoff, 1968; Fillmore, 1968; and Perlmutter, 1968) 

ar1d were designed in the process of establishing 

grammars of individual languages for the most part. 

The universal base, on the other hand, applies to a 

multitude of divergent languages and is even today 

only vaguely defined. As a result, the two concepts, 

the deep structure conditions and the universal base, 

were not developed as integral parts of a cohesive 

theory. That they are not compatible is not surprising. 
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The problem, then, is that the universal base cannot allow the conditions 

developed for the deep structures of individual languages. It thus 

became obvious that a syntax-based deep structure could not be used as 

the tertium comparationis in contrastive analysis. Nevertheless, such 

 a common basis was needed, and investigators began to look for it at a

more abstract level, the level of messages since 'the possibility of

expressing the same meaning in different languages can be reasonably

safely assumed r (Lipinska 1975: 48).

Krzeszowski (1974) also presents the view that the shared base in 

contrastive analysis should be semantic in nature, that it should 

consist of 1 'identical input structures' . Consequently, the theory 

adopted 'should be such that it would assign identical input structures 

to equivalent sentences in any two languages'. To fulfil this requirement, 

the semantic input structure should be category-neutral, ie. not include 

categories such as NP, VP, tense, modal etc., which are neither universal 

nor semantic categories. Instead, Krzeszowski suggests a model for 

contrastive generative grannnar which consists of five levels: (i) the 

semantic level on input structure (semantic representations); (ii) 

a categorial level, at which major grannnatical categories (NP, VP, 

adjective, tense etc.) are assigned to 'various portions of the semantic 

representations'; (iii) the level of syntactic transformations, at which 

the major grannnatical categories are arranged in the order they appear 

in actual sentences and minor categories (prepositions, auxiliaries, 

adverbs) are introduced; (iv) the lexical level, at which lexical items 

are inserted from the dictionary; (v) a post�lexical level, at which 

transformations arrange minor syntactic categories, add inflectional 

endings to words, and introduce word-boundaries. The difference between 

a sentence in Li and one in Lj arises somewhere in their derivation

between the indentical input level and the different surface levels. 

According to Krzeszowski, contrastive a.11alysis- should aim at finding 

the level at which the first diversification takes place in the derivations 

of equivalent sentences in the two languages. The lower the level of 

the first diversification, ie. the closer to the surface it takes place, 

the greater the similarity between the languages, ie. the more the rules 

used in the derivation of the equivalent sentences are identical. This 

postulate, says Krzeszowski (1974:18), 'may prompt research strategies 

for constructing hierarchies of difficulties in the process of second 

language acquisition, eg. it may clarify some problems involved in 
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negative and positive transfer', which seems to indicate that he believes 

in the psychological validity of the model. Furthermore, the grannnar 

should be a text-grarrrrnar because there are grammatical phenomena that 

cannot be explained without a reference to contextual factors. According 

to Krzeszowski (1974), the base should consist of roles, 'primitive 

axiomatic notions', such,,as Agent, Patient, Resident, and Loci (from

Locus, at Locus, and to Locus), which are represented in the form 

of 'configurations and subconfigurations as inputs to the derivations'. 

It is easy to agree with Krzeszowski's requirement that the base 

should be semantic and that the input structures should not contain 

any grammatical categories because these are not necessarily universal 

nor even shared by the two languages. This would mean, for instance, 

that the category 'tense' could not occur in the input structure, but, 

instead, the notion of 'time' should be present in the base in one 

form or another. The rest of Krzeszowski's highly abstract and complicated 

model is difficult to apply to the practical problem of contrasting 

languages. His theoretically very logical model of five levels is 

difficult to follow in the actual description of the derivation of 

sentences and, it is particularly difficult to decide at which level 

the first diversification really occurs between the equivalent sentences 

of two languages. Krzeszowski himself refers to difficulties when 

discussing the English PP tenses (tense forn1s containing past participle 

forms) and their Polish equivalents. Thus, although Krzeszowski's 

theory is no doubt a laudable attempt at a systematization of contrastive 

analysis, its application to the solution of individual contrastive 

problems may turn out to be quite difficult. Van Buren's (1976:315) 

doubts about its applicability are worth repeating here: 

Now, there can be no quarrel with this type �n p!Unuple 

if only because of its immense heuristic potential. There 

is no better way of discovering new facts than by for

malising your hypotheses in a rigorous comprehensive framework. 

The question is, can it really be done? Is it perhaps, 

and always will be, a 'pseudo-procedure'? That is, a proce

dure that looks fine on paper but which, in practice, can 

never achieve its objectives. And if that is the case, what 

is the real difference between it and the muddling-through 

procedures of yesteryear? However, the great virtue 

of Mr. Krzeszowski' s book is that it reminds one again of 
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the appalling immensity of the contrastive analyst's task. 

That is, if contrastive analysis is to achieve some sort 

of systematic status. 

What has been said above points towards a semantically based model of 

description in contrastive analysis,_ a model in which the starting 

point consists of semantic concepts. For the present study, this means 

the semantic concepts of 'time' and 'aspect'. It is also obvious that 

the grammatical categories needed for the expression of these concepts 

in the surface structure will have to be accounted for and compared in 

the two languages. However, the description of their actual derivation 

and a comparison of these derivations is often less significant than 

;:m analysis of the reasons that lead to the choice of a particular 

surface expression, reasons which are often pragmatic. This is 

particularly true in view of the fact that, as was pointed out above, 

there is a great similarity in the tense-systems of English and Finnish. 

As far as the grammatical model is concerned, the basic assumption 

in the present study is that there are universal time-relations and· 

aspectual distinctions, which are semantic concepts. It is important 

to discover and compare the grammatical categories that are involved 

in their realization in the two languages to be compared. Where more 

than one way of realizing a particular temporal relation or aspectual 

distinction is available, an interpretation of the possible semantic 

differences between the alternatives is needed. It then has to be 

considered whether the same distinctions are made in the other lan

guage. If the expressions seem to correspond to each other semantically, 

possible differences in the contexts in which they can occur must be 

considered. The analysis thus starts from semantic concepts but then 

moves.to the surface, attempting to interpret the expressions of 

time and aspect and the possible restrictions in their use. The procedure 

is eclectic in that it takes advantage of explanations of time and aspect 

given on the basis of all �vailable linguistic theories, The method 

thus completely lacks the systematization of Krzeszowski 1 s model. 'The 
aim of the analysis is a relatively non-technical description without 

any formalization of the results within a particular theory or model. 
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1.4. Equivalence 

One of the first problems facing a contrastive analyst is the question 

of equivalence, since it is crucial in the choice of the items to be 

compared. The most cormnon method used in finding comparable items has 

been translation, ie. those linguistic items that can be considered as 

translations of each other are comparable. Translational equivalence 

is, however, a vague concept and needs a more precise definiton for the 

purposes of contrastive analysis. 

Catford (1965) ,suggests a formal procedure for discovering translational 

equivalents. The procedure consists of tests carried out with the help 

of a bilingual speaker. Catford's definition for equivalence is that 

a text or a portion of a text in Li is· equivalent with a text or a

portion of a text in Lj if it changes when the Lj text/portion of a

text is changed. This can be found out empirically through a commutation 

test administered to a bilingual speaker. In addition to this empirical 

definition of equivalence, Catford also suggests a theoretical one. 

Crucial to this definition is the concept of substance: substance has 

to be the same for the equivalent items. At the phonological level 

this means phonic substance, and at the lexical and graiillllatical levels 

it means situation substance1, ie. at least some of the situational 

features that affect the choice of the linguistic iteIILs used have to 

be the same for an Li and Lj text/portion of text to be equivalent.

This definition emphasizes the importance of the situation on finding 

translation equivalents. But it still leaves the concept of equivalence 

too vague for the purposes of contrastive analysis. Sentences like 

Jahn tu.une.d .thax c.hcu.JL and Ve.lje.nl Jukka,i, .tuan huane.kalun .(My brother 

broke that piece of furniture) might be translations of each other in 

some situation, because 'they speak about the same thing'. They would 

1 Catford's use of the tenn 'substance' can be clarified through a
quotation (Catford 1965:2-3): 'Language then is an activity which 
may be said to impinge on the world at large at two ends. On the 
one hand, it is mani&v.ite.d in specific kinds of overt behaviour 
(e.g. vocal movements); on the other hand, it is Jte.laxe.d to specific 
objects, events, etc. in the situation. Both of these - vocal movements, 
and actual events, etc. - are outside of language itself. They are 
extralinguistic events. They are the µhan-tc. 1.,ub,e,.tanc.e. in which vocal 
activity is manifested, and the ,e,.Ltuax-tan (or J.ii.tua:tion 1.,ub1.,tanc.e.) 
to which this activity is related.' 
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still be 'too far' from each other to solve the problem of what to 

compare in them. 

The aims of contrastive analysis have to be considered before any 

decision can be made on the problem of equivalence. If the purpose 

is seen as the measurement of structural equivalence between the two 

languages, the items compared should be structurally as close to each 

other as possible. This would exclude sentences which are as far from 

each other as John 11..uJ.,ned .that c.haJ.JL and Ve,lje_n,L Jr.,,[k/wJ., won huonekcaun. 

Marton has worked out a systematization of equivalence for 

contrastive analysis within the transformational generative model. 

His basis for equivalence is sameness of syntactic function: ' ... the 

of given word or phrase in a sentence will be that word 

or in the equivalent sentence in a different language which has 

the same syntactic function' (Marton 1968:55). Marton thus connects 

equivalence with the concept of formal correspondence or identity of 

structure. Krzeszowski (1974) gives the name 'congruence' to the 

corrbination of these two concepts. Roughly defined, two sentences 

are congruent if they consist of an identical number of equivalent 

items in the same order. The condition of an identical order of 

elements 'will most probably be easier to meet in the kernels of the 

two languages than in their transforms of a more complex kind' (Marton 

1968: 57). This means that two basic strings in two different languages 

can be considered as congruent if they result in congruent kernel 

sentences, ie. there can be congruent basic strings. When these have 

been established the analysis can proceed to a comparison of trans

formational rules in the two languages. Marton defines as identical 

those transformations which 'operate on two congruent structures in 

the same way and consequently result in congruent transforms 1• 

Transformations can also be similar, and not identical, if they are 

of the same nature but differ in details of performance and do not 

result in mutually congruent transforms. Marton's suggestion seems 

to be, then, that we should compare sentences that are not only equivalent 

but also congruent ie. have formal correspondence. Congruence should 

be, however, sought in the basic strings that result in congruent 

kernels rather than in the final outputs in the surface structure, 

which might be results of different transformations. If this 
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interpretation is correct, those sentences that have identical underlying 

basic strings should be contrasted 1 Since, however, the type of trans

fonnational-generative grammar that fonns the frame-work for Marton' s 

suggestions is not suitable for the purposes of contrastive analysis, 

as shown in the previous chapter, his requirement for fonnal corre

spondence cannot be accepted. 

Krzeszowski (1974) also makes a contribution to the theoretical 

discussion of equivalence. He provisionally regards as equivalent 

such sentences as are 'the closest approximations to grammatical word

for-word translations and their paraphrases' (Krzeszowski 1974:181), 

decided upon by a competent bilingual. To justify the restriction of 

the comparable sentences in this way, he considers the various ways 

in which sentences can be associated with each other across languages. 

He distinguishes seven types of association: (i) The first is p!Lac;U,c.a.i 

Ml.>oc.ia,ti,on, which means that sentences are associated 'on the basis of 

their referential congruity', because they speak about the same thing, 

1 ike the above mentioned sentences John 11.u.,lne,d ;tha;t c.hCUJt and V e1. j e,1,u 

JUkkoi ;tuon huoneka.lun. (ii) In the second type, called po;te,n:U.,a.i 

e,qu.,lva.lenc.e, the two sentences have identical semantic inputs and, if 

referential congruence is also established, they become translations of 

each other. (iii) La;te,n;t e,qu.,lva.le.nc.e, is a stronger variant of potential 

equivalence, which means that the two sentences display semantico-syn

tactic and lexical congruity without necessarily displaying referential 

congruity. (iv) If there is lexical congruity but no semantico-syn-

tactic or referential congruity, we have the relation of ac.udenta.l 

Ml.>oua,ti,on. (v) Tedua.l e,qu.,lva.lenc.e exists between sentences which 

have referential and semantico-syntactic congruity but not lexical 

congruity. (vi) QuMiM1.>oua,ti,on is, in its turn, a stronger fonn of 

accidental association and holds between sentences which have both ref� 

erential and lexical but no semantico-syntactic congruity; like accidental 

association, this may be a result of faulty competence. (vii) Finally·, 

there is the relation of ideal e.qu.,lva.le.nc.e., which means that there is 

lexical, semantico-syntactic and referential congruity between the sentences. 

those types of association that show semantic congruity - this tenn 

refers to identical/congruous semantic - can be given 

In actual fact Marton does not suggest this. His aim is to define tenns 
such as 'same' and 'similar' within the transfonmtional framework. But 
this conclusion can be drawn on the basis of his discussion. 
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the name of equivalence, ie. potential equivalence, latent equivalence, 

textual equivalence, and ideal equivalence all include the_requirement 

of semantico-syntactic congruity. The above mentioned closest approxi

mations to word-for-word translations are in the relation of 'ideal 

equivalence', while their paraphrases are in the relation of 'textual 

equivalence'. In his own theory of contrastive generative grammar 

Krzeszowski is concerned only with 'ideally and textually equivalent 

sentences and not with sentences that display other types of equivalence 

or association' ( Krzeszowski 1974:186). 

In practice Krzeszowski 's suggestion means that contrastive ami1ysis 

should not compare any sentences that might be translations of each other 

in a particular situation, but should compare sentences which a bilingual 

speaker will consider to be as close as possible to word-for-word trans

lations. They must have identical semantic inputs but also show some 

degree of structural similarity. This requirement can, however, cause 

difficulties, as Krzeszowski himself admits. In English-Polish contrastive 

analysis, for instance, the English sentences containing the past parti

ciple form, 'PP tenses', 'present the investigator with an extremely 

difficult problem concerning the selection of equivalent sentences'. 

The reason is that Polish does not have PP tenses. -The problem is wheth

er the investigator should conclude that the Eng�ish PP tenses have no 

equivalents in Polish. This would, however, make the translation of 

English sentences containing PP tenses into Polish impossible. The se

mantic runput that underlies the English PP tenses is expressed through 

other surface categories in Polish, such as 'certain adverbials as well 

as perfective, imperfective, and iterative forms of verbs ' . Thus , the 

semantic inputs which in English are realized through sentences with 

tenses containing the past participle form are in polish expressed through 

sentences which contain 'diffused' overt signals of 'a much more hetero

geneous nature than in English'. In cases like these, the translator 

has to 'resort to his knowledge of external facts accompanying the pro

duction of relevant texts'. Therefore Krzeszowski has to admit that his 

model for a contrastive generative grannnar fails to find 'pairs of equi

valent sentences across languages but will have to confine its operations 

to listing all those alternative proposals which in certain concrete and 

specific conmrunicational contexts could become translations' (Krzeszowski 

1974:206). There are, in other words, phenomena which his model, even 

though it is a text-grammar, cannot deal with because they are explainable 

only through the entire context in which the utterances occur. 
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It seems that Krzeszowski's scheme is too ambitious, or his objective 

to high, when he tries to account for referential equivalence as �ell 

as lexical and semantico-syntactic equivalence by one and the same 

theory (cf. van Buren 1976:314). He himself admits that it is impossible 

to achieve his aim completely. Thus, the contrastive analyst is still 

faced with the problem of how to interpret equivalence. In the case 

of time and aspect in English and Finnish the analyst is faced with 

a similar problem as the one Krzeszowski describes between English PP 

tenses and their Polish equivalents. This is particularly true with 

aspect: 'diffused overt signals' in one language sometimes correspond 

to structurally clear overt signals in the other. Consequently, the 

concept of equivalence cannot contain any strict requiremeut of structural 

correspondence. 

In the present study the problem of equivalence has been solved as 

fo11ows: sentences that can be considered translations of each other 

by a competent bilingual, provided that they can be judged to have 

identical �u,derlying time-relations and aspectual distinctions, are 

equiva]rnt. The main concern will be the closest approximations to 

wor�-for-word translations and their paraphrases, but where no structural 

correspondence is possible mere referential congruity will be accepted .as 

sufficient. The only concern as far as the identity of the semantic 

inputs is concerned is the identity of the time-relations and aspectual 

distinctions. What other possible connotations the expressions of 

time-relations and aspectual distinctions carry will also be considered 

but their identity is not required. 

1.5 Data 

The contrastive analyst needs two sets of data, one in each of the 

languages under comparison. The data for linguistics noTillally consists 

of sentences and non-sentences, which can be acquired either by resorting 

to a corpus or by creating them by a manipulation of sentences. The 

choice between these two ways of acquiring the data depends on the aims 

of the analysis. 
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As translation equivalence has generally been the basis on which the 

choice of the items to be compared is made, translations of texts have 

been the source of data in contrastive analyses which have chosen to use 

a corpus. Some extensive contrastive projects have been based on corpora. 
 For example, theSerbo-Croatian-English contrastive project opted for a

corpus, which consisted of an extensive English corpus (the Brown corpus)

and its translation into Serbo-Croatian, although the original idea had

been to have two corpora, one English and the other Serbo-Croatian,

with their translations into the other language (see Filipovic 1971).

In , the use of an extensive corpus, or two corpora, and its/

their reliable translations is difficult for an individual research

worker. ¼'hat the individual contrastive analysts can do, and have

mostly done if have wanted to base their analyses on a corpus is

to use written texts and their available translations into the other

language. This practice has its drawbacks, It is difficult to find an

extensive corpus which is reliable and representative of different

types of language use. Spoken language is usually ignored; dialogue

in plays and novels, which may sometimes be used, is not 1iatural speech.

Moreover, literary language - the sources have been in most cases ;;ovels

and plays - has its own aims and values, which are not necessarily

those of 'normal' language usage. In addition, there is often the

problem of the translator having been too 'free' in the translation

for the purposes of the contrastive analyst. He may have aimed at a

'dynamic' translation, ie. at producing the same effect in the reader

as did the original text (cf. Nida 1964). He may have arrived at

sentences that are structurally so far from the original ones that the

contrastive analyst cannot use them, ie. too far from 'closest ap"

proximations to word-for-word translations'.

The. alternative to the corpus-based approach to data is the creation 

of data by the analyst. Van Buren (1974) describes a practical procedure 

for the creation of data for contrastive analysis, a procedure which 

begins with the analyst making up 'one or more simple sentences in the 

first language and their translation equivalents in the second language'. 

On the basis of these, a list of sentences and non-sentences relevant 

to the area under investigation can be created. After this it is possible 

to 'state the problems which emerge from. the datai .: The analyst then 

looks for alternative ways of expressing the same meaning, ie. 'synonymous 

expressions with different structural properties'. In this way the 
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analyst gradually builds up both the data in the two languages and the 

problems connected with the area to be analysed. The analyst has tp rely 

on his own competence as a bilingual. He can, of course, use native 

speakers of both languages to check his own intuitions. The data gathered 

in this way can naturally be complemented with material taken from grammars 

and other treatises dealing with the problems involved in the analysis. 

If the task of the analyst is to discover and compare the distribution 

of, for example, a grannnatical category in the two languages, it is 

obvious that an extensive corpus representing as varied a usage as possible 

is essential. If, however, the aim is, as in the present study, to 

discover the ways in which a semantic concept is realized in the two 

languages, the creation of the data by the analyst provides a natural 

starting point. With these considerations in mind, the latter approach 

to data was adopted for the present study. For the creation of the data 

it was assumed that the shared basis in the two languages contains time

relations and aspectual distinctions which are semantic in nature. The 

data was created by making up equivalent sentences in both languages, 

containing the various time-relations and aspectual distinctions, by 

looking for alternative ways of expressing the same tiiue-relation or 

aspectual distinction and by supplementing this data with material 

taken from grammars of both languages and other sources dealing with 

time-relations and aspects. Translations into the other language were 

used when material was taken from the last type of sources. In addition, 

any relevant material heard in spoken English or Finnish or found in 

texts in both languages was also used, as well as the material collected, 

for the Jyvaskyla Finnish-English Contrastive Project
1 

The writer's

0¼111 intuition as a bilingual speaker was used as a criterion, but 

native speakers of both languages were also used to check the intuitions. 

The Jyvaskyla Finnish-English Contrastive Project has collected a set 
of equivalent sentences from English texts, both fiction and non-fiction, 
and their Finnish translations as well as translated examples in two 
grammars of English (Quirk et al, 1972 and Sinclair 1972). The total 
number of equivalem sentences is about 30,000. Some of this material 
has been used also by the present WTiter and will be quoted as examples 
in the present thesis. The source of the examples used will, however, 
not be indicated. 
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1.6. Summary 

The basic assumptions for the present study can be summarized as 

follows: 

1. Purely theoretical contrastive analyses can contribute to the de

velopment of linguistic theory in general, to the search for linguistic

universals and, particularly, to the knowledge about the structure of

the languages being compared. The results of theoretical comparison of

languages may tum out to be of use in language teaching, but this is

not a necessary prerequisite for the justification of this type of

analysis.

2. Contrastive analysis is not dependent on any particular grammatical

theory, but the most profitable model for the area to be investigated

should be chosen. Since time and aspect are semantic concepts which

can be realized in different ways in languages, a semantically based

model is the most suitable one for dealing with the problems involved

in a comparison of their expression in two languages.

3. Thus, the model should be semantically based, but it is very difficult

to make the description systematic in the sense that it would move from

one level to another, from the cormnon semantic input to the different

surface structures. It is the often 'diffused' nature of the overt

signals of these semantic concepts, particularly of aspect, that makes

impossible the application of the systematic model of description

suggested by Krzeszowski. . In the present study an attempt is made to

describe the categories needed for the expression of time and aspect

in English and Finnish, the criteria that determine their choice, and

the differences between alternative expressions for one and the same

semantic input.

4. In contrastive analysis, mere referential equivalence is not enough,

and some,type of semantico-syntactic equivalence is needed. In practice

this means that, in the first place, the analyst has to look for the

closest word-for-word translations and then for their paraphrases.

5. Creation of data by the analyst seems the most suitable approach to

data in a contrastive analysis of the type represented by the present

thesis, ie. one which aims at describing the general laws governing the

expressions of semantic concepts, and not at a classification of material.

However, the data created by the analyst should and will in this thesis

be complemented by material drawn from other sources.
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2. TIME, TENSE AND ASPECT

One of the basic assumptions made in the introduction was that the 

method best suited for the type of contrastive analysis envisaged here 

is one that begins from a semantic basis, one that assumes the existence 

of identical semantic representations for the two languages. A further 

assumption is that the semantic representations of English and Finnish 

sentences contain the concepts of time and aspect. The only requirement 

for the identity of the semantic inputs here is that the underlying 

time-relations and aspectual distinctions are the same in both languages. 

It is true, as for example Miller and Johnson-Laird (1976) point 

out, that information related to.time can be expressed through all 

major grammatical categories. In both English and Finnish, there are 

nouns with temporal meanings Cday/pcU,va, mon;th/kuukaw.,i, week/vilkko), 

verbs such as phe�ede/ede..ttaa, &o.U.ow/�e.Uha;ta, adjectives and adverbs 

referring to time (6Mmeh/ede.£.linen, la;tteh/ ja.tkimmcU,nen, o&,ten/Mein, 

Mon/plan), and prepositions, postpositions, and conjunctions with 

temporal meanings (be6Me/ennen, ennen kt.un, a&:t.eh/ ja.tkeen, �en ja.tkeen 

kun). In both languages, however, the primary way of relating what is 

talked about temporally to the moment of speaking is tense. Tense as 

the expression of time-relations is therefore the centre of interest in 

the present study. Other expressions of temporal relations will be 

considered in relation to tenses. 

Time, and particularly tense as an expression of time, being the 

primary concern, aspect is considered in relation to time. Therefore, 

only those aspectual distinctions that have this effect will be taken 

into account. As will be seen later, expressions of time are intrica

tely connected with aspectual distinctions, although in principle a 

cl_ifference can easily be made between expressions of time and expres

sions of aspect. As pointed out above, tense relates the process 1 "

i.e. the event, state, activity etc., expressed in the sentence to the 

moment of speaking, whereas aspect is independent of such temporal 

relations and has to do with distinctions such as states vs. changes 

between states. 

Following Halliday (1967) and Huddleston (1969), the term 'process' 
will be used in this study as a cover term for what are usually 
called events and states or activities and states. Contrary to the 
everyday use of the term, 'process' is here 'neutral as between 

and ,;ta tic' (Huddleston 196CJ: 779). 
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2.1. Theories of Time and Tense 

Grannnarians have traditionally not been concerned with time but 

with its manifestations in language. In both English and Finnish 

grannnars tenses and time-adverbials have been focused on, with the 

main emphasis on the former. It is natural that tense has been 

discussed within the framework of the general linguistic theory that 

the grannnarians have accepted. The view of time and tense presented 

in traditional grammars can be exemplified by the treatment of the 

subject by Jespersen. Jespersen (1924:39) proposes a twofold approach 

to grannnar: 

... we may start from without or from within; 

in the first part ( O-I) we take a form as 

given and then inquire into its meaning or 

function; in the second part ( I-O ) we 

invert the process and take the meaning or 

function and ask how that is expressed in form. 

In accordance with this principle, Jespersen starts from tense-fo� 

and goes on to inquire into their meanings and functions. But before 

this, he defines tense-forms as the formal expressions of time in the 

verb (1931:1). For him time is a universal concept which can be ex

pressed as a straight line on which any point can be marked as the 

present moment. What comes to the left of this point is past, and 

what comes to the right is future. In addition, there are subordinate 

times, which can be described as before-past and after-past, before

future and after-future. This subordinate division is based on the 

assumption that one can take a point in the past or a point in the 

future as an orientation point and look from either retrospectively 

or prospectively. The result is a system of seven possible time-relations. 

From this logical division of time Jespe_rsen then proceeds to see

how many of the possible time-relations have corresponding tense-forms 

in English. According to Jespersen there are only two tenses proper 

in English, the present and the preterite, because only these two 

show tense-distinction in the morphological form of the verb. But in 

addition to these tenses proper there are two 'tense-phrases' (the perfect 

and the pluperfect), expanded tenses and expanded tense-phrases (formed 

with the auxiliary be and the suffix -Ing). There is no future tense 
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or tense-phrase in English because in phrases like -0ho.Lf./wil.l wJute 

neither the fonn not the function has the same fixity as, for ex�le,

in the phrase have w!Utien. Having established the tense-fonns, tense

phrases and expanded tenses, Jespersen first proceeds to describe their 

use, then describes the tense-distinctions in what he calls 'verbids' 

(infinitive, participles, imperative) and finally describes the functions 

of -0ho.Lf. and wil.l, not only in expressions of time-relations but in 

their other functions as well. After this Jespersen adds a brief notional 

survey, in which he starts from the logical time-division mentioned 

above and investigates the ways in which the different time-relations 

are expressed in English. This he does in tenns of the already estab

lished tense-fonns and tense-phrases, occasionally referring to other 

possibilities but limiting the discussion to 'time-indicating by means 

of verbal fonns', not taking up, for example, the role of time specifiers. 

The same principle - defining tense as the formal expression of time 

in the verb, establishing these formal expressions and then inquiring 

into their functions - have been followed by other traditional grammarians 

of English, such as H.E. Palmer, Poutsma, Kruisinga, Cunne, and Zandvoort, 

with slightly differing results for the actual tense-fonns. Most of 

them admit that, strictly speaking, there are only two tenses in English 

as far as the fonn in concerned, yet it is possible to find more tenses 

on the basis of the notion of time. 

Poutsma (1926) for example establishes three 'prunary tenses' (the 

present, preterite and future tenses) and four 'secondary' ones (ante

preterite, post-preterite, ante-future, post-future), a system like 

Jespersen's division of time. He next describes the formation of the 

tenses, among which the post-future has no special fonn, and then pro

ceeds to discuss the ways these forms are used. 

Cunne (1931) presents a system of four 'absolute tenses' (present, 

past, present perfect, and future) , which express time relations from 

the standpoint of the moment of speaking, and two 'relative tenses' 

(past perfect and future perfect), which express time relatively to the 

preceding absolute tenses. For Cunne, too, there are actually only 

two tense-forms; the others are combinations of other verb-fonns, each 

of which contains a present or a past tense fonn. 

For Zandvoort (1972), tense is a tenn that covers two verbal fonns 

(past and present) and two verbal groups (perfect and future), whose 
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main function it is to denote the time of an action. Past, present 

and future are named after the time-sphere they usually indicate; 

the perfect tense is mostly a special case of the present, the past 

perfect presents a shifting back into the past consisting of partly 
 the past tense and partly the present perfect. Zandvoort classifies

the tenses further according to their different aspects of meaning,
giving them names such as 'natural present', 'iterative present',

'actual present', 'continuative perfect', 'resultative perfect' and

so on.
H.E. Palmer (1924) develops an interesting system of 'tenses' in

which he combines other semantic features with temporal relations, 

such as modality, aspect, which is either accomplishment or activity, 

and what he calls 'time-reference', which is either direct (ie. con

temprary with the time in mind) or perfect (anterior to the time in 
mind). These combinations give the following 'tenses': 1. present 

direct accom�lishment (simple present tense in more usual terms), 

2. past direct accomplishment (simple past tense), 3. modal direct
accomplishment (modal auxiliaries + infinitive), 4. present perfect

accomplishment (present perfect), 5: past perfect accomplishment

(pluperfect), 6. modal perfect accomplishment (future perfect),

7. present direct activity, 8. past direct activity, 9. modal direct

activity, 10. present perfect activity, 11. past perfect activity,

12. modal perfect activity (activity refers to what is normally known

as the progressive). It is obvious that for Palmer, tense is much

more than an expression of time.

Traditional Finnish grammars treat tense in very much the same way. 

Tense is defined as the finite form of the verb whose meaning contains 
a reference to the time of occurrence of the process and to its relation 

to the moment of speaking or some other definite moment (see for example 

Penttila 1963:213). Then the actual tense-forms are established and 
analysed as to form, and finally their-functions are described. The 
grammarians do not, however, entirely agree as to the number of tense 
forms. Kettunen and Vaula (1934) refer to four tenses, two simple and 
two compound ones. The same terminology is used by Setala (1926). 

Nyky-0uamen kli6ikvtja (1977� defines tense as the expressions of the time 
of the action from the speaker's point of view. The writers also divide 
tenses into simple and compound ones but, in addition to the present 

perfect and the pluperfect they consider it possible to include in the 
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compound tenses "the compound present" (oila + 1st participle), which 

refers to the future, and "the compound imperfect" (past tense of oila. 

+ 1st participle), which refers to a future in the past.

Penttila (1963) differs from the other grammarians in that he ac

knowledges only two tenses proper (the present and the imperfect). In 

addition to these there are, however, what he calls 1 word combinations' 
(saneliitto), whose function is the expression of the time of the action 

and which therefore can be classified under the heading 'tense', ie. 

the perfect and the pluperfect. Penttila also gives the fullest account 
of the functions of the tense-forms. The various functions are given 

names according to the special meanings attached to them, for the present 
tense for example these are: actual present, habitual present, present 

of exaggeration, praesens historicum, praesens reference, praesens 

auctoris, and neutral/general present. Tense thus has other meanings 

than just the expression of the time of the action or its relation to 

the moment of speaking or some definite point in time. 

Ikola, who also gives a full account of the Finnish tense system, 

also defines tenses as grammatical categories in connection with which 

we think of both form and meaning ( I kola 1961 : 81) . As morphological 

categories they are easy to define but the other side of the coin, their 
function, is a more complicated matter. The fonns which he includes in 

tenses are the same as in NyRyJuomen RMik.AJija, ie. present, imperfect, 
perfect, pluperfect, compound present and compound imperfect. Ikola 

discusses their functions in terms of an intricate abstract system of 

time-relations. 

In traditional grammars tense is, as the above examples have shown, 
regarded from two points of view: from the point of view of meaning and 
from that of form. This dual approach leads to certain contradictions 

as to the membership of the category. In both English and Finnish the 
membership is limited to only two if tense is taken as a morphological 

category. From the point of meaning it is, however, possible to get a 

greater membership for the category in both languages. 

If there is no total agreement about the membership of the category of 
tense \,\7ithin tht: trad.it"_!_ona.l approach, there is no doubt about it within 

tht� structural : tense ,_:an only be defined mcrphologically. Thus 
English has on,ly two tenses, the present and the past. The present tense 

has the marker {s� in the third person singular, otherwise it is unmarked, 

and the past tense is marked by the morpheme {a}. For F, R. Palmer (1965) , 
for example, tense is one of the four categories exhibited in what he 
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calls the 'primary pattern' of the simple verb phrase (containing only 

the full verb and the auxiliaries be., have. and do). Tense can enter 

into combinations with the other categories, which are the progressive/ 

non-progressive category, aspect (perfect/non-perfect), and voice. In 

a later version Palmer (1974) calls the progressive/non-progressive 

category 'aspect' and the perfect/non-perfect category 'phase'. Each 

of these categories includes a binary opposition and has a formal feature 

that marks the verb for that category; if the feature is missing, the 

verb is unmarked for that category. Every occurrence of the pr:i1nary 

pattern contains one member of each of the four categories, ie. it is 

either present or past in tense, either progressive or non-progressive, 

perfect or non-perfect, active or passive. This gives a system according 

to which the sixteen forms of the prima ry pattern can be arranged in two 

sets of eight in four different ways. 

Having set this pattern Palmer proceeds to discuss the use of the 

four categories. As mentioned above, the category of tense is restricted 

to the opposition past versus present and is morphologically marked. 

This category, according to Palmer, is used in three functions: (i) to 

mark purely temporal relations, (ii) in the sequence of tenses of reported 

speech, and (iii) to mark unreality in conditional clauses and wishes. 

Within this view of tense there is no room for a future tense. The phrase 

that is given this name in traditional grammars (�hall./wil.l + infinitive) 

is included in Palmer's secondary pattern, which is an extension of the 

primary pattern with the inclusion of modal auxiliaries. The four 

categories mentioned above are still present in the secondary pattern; 

tense is now marked in the modal auxiliary but is still either present 

or past, although reference might be to the future. 

Joos (1964) has a basically similar approach, although his categories 

are different from Palmer's. Joos' 'schema' of the finite verb exhibits 

six categories as against Palmer's four: tense, assertion, phase, aspect, 

voice, and function. Each category has a marked and an unmarked member. 

In the category of tense the opposition is between unmarked 'actual' 

and marked 'remote' (the marker is -D), in the assertion category the 

opposition is between unmarked 'factual' and marked 'relative' (the 

marker is w-U.t, lhall., may, c.an., mu..U etc.), in the category of aspect 

the pair is generic and temporary (the latter marked by be -N), and in 
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the category of function the opposition is between 'propredicates 11 

and verbs. 

In the structuralist view tense is thus strictly a morphological 

category, which in English has only two members, the present and the 

past. Views vary only as to whether both should be regarded as marked 

or one as marked and the other as unmarked. Both members of the category 

have various uses. Quirk, Greenbaum, Leech and Svartvik (1972:85) for 

example list the following uses for the simple present tense: present 

without reference to specific time, instantaneous simple present, 

simple present with future time reference, and simple present with past 

time reference (cf. some of the traditional grammars). Some structuralists 

also draw attention to the important role of time--specifiers, which the 

traditional grammarians neglect. Ota (1963) discusses the collocation 

of tense forms and time adverbs. Crystal (1966) draws attention to the 

close relationship between tenses and time-specifiers and maintains 

that in as many as 75% of cases the time-specifier is obligatory for an 

unmnbiguous expression of time-relations in English. 

Among Finnish grammarians Siro (1964) comes closest to the structur

alist view. He says in his introduction to Suome,n /ue,le,n la.1.11, e,o ppi that , 

like natural sciences>syntax does not discuss the nature of the objects 

of its analysis but is satisfied with the relationships between them. 

According to this view, s111tax is not concerned with the meanings of 

words or word-combinations but is satisfied with describing the units 

of speech and the relationships between these units. In his own de

scription of Finnish syntax,however, he also uses semantic definitions 

for illustrative purposes, though formal definitions are the decisive 

ones (Siro 1964:6). Siro gives no exact definiton for tense, but 

describes the functions of tenses as expressions of time-relations and 

distinguishes the following tenses: present, imperfect, perfect, pluperfect, 

combined present, and combined past. 

not differ from the traditional view. 

Thus, his concept of tense does 

On strictly formal lines it would 

be possible to see in Finnish, too, only the present/past distinction seen 

in English by the structuralists. In Finnish, too, the perfect and the 

pluperfect consist of the present and past forms of the verb oila. 

1 In Joos' (1964:65-66) terminology a 'propredicate' is an auxiliary
used alone to avoid the repetition of an auxiliary+ a full verb 
+ complements and modifiers.
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and a participle form of the main verb. 

There is no general agreement about the nature of tense within the 

generative theory. Chomsky (1965:42) saw tense as an obligatory expansion 

of the node Auxiliary, as can be seen in his formula: Aux➔Tense (Modal) 

(Perfect) (Progressive). A sentence thus obligatorily contains a tense 

and may contain a modal auxiliary, the perfett, and the progressive, the 

elements having to appear in the order given in the formula. Tense is 

seen in tenns of t�e opposition present versus past. There is no mention 

of the future; w-Lll and 6haLe. are realizations of the feature Modal. 

Both the Perfect and the Progressive are called 'aspect'. 

There have been other suggestions as to the treatment of tense within 

the generative theory. Among these is Kiparsky's (1968) suggestion 

that tense is an underlying adverb, synonymous with, for example, now, 

then, at Jome 6tLtuJte :tune. He makes this suggestion for Inda-European, 

in which tense was a separate constituent, not a feature of another 

constituent. He does not claim that this constituent analysis is appli� 

cable to modern Inda-European languages, in which the analysis of tense 

as a separate constituent 'imposes on the language a pseudo-agglutinative 

character which cannot be justified on phonological grounds' (Kiparsky 

1968: 44). 

Huddleston (1969) suggests that tense should be treated as a verb, 

as an obligatory part of the underlying structure, and it would take 

the sentence containing the main verb as its complement. He also 

distinguishes between the association of tense with some element and 

the location of the tense-marker, ie. between a deep tense and a surface 

tense (Huddleston 1969:781). Deep tense has a ternary system (present, 

past, and future), whereas surface tense has a binary system (present and 

past). Deep tense is not only marked by surface tense but also by 

temporal specifiers, temporal clauses, and by the class of the next 

higher verb. Furthennore, Huddleston suggests that the present perfect 

in English involves two tense-selections, one past, the other present. 

This is needed to account for the occurrence of present time-specifiers 

with the present perfect. Similarly, the p�uperfect involves two tense

selections, both past in this case. In addition the progressive forms 

are seen by Huddleston as consisting of two tense-selections. Thus, 

for example, I'm nea.cUn.g involves two present tenses, I WCL6 �eacUng 

_a past and a present tense, I'm ne�ng a papen tomoMow a future 

and a present tense. 
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:Mc:Cawley (1971) combines both the above views. He sees tense as 

a verb in the underlying structure but also as having a meaning �ike 

'prior to' for the past tense, thus being pronominalization of a 

time-adverb. For cases like Max wcv., t,Ur_ed lcv.,t nJ.,ght, which have 

both a time-adverb and a tense-form in them, Mccawley suggests a 

reduplication rule which adds a pronominal copy for every time-adverb 

(McCawly 1971:111). McCawly also treats all occurrences of have 

in English as underlying past tenses, the reason being that in certain 

cases the distinction between the past, the present perfect, and the 

past perfect is neutralized in favour of have. 

Lakoff (1970) shows convincingly that none of the theories described 

above is adequate in explaining all the phenomena that occur in con

nection with tense-usage. In the generative theories of tense described 

above, as well as in the traditional and structuralist ones, there is 

only one primary factor in tense-choice: the time of occurrence of the 

act described in relation to the time of utterance. A secondary factor 

which is nonnally taken into accollilt is what is traditionally called 

'sequence of tenses'; this is described by generative grammarians as the 

influence of the time of occurrence of higher verbs on the superficial 

tense of the lower verbs. These factors are not, however, enough to 

explain, for example, the occurrence of 'false' tenses, ie. uses of 

tense-forms which seem to be contradictory to the ti1ne of occurrence of 

the action described and which are not explainable through any sequence

of-tenses rule. By this Lakoff means cases like that of a shopkeeper 

saying to a customer inspecting some apples: Tho�e ut,LU, be th.Jtee 0o� 

a doUM. Equally unsatisfactory in Lakoff's opinion is the explana:tion 

of the present perfect through 'current-relevance' - a term used by Palmer 

(1965) and Mccawley (1.971) - because there is no definition for it nor 

any description of when something can have 'current relevance' and 

when it cannot. An adequate theory of tense has to take into account 

a lot more than just the actual time of occurrence of the act described · 

and its relation to the moment of speaking, or as Lakoff puts it (1970:848): 

Such a theory will have to take cognizance of elements 

that some have considered extralinguistic: assumptions 

made by speakers concerning the relationship between 

the actual time of the speech-act and that of the event 

in the physical universe, and the perception by the 

speaker of the temporal gap between event and speech. 
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There have been suggestions that other things should be taken into 

consideration in the treatment of tense and not just the actual time 

of occurrence and its relation to the moment of speaking. One such 

suggestion was made by Bull (1960). The basic idea is that one can 

__ look at events in three ways: by experience and contemplation, by 

looking back retrospectively and by anticipation. This is done from 

an 'axis of orientation'. The experiencing of any event can become 

an axis of Qrientation, the point present (PP) according to which all 

other events are oriented. The point present, however, is a fleeting 

moment. As soon as an event has taken place, it moves backward in 

time and becomes a retrospective point (RP), from which it is again 

possible to contemplate time in three different ways. In the same way 

there is an axis of orientation in the future, an anticipated point 

(AP), and again it is possible to look at events in three different 

ways from this point. There is also a fourth axis of orientation 

(RAP), which represents events that are recalled at PP as having been 

anticipated at RP. Thus, there is a prime point of orientation, the 

speaker's present and other points or axes of orientation that either 

precede or follow the PP. Events are either simultaneous with the axis 

or happen before or after the axis. The system is an open one: there 

are infinite possibilities of adding new axes to it, but Bull says that 

it is highly unlikely that the number of axes ever exceeds four. 

Before Bull, Reichenbach (1947) pointed out that tense-choice does 

not only reflect the relation of the point of event of the action described 

and the point of speech. In addition to these two points the speaker 

also uses a third point, the point of reference (cf. Bull's point of 

orientation). Thus, in the sentence Pete� had gone the point of event 

is the time when Peter went; the point of reference is a time between 

this point and the point of speech. In individual sentences the actual 

time of the point of reference is often left vague but is usually given 

by the context. In a narrative for example the point of reference might 

be given as an exact date and some events might be related as occurring 

at this point, others as occurring before it. This point of reference 

can be sinrultaneous with, prior to or posterior to the point of speech. 

The point of event in its turn can be sinrultaneous with, prior or posterior 

to the point of reference. This gives a set on nine 'fundamental 

possibilities' but does not exhaust all possibilities. We could further 

cons,ider the relation of the point of event to the point of speech. 
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But this relation does not really matter, because the decisive relations 

are those between the point of speech and the point of reference� and 

between the point of event and the point of reference. The following list 
gives Reichenbach's final system of time-relations. E= point of event, 

R=point of reference, S=point of speech. In the description of time

relations, the connnas indicate that the points are cotemporal. A line 

between the symbols indicates that the points are separated from each 

other in time. 

1. E -R -S Anterior past 
2. E,R - s Simple past 

3. R -E -S
}R - S,E Posterior past 

R -S -E

4. E -S,R Anterior present 
5. S ,R,E_ Simple present 

6. S,R -E Posterior present 

7. S - E - RJ
S,E -R Anterior future 
E -S -R

8. s -R,E Simple future 
9. s R -E Posterior future 

The same three-point system is used by Wiik (1976) in his explanation 
of the meanings of Finnish tenses. According to Wiik, people show at 

least two tendencies in time-relations, regardless of their mother 

tongue: the tendency to compare the times of events, ie. to see them 
as simultaneous or with one anterior or posterior to the other, an,a. the 
tendency to relate events to the point of speech. In addition to these, 

he sees, at least in Finnish, the tendency to consider an event not 
from the point of speech but from another point, ie. the point of 

reference. (Siro 1964 also uses the same system and the same terminology). 
Both English and Finnish have thus been seen as having a system of 

nine fundamental time-relations underlying their tense usage. Below 

is a list of these relations and their most common expressions in English 
and Finnish (cf. Reichenbach 1947 and Wiik 1976). 

1.E -R -S
2. E,R -S

Peter ha.d len-t 

leo,t 
Pekka oU lti.hteny.t 

,e_iih;t.,[ 
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3. R - E - S would leave. oU tiih:te.vd/�aw 

4. E - S,R hcv., te.6,t on tfih,t,e.ny.t. 

5. S,R,S teave6 tahle.e. 

6. S,R - E w,i,ll te.a.ve. on tfih,t,e.vfi/tiih.t.e.e. 

7. s E - R w,i,U ha.ve. le.6.t. on tiih,t,e.ny.t. 

8. s - R,E will te.�ve. on tiih,t,e.vfi/tfih,t,e.e. 

9. s - R --E will te.a.ve. on tah,t,e.vfi/tiih,t,e.e. 

What the above list shows is that neither language has special expressions 

for all time-relations and both languages use the same expressions for 

6,8 and 9. 

Wiik also discusses the derivation of the tenses from the abstract 

time-relations. Following the view presented in generative semantics, 

he sees,a performative sentence uppermost in the deep structure of every 

utterance and the time-relations represented as separate sentences. He 

comes to the conclusion that the order of these deep structure sentences 

is the following: below the uppermost sentence, ie. the performative 

sentence, is the sentence giving the point of reference and below this 

is the sentence that gives the point of event. In other words, the 

speaker first determines the relation of the pqint of reference to the 

point of speech and then determines the point of event to the point of 

reference. Apparently the same deep structure explanation could be 

applied to English as well. The transformations needed for obtaining 

the surface structure would be partly different. 

This shows that there is quite a lot of similarity between English 

and Finnish tense-systems. What the above system does not explain, 

�\ however, is that the expressions of time-relations mentioned above do
11 not always allow the interpretation given above (cf. Lakoff' s 'false

tenses')-, or, to express it the other way round, the time-relations 

have alternative expressions. Moreover, it does not explain the role 

of time-adverbs, which set restrictions on the inte rpretation of the 

above expressions. These points can be illustrated by the following 

English sentences, in which the present tense is used but has a different 

interpretation in each case, owing to the time-adverbs used: 

(1) John always picks up the blond one.

(2) Right now, John picks up the blond one.
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(3) Last night, John picks up the blond one.

(4) Tomorrow night, John picks up the blond one.

In (3), for example, the point of reference is in the past and so is the 

point of event and yet the present tense is used. A similar discrepancy 

exists in the following English and Finnish sentences, in which both the 

point of reference and the point of event are in the present and yet the 

tense is the past tense: 

(5) Did you want me? Yes, I hoped you would give me

a hand with the painting.

(6) Oliko siella rouva Peltonen tavattavissa?

(Was Mrs. Peltonen there?; asked on the phone)

Something else in addition to the three points is needed to explain 

phenomena like these. There seems to be a four�h point, the speaker's 

point of view that should be taken into consideration. This point of 

view can also be simultaneous with, prior to or posterior to the point 

of speech. In most cases it falls together with the point of reference, 

but if it is different, it overrules the influence of the points of 

reference anJ event. Thus, between the performative sentence and the 

sentence containing the point of reference there is an additional 

sentence, something like: 'I look frnm the point of view X'. 

Another point the above system does not explain is why the speaker 

chooses a certain point of reference. He cannot choose the point of 

event but he can choose his point of reference. Thus, for example, 

a past event has a past point of occurrence, but the speaker has the 

choice of using either the moment.of speaking or a point in the past 

as his point of reference, ie. in both English and Finnish he has the 

choice of using either the past tense or the present perfect. Wiik 

(1976: 144) points out that the speaker's presuppositions are decisive 

in the choice of the point of reference. We ought therefore to try 

and investigate what these presuppositions are and whether they are 

the same in English and Finnish. 

In what follows it will be assumed that the above system of nine 

fundamental time-relations exists in both English and Finnish. It will 

also be assumed that the three-point system does not explain all cases 
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that occur or give a correct explanation of all tense-usage. However, 

cases in which the speaker's point of view is different from the point 

of reference will be treated as exceptions to the rule that the point 

of reference and the point of view are usually identical. 

The fact that the point of event 1 can be simultaneous with, prior to

or posterior to the point of speech divides the time-relations into 

three distinct types, which correspond to the traditional division of 

time into the present, past and future time-sphere. Doubts have been 

expressed about the suitability of the tripartite division of time to 

the treatment of temporal distinctions and their expressions in language. 

These doubts have been based upon the tense-systems of various languages, 

which seem to suggest that a better division would be a division into 

past vs. non-past or into , present vs. non-present. For example, the 

past vs. non-past division would describe the English tense-system more 

adequately because 'it is only in contexts of immediate report or com

mentary that the English non-past tense, without an accompanying adverb 

of time, is used to locate a situation in the present' (Lyons 1977:678). 

The doubts have also been supported partly by the view that futurity could 

not be placed on a par with presentness and pastness, because futurity 

is never a purely temporal concept; we cannot speak about the future with 

the same conviction we can speak about the present or the past. 

However, it is obvious that people have the tendency to think of time 

in tenns of the tripartite division: we live' in the present, remember the 

past and plan the future. Among philosophers it seems to be usual to 

talk about two quite different ways of conceiving time: the dynamic way, 

according to which events are past, present and future and are continually 

changing, and the static way, according to which events are in a pennanent 

order. Thus, an event is first future, then becomes present and then past, 

but its actual occurrence always remains the sa�e. (cf. Gale 1968 on the ar

guments of ·philosophers) When applied to linguistic reality, this means 

that the events talked about have their absolute dates/times of occurrence, 

but the speaker subjectively relates them to his.present moment, the moment 

Reichenbach's term 'point of event' can be criticized. Sentences do not 
always denote events. It is illogical to say that, for instance, a state 
has an event point. However, as the system is useful for the explanation 
of temporal relations, the tenn 'point pf event' has been accepted and 
used in the present study. 
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of speaking. This subjective time is part of deixis, ie. 'the location 

and identification of persons, events, processes and activities being 

talked about, or referred to, in relation to the spatio-temporal context 

created and sustained by the act of utterance and the participation 

in it, typically, of a single speaker and at least one addressee' 

(Lyons 1977: 637). The context/situation is egocentric, ie. the speaker 

relates everythirg to his here-and-now, which is detennined 'by the 

place of the speaker and the moment of utterance' (Lyons 1977:638). 

It is obvious that from the speaker's point of view his own subjective 

time is more important than the absolute time of events. This is sup

ported by the fact that children nonnally master the deictic system in 

tenns of tenses and deictic time-adverbs before they master the absolute 

system in tenns of calendar-time and clock-time (cf. Lyons 1977:679). 

As the spatio-temporal orientation is essential from the speaker's 

point of view, it can be expected to be universal and thus find some 

expression in all human languages. Whorf, however, claims that the 

Hopi Indians do not seem to have a concept of time comparable with 

ours, that their language contains 'no reference to time either explicit 

or implicit' (Wharf 1956: 5 7). Instead events for them are either objective 

(observable) or subjective (not observable), ie. they express modal but 

not temporal distinctions (cf. Lyons 1977:816). This does not mean, 

however, that the Hopis do not have any sense of time, only that they 

experience it differently. In fact, time and modality often intersect, 

which is seen particularly clearly in expressions of futurity in those 

languages that have a tense-system. For the purposes of the present 

thesis we do not have to establish time as a universal concept. Suffice 

it to say that it is a concept that finds expression in both English and 

Finnish. Moreover, it can be assumed that in these languages the tri

partite division of time into past, present and future holds good even 

though the tense-systems do not reflect this perfectly (neither language 

has a future tense as such). But both languages have temporal specifiers, 

ie. time-adverbs, that reflect the di vision into three: ljell:te./1.dal.J / we.n, 

:today/:tanaan and :tomoMow/huome.nna. Although the role of time-specifiers 

is important in expressions of temporal relations, the following analysis 

will concentrate on the function of tenses and will consider time-specifiers 

only when they seen1 to affect the interpretation of tenses. 
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There is one more problem connected with the notion of time: even 

though we conceive of and talk about time as something continuously 

flowing - any moment that we choose to call 'present' is gone, is 
past in a split second and what we now call 'future' is present and 
then past, again in a split second - we still talk about some events 
as 'timeless' as if time had stopped flowing. This is the case of 

the so-called 'timeless or eternal truths'. Lyons (1977:680) makes 

a distinction between timeless and omnitemporal propositions. The 
former comprise events 'for which the question of time-reference 
(whether deictic or non-deictic) simply does not arise', in other 

words, events which are somehow outside time altogether. Examples 

of such events are the eternal truths of mathematics and theology. 

An omnitemporal proposition is time-bound but temporally unrestricted; 
examples are general truths like 'Corruption starts from the top'. 

It is true that there are statements that are so generic as to make 
a change of time-reference impossible: for example, The a,e,ba.tJw-0-0 

wa;., a b,i_g b-iJtd lM:t yea.Jt sounds ridiculous. Making a distinction 
between truly timeless events and omni temporal on�s )10wever, is often 
very difficult. Moreover, if it were decided that there are sentences 

which are outside time, not temporally related to the speaker's now, 
there would first have to be a choice between timeless and time-bound 
sentences as distinct sentence types (cf. van Buren 1974:301). To 
avoid this difficulty and complication the timeless statements will 

be treated as part of the speaker Is present time-sphere ( cf .. p. QS ) • 
In what follows, then, the tripartite division of time into past, 

present and future will be the srarting point and will work as the 
basic division for the whole study. It could be said that the relation 
of the speaker's point of event to the point of speech gives the basic 
division: the point of event is simultaneous with the point of speech= 

present time-sphere, it is earlier than the point of speech= past 

time-sphere, and it is later than the point of speech= future time
sphere. This being the starting point, the influence of the reference 
point on these relations will be considered �s well as the final outputs, 

ie. the actual expressions of these relations in English and Finnish. 
An attempt will also be made to explain what causes the choice of a 

particular reference point. The study begins with simple sentences 
and tries to explain the expressions of time-relations in them, and 
then proceeds to see how these·function in complex sentences. The 

context will, however, be taken into account throughout. 
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2.2. Temporal Specifiers 

As mentioned above, temporal specifiers play an important role in 

the expression of time-relations. They, too, could be classified 
according to the tripartite division of time into specifiers that 

refer to the present time-sphere, those that refer to the past and 

those that refer to the future, eg. today, yuteJtday, tomoMow. 

There are, however, specifiers that can refer to more than one time
sphere: for example on Tuuday and 6on two yeaJU:, could refer either 
to the past or to the future. Equally _important from the point of 

view of temporal relations is the division of specifiers into those 
that denote a point and those that denote a period of time. Leech 

(1969:108) defines this opposition as a [+period] /[-perio<TI system, 
in which the former refers to a section of the continuum of time and 

the latter to a point on the continuum. According to this system, 
specifiers like ,{J1 Apw., i.n ,th.e mo11n)ng or J?.a;,,;t Ffr.-i.day are [+periofil 

because they have duration, and only specifiers of the type at 8 o'c.lok 
aretperio4]. It could, however, be argued that specifiers like 

la;,,t FJU.day are normally conceived of as points rather than periods, 

that the real [ +perio<LJ specifiers would be those of the type of 

0on two yea.JU,, a whole week, which specify the length of a period but 

do not identify a point on the continuum of time. 
In this study a di_stinction will be made between specifiers that 

denote a point (including 'points' that have duration) and those that 
denote a period of time. Among the latter type a further distinction 
can made between those in which both the beginning and the end of the period 
is specified (eg. 6on two yeaJU:,)and those for which only either the 
beginning (eg. -01.n.ee 1970) or the end (eg. unti.l Sun.day) is specified. 
A third group, on a par with point and period specifiers, are frequency 
specifiers, which can be either definite like eveJty month or indefinite 

like alway;,,, nevVL. The distinction between point and period (or lengbh) 
specifiers is, however, the most important one for a discussion of 
time-relations. 

The connection between tense and time-specifier is such that they 
normally match temporally,ie. refer to the same time-sphere. There 

seem to be two opposite views of the nature of this matching of tenses 
and time-specifiers. According to one view (see eg. Chomsky 1965) tense 

is primary and time-specifiers are matched to it. The other view is that 
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time-specification is primary and tense is a copy of it, a pronominal

ization of time-adverbs, according to Mccawley (1971). The problem 

is, however, that tense and time-specifier do not always match, as 

is seen in sentences like LMt nJ.,gh,t, John pi�fv.i up the blond one. 

Rather, the interpretation of such a sentence is a result of the 

combination of tense and time-specifier,, Consequently, it is difficult 

to say which is primary. The problem in this study is not to decide 

which detennines the choice of the other but to work out how their 

combinations reflect the underlying time-relations. Braroe (1974) 

seems to be correct, however, in maintaining that 'If a sentence has 

a reading with a certain adverb it does riot mean that the sentence can 

have that meaning without the adverb. It is not the case that the 

sentence is ambiguous and that the time adverb simply focuses on 

one reading thereby resolving the ambiguity. Rather, the time adverb adds 

meaning that was not there before' , which indicates that tenses cannot 

be simply copies of time-adverbs. Moreover, we can agree with Hornstein 

(1977) that time-adverbs modify the point of reference or the point 

of event, but not the point of speech. 
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2.3. Theories of Aspect 

Speakers are not only interested in the location of processes in 

time but also in their 'temporal distribution or contour' (Hockett's 

1958 definition of aspect). As pointed out above, the expressions of 

time and aspect are intricately involved with each other, although it 

is possible to make a clear theoretical distinction between the two 

concepts. The intricacy of the involvement is clearly seen in the 

fact that some English grammarians have called the progressive forms 

of the verb 'expanded tenses', while others have called them 'aspect'. 

Similarly, the have + past participle constructions have been given 

the names of 'perfect tenses' or 'compound tenses' on the one hand 

and been called 'aspect' on the other. Weinrich (1964:14) expresses 

this close relationship by the formula Zeit + Aspekt = Tempus. 

Aspect is a concept about which there is very little agreement among 

linguists. On the one hand, the tenn 'aspect' has been used for purely 

surface structure phenomena, such as the English progressive and per

fect forms (see eg. Palmer 1965 and 1974, Joos 1964, Quirk et al. 1972). 

On the other hand, aspect has been defined on purely notional terms. 

Jespersen (1924:286-289) sees aspect as consisting of different phenom

ena, notional distinctions, which he classifies into 

(i) the tempo-distinction between the aorist and the imperfect

(ii) the distinction between conclusive and non-conclusive verbs

(iii) the distinction between durative and pennanent

(iv) the distinction between stability and change

(v) the distinction between finished and unfinished

(vi) the distinction between what takes place once and repeated action

(vii) the distinction according to the implication and non-implication

of a result.

Of these seven distinctions, (iii) and {iv) find formal expression in

the English verb, in the difference between the simple and the expanded·

tenses, while the others are connected with certain types of verbs.

Curme (1931:376-378) also defines aspect on a notional basis as an in

dicator of the character of the action and divides it into durative

aspect (usually expressed in English through the progressive form),

point-actio� aspect (expressed mainly through different types of verbs),

tenninate aspect (associated with the simple form as against the pro

gressive), and iterative aspect.
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A third, totally different attitude towards the concept of aspect 

is taken by those who, like Zandwoort (1970:124), deny the existence 

of aspect in languages like English. The reason for this attitude is 

the claim that the nature of aspect in Slavonic languages should be 

taken as an absolute standard. Since aspect in Slavonic languages

finds its expression through morphological changes in the verb -

nearly every verb constitutes a doublet, one member being imperfective,

the other perfective - and since there is nothing comparable to this

in English, there is no aspect in English. Klein (1974) takes a simi

lar line, and, in his mainly terminological discussion of tense, aspe,ct

and 'Aktionsart' restricts the term 'aspect' to a morphological category

only, whereas the term 'Aktionsart' is used of a lexicosemantic category.

In Finnish no surface form or structure has ever been given the name 

'aspect'. The 1915 Committee on Grannnar (Kielioppikornitea) decided that 

'aspect' was to be used as a term to refer to whether the activity was 

to be presented as continuing ('kursiivinen') or limited in duration 

('terminatiivinen'). This was to be kept distinct from 'aktionsart' 

('tekemisen laatu'), which referred to such distinctions in the nature 

of the activity as inchoativeness and frequency. Following this deci

sion Ikola (1961) discusses the aspect of the verb, which he considers 

important when dealing with the use of tenses. He - also divides aspect 

into durative and terminate. The fonner means that the action is pre

sented·as in progress, the latter that the action is limited in duration. 

Within the terminate aspect Ikola distinguishes two subcategories: 

momentaneous-terrninate ('punktuaalis-terrninatiivinen') and linear-ter

minate ('lineaaris-terminatiivinen'). The fonner refers to an action 

which in itself is limited and thus cannot be limited temporally through 

a durational adverb (eg. Miu tappoi k.o-Uta.n/The man kifted �he dog, 

Paik.a juo/u,i k.oilin/The boy turn home). The latter refers to an action 

which in itself is not limited but can be limited through, for example, 

a time-specifier denoting a period of time (eg. So� k_v.,U k.a/u,i vuotta/ 

The Walt w� on 601t :two yeaN.,). The aspect, Ikola concludes, has no 

morphological manifestations in Finnish, nor is it connected with any 

particular verbs or derivational types, but many verbs can be used with 

both a terminate and a durative meaning. Siro (1964:82) uses the same 

division and definitions, although he does not use the term 'aspect' 

but talks about 'certain characteristics of the verb'. 
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The above discussion has contained examples of three basically dif

ferent attitudes to aspect. There is the view that the tenn 'aspeft'

can be given to certain verb fonns or verbal constructions. There is 

the extreme view that the tenn should not be used when referring to 

languages like English and Finnish, in which there is no morphological 

fonn of the verb that could be given this name, because the Slavonic 

aspect has to be taken as an absolute standard. Finally, there is the 

view that aspect is a notional category, a view giving greatly diverse 

results because very different notions can be included in such a cate

gory. 

The aspectual distinction made in Slavonic languages, in which the 

tenn originates, is perfective vs. imperfective. Comrie (1976:3) sug

gests as a general definition of aspects that they are 'different ways 

of viewing the internal temporal constituency of a situation'. According 

to this definition, the perfective aspect presents the situation as a 

single manalysable whole with a beginning and an end, whereas the im

perfective aspect refers to a portion of the situation without any ref

erence to its beginning or end, and the perfective aspect views the 

situation from the outside, whereas the imperfective aspect looks at it 

from the inside (cf. Comrie 1976, Heger 1974). There are other ways in 

which the perfective-imperfective opposition has been defined. One of 

these is a definition of perfective foTI!ls as indicating short duration 

and imperfective forms as indicating long duration. Comrie (1976) shows 

that this definition is inadequate because both perfective and imperfective 

forms can refer to the same length of time. Equally inadequate,according 

to Comrie, is the view that the opposition is one between limited and 

limitless duration because again both perfective and imperfective foTI!ls 

can be used to describe the duration of an hour, ten years etc. Thus, 

for example, in French both the past definite il 1teg na. bten:te a.n.6 and 

the imperfect <l Jtegna.d bten:te a.Yl-6 are possible with the same durational 

adverbial. Neither is the description of perfective aspect as an indi

cator of a completed action adequate. 'The perfective does indeed denote 

a complete situation with beginning, middle, and end. The use of 'com

pleted', however, puts too much emphasis on the tennination of the situ

ation, whereas the use of the perfective puts no more emphasis, necessa

rily, on the end of the situation than on any other part of the situation, 

rather all parts of the situation are presented as a single whole. ' 

(Comrie 1976:18) 
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There is no reason why the view should be accepted that the concept 

'aspect' exists only in languages in which the perfective/imperfective 

opposition is expressed by morphological means, no reason why 'non

systematic ways of expressing aspects in one language would not be corn

-- parable with systematic formal categories in another' (Gross 1974:7). 

If the concept of deep and surface �tructure is accepted, it is possible 

to regard the morphological system as a manifestation of a deep distinc

tion that is expressed in other languages for exauple by syntactic mea.�s 

(cf. Verkuyl 1972:IX). Verkuyl shows that in the grannnars of languages 

such as English (and Dutch) we have to account for the phenomenon that 

in the following pairs of sentences, those marked (a) are acceptable 

and those marked (b) are not: 

(la) She. walked for hours. 

(lb) *She walked a kilometre for hours. 

(2a) The hunter stayed in the hut for a week. 

(2b) il!The hunter reached the mountain top for a week. 

There is a reading of (lb) which makes it acceptable. Verkuyl refers 

to this by saying, 'For example, (lb) can be used to express that the 

event ... took place several times during a certain period having the 

duration of some hours' (Verkuy1 1972: 2). The sentence is, however, 

not acceptable if it refers to a single completed event of walking a 

kilometre. The difference between the (a) and (b) sentences is that 
the former allow a durational adverbial whereas the latter do not. 

The same restriction applies to the corresponding Finnish sentences: 

(3a) Han kaveli tuntikausia. 

(3a') Han kaveli (yhta) kilometria tuntikausia. 

(3b) •Han kaveli kilometrin tuntikausia. 

(4a) Metsastaja oleskeli mokissa viikon. 

(4b) •Metsii.staja paii.si vuoren huipulle viikon. 

The difference between sentences that allow the aqdition of a durational 

adverb and those that do not is obviously that in the former the process 

itself is not limited in duration and therefore a limit can be put on it 

by a durational adverb, whereas in the latter the process itself is lim

ited and there:fure can no longer be limited through the addition of a 

durational adverb. This contradicts Comrie's view that the perfective/ 

imperfective opposition is not one between limited and limitless duration. 
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On the other hand, Dahl and Karlsson (1976) claim that sentences con

taining perfective aspect do not allow durational advervials of the type 

6ofL two hou.M but that there are, at least in Russian, verbs formed 

with the prefix po- (eg. pogu.fja:t 'take a walk') which behave 'eccen

trically in allowing durational adverbs' (Dahl and Karlsson 1976:7). 

At any rate, it is obvious that the distinction between the sen

tences marked (a) and those marked (b) in (1)-(5) is syntactically 

significant in both English and Finnish. It was chaxacterized above 

as the distinction between limited and limitless duration. This char

acterization does not contradict the definition of the opposition 

perfective vs. imperfective referred to above, in which the perfective 

aspect sees the situation as a single whole, or looks at it from the 

outside
1 

whereas the imperfective aspect refers only to a part of the 

si tuation,or looks at it from the inside. When a speaker looks at 

a situation from the outside, he naturally sees all of it, and also sees 

it as limited in duration. But when he views it from the inside, he is 

capable of seeing only a part of it, and thus also sees it as limitless 

in its duration. The problem is, however, that definitions like these 

are impressionistic and, as such, too vague to be used as criteria when 

deciding when aspect is perfective and when imperfective, ie. to char

acterize the difference between eg. She wa.R..ked and She wu.ke.d a mile. 

or between He. -0:t:aye.d in :the hut and He 11,e.ac.he.d :the. moun.ta),,n :t:op. A 

clearer way of seeing the distinction is in terms of states and tran

sitions between states (see eg. Dowty 1972, Heinamaki 1974, Dahl 1974). 

The starting point is a state, as von Wright (1963) suggests in his 

discussion of the logic of change. When a proposition describes a 'state 

of affairs', or describes a situation, a person or a thing at any given 

moment, the proposition refers to a state, as eg. in The. dooll ·,u., open. 

A proposition can also describe what is going on at a given moment (eg. 

I:t ,u., }[[Un,i,ng), which von Wright calls a process. Processes are like 

states in that they, too, describe a 'state of affairs'. Between two 

successive states there is an event, a transition from one state to 

another (eg. The doon opened refers to an event, the transition from the 

state of being closed to the state of being open). An event can also 

be a transition from a state to a process or a transition from a process 

to a state, ie. the beginning of a process or the end of a process. 

The possibility also exists that an event is a change from one phase of 

the same process to another, eg. from slower to quicker. States and 

processes have duration since they describe a 'state of affairs'. Thus 
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they correspond to the above definition of imperfective aspect as looking 

at a situation from the inside. Events, being transitions between states 

or states and processes, have no duration, ie. are perfective. 

With the addition of the idea of causation two more concepts can be 

developed: acts and activities. Man can intentionally cause a change, 

a transition from one state to another; this intentional bringing about 

of an event can be called an act (eg. John opened the doo�). A process 

can also be brought about intentionally, in which case we have an activ

ity, eg. John played the p,la.no. This system thus gives five concepts: 

state,process, event, act, and activity, among which states, processes 

and activities have duration, ie. are imperfective, and events and acts 

are perfective, ie. have no duration. This division, however, leaves 

out cases like �eacung a book., w/Uting a lett� etc. , which have duration 

but which also lead to a change from one state (that of not having been 

read or written) to another (that of having been. read or written). 

Vendler's (1967) classification of verbs accounts for this type as well. 

Vendler classifies verbs - actually they are verbs and their comple

ments in many cases - into four semantic categories according to a 'time

schemata'. The groups that his time-schemata gives are: 

(i) acUv,<;Uu, such as 'running', 'pushing a cart', which are processes

going on in time and which call for periods of time that are not unique

or definite

(ii) ac.c.ompWhment6, such as 'running a mile', 'drawing a circle', which

imply the notion of unique and definite time periods

(iii) ac.fu.evement-6, such as 'reaching the top'·, 'noticing', which involve

unique and definite time instants

(iv) �tatu, such as 'knowing something', 'loving somebody', which involve

time instants in an indefinite and non-unique sense.

This means that it is possible to ask FM how long cud he fW.n/pU,6h the c.aM:.?

but not ♦How long cud a tak.e to �un/pU,6h the c.aM:.?. It is possible to

ask How long cud i.;t. tak.e to� a ciftc.le?, whereas Fa� how long cud he

�aw the ciJtc.le? is 'somewhat queer'. Similarly, it is possible to ask

Fa� how long did he love he,,t? but not,¥,-Fo� how long cud he notic.e i.;t.?

Thus, activities and states, on the one hand, and accomplishments and

achievements, on the other, have something in comm�m as far as their tem

poral properties are concerned. But there are other properties that

distinguish activities from states and accomplishments from achievements.

There is a feature shared by activities and accomplishments: they are
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both processes going on in time, consisting of successive phases. 

Vendler (1967:99) describes this feature with reference to the difference 

between activities and states as follows: 

Indeed, the man who is running lifts up his right leg 

one moment, drops it the next, then lifts the other 

leg, drops it and so on. But although it can be true 

of a subject that he knows something at a given moment 

or for a. certain period, knowing and its kin are not 

processes going on in time. It may be the case that 

I know geography now, but this does not mean that the 

process of knowing geography is going on at present 

consisting of phases succeeding one another in time. 

A consequence of this distinction is that in English only activities 

and not states generally allow the use of the progressive. A further 

distinction between states and activities is that only the latter c.an 

occur in imperative sentences and pseudo-cleft sentences (Run! is pos

sible but not �Know the ;tJw;th!, Wha;t: he cud Wa.6 to nun is possible but 

not �Wha;t he cud Wa.6 to �now the ;tJw;th). A feature that sets accomplish� 

ments clearly apart from activities, although they are like activities 

in that they progress in time, is that they have 'a set terminal point', 

which has to be reached. Consequently, only accomplishments can occur 

as complements of 6i;u1.ih: it makes sense to say They 6i;u1.ihed bUM'..ding 

a hoMe but not for example They 6i;u1.ihed nunning. On the other hand, 

accomplishments do not occur as complements of �top: They �topped buii.d

ing a hoMe means that they never completed the task, and thus we do not 

have an accomplishment but an activity. Accomplishments thus have duration 

but also have a definite terminal point, which has to be reached for the 

process to qualify as an accomplishment. The temporal properties of 

Vendler's four types of 'verbs' can be summarized in the form of a 

table: 
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Table 1. 

states activities accomplishments achievements 

It· I 1me specif. + + - -

I of type fiOlt +

'period 

I ti.rrre specif. - - + + 

: of type -<-n +

\period 

\ have duration + + + -

;progress in time - + + -

I 
I comple-rcur as -

- + -

ents of Mnu.,h 

ccur as comple- + + - -
ents of -otop 

- -�-- . - -�. 

Compared with von Wright's categories, Vendler's states correspond 
to von Wright's states; activities include both processes and activities 
in von Wright's terminology, achievements incrlude both events and acts. 
Vendler' s accomplishments have no counterpart in von Wright' s terminology; 
they would be included in events and acts since they, too, denote a 
tnu1sition from one state to another. 

A difficulty with the Vendlerian division is that verbs or verbs and 
their complements do not always belong exclusively to one category but 

can be.interpreted as belonging to more than one, depending on their 
context. Vendler himself is aware of this and points out that for example 

the verb th-<-n/2. is used in two different senses in sentences like He ,<,,6 

J.:hinung 06 Jone-6 (activity) and He .:th-<-nlv., that Jone_,e ,<,,6 a 1wual (state). 
In spite of this difficulty Vendler's division helps in recognizing 
aspects: states and activities are irnperfecti ve, accomplishments and 
achievements perfective.1 

1 
Them have been other attempts to classify verbs according to their 
temporal-aspectual properties, usually under the heading 'Aktionsart'.
It is easy to keep the two concepts, aspect and Aktionsart apart in 
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Another problem connected with the above division is that, as pointed 

out previously, the categories do not involve verbs alone but often verbs 

and their complements. Thus, in (5) the verb Juln denotes an activity, 

but in (6) the same verb with a noun phrase expressing destination denotes 

an accomplishment. 

(5) He ran fast/in the street.
Han juoksi nopeasti/kadulla.

(6) He ran to the street/home.
Han juoksi kadulle/kotiin.

Verkuyl (1972) shows that as a matter of fact aspects are compositional 

in nature, at least in English and Dutch, and that they are not a matter 

of the verb, neither a morphological category nor an inherent feature 

of the verb, but involve ingredients such as the verb, prepositional 

phrases, noun phrases and measure phrases. Verkuyl 's theory is therefore 

worth investigating in more detail. 

Slavonic languages, in which aspect is a grammatical category marked mor
phologically and Aktionsart refers to the division of verbs into meaning 
groups according to their semantic properties (cf. Andersson 1974:11). 
But in languages which do not have the grammatical category of aspect the 
two concepts are impossible to distinguish, and using both concepts thus 
leads to confusing classifications. Deutschbein's definitions of these 
concepts provide a good example of this (Deutschbein 1920, Deutschbein 
1957). In his view, aspects are subjective ways of looking at events 
('subjektive Anschaungsformen'), and Aktionsarten are related to objective, 
external events ('beziehen sich auf objektive aussere Vorgange'). The 
aspects are divided into temporal, with a further division into perfective, 
introspective and prospective, and modal aspect. The area of Aktionsarten 
is divided into temporal, consecutive, intentional, and intensive, each 
of these being further subcategorized. These notional categories of 
aspect and Aktionsart find their expression, in English at least, partly 
through the same linguistic forms. Particularly interesting is that 
other writers include Deutschbein's Aktionsarten in aspects (see eg. 
Curme 1931). 
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2.3.1. VeJLk.uyl'-6 A11.gume.n;tf., oM the. Compo-t>Lti.onal. Na;tuJr,e. 06 A-6pe.ct6 

Verkuyl concentrates on the durative vs. non-durative opposition 

because he sees it as the basic distinction underlying more elaborate 

ones. However, he makes a further distinction within the non-durative 
aspect into momentanous and terminate (cf. Vendler's achievements and 

accomplishments). A5 the feature distinguishing the durative from the 

non-durative aspect Verkuyl takes the compatibility of the £armer with 
durational adv.erbials of the type oo� .:two howv.,. The compatibility 

with questions of the type Fo� how long? can also be used as a test for 

the durative/non-durative, or imperfective/perfective opposition. 

Thus, for example •He kil.le.d the. pig 60� .:two howv., and* Fo� how long 

did he. kil.l the. pig? are both unacceptable. The terminate and the mo

mentaneous aspects differ in their compatibility with temporal adverbs 

of the type in a day. i;. He h.U: :the. dog in a day is, according to Verkuyl, 

impossible, whereas He WMte. the. Mtici.e. in a day is possible. A5 was 

seen in connection with Vendler's classification momentaneous verbs, ie. 

achievements are also possible with a time-adverb of the type in a day 

(eg. He. 6ound li in a day). Verkuyl is thus not correct in assl.lllling 

the contrary. The difference between achievements and accomplishments 

(Verkuyl's momentaneous and terminate aspects) is in Vendler's words: 

When I say that it took me an hour to write a letter 

(which is an accomplishment), I imply that the writing 

of the letter went on during that hour. This is not 
the case with achievements. Even if one says that it 

took him three hours to reach the sunnnit, one does not 

mean that the 'reaching' of the sUIIDili t went on during 

those hours. Obviously it took three hours of climbing 

to reach the top. 

A5 pointed out above, however, Verkuyl concentrates on the durative 

vs. non-durative (imperfective vs. perfective) distinction. He first 

shows that this opposition is not a matter of, the verb alone, a view 

accepted for example in 01.omskyan (1965) grammar. Within this type of 

grammar selection is allqwed only.between lexical categories. A prepo� 
sitional phrase like oo� a we.e.k. is not a lexical category and there is 

therefore no way within this theory of showing that there is a selectional 

relationship between verbs and the whole prepositional phrase. The 
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decisive factor in the selectional relationship is the feature G;duratio�. 

This feature, however, cannot be a feature of the noun only but has to 
belong to the whole phrase, since we can have durational phrases like 
J.i,foc.e 6 o' c.loc.k., in which the noun is momentaneous, not durational. 

Verkuyl comes to the conclusion that adverbials expressing duration 
should be placed in the base in a different way to that suggested in 

Chomsky's theory. He supports this argument by the do -60 -replacement 

(Lakoff and Ross 1966), according to which, in a sentence like John 
wOll..k.ed on the p!Wblem 6olL ugh,t hou.M and I dJ.,d -60 oOll.. only .two hou.M, 

do 1.io occurs as a result of a transformation which substitutes do -60 
for the VP occurring in the fonner of the conjoined sentences (wolLk. on 
the p!Loblem). This means that the durational adverbial is outside the 

VP and consequently should be under a node higher than VP, and thus 
'it is the VP as a whole which selectionally relates to these Adverbials' 
(Verkuyl 1972:17). Furthennore, Verkuyl (1972:28) objects to Chomsky's 

idea of treating nouns and verbs differently, ie. the inherent specifi

cat.iou uf J1uw1s but the context-sensitive specification of verbs, which 

'leads to descriptive inadequacy'. Instead, Verkuyl turns to Gruber's 

(1967) idea of the base component, especially to his principle of poly
categorial lexical attachment. According to Gruber, verbs should also 
be subcategorized inherently. Thus, verbs could be inherently categorized 
as durative and non-durative (and non-durative further categorized as 
terminate and momentaneous). The compatibility of verbs and temporal 

adverbials could then be said to depend on both having or not having 
the feature tdurativ�. This, however, is unsatisfactory since 'there 
are reasons to assuine that there are no Durative or Nondurative Verbs' 
(Verkuyl 1972:39). There are some verbs which, if subcategorized inher

ently, would be {t°durative] (eg. walk.) but cannot have this feature when 
combined for example with a directional phrase (walk. home). The same 

applies to 'pseudo-transitive' verbs, ie. verbs that can occur with or 
without an object: without an object they are Edurativ�, with a singular 

object non-durative, with a plural object durative. Consider the follow

ing examples: 

(7) They ate for hours.

(8) *They ate a sandwich for hours.
(9) They ate sandwiches for hours.
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Often it is not only the fact that the object is singular that accounts 
fbr the durativeness but the fact that the object denotes an unspecified 
quantity: 

(lo) �he mouse ate the cheese for weeks. 
(11) The mouse ate cheese for weeks.

Verkuyl comes to the conclusion that the aspects are composed of verbal 

subcategories and nominal categories which contain quantificational in

formation. He develops 'schemes' for the aspects. The scheme for the 
imperfective aspect is : 

VP G:"�� V + NP@t-isPECIFIED QUANTITY OF � NP_f VP 

For the perfective aspect the scheme is: 

VP �§�v + NP�PECIFIED QUANTITY OF �aj VP 

The main point proved by this is that the aspects are not unanalysable 

categories inherently belonging to verbs. 
Verkuyl further shows that the subject and the indirect object can 

also contribute to the composition of the aspects. With some verbs, eg. 
die, a subject expressing an unspecified quantity of X can make the as

pect imperfective, thus for example in (12). 

(12) For months patients died, of jaundice.

Similarly, an indirect object expressing an unspecified quantity can make 
the aspect imperfective, as in (13). 

(13) For an hour Den Uyl handed out the Labour Party
badge to congress-goers. 

cf. (14) *For an hour Den Uyl handed out the Labour Party
badge to a /the congress-goer. 

Verkuyl then concludes that it is those constituents that belong to the 

nucleus of the sentence, a nucleus consisting of a 'relatively simple 

pattern of subject-verb-object-indirect object- prepositional object or 

subject-copula-predicate nominal' (Seuren 1969:112), that are involved 
in the composition of the aspects, because it is these that are involved 
in determining the compatibility with durational adverbs. 
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It is obvious that aspect cannot be a matter of the verb alone but 

at least the noun-phrases belonging to the nucleus 

to be taken into consideration. That this applies 

be seen in the following equivalents of (7)-(14): 

of the sentence have 

also to Finnish can 

(15) He soivat tuntikausia.

(16) *He soivat voileivan tuntikausia.

(17) He soivat voileipia/voileipaa tuntikausia.

(18) *Hiiri soi juuston tuntikausia.

(19) Hiiri soi juustoa tuntikausia.

(20) •Tunnin ajan Den Uyl ojensi tyovaenpuolueen merkin
kongressiin menijalle.

(21) fTunnin ajan Den Uyl ojensi tyovaenpuolueen merkin
kongressiin menijoille.

(22) Tunnin ajan Den Uyl ojensi tyovaenpuolueen merkkia/merk
keja kongressiin menijoille.

'The fact that Finnish allows a sentence like He. 1.,0,i,vii:t voU.upiiii .t.un:U

k.a.u!.),i,a (with a partitive singular object NP) as well as (22) Ven Uyl 

oje.n1.,,i, tyoviie.npuolue.e.n meJtk.W- (partitive singular object NP) but does 

not allow (21) Ve.n Uyl oje.ru.i .tyoviienpuolue.e.n me.1tiun k.ongtc.e,J.,J.,un1 me.n,i,

jo),lle, (with a direct object NP in accusative singular and an indirect 

object NP in the plural) means that there are some differences between 

English and Finnish in this area. These differences will be discussed 

later. It does not, however, alter the fact that the NP's in the nucleus 

of the sentence have to be taken into account when dealing with aspectual 

distinctions in Finnish. 
1 

1 .Andersson (1972), when discussing what he calls the perfective and
:iJllperfective Aktionsart in German, also sees as essential for its 
realization not only the verb itself but 'die Kontextlange Subjekt 
+ Pradikat + eine Erganzung (Zeitangaben im weiten Sinne ausgenorrnnen) ',
which corresponds to the nucleus of the sentence. According to .Andersson,
verbs can be divided into three types: (i) those that normally denote ·
perfectiveness within the nucleus (.Andersson's term is 'Grenzbezogenheit'),
(ii) verbs which normally denote L'llperfectiveness within the nucleus
( 'Nichtgrenzbezogenheit '), and (iii) those verbs whose perfectiveness
or :iJllperfectiveness depends on the other constituents of the nucleus ..
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2. 3. 2. Mpe.c.t. in the. PILUe.n:t Study

In the present study aspect is taken to mean the opposition imper

fective vs. perfective. Aspect is imperfective in a sentence which 

describes a 'state of affairs', ie. denotes either a state or an activ

ity. Aspect is perfective in a sentence which describes a change, a 

transition from one state to another, from a state �o a process, from 

a process to a state, ie. denotes either an achievement or an accom

plishment. States and activities have duration, achievements do not. 

Accomplishments have duration but also have a definite terminal point 

which has to be reached. Furthermore, it will be assumed that aspect 

is imperfective in negative sentences, ie. that every sentence is du

rative when negated (cf. Verkuyl 1972). This is seen in that sentences 

which do not allow a durative adverbial when affirmative allow one when 

negated: 

(2 3) ·'If We found the error for two days. 
* Loys.innne virheen kaksi paivaa.

(24) We did not find the error for two days.
Emme loytaneet virhetta kahteen paivaan.

That there are problems in treating negative sentences as being imper

fective in aspect is shown by Heinamaki (197�), who shows that negated 

sentences do not behave like ordinary imperfective ones. An indication 

of this is seen in the Finnish sentence in (24), which shows that the 

adverbial in the negated sentence does not take the same form as the 

adverbial in ordinary imperfective sentences (kahte.e.n pcU,va.iin vs. ka/v.,,i, 

paJ,vaa). However, the effects of negation would give a completely new 

direction to the discussion and take it too far from the original theme 

of time and aspect that it will be omitted in the present analysis. 

In the present study it will also be assumed that aspect .is not a 

matter of the verb alone. Aspect can be included in the meaning of the 

verb, but in many cases it is the verb together with the NP's belonging 

to the nucleus of the sentence that express the aspectual distinction. 

Thus, aspect is a matter of the nucleus of the sentence, unlike temporal 

relations, which are a matter of 'the sentence as a whole. However, as 

pointed out previously, there is a close connection between aspectual 

and temporal distinctions. In the following discussion expressions of 

aspectual distinctions in English and Finnish will be covered first, 

using the Vendlerian classification as a theoretical basis. References 
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will be made to them in a later discussion of tenses, which will fonn 

the main focus of interest in the analysis. 

3. EXPRESSIONS OF ASPECT

3.1. States and Activities 

States and activities are durative by their very nature, and they 

have no limit as such, no definite end or peginning. Thus, sentences 

referring .to states arid activities cannot contain objects that denote 

a specified quantity nor measure phrases nor phrases denoting destina
tion. If there is an object it has to be (:total]. If .there is an 
adverb of place it has to denote location, not desti11ation. In (1)-(3) 
the processes are activities, in (4)-(6) they are states. 

(1) Bob played/was playing the piano last night.
Bob soitti pianoa eilen illalla.

(2) What does John do/is John doing?
Mita John tekee?

(3) I walked/was walking on the beach this morning.
Mina kavelin rannalla tana aamuna.

(4) They lived/were living in_London last year.
He asuivat Lontoossa viirne vuonna.

(5) I feel/am feeling fine.
Voin mainiosti.

(6) My knee hurts/is hurting.
Polveani sarkee.

As the examples show, both the progressive and the non-:-progressive forms 

are possible in the English sentences. Thus, the progressive fonn cannot 
be said to be an indicator of aspectual difference in this case if aspect 
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is defined as above. The difference of meaning between sentences with 

the progressive and those without it is not easily explainable. The 
interpretation is partly connected with time-reference. If in the case 

of activities the time is the present, as in (2) above, the difference 
lies in the fact that without the progressive• the sentence is generic 

in time-refe,rence, while with the progressive it refers to the moment 

of speaking, ie. in the former case the interpretation of (2) is 'What 
does John do generally, for a living?', while in the latter case it is 

'What is John engaged in doing at this very moment?'. There is thus 
a difference in the span of time referred to. 

This leads to the general problem of the interpretation of the English 
progressive, on which there seems to be very little agreement. As has 
been mentioned before, it has been called 'aspect', and the difference 

between the progressive fonns and the 'simple' forms has been seen as 
an aspectual one. But the meaning of this 'aspect' has not been easy 
to define since it seems to have not one but several meanings. Most 
writers on the subject have defined a basic meaning for the progressive 
and then distinguished several 'subsidiary' meanings. Of all the basic 
meanings attributed to the progressive that of duration is the most com
mon. Thus, for example, Palmer (1965 and 1974) says that the progressive 

denotes activity that goes on through a period of time, activity with 
duration. Others use- definitions like 'action in progress' (Zandvoort 
1972) or say that it expresses 'a temporal frame encompassing something 

else' (Jespersen 1931: 178). Whichever 'basic' meaning is adopted, 
there always remain speei

°

al cases which have to be explained through sec
ondary meanings. No�e of the 'basic' meanings mentioned above explain 
for example the meaning of the progressive in a sentence like She ,u.i 
ahoa.y� bnea�ng tiung�, which some call the 'emotional' use of the pro
gressive, or cases like I am i.eav,i,ng, in which the progressive refers 

to the future. Imperfectivity has also been included in the secondary 
meanings, ie. the progressive has been seen as suggesting that the activ
ity is unfinished (cf. Palmer 1974). Among the 'basic' meanings are 

also temporariness and subjectivity as opposed to the objectivity of 
the simple form (see also Scheffer 1975). 

Of all the meanings listed above ta:nporariness seems to be the most 
suitable one for an explanation of (2) above:· Similarly, it explains 
the difference between the following pairs of sentences: 



(7) Bob plays the piano.

Bob is playing the piano.
(8) He walks in a strange way.

He is walking in a strange way.
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In the first member of each pair the sentence is a generic statement, 

in the second member a specific one. The same difference could also 

be described as a difference in time-reference: in the former reference 

is to a general/relative present, in the latter to an absolute present 
(cf. p. 95). The same applies to those few cases in which the progres
sive occurs with verbs denoting states, as in (4)-(6) above. States 
differ from activities in that, unlike activities, they do not consist 

of successive phases (cf. Vendler 1967:99). Generally speaking, verbs 
denoting states are not compatible with the progressive, apart from 

some exceptional cases. According to Anderson (1971) , the feature 

(i-ergativ� can in some cases overrule the feature Estative] and thus 

make the progressive possible, as in (9). 

(9) Egbert is being cautious.

Anderson (1971: 40) defines ergati veness as meaning that the subject of 

the verb is the initiator of the action. Thus Egbefd �ead the book has 

the feature [+ergative] , whereas Egbefd knew the :tJ.'.LLth and Egbefd -6neezed 

are [-ergative] . This can be tested by placing the verbs in imperative 
sentences: [:-ergativi} verbs are not possible in imperative sentences 

but E:_ergativi}verbs are. Thus ,Ii-Know the. :UuLth! and �Sne.e.ze! are ungram

matical but Be e,au;tiow., ! is grammatical and thus [+ergative] . The test 

for ergativeness gives negative results in the case of sentences (4)-(6): 
Uve. in London ( 6M a wWe.) ! might be possible, but* Fe.e.l Mne.! and 
�HLWt! certainly are not. This means that, contrary to Anderson's view, 
there are [+stative] verbs which are [�ergative] and yet compatible with 

the progressive. 
The difference, if any, in meaning between pairs of sentences like 

those in (4)-(6) is between a permanent state and a temporary one (cf. 

Leech 1971:16). This is clear in the case of (4) They lived in London/ 

They w�e. living �n London; in the latter sentence living in London was 
obviously temporary (They w�e. living in London ln tho-6e. day-6). In the 
other two pairs the difference is not equally clear; the sentences I 

6e.il Sine. and I am See.ling Sine., My knee. hu/Lt6 and My knee. M huwng 
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seem to be free variants. But even in these, if there is a difference 

it is one of a more general and more temporary time-reference. 

The main point in this discussion is, however, that the progressive 

is not needed for the expression of imperfective aspect in the case of 

activities and states since verbs denoting these are inherently imper

fective. Thus, the progressive is free to denote other meaning distinc

tions. With verbs that denote states and activities the progressive 

expresses temporariness or shorter duration as against the permanence 

or longer duration of the non-progressive forms. 

Chafe (1970) maintains that a sentence like (7) above (Bob ,-i.J., playing 

-the piano) could also have a generic interpretation. According to him, 

'in the nongeneric case the speaker is reporting on Bob's ongoing act. 

The alternative generic meaning can be appreciated if we think of this 

sentence as an answer to the question 'What is Bob doing these days'?' 

(Chafe 1970: 175). Whether Bob ,-i.J., playing the piano can be called truly 

generic like Bob piay-0 :the piano need not concern us here. What is im

portant is that when the progressive is used the duration is temporary 

if compared with Bob play-0 the piano, which is truly generic. In both 

cases the aspect is imperfective. The only cases in which verbs denoting 

activities and states can be perfective are when the verbs refer to the 

beginning of the activity or state, ie. have an inchoative meaning (cf. 

(p. 75). 
The meaning of the progressive is different when time-reference is 

not present, when it is either past or future. Consider ,CI0)-(11).

(10) Bob played the piano last night.

Bob was playing the piano last night.

(11) Greetje walked on the beach yesterday.

Greetje was walking on the beach yesterday.

Again the aspect is imperfective in both cases. The progressive is not 

needed for the expression of aspect and is therefore used for some other 

purpose. It does not necessarily now suggest temporariness. At least 

in some cases Jespersen's 'temporal frame' is a suitable explanation. 

It is very clearly so when there are two simultaneous processes; one 

process functions as a temporal frame for the other (cf. p.136), as in 

(12) and (13).

(12) Bob was playing the piano when I walked in.

(13) It was snowing last night when I came home.
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As the examples (1)-(6) at the beginning of this chapter show, Fin
nish nonnally �as only one surface possibility when the process referred 

, 

to is an activity or state. As mentioned before, the object has to be 

of the type 'indefinite quantity', which leads in Finnish to the choice 

of partitive: thus for example Bob -ooilti pianoa. Similarly in (14) 
and (15), the object is in the partitive. 

(14) Jussi ajaa autoa.

John drives/is driving the/a car.
(15) Pekka rakasti Liisaa.

Pekka loved Liisa.

Accordingly, it is contradictory that the following sentences haveftotal] 

accusative objects: 

(16) Mina tiedan vastauksen ongelmaasi.
I know the answer to your problem. 

(17) Tunnen taman kaupungin hyvin.
r know this town well. 

(18) He omistavat tuon talon.
They own that house. 

(19) He ymmarsivat vaikeutennne.
They understood our difficulties.

(20) Han uskoo kaiken, mita hanelle sanoo.
He believes everything you tell him. 

The processes are all states and thus inherently imperfective in aspect. 

Why, then, is the object in the accusative case? :Most of the above verbs 

can also occur with a [:_tota], ie. a partitive object in slightly dif
ferent contexts; in some contexts the ttotaD object is the rule, as in 
(21) and (22), in which the object is a pronoun or some other word re
ferring to a person.1 

l) The partitive object is normally considered to be the result of three·
different rules (see eg. Denison 1957): (i) it occurs in semantically 
negative sentences; (ii) it occurs in semantically positive sentences
if only an indefinite part of the total concept of the object is in-
"volved (eg, 0-o:Un u.Mia khi.joja/1 bou.gh;t Mme. ne.w bookl>) or in Siro 's
(1964:76) terms 'if the object is divisible and denotes indefinite
quantitative species'; (iii) it occurs if the action expressed by the
verb is irresultative ( eg, J\.u.e.-6 ampu.i k.all.hu.a/The. ma.n .tmot at the. be.a.Jr. 
as opposed to Miu ampu.i k.all.hu.n/The. man -ohot the. be.AA. de.ad). Dalh and 
Karlsson (1976) describe ffie same in terms of a hierarchical model in 
which. negatlon is the highest decisive factor: if a sentence is 
negative, the object is partitive and other oppositions are neutralized.
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(21) He ymmartavat meitii/¾'meidat.
They understand us. 

(22) Han uskoo vain iiitiaan/ Marjaa.
He only believes his mother/Marja. 

A f:tota:jJ object is also possible with .tun.tea and om,t,6.taa as in (23)

(24). 

(23) Tunnen tata kaupunkia/ hanen ystaviaan.
I know some of this town/ some of his friends.

(24) He omistavat metsaa ja peltoja.
own some forest and some fields. 

The processes of 'knowing' and owning' do not change with the change 

of the object from EtotaTI to GtotaLJ. The only difference is that 
in the sentences with the [:totai

] 

object the process does not comprise 
all of the concept of the object, which it does when the object is �tota�\ 
It is natural that in (18) the object is ftot� because people normally 
own a whole house, whereas it is normal to own only some forest and 

fields as in (24)._ In (19) the understanding comprises all our diffi
culties or certain difficulties, but in (21) understanding people does 

not necessarily concern their total personalitie$,Ollly perhaps_ their 
behavi�ur cir what they say in certain situations. The (:_totaI} vs. 
p-tota� object opposition is thus not due to an underlying aspectual 
difference� The processes remain states regardless of the form of the 

object, and aspect thus also remains imperfective. The object is not 

Next comes the aspectual opposition imperfective/perfective. If the 
aspect is imperfective, the object is partitive. If the aspect is 
perfective, the form of the object depends on the opposition definite/ 
indefinite quantity: if a definite quantity is referred to, the object 
is in the accusative; if an indefinite quantity is meant, it is in 
the partitive. Thus, whenever, the aspect is imperfective, the object 
must be in the partitive case. 

1) These cases are an exception to Dahl and Karlsson's rule concerning
object marking in Finnish: an imperfective aspect does not invariably 
cause the object to be in the partitive case. 
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needed for the expression of aspectual distinctions and is thus free to 

denote other distinctions. This is true only in the case of some,verbs 

denoting states and not, to my knowledge, with any verbs denoting activ

ities. 

The sentences in (1)-(6) showed only one surface possibility �hen the 

process is an activity or a state. However, this does not necessarily 

have to be the case. As (25)-(27) illustrate, there is another possi

bility in the case of activities. 

(25) Aiti on laittamassa paivallista.
Mother is cooking dinner.

(26) Lapset ovat poimimassa marjoja.
The children are picking berries.

(27) Olin kuuntelemassa musiikkia/mietiskelemassa.
I was listening to music/meditating.

This second alternative is the construction oil.a + the inessive case of 

the 3rd infinitive, which will below be called the progressive, for lack 

of a better term, because it in many cases corresponds to the English 

progressive. All the sentences in (25)-(27) could be answers toques

tions with wheJte, such as Whe�e ,u., motheJt?/WheJte Me the �hild.Jr..en?/ 

WheJte Welte you? Thus, the inessive case is found in this construction 

in its normal function, which is to identify 'the location or the spatial 

orientation of the state or action identified by the verb 1 (Fillmore 

1968:25). Thus, when the speaker utters (25) the listener knows, in 

addition to the fact that mother is involved in the process of cooking 

dinner, the additional fact that she is in the place where cooking usu

ally takes place; in (26) the listener knows that the children are 

perhaps in a nearby forest; in (27) that the speaker had been in a place 

where he usually listens to music or meditates. The speaker thus pre

supposes that there is a place where the activity normally takes place. 

The idea of location is not necessarily always present, as is seen irr 

(28): 

(28) Aiti ei voi nyt lahtea mukaan, han on laittamassa
paivallista.

Mother cannot come with us now, she is cooking
dinner ..

This sentence simply states that mother cannot come now because she is 

otherwise occupied, without referring to her being in any particular place. 
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In this case the sentence with the progressive and the one without it 

(hiin la,U..ta.a peu,vi:iil.,u.,.ta.) are free variants. 
There are activity-verbs which are incompatible with the progres

sive, for example, the ve·rbs in (29)-(31). 

(29) Tytto nauraa/itkee.
i"on nauramassa/itkemassa 

The girl is laughing/crying. 
(30) Hampaani kalisevat/�vat kalisema£sa.

My teeth are chattering:
(31) Han haukottelee/jauhaa purukumia/kaivelee hampaitaan.

�on haukottelemassa/ j auhamassa purukumia/kai vele.
massa harnpaitaan. 

He is yawning/chewing gum/picking his teeth. 

These activities differ from the previous ones in that tnere is no lo
cation in which they would typically take place, as there are for activ

ities 1ike cooking, listening to music, or meditating. But there. are 

contexts in which even these verbs are compatible with the progressive. 
Consiaer for example (32). 

(32) Vauva oli iti<emassa, kun tulirrnne kotiin.
·ri-e baoy was crying when we came home.

here ·::.he 1.-:se of the progressive makes the sentence . unambiguous: without 

it -che sentence :.voul<l '.:le arnbigucus. It would ei tiler :refer to two simul

taneous or to two consecutive processes (Vauva Uki, kun :t.uLi.mme ko:tu.n). 
With the progressive, reference is unambiguously made to two sinrultaneous 

processes. A similar explanation applies to (33), which allows two inter

pretations without the progressive. 

(33) Me soinnne paivallista klo 7.
We had/were having dinner at 7.

The sentence can be interpreted as meaning either 'we started eating 

dinner at 7' or 'we were in the process of eating dinner at 7', ie. 

without ·the progressive and with a definite point of time the sentence 

can denote the beginning of an activity (cf. _p.75 ). If the progressive 

is used there is no possibility for ambiguity but the sentence refers 
to an activity in progress at the point in time indicated: 

(33b) Olirrnne syomassa paivallista klo 7. 
We were having dinner at 7. 
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Consider also sentences (34) - (35) . 

(34a) Kynttilat ovat jo palamassa/palavat jo. 
The candles are already burning. 

(34b) Kynttilat palavat kauniisti. 
�ovat palamassa kauniisti. 

The candles bum/are burning nicely. 

(35) Kahvi on kiehumassa.
Coffee is being made.

In (34a) and (35) the emphasis is on the fact that the activities have 

been started, ie. someone has lit the candles or has put the kettle on., 

In (34b) the progressive is not possible because the sentence is generic, 

by referring to the general quality of the candles, the fact that they 

bum nicely. 

The situation with the Finnish progressive is thus the same as with 

the English progressive in the sense that neither is needed for the 

expression of imperfective aspect when the process is an activity or 

a state. The distinctions that they denote are, however, different. 

In most cases the English progressive denotes temporariness, while the 

Finnish progressive does not. The Finnish progressive, in its tum, 

has the connotation of locality, which is not a part of the meaning of 

the English progressive. But they can both be used to denote simulta

neity of two processes and/or the fact that an activity is in progress 

at a certain point in time and not beginning at that moment. The Fin

nish progressive cannot occur with verbs denoting states as the English 

progressive can in some cases when temporariness of the state is implied 

(They weJte uv�ng �n London/They uved �n London). 
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3.2. Achievements 

Achievements are momentaneous, have no extension in time and mark 

a change from one state to another, from a state to an activity, ie. 

the beginning of an activity, or from an activity to a state, ie. the 

end of an activity. Consider (36)-(38). 

(36) I woke up at 7 this morning.
Herasin seitsemalta tana aanruna.

(37) The old man died last night.
Vanha mies kuoli viime yona.

(38) They reached the mountain top a few minutes ago.
He saavuttivat vuoren huipun muutama minuutti sitten.

These events have no existence outside the moment at which they occur. 

It is easy to see why they can be described as transitions from one 

state to another: in (36) I was in the state of sleeping until a change 

occurred at 7, after which I was in the state of being awake. Similarly, 

in (37) the old man was alive until the moment he died, after which he 

was in the state of being dead. Even in (38) a parallel explanation 

is possible: the mountain top changed from the state of not having been 

reached to the state of having been reached by them. 

Occurrences of achievements involve points of time, not periods, in 

Vendler I s terms they involve 'unique and definite time instants'. The 

point in time can be specified as in (36)-(38) above but it does not 

have to be indicated. The fact that the process itself is momentaneous 

makes it obvious that it involves a point of time. This point can fall 

within any of the three time-spheres: the speaker's present, past or 

future. If it falls within the speaker's present, it is identical with 

the point of speech. There are very few processes that can be perfective 

in aspect with the event time being identical with the point of speech. 

These processes are limited mainly to the so called performatives, pro

cesses which have 'no existence apart from the predication' and are 

'identical with it' (Hatcher 1951:267), ie. the speaker performs the 

act by uttering the words. This is the case in (39)- ( 40). 

(39) I declare the meeting closed.
Julistan kokouksen paattyneeksi.

(40) I pronounce you man and wife.
Julistan teidat mieheksi ja vaimoksi.
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Although achievements by their very nature can only be perfective 

in aspect, there are some obviously achievement verbs that in English 

can occur with the progressive form, which is normally possible only 

if the aspect is imperfective. Consider (41)-(43). 

(41) The old man is dying/was dying.

( 42) The plane is landing/was landing.

(43) The train is arriving/was arriving.

'Dying', 'landing', 'arriving' are typical achievements. Yet, the 

above sentences seem to refer to processes that are going on at a point 

in time, an� the aspect would then be imperfective. The only explana

tion is that reference in these sentences is not to the actual transi

tion from one state to another but to the approach towards that transi

tion. This is clearly seen in the most natural Finnish equivalent of 

( 41) :

(44) Vanha mies on kuolemaisi11aan.1

(The old man is about to die.)

The same holds good in (45): 

(45) Mies oli hukkumaisillaan.
(The man was drowning/about to drown.)

If we analyse the above verbs as referring to the approach towards the 

transition and not to the transition itself, the verbs are no longer 

achievement verbs but have to be classified as denoting activities and 

are thus imperfective in aspect. 

1 An alternative translation for The old man ,{,6 dying is Vanha mi<¼ te
kee kuoiemaa, the literal meaning of which is 'The old man makes death'. 
This alternative clearly denotes the approach towards a transition. 
The construction is, however, not possible with a11 verbs of this type. 

· Thus, it is not possible to have ·'.lr. Juna tekee ,t,aapumi1,ta for The .tJLain
,{/2 aJl.JUVing, whereas it is possible to say Juna tekee tahtoa 'The train
is leaving' .
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In Finnish, the progressive is possible with some of these verbs, 

as is seen in (46)-(48). 

(46) Lentokone laskeutuu/on laskeutumassa.
The plane is landing.

(47) Juna saapui/oli saapumassa.
The train was arriving.

(48) Uusi tahti on syntymassa.
A new star is being bon1.

On the other hand, the progressive is not possible in (49)-(51), which 

contain verbs that are comparable with those in (46)-(48). 

(49) * Vanha mies oli kuolemassa. 
The old man was dying. 

(50) "-Mies oli hukkumassa.
The man was drowning.

(51) ,1,-Bussi on pysahtymassa.
The bus is stopping.

In these cases the approach towards the transition has to be expressed 

through a different construction: Vanha miv., oU izuolemaJ./2illaan/The. otd 

man ww.1 abou,t :to d,,ce., Mie1> oU, huizfzumaJ./2illaan/The man Wah abou:t :to d11.own, 

BU/2/2.t oU pyhiih:tymcUJ.iilliiiin/The. bU/2 ww.1 abou:t :to 1.i:top. An explanation 

for this discrepancy could be that it is easier to see processes like 

landing, arr:;_v1ng or the birth of a new popstar as having duration than 

dying, drowning or stopping, which are experienced as momentary. When 

the progressive is possible, it is often difficult to say whether the 

meaning of the construction is to be. abou:t to or whether it denotes the 

imperfective aspect and thus development-towards the transition. This 

is clearly seen in sentences that have objects: if the aspect is imper

fective, the object should be ttotal], ie. in the partitive case; if the 

aspect is perfective, the object is [+tota�, ie. in the accusative. 

Nevertheless, the progressive occurs with both types of object in con

nection with these achievement verbs. Consider (52) and (53), which 

both occurred in the same radio programme (1.11.1978). 

(52) Tyoterveyslai tos on aloi ttamassa laaj aa suorna
laisten pituuden rnittausta.

(53) Tyoterveyslaitos on aloittamassa suornalaisten
pituuden mittauksen.

In (52) the object is in the partitive and that is a sign of the aspect 
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being imperfective. Thus, the sentence can be interpreted as 'The work 

and health instituteiis starting/making preparations for a extensive meas

urement of the height of Finns'. In (53) the object is in the accusa

tive, and so the aspect is perfective and the interpretation of the sen

tence 'The work and health institute is about to start an extensive meas

urement of the height of Finns'. A similar difference in aspect and 

interpretation exists between (54) and (55), the former having an object 

in the partitive, the latter an object in the accusative (both heard on 

the radio in December 1978). 

(54) Valuutta-asiantuntijat ovat paattamassa kokoustaan
Brysse lissa.
The currency experts are finishing their meeting
in Brussels.

(55) Nailla hetkilla ensimmaiset joukot ovat saamassa
kaskyn marssia.
At this moment the first troops are about to get
the order to march.

In some cases the progressive construction does not contain the inessive 

case of the 3rd infinitive but the inessive of a deverbal noun ending 

in the suffix -o/5 from the verb stem. Thus, for example oUa menM1.:,a/ 

:tulM1.:,a/f_cihdoMci instead of oUa m1rnemciMci/:tulemaMa/f_cih:temM1.:,ci: 

(56) Laiva on tulossa satamaan.
The boat is coming to the harbour.

(57) Laiva on lahdossa satamasta.
The boat is leaving the harbour.

It is again noteworthy that these constructions often do not refer to 

the process of coming/leaving/going being in progress at a given moment 

but to the fact that these processes are going to take place or are in

tended, as in (58)-(60). 

(58) Oletko sina tulossa tana iltana?
Are you coming tonight/do you intend to come?

(59) Mina olen menossa niihin juhliin la1-1antaina.
I am going/intend to go to the party on Saturday.

(60) Vieraat ovat lahdossa.
The guests are leaving/intend to leave/are about
to leave.

Tn other words, these expressions come very close to expressions of 

future in some cases, as does the English progressive, and it is difficult 
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to distinguish this future reference from the approach towards the tran
sition from one state to another which has been discussed here. 

There is another case in which a basically achievement verb can occur 
in a sentence in which the aspect is clearly imperfective. Compare the 
sentences in (61) with those in (62). 

(61) I woke up at seven yesterday.
Herasin seitsemalta eilen.

(62) I woke up at seven for two weeks.
HeTasin sei tsemalta kahden viikon aj an.

ln (61) the e01ent is unique, in (62) it is frequentative, it is repeated. 
The frequentat:ive Teading makes the aspect imperfective as is shown hy 
the fact that (62) allows a duTational adverb. A similar difference ex-
-i.sts between and (64 J , which are Verkuyl 's (1972) examples. 

(63) The guillotine fell wi.th a thud that made me snudder.
;04) :�or hours the guillotine fel] ,vitl: a thud that made

:He shudder every time. 

Tt 1s the duration.al adveTbiaJ that 1na.kes the fref-{uency reading possible 
1.s reacb_ng is even ,,,Lrhout :he frequency 2.dverb e.ve)vJ .ume.). 

reading seems to be possible e•,.ren when there is an object 
ied quantity'. Thus, not only (65) �11t also 

and ;....rou1d aJI ow th8 addition of a ciurationa1 adverb & 

(65) John met interesting blondes on the beach ( all
SlTillIDer).

(66) John met an interesting hlonde on the beach (all
summer).

(67) John met two interesting blondes on the beach (all
summer).

This means, then, that Verkuyl 's scheme for imperfective aspect (p. 56 ) 
does not apply to all cases: sentences with a frequentati ve reading� 
forn1 an exception to his rule. 

In Finnish a similar interpretation is possible, with the difference, 
however, that a [-total] object nonna1ly occurs in sentences which r,ave 
the frequentati ve reading and thus irnperfec tive aspect: 

(68) Jussi tapasi mielenkiintoisen vaaleaverikon rannalla
*koko kesan. ( E-totaj] object and one occurrence)



(69) Jussi tapasi mielenkiintoista vaaleaverikkoa
rannalla koko kesan. Ct--tota:!] object in singular,
frequentative reading)

(70) Jussi tapasi mielenkiintoisia vaaleaverikkoja
rannalla koko kesan. ([-total] object in plural,
frequentative reading)
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It should be noticed, however, that a singular partitive object is not 

possible with most achievement verbs. Thus, for example (71) is unac

cetable. 

(71) �John loysi virhetta kaksi tuntia.
;oJ-John detected an error for two hours.

But (72) -lo acceptable. 

(72) Me moimme taloa kaksi kuukautta.
*lVe sold the house for two months.

Actually (72) does not necessarily imply that we sold the house but that 

we spent two months trying to sell it. What this means is that these 
basically achievement verbs that can occur with a singular[-totai] object 

no longer denote an achievement when ocurring with it, but denote activ

ities and can thus also be imperfective in aspect. 
In both languages an indefinite plural subject can also make the fre

quentative reading of an achievement verb possible: 

(73) People have been dying of that disease for years.
Ihmisia on kuollut siihen tautiin vuosikausia.

(74) Tourists have found that little village for years.
Turistit ovat loytaneet sen pienen kylan jo vuosikausia.

It is noteworthy that in the Finnish sentence in (74) the subject is in 

the nominative plural although in (73) it is in the partitive. A parti
tive subject is possible in Finnish if the verb is intransitive and denotes 
the existence or change of a state (which is the case with achievement 

verbs) (cf. Penttila 1963:623). Thus, the partitive subject is not pos

sible in (74), which has a transitive verb:*TuJu.�teja on loytiinyt �en 

p�enen kylan. However, the subject in (74) does not denote a definite 
number of tourists even though it is in the nominative. 

In English, an indefinite plural indirect object also makes the fre

quentative reading of an- achievement possible, as in the following 

example of Verkuyl's (1972), which was already quoted earlier (p.56 ). 
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(75) Den Uyl handed the party badge to congress-goers
for hours.

This again means that aspect can be imperfective as is seen by the fact 

that the above sentence allows the addition of a durational adverb. 

- This, however, is not possible in the corresponding Finnish sentence;

an indefinite plural indirect object is not acceptable unless the di

rect object is also indefinite plural:

(76)*Den Uyl ojensi puoluemerkin kongressiin menijoille 
tuntikausia. 

Den Uyl ojensi puoluemerkkeja kongressiin menijoille 
tuntikausia. 

(76) with a singular object in the partitive would be possible:

(76a) Den Uyl ojensi puoluemerkkia kongressiin meni
joille tuntikausia. 

This, however, would change the meaning of the sentence: (76a) means 

that Den Uyl tried to make the congress-goers take the badge but did 

not succeed, which means that the process is not an achievement any 

more ( cf. Me mo,{)1lme ;ta.lo a above). It is possible, however, to find 

contexts in which a [;total] singular direct object and a plural indi

rect object have a frequentative reading also in Finnish. Consider (77). 

(77) Vuosikausia mina lahetin joulukortin ystavilleni.
For years I sent a Christmas card to my friends.

Yet, in most cases the frequentative reading in Finnish requires a 

plural direct obj�ct, as in (78). 

(78) Tytto moi vappukukkia ohikulkijoille koko paivan.
The girl sold first of May flowers to passers-by
for the whole day.

·+Tytto moi vappukukan ohikulkijoille koko paivan.

There is one more special case to be dealt with in connection with 

achievements. This case concerns verbs that are basically durative, 

ie. are normally either activities or states but lose this feature in 

certain contexts. Consider (79)-(81). 

(79) Now I know it.
Nyt tiedan sen.



(80J 't"hen suddenly I remembered the name. 
s, tten yhtakkia muistin nimen. 

(81) We had dinner at 7 last night.
Soimme paivallista klo 19 eilen illalla.
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It is obvious that (79) and (80) do not refer to the states of 'knowing' 

and 'remembering' but to the beginnings of these states, ie. achievements 

that have no duration. Like achievements they involve a definite point 

in time, which at least has to be implied if not expressed. In (81) the 

situation is a little different: the sentence refers to an activity and 

is ambiguous as to whether the speaker means that the activity was going 

on at the point in the past or whether he means that the activity began 

at that point. (If the progressive is used, there is no ambiguity, see 

p.66 ) . If the meaning is inchoative, the process is comparable with

achievements and the aspect is perfective. 

Sentences containing verbs denoting achievements are normally per

fective in aspect, because achievements are momentaneous. As we have 

seen, achievement verbs are also compatible with the imperfective aspect 

in both languages if the achievement is repeated. This frequentative 

reading is p'ossible in both languages if (i) there is a durational or 

frequentative adverbial, (ii) there is an object NP denoting an indef

inite quantity in the plural (in Finnish also in the singular in some 

cases), (iii) in English an indirect object NP havin; the same features 

also causes a frequentati ve reading; in Finnish this is not usually 

possible, (iv) if there is a subject denoting an indefinite quantity 

in the plural ( or again rn the singular in Finnish, cf. Me,bi ad k,aa;tuJ, 

fzahde,n .tunnJ.Ji ajan/literally 'Of the forest fell for two hours'). 

Verbs can thus have different readings in different contexts. In 

both languages there are verbs that are basically achievement verbs 

but can, and often do, particularly in English, denote an approach to

wards a transition from one state to another, rather than the transi

tion itself, and are then to be considered activity verbs rather than 

achievement verbs. There are also verbs that are basically states and 

activities but can, if a point of time is implied or expressed, denote 

the beginnings of these states or activities and are then comparable 

with achievement verbs and perfective in aspect. 

Both languages also have pairs of verbs/verbal phrases in which the 

same basic verb stem occurs alone in one, with an additional morpheme 

in the other, and which denote an activity in one case and an achievement 
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in the other. Thus English has pairs such as f.><l and ,t,J.,,t down, cJuf 

and cJuJ ouL In Firn1ish this additional morpheme often occurs in the 

form of a deri vational affix. In some cases the original stem denotes 

an activity and the additional affix makes it denote an achievement, 

in others the change is from an achievement to an activity. Thus Fin

nish has pairs like the following: 

Activity 

istua ('sit') 

nauraa ( ' laugh' ) 

huutaa ('cry, shout') 

hypella ('keep jumping') 

nyokyte lla C 'keep nodding') 

Achievement 

istahtaa ('sit down') 

naurahtaa ('give a laugh') 

huudahtaa ('cry out') 

hypata ('jump once') 

nyokata ( 'nod once') 

There are even sets of three verbs, such as hcurtaa - huudah:taa - huudah

OQJ'/a ('cry - cry out - keep crying out'), in which the first member 

denotes an activity, the second an achievement, and the third again an 

activity ( or repeated achievements). 

3. 3. Accomplishments

Accomplishments require unique and definite time periods, not instants 

like achievements. They thus have duration like activities and states, 

but differ from these in that they have a definite end towards which they 

develop. If this end is reached, we have an accomplishment; if the set 

terminal point is not reached, we do not have an accomplishment but an 

activity. Since the set terminal point has to be reached for a process 

to qualify as an accomplishment, this also means that accomplishments 

always mean a change from one 1 state of affairs' to another and the as

pect is thus perfective. (82)- (83) contain accompl ishnients and are thus 

perfective in aspect. 

(82) They built a house last yeaT.
He rakensivat talon viime vuonna.

(83) John drove the car into the gar,'-ge a moment 2-go,
John ajoi auton tal1iin hetki sit-::en,
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In (82) there was no house until the task of building one was completed, 

ie. a change from one state to another took place. In (83) the c�r was 

not in the garage until John had driven it there, ie. again there was 

a change from one state to another. In (84) and (85), however, the def

inite end was not yet reached, the process was going on at a certain 

point in time and the aspect is thus imperfective. 

(84) They were building,a house last year.
He rakensivat taloa viime vuonna. 

(85) John was driving the car into the garage a moment ago.
Hetki sitten John ajoi autoa talliin.

The processes in (84) and (85) are not accomplishments but activities. 

As these examples indicate, the perfective vs. imperfective, or accom

plishment vs. activity, opposition finds its express-ion through the 

progressive in Enghsh and through the Gtota.Q - [total] object dis

tinction in Finnish. This is the case when, as in the above examples, 

we have a verb and an object NP which denotes a definite quantity. 

If, however, the object NP denotes an indefinite quantity, the progres

sive is not necessary in English for the expression of the imperfective 

aspect. Consider (86). 

(86) They build/built houses.
He rakentavat/rakensivat taloja.

The aspect is imperfective without the progressive and the processes are 

activities. If we add the progressive to the English sentence in (86) 

(The,y Me bLUlcung/weJLe bLUlcung houJ.,e,J.i), the only difference is that the 

time-reference changes from generic to temporary. If we add the progres

sive to the Finnish sentence (He ova;t,/ouva;t, Jta/2,e,ntamcuJ.ia taloja), the 

sentence gets the connotation of location of the subject (cf. discussion 

on activities in 3.2.). The object NP in (86) is plural, but it can 

naturally also be singular and still denote an indefinite quantity, in 

which case the process is again an activity, as in (87). 

(87) The mouse ate cheese for weeks.
Hiiri soi juustoa viikkokausia.

In English this distinctly differs from (88) , in which the singular NP 

refers to a definite quantity and the process is thus an accomplishment. 

(88) The mouse ate the/a cheese¥for weeks.
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In (88) the aspect is perfective, as seen by the fact that the addition 

of a du rational adverb is impossible. If the aspect is imperfective, 

the progressive is used, as in (89). 

(89) The mouse was eating the/a cheese.

In Finnish we have an amhiguity here: 

(90) Hiiri soi juustoa.
The mouse ate cheese/was eating the/a cheese.

(90) can either refer to the fact that the mouse ate some cheese or that

the process of eating a/the defirii te piece of cheese was going on at a 

point in time. In both cases, however, the process is an activity and the 

aspect is imperfective, because no definite 'destination' is reached. 

It could of course be argued that the 'destination' is reached because 

the aim was to eat only some of the cheese, ie. it could be argued that 

the aspect is perfective even when the object NP denotes an indefinite 

quantity. In that case, the corresponding English sentence The, moMe, 

<Lte che,e1,e would also be ambiguous. This would, however, be splitting 

hairs, and it can be concluded that in both cases the aspect is im.per

fective. 

In the cases discussed above it has been an object NP of the type 

'definite quantity' that has made the process an accomplishment. A 

similar effect has an NP or a prepositional phrase expressing destination: 

a verb that alone denotes an activity becomes an accomplisrJnent when 

occurring together with such a phrase. Compare (91) and (92). 

(91) She walked on the beach for two hours.
Han kaveli rannalla kaksi tuntia.

(92) She walked to the beach ).-for two hours.
Han kaveli rannalle¥-kaksi tuntia.

The addition of a phrase expressing location in (91) does not change 

the fact that waXfl denotes an activity, but the addition of a phrase 

of destination in (92) makes the process of walking an accomplishment. 

The same applies to the Finnish sentences, in which the idea of location 

is expressed, in this case, through the adessive case of the NP, and 

the idea of destination through the allative case. The aspect is im

perfective in (91) but perfective in the sentences in (92). The English 

sentence in (92) could be made iniperfective by adding the progressive 
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to the beach when 1.:,he in which case the process 

is an and not a11 accomplishment. In the corresponding Finnish 
sentence iinperfecti veness could in this case be expressed either by using 

the progressive or an adverb that expresses that the process 

was in progress at a certain moment: 

She was walking to the beach (when she fell). 
Han oli kavelemassa rannalle (kun han kaatui "). 
Han kaveli parhaillaan rannalle (kun han kaatui). 

A measure phrase also has the same effect on a verb which by itself 

expresses an activity: 

(93) She walked a mile.
Han kaveli kilometrin.

These processes have a definite end, a fulfilment towards which they 

progress in time, just as has 'walking to the beach'. They are there
fore accomplishments, and the aspect is perfective. This type of verb 
phrase, however, does not sound natural with the progressive, ie. an 

imperfective aspect and activity reading is rare in connection with 

them. Thus, sentences in (94) are strange, if not totally unacceptable. 

(94)? She was walking a mile when I met her. 
? Han oli kavelemassa kilometria, kun tapasin hanet. 

However, contexts can be found in which the progressive is possible: 

(95) Poika oli juoksemassa vasta ensimmaista kilometria, kun
toiset olivat jo maalissa.
The boy was only running the first mile when the
others had already reached the goal.

(96) Mieto oli hiihtamassa viittakymmenta kilometria,
kun han sai krampin.
Mieto was skiing fifty kilometres when he got cramp.

Verb phrases which consist of verb and a measure phrase like a lot/pal

jon are even stranger with the progressive, at least in Finnish: 

(97) She cried/read a lot in those days.
Han itki/luki paljon niihin aikoihin.
She was crying/reading a lot in those days.

-'It Han oli itke:massa/lukemassa paljon niihin aikoihin. 

According to Verkuyl's theory this last mentioned type would differ 
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from the other verb + measure phrase cases. One of the tests which 

Verkuyl uses to determine the upper bound of the aspects is the pseudo

cleft sentence tesL This he does at a point where he can safely state 

that 'those constituents which are located 'higher' thm1 Durational 

Adverbials will not be involved in the relationship between Durational 

Adverbials and ccnstituents to which the labels 'Durative' and 'Nondurative' 

can be assigned' (Verkuyl 1972: 99). It seems to Verkuyl that we have 

to decide what constitutes an event-S, ie. determine the underlying 

structure of action sentences (= sentences containing non-statives). 

It is this S that functions as the upper bound of the aspects. The 

pseudo-cleft sentence with its paradigm What + Aux' + X + do, be + Verb 

+ Y is used to determine the S. 'The referent of the S whose surface

structural reflection occurs as Verb + Y in this paradigm can be said

to constitute an event-unit. However, the constituents that belong

to Y can vary. Consequently it is necessary to determine 'minimal

event'. This 'minimal event' seems to be the same as the nucleus in

synibolic logic. The nucleus 'conforms to a relatively simple pattern

of subject-verb-object-indirect object-prepositional object or subject

copula-predicate nominal' (Seuren 1969:112). Operators such as Time, exis

tential and universal quantifiers, and modal operators are outside the

nucleus and must be introduced into it by transformations. 'Hence the

degree of cohesion between the Verb (originating in the nucleus) and

Adverbials of Time (:incorporated into the nucleus) cannot be as strong

as the degree of cohesion between constituents dominated by the node

Nucleus in the deep structure' (Verkuyl 1972: 17 4). From this it follows

that only those constituents that are included in the nucleus can be

involved in the composition of the aspects.

Applied to the above sentences with measure phrases the pseudo-cleft 

sentence test shows that measure phrases like a mile/ulomet!Un and 

paljon/a lo:t behave differently. It is possible to say Wha:t ,1,he ciLd 

a lo:t WM :to cJuJ/Milii hcin :teu paljon of.A. ilkem,lnen, whereas it is not 

possible to say ""Wha:t ,1,he, ciLd a mile WM :to waEk/Milci hcin ;te,/u, Wome;t

tun ou kcive,lemJ.,nen. Thus a lo:t/paljon behave like durational adverbs, 

eg. :tunnln/ to,'L an hou!L: Milci hcin teli,[ :tunnln ou kcive,ler,1/ne,n/Wha:t ,1,he 

ciLd f,otL an hou!L wa,,s to wailz. If this is accepted as a criterion, 

measure phrases like a lot/pa.ljon do not make an activity verb an ac

complishment and the aspect perfective. TI1e processes in (94) are 

activities with an 1imperfective aspect. Consequently it must be concluded 
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that the measure phrases that combine with activity verbs to denote 

accomplishments must be of the type 'specific quantity'. On the other 

hand, these combinations behave like accomplishments in allowing the 

addition of a temporal adverb of the type 'in a year': 

(98) She read a lot in a year.
Hi.in luki paljon vuodessa.

The issue, although interesting, is not important here since both English 

and Finnish behave similarly in this respect. 

For a process to be an accomplishment it has to have a definite end 

towards which it progresses, ie. goes on in time. As has been seen, 

this definite end, or goal, can be expressed, in both English and Fin

nish, in terms of an object which denot�s a definite quantity, a phrase 

that expresses destination, or a measure phrase. The idea of destina

tion can, at least in Finnish, also be included in the verb itself: 

this is the case with verbs like pa.Jtantua/ge.;t weU, vuleta/get �ool, 

va.bn,u.,tautua/get Jteady, 1.iimmeta/get Wa.Jtm, wa.Jtme!t, for which the English 

equivalents are combinations of verb and adjective. In these cases the 

processes can be described as gradual developments of states rather than 

changes from one state to another. Since these processes are accomplish

ments, the aspect is perfective in sentences in which they occur. How

ever, the aspect can be made imperfective and the processes changed from 

accomplishments to activities by adding the progressive in both Finnish 

and English. In (99)-(101) the a-sentences are perfective, the b-sen

tences imperfective. 

(99a) Annan jalka parani. 
Anna's leg got better. 

(99b) Annan jalka oli paranemassa. 
Anna's leg was getting better. 

(100a) Ilma viileni. 
The weather got cool/cooler. 

(100b) Ilma oli viilenemassa. 
The weather was getting cool/cooler. 

(101a) Sauna lampesi. 
The sauna got hot/was heated. 

(101.b) Sauna oli lampiamassa. 
The sauna was getting hot/was being heated. 

In these cases the progressive is necessary also in Finnish for the 

expression of the imperfective aspect because there is no object which 
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true of other verb phrases which do not contain an 

This is also 

ect NP and denote 

accomplishment. The aspect is made imperfect i vc and the verb phrases 

denote activities in (102) and (103). 

(102) Asiasta on kehittyrnassa ruta.
The matter is developing into a dispute.

(103) l'oika oli juoksemassa kotiin.
The boy was running hoJlle.

Another possible way of expressing the imperfective aspect in Finnish 

is again the use of an adverbial emphasising the fact that the process 

is going on at a certain point in time, for example pa!LhaJ.1£aan, juu!U.,. 

However, sentences like (99)-(100) sound strange with these·adverbs, or 

at least the sentences with the progressive sound more natural. Thus 

(104) and (105) are rather odd.

(104) Ilma viileni parhaillaan.

(105) Asiasta kehittyy parhaillaan riita.

Like achievements, accomplishments can be repeated, can be frequent

ati ve. In that case, as was the case with achievements, the individual 

accomplishments are completed but the whole series of repeated accomplish

ments is not, and thus the aspect is imperfective. This is the case in 

the following sentences: 

(106) Pyi:irailin ti:iihin joka paiva noihin aikoihin.
I cycled to work every day those days.

(107) Kirjoitin hanelle joka viikko (vuoden ajan).
I wrote to him every week (for a year).

That the aspect is imperfective is proved by the fact that the sentences 

allow the addition of a durational adverb. 
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3.4. Summary of Points of Contrast 

The starting point for the treatment of aspect was the opposition 

of perfectiveness and imperfectiveness. This language-independent 

conceptual dichotomy was defined as referring to whether the speaker 

describes a state of affairs or whether he speaks about a transition 

between two states of affairs. In the former case the process has 

duration and the aspect is imperfective. In the latter case the pro

cess is either momentaneous or has duration but ends in a definite 

goal or destination. Processes thus have certain temporal features 

on the basis of which it is possible to classify them into four groups: 

states, which are durative, activities, which are durative but consist 

of successive phases, achievements, which are momentaneous, and ac

complishments, which have duration but go on in time towards a definite 

goal. These groups are connected with aspect so that achievements 

and accomplishments are perfective, states and activities imperfective. 

Whether the process is semelfactive or frequentative also has a bear

ing on the aspectual distinction: a repeated chain of achievements or 

accomplishments is imperfective in aspect even though the individual 

processes are perfective. 

The perfective/imperfective opposition is not a matter of the verb 

alone in either English or Finnish, but the aspects are compositional 

in nature. The constituents of the sentence that participate in the 

compositions of the aspects are those that belong to the nucleus of the 

sentence. Adverbs of time, including durational adverbs, are outside 

the nucleus. Compatibility with durational adverbs was used as a 

syntactic device in deciding whether the aspect was perfective or im

perfective: the perfective aspect is incompatible with durational adverbs, 

whereas the imperfective aspect is possible with them. 

The division of processes into achievements, activities, states, 

and accomplishments is not always connected with the meaning of verbs 

alone. Thus, achievements can be expressed in English through a verb 

alone (cue, d�own, aJ1Ju,ve), a verb+ an object denoting a definite quan

tity 16�nd an �o�), a verb+ direct object+ indirect object (hand the 

pM.;ty badge to a QOng�v..l-goe�), a verb+ particle (l« down). In 

Finnish the situation is very much the same: the only differences are 

that in Finnish the object denoting a definite quantity has a special 

form on the surface, the accusative case; another minor difference is 
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that where the achievement is expressed in English through a verb+ 

particle Finnish has a special suffix indicating achievement as opposed 

to the activity denoted by the stern (l!i;tahtaa/,U,tua). 

In both languages the change of any one of the NP's ie. the direct 

object, indirect object or subject, to one that denotes an indefinite 

quantity in the plural allows the frequentative reading of an achieve

ment verb and makes the aspect imperfective, eg. He &ound eJUtoM noti. 

an hoM/Han loy◊i v�hwa tunnin ajan, He handed the p�y badge to 

c.ongti.eM-goeM noti. an hoM/ Han oje�i puoluemeti.k.luH/-ejci. vieti.o.,,LU,joil

le tunnin ajan, Touw� have &ound t� Li.;ttle village noti. yeaM/ Tu-

11.}J.;tit ovat loytaneet taman pienen k.ylan jo VUO◊ik.a�ia. It is note

worthy, however, that in Finnish, if the indirect object denotes an 

indefinite quantity, the direct object also normally denotes an indef

inite quantity. In Finnish, it is also possible for some achievement 

verbs to occur with a [�tota£l object in the singular and then be im

perfective in aspect (John tapMi vaaleaveti.ik.k.aa k.ok.o k.�an). The 

problem of interpretation created by cases like these can be overcome 

by saying that the processes in these sentences are not achievements 

but activities. 

It is also possible in both languages for a verb which basically 

denotes an activity or state to have an achievement reading when it is 

combined with a point of time. Reference is then made to the beginning 

of that activity or state (Now I ◊ee il/Nyt mina naen ◊en) We had dinneti. 

at -oeven/Soimme paivail,U,ta ◊�emaua) and the aspect is perfective. 

Activities and states are expressed through the verb alone (c.ti.y, 

laugh, ti.un, ◊ing/itk.eci., nauti.aa, juo◊ta, laulaa; ti.ak.a/2taa, vihata/love, 

hate) or verb+ an object denoting an indefinite quantity (◊yada ju�

toa/eat c.he�e, juoda olutta/dti.ink. beeti.). Activities and states are 

inherently imperfective, and there is thus no need for any particular 

surface form in either language for the expression of the imperfective 

aspect. Consequently, the surface forms/constructions that otherwise 

denote the imperfective aspect are now free to-denote other distinctions. 

Thus the English progressive can denote a temporary activity or in some 

cases even a temporary state, or a 'temporal frame' for another process. 

The same applies to what has here been called the progressive in Finnish: 

in the case of those activities with which it can be found it denotes 

location or emphasizes simultaneity with another process or simultaneity 

with a point of time (Kello ◊U�eman oUmme ◊yomM◊a paivau;_;.,ta; 



At �even o'doQk we weJLe having cunneJL). Similarly, the object in 

Finnish is free to denote other distinctions as it is not needed for 

the expression of aspectual difference. Thus, with some states the 

[-totall object denotes that only a part of the total concept of the 
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object is involved, whereas the [+totaiJ object denotes that the whole 

concept of the object is involved (Tunnen taman kaupungin/Tunnen tata 

kaupunkia). With activities the object is always [-totaf] ie. in the 

partitive case, since the object has to be of the type 'indefinite 

quantity'. 

As accomplishments involve reaching a goal or destination but also 

have duration, these processes can be seen in the middle of their du

ration before the goal is reached. It is therefore natural that the 

same verbs or verb phrases can denote both the accomplishment and the 

activity that progresses towards the goal, ie. there are verbs/verb 

phrases that vary between expressing an accomplishment and an activity. 

In the latter case, however, English requires the use of the progres

sive and thus the progressive here denotes the imperfective aspect. 

Finnish employs the [+total] - �tota:Q object dichotomy provided there 

is an object in the sentence. In the surface structure this means 

using the accusative case when aspect is perfective, ie. when the pro

cess is an accomplishment, and the partitive case when aspect is imper

fective, ie. when the process is an activity. When there is no object 

in the sentence, the aspectual distinction has to be expressed by other 

means: by using the progressive or employing an adverb that denotes 

simultaneity with a point in time (juwu, pa!tha.illaan). 

When an accomplishment finds its expression through a verb and its 

object, the object has to denote a definite quantity. If the expression 

of an accomplishment involves the use of an adverbial of place, this has 

to denote destination, not location. If the accomplishment is expressed 

in terms of a verb and a measure phrase, the measure phrase again has 

to denote a definite quantity. These conditions apply to both languages. 

Finnish has some verbs formed from an adjective and a derivational suf

fix (villea/Qool - villew/get Qool, QOole�) denoting accomplishments 

whose English equivalents consist of a verb and an adjective. 

On the whole, the similarities seem to be greater than the differ

e1Ces between English and Finnish in the area of expressions of aspectual 

distinctions. This is no doubt due to the fact that, for. the most part, 

the aspectual distinctions are included in the meaning of the verbs/verbs 
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and their complements and there is thus no need for any grammatical 
category for their expression. There are differences between the 
two languages, however. The most crucial one is the fact that in 
Finnish the object plays an important role in denoting aspectual 
distinctions, while this does not occur in English. As was pointed 
out above (p. 16), Krzeszowski (1974) suggests that we can 'measure' 
the degree of difference and s1m1larity between two languages accord
ing to the level at which the first diversification takes place in 
the derivationa1 histories of equivalent sentences: the lower the 
level of the first diversification, the greater the similarity. 
The e.xl)ressions of aspectua1 distinctions are a good case against the 
application of the model or, at least, they illustrate the diffi
culties in its application. for example, in some cases English 
expresses the imperfective aspect through the progressive and Finnish 
often uses the object in the partitive for the same purpose. The 
first diversification thus takes place at the categorial level, al
though it is not certain whether the progressive can be included in 
'major grammatical categories'. However, its choice cannot be left 
beyond the level of tr;:msfonnations because it is here that the minor 
categories such as auxiliaries are introduced and, for this to be 
achieved, the categ01y progressive must have been chosen previously. 
1n Finnish the choice between ftotafj and [-tota:i] object would 
presumably have to take pl;:ice at this level as well. When the progres
sive is chosen in Finnish for the expression of the imperfective as
pect, the di versification takes place later. It could therefore be 
concluded that the difference between English and Finnish is greater 
when Finnish denotes the imperfective/perfective aspect through the 
object than when it does this through the choice of the progressive 
for the irnperfecti ve aspect. 

A problem caused by Krzeszowski's system is that of the requirement 
of either an NP denoting definite quantity or an NP denoting an indef
inite quantity. In the case of objects this leads in Finnish to the 
choice of the accusative in the fonner case and to the partitive 1n 
the 1atter. In English this distinction is often made in terms of 
artic1es: no article for indefinite quantity, and an article for def
inite quantity (chee/2c/;the c}1ecM, ,'!cad boo/;,.5/1uw_d a book, !1ead .the 
book. head ;the book.6 J. The insertion of case endings would take place 
at the? post-lexical level, but where would the articles be chosen? 



Are they 'minor' grannnatical categories or is their insertion left to 

the post-lexical level? 
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When the adverbials of place are significant in the expressions of 

aspect there are often nouns with case endings in Finnish where English 

has a prepositional phrase. According to Krzeszowski (1974:138), the 

prepositional phrase is a category chosen at the categorial level. 

Case endings are inserted at the post-lexical level, but where are the 

cases themselves chosen? Another problematic case, although a minor 

one since it concerns only a few individual instances is processes 

which are expressed in English through a verb plus a particle but in 

Finnish through a verb stern plus a suffix. Are these both a matter of 

the lexical level? 

Krzeszowski's system of levels poses too many problems to be ade

quately applied to a 'measurement' of similarity and difference, at 

least in complicated phenomena like the aspects, which are represented 

in the surface structure by 'diffused' overt signals. It can be con

cluded, even without applying any system of levels, that the difference 

between English and Finnish is greatest in instances in which English 

uses the progressive and Finnish the partitive object to denote the 

imperfective aspect, and that there is great similarity when both lan

guages use the progressive, although both languages form this category 

differently. It is also easy to observe that, when the adverbials of 

place are involved in the expressions of aspect, the difference is not 

very great, even if English uses a prepositional phrase and Finnish a 

certain case of the noun. 

In both English and Finnish the progressive is only needed for the 

expression of the imperfective aspect when the verb or verb phrase 

would othe rwise denote an accomplishment and the aspect would then be 

perfective. Therefore, it is impossible to agree with Hirtle, who 

(as quoted by Scheffer 1975:39) says that 'the basic function of the 

(English) progressive is to express imperfectivity'. On the contrary, 

it is easy to agree with Cornrie's (1976:38) opinion that 'there are 

several idiosyncrasies in the use of the English Progressive that seem, 

at least in the present state of research, to militate against a general 

meaning being able to account for every single use of this form'. What 

can be said with certainty is that, in sentences which contain the 

progressive, the aspect is imperfective but in many cases the imperfec

tiveness is inherent in the process itself and the progressive is 
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thus free to denote other connotations. As has been pointed out above, 

these other connotations include; (i) Temporariness as against the ge

nericity or unlimited duration of the simple form. This applies also 

to those few state verbs with which the progressive is possible. (ii) 

Simultaneity with another process or a given point of time, which is 

implied by Jespersen's 'time-frame theory'.· This means that simulta

neous with the process on which interest is focused there is another 

process that forms a background to it. (iii) Emphasis on the conti

nuity of the process beyond a certain point in time, particularly 

with the present perfect (cf. p.128 ). (iv) Persistence of a process, 

with an emotional colouring of anger or annoyance (You aJte 60� ev� 

6o�ge:t.:ting to wMh you hand6). In this case the progressive is pos

sible even with achievements (You aJte a£.way◊ 6incung 6auLt in whMeve� 

I do), but then the achievement is repeated and it is the chain of the 

repeated achievements whose continuity is emphasized with 'a tone of 

irritation or amused disparagement' (Leech 1971: 29),1

1There is an interesting suggestion by G_:oldsmi th and Woisetschlaeger
(1976) towards an explanation of the differences between the English 
progressive and non-progressive forms in terms of 'structural' and 
'phenomenal' descriptions of the world. When using the non-progressive 
fonns the speaker describes the structural properties of the situation, 
and when using the progressive fonns he/she describes the phenomenal 
properties.The structural properties are those which, when changed, 
change the whole situation; all others are phenomenal properties. 
Thus, the difference between sentences like The engine doe◊n't ◊mOQe 
anymo�e and The engine �n•t ◊mo�ng anymo�e can be explained in the 
following way: 'Suppose your car has been smoking a lot recently and, 
knowing a lot about automobiles, you decide to repair it yourself. 
You pinpoint the source of the trouble in a defective hose, and you 
replace it. You can now confidentially assert, 'The engine doesn't 
smoke anymore'. To say, 'The engine isn't smoking anymore', you would 
certainly have to start the engine first, and your comment would be 
just an observation, rather than a claim about it being repaired. 'This 
view of the differences explains away such contradictory meanings of 
the progressive as 'limited duration' (The ◊tMue � Jtancung in the 
Qent� 06 the town) and 'ceaseless persistence' (The e�h).), tMning 
on it◊ ax�). The writers also claim that the same explanation applies 
to the case in which the progressive is usually said to add an emotional 
colouring, as the emotional colouring follows from the original semantic 
contrast; so does the difference between the simple present and the 
progressive present in sentences which refer to the future. As an ex
planation this view has the beauty of being general enough to apply to 
all cases. But it is too much of a generalization to be able to explain 
how a language-learner, particularly a foreign language learner inter
nalizes the difference between the progressive and non-progressive fonns, 
which is apparently what they purport to do since they say that 'within 
generative grammar, the central problem of linguistics has become the 
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The Fin.7ish progressive is comparable with the English one in that 

it also denotes the imperfective aspect in a few cases only but i � is 

needed less often because Finnish has other possibilities, notably the 

object, for this purpose. Unlike the f::nglish progressive, the Finnish 

prqgressive is never possible with states. Thus, it cannot denote a 

temporary state and neither does it denote temporariness with activi

ties. Instead, it often denotes a location of activities. Furthermore, 

it is not possible with all activities, ie. the type of activites which 

cannot have any special location typical of them. But even with this 

type the progressive is possible if its function is to emphasize simul

taneity with another process, which is again a function parallel with 

the English progressive. Like the English progressive, the Finnish 

progressive can have 'a tone of irritation or amused disparagement' as 

in Me J.iuoma.,lau.,e_,t ole_mme_ cuna vaLU::tamaMa 1.,y11_Jliu.,,ta aoemaamme_/We_ F,lnm 

cVte alwayJ.i c_omplcun,lng about .the_ JLe,mo,te_ loc_ation ot\ ouJL c_ounbtlJ (Suo-

men Kuvalehti 7.12.1978). The Finnish progressive again differs from 

its English counterpart in that with achievements it has the connota-

tion of 'to be about to do something' rather than 'to be approaching 

towards a transition from one state to another', which is what the Eng

lish progressive seems to denote in these cases. Thus, the progressives 

have parallel meanings without being identical in all their functions. 

There is good reason to adopt the same view of the Finnish progressive 

that Comrie (1976:39) adopts towards the English progressive: ' •.. it 

may well be that English is developing from a restricted use of the 

Progressive, always with progressive meaning, to this more extended 

meaning range, the present anomalies representing a midway stage between 

these two points' . Thus, it can be concluded that the progressives ir, 

these two languages are similar in that, in certain cases, they denote 

the imperfective aspect but this is not their only function. They can 

denote other meanings if the aspect is signified by other means. However, 

the aspect is normally imperfective when the progressive occurs in a 

sentence. 

determination of precisely how a language-learner generalizes to an 
internalized grammer on the basis of the data heard about him or her'. 
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Similarly, the object in Finnish is free to denote other meanings 

if the imperfective aspect is expressed by other means. Thus, with 

some states the object can vary between the accusative and the parti

tive depending on whether the whole concept of the object is involved 

or not, without the aspect changing. This is in keeping with what 

Kangasmaa-Minn (1978:86) says about stative verbs: 'changes in the 

realization of the nominative category governed by them have no bearing 

on the aspect'. With activities the object is always [-totai] , which 

is realized by the partitive case. If the object is [+tota�J , the 

process is necessarily an accomplishment, since the total concept of 

the object is involved ( cf. 1.,oin .lupcici/ 'I ate some bread, was eating 

bread' and 1.,oin .leivcin/'I ate the bread'). 
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4. EXPRESSIONS OF TIME

It was concluded above that aspects are a matter of the nucleus of 

the sentence, ie. the verb and the NP's that belong to the nucleus. 

Time is outside the nucleus and has to be introduced into it by trans

fonnations. The underlying time-relations can be represented, as is 

done within generative semanti cs, by separate sentences which contain 

the points effecting the expressions of time (cf. Ross 1967, Mccawley 

1971, Wiik 1976). The topmost sentence is a performative sentence 

containing the point of speech, the next lower sentence contains the 

point of reference, the third lower sentence the point of event, and 

the lowest sentence the nucleus (see Wiik 1976). It is not important 

from the contrastive point of view to discover the operations needed 

to generate the actual sentences from this deep representation, particu

larly since they seem to be very much alike in English and Finnish. 

A suggestion as to the derivation of surface tenses from the above deep 

time-relations has been made for Finnish by \1/iik (1976). To a great 

extent the same processes can also be applied to English. The principles 

arc as follows: As mentioned above, the three points are placed in the 

deep structure in sentences, of which the highest is a perfonnative 

one contarnrng the point of speech and having the meaning 'I tell you now' . 

The next highest sentence contains the point of reference and means 

roughly 'I look from point X'. The next lower sentence contains the 

point of event. These relations can be represented in the form of the 

following tree: 
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The pe _i_nt e f ref crence is detennined i.n relation to the point of speech 

t:1e point of event in relation to the poiLt of reference. Both ccm be 

either simultaneous (S), earlier than 

hi point. 

,, or later than (L) rhe next 

The transformations needed are of four types: deletion of the per

fonnative sentence, VP-raising, and tree-pruning. These transformations 

resu.lt in structures in which the point of reference and the point of 

event are auxili aries to the left of the main verb: 

tree 
puu S/E/L S/E/L 

E11ll 
kaatu 

In the tense forms which consist of ar1 auxiliary and the main verb, the 

point of reference 1s represented in the auxiliary, the point of event 

in the main verb (eg. on izaa:tu.nu;t/hac, 6allen, ou h.aa:t.u.nu;t/had na.lten). 

In the case of simple tenses a further transformation is needed which 

deletes one of the auxiliaries. According to Wiik, the past tense shows 

that it is the point of event that is deleted, and thus the point of 

reference remains. 

Since Finnish has no future tense marker, a transfonnation is also 

needed which changes L to S (Future to Present), which then leaves two 

present tenses. One of these is deleted and the result is the present 

tense with future reference. Both can also be retained, which results 

in the compound present (oUa + present participle). 

The future poses a problem in English. Of ceurse, the same process 

can take place in English as in Finnish, ie. the process that leads to 

the present tense being used with future refen.mce. If in the other 

al temati ves for future reference, however, for example the 6ha£1/wLf.1. + 

infinitive alternative, the same process of generation is applied, the 



rule that the point of reference is represented in the first tense of 

the predicate does not seem to hold. Consider the case S,R - E (W,[,U_ 

6ill), in which the point of reference is simultaneous with the pbint 

of speech. The tenses could be expected to be present and future, 
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the former representing the point of reference, the latter the point of 

speech. However, in W,[,U, 6ill it is the auxiliary, ie. the first 

tense, that carries the futurity. It must thus be said that in this 

case either the tense referring to the point of reference is deleted, 

or that both points are expressed in the auxiliary W,[,U, (strictly 

speaking will is � present tense form). The latter seems to be the more 

attractive solution. 

However, more interesting from the contrastive point of view than 

the description of the derivational processes is to try and explain 

why, for example, a certain point of reference is chosen and what the 

effects of this choice are on the expressions used. It was suggested 

above that, to explain certain phenomena that occur, a further point, 

the point of view, is needed and thus a further sentence in the deep 

structure as well. This sentence could be located between the performative 

sentence and the sentence containing the point of reference. It is 

also important to keep in mind that expressions of time not only involve 

tenses but also time-specifiers, and that the aspect included in the 

nucleus influences the expressions of time. 

It was mentioned earlier (p. 40 ) that the tripartite division of 

time can be followed, although there are reasons to think that this 

division is perhaps not the most relevant one from a purely linguistic 

point of view. As it corresponds, however, to a human tendency in the 

way of conceiving of time, it can be adopted as a basic division here. 

The division can be made on the basis of the relation of the point of 

event to the point of speech: the present means that the point of event 

is simultaneous with the point of speech, the past means that the point 

of event precedes the point of speech, and the future means that the 

point of event follows the point of speech. Thus, the division follows 

the general everyday division of time into present, past and future 

(in terms of history books, diaries, time-tables, plans for the future). 

The main interest will be on the effects of the point of reference and 

of the point of view on these relations as well as the reasons that 

lead to a particular point of reference or a particular point of view. 
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4. 1, Present

The time-sphere of the present comprises all processes that occur 

simultaneously with the time of speech. The speaker's point of re

ference is then also simultaneous with this prjJTie point of orientation. 

Thus, the present means that a11 three points fal] together. Theoreti

cally i_t is possible to think of the point of speech and the point of 

e\"ent being simultaneous and the point of reference either preceding 

or following them. But these would fall together with the future 

m the past ,md the past in the future respectively (cf. Reichenbach 

7947:296) and thus do not fonn separate cases. 

Thus, it is the time of utterance, the time of the speech situation 

itself, that constitutes the speaker's present. But the time span of 

the utterance can he very short. If the time of occurrence of the 

process is supnosed to be absolutely simultaneous with the time of 

u::te,,mce, i_e. have the same time span as the utterance, there are 

very few such processes. However, there is no need to limit the present 

to these cases only, but, instead, it can simply be defined to mean 

that the point of speech and the point of event coincide but can be 

varyrng in 1ength. 
1 

The present can then be stretched to any length. 

This is possible if we adopt the view of time presented by Allen 

(1966:182); 

Time can be viewed as a broad stream flowing in the 

direction of the future, on which we are now situated 

at a point near one edge. As we stare across the stream 

at the opposite shore, we may consider as being 'in 

front of us' just that part of the stream which could 

be represented by an imaginary line drawn as a perpendic

ular to the opposjte shore from our posjtion; or we could 

consider as being 'in front of us' all of the opposite 

shore that we can see, including all the stream between 

us and the shore spreading out in a large triangle with our 

position at i.ts apex and the opposite shore as its base. 

This is a goo<l illustrntion of the illogica] nature of the term 
'point of event', as well as the term 'point of speech', because 
it now has to be saicl that the points 'can be varying in length'. 
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This could be a description of the speaker's present, which could be 

the sarrre as the time of the utterance, ie. correspond to the 'imagi

nary line drawn as a perpendicular to the opposite shore', or be 

extended to include various portions of the stream, depending on how 

much of the opposite shore the speaker chooses to observe. In lin

guistic terms these extensions could extend from 'this morning' to 

'this month', 'this year', to a person's life-time, or even to the 

whole of recorded history. An important requirement is that the 

moment of speaking must be inside this time. If it is not, the speaker 

looks at the event from the outside, ie. looks either into the past 

or into the future. The following diagram illustrates this view of the 

present: 

Diagram 1. 
-,-

'-,, 
' 

", 

Past 

Pre:';ent 

Future 

Point of speech 

The question which arises from this view of the present is ,vhether it 

can also include the so-calle' eternal truths .or whether there are 

processes that are altogether outside time. As was pointed out before 

(p.42 ), saying that some processes are outside time would complicate 

matters, because we would first have to make a choice between timeless 

and t1mebound sentences. Thus, it is simpler to say that the speaker's 

present can be extended to 'all time' and include within that the 

eternal truths. 

It is, however, useful to make a distinction between cases in which 

the time referred to is limited to the moment of speaking and those in 

which it is stretched to longer periods such as 'this morning', 'this 

month', 'this year' etc. There are thus two types of present, which 

could be called absolute and relative present respectively, or punctual 

and extended present (see Lyons 1977:683). 
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Absolute present means, as suggested above, that the speaker sees 

only that part of the opposite shore that is directly in front of him,

ie. the time of event is simultaneous with and has the same span as 

the utterance itself. It is hard to conceive of events that would be 

so absolutely simultaneous with the utterance as to have no existence 

outside it. The only candidates that immediately offer themselves 

as eligible for this type are the so-called perfonnati ve utterances, 

which were mentioned in the discussion on aspect (p.68) as almost the 

only processes that can be perfective in aspect when the time is the 

present. These processes have no existence outside the utterance: 

by uttering the words the speaker performs an act. Perfonnati ve 

sentences are distinguished from 'constative' ones in that they cannot 

be really said to be true or false like 'constati ves', but rather 

felicitious or infelicitious (cf. Austin 1962)
1. Perfonnative sentences

have to fulfil certain formal requirements (see Ross 1970): they must 

have first person subjects, usually a second person direct or indirect 

object in the deep structure, they must be affirmative, and the time 

in them has to be the present. Thus, sentences in ( 1 ) and (2) below 

are performatives but sentences (3) and (4) are not. 

(1) I declare the meeting closed.
Julistan kokouksen paattyneeksi.

(2) I pronounce you man and wife.
Julistan teidat mieheksi ja vaimoksi.

(3) I declared the meeting closel.
Julistan kokouksen paattyneeksi.

( 4) The judge pronounces you man and wife.
Tuomari julistaa teidat mieheksi ja vaimoksi.

1 
The distinction between perfonnative and constative sentences is not 
that easy to make. Austin himself observed that to make a statement 
is in fact to do something. Ar1derson (1971:1) remarks that 'there 
are also certain conditions in which we may say that someone's decla
rative sentence was infelicitous in much the same way that perfonnatives 
can be: thus, G.E. Moore had observed that, if someone says something, 
one of the presuppositions is that he believes it. If, ther,, he says 
it but doesn't meant it, the situation is not unlike that of the man who 
says I be.t 6,c 6:t-Y c.e.ri,t>� you.' U be. c..b!e. to g e.t the. c.aJ.i I<. OJJJo..y 611.om the. 
0te.ame.11. c.ompo..ny o66-<,ua£J.i., but doesn't intend to pay up if you succeed 
in the task assigned'. Ross accounts for this similarity by positing 
a performati ve sentence for the deep structure of declarative sentences, 
a performative sentence containing a verb of stating, which is then 
deleted after semantic interpretation. 
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The absolute present requires the use of the present tense in both 

English and Finnish. Since the aspect is perfective, the progressive 

is impossible and in Finnish the object is in the accusative. 

In addition to perfonnative sentences, there is another type of 

context in which the time in the utterance can be the absolute present 

in the above sense, ie. it can have the same span as the utterance and 

consequently the perfective aspect: rwming commentaries of events 

taking place at the moment of speaking. These could be also described 

. as 'contexts where the speaker reports on an event to which only he, 

and not the hearer, has sensory access' (Braroe 1974:14). This is the 

case for example in (5)-(7). 

(5) (Now) Moore passes the ball to Charlton and
Charlton kicks it into the goal.
(Nyt) Moore antaa pallon Charltonille ja Charlton
potkaisee sen maaliin.

(6) A man crosses the street, goes to a car, opens the
door, gets into the car, and drives away.
Joku mies ylittaa kadun, menee auton luo, aukaisee
oven, astuu autoon ja ajaa pois.

(7) (Now) I place the cake into the oven.
(Nyt) panen kakun uuniin.

Sentence (5) could be part of a football commentary on the radio, sen

tence (6) a commentary of events the speaker sees occurring in the street 

but to which the hearer has 'no sensory access', and sentence (7) could 

be part of a cooking demonstration. It could be argued, of course, 

that these are not cases of absolute simultaneity, that in (7) for 

example, the action most likely follows the utterance, and thus the 

point of event is in actual fact in the immediate future, not in the 

present. It could be said of (6) and (5) that the speaker actually utters 

the words after he has seen the action, particularly in (5), in which 

the processes are momentary, ie. achievements. Even if it is admitted 

that logically these are not cases of absolute simultaneity, in actual 

fact people experience them as simultaneous, with the processes having 

no existence outside the moment of speaking. 

A similar problem of interpretation occurs in stereotype utterances 

of the following type, and they can also be interpreted as having an 

absolute present and with no existence outside the moment of speaking: 
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(8) Here he comes!
Siina han tulee!

(9) There goes our train!
Siina menee meidan juna/meni meidan juna!

These sentences are stereotypes as far as word-orderis concerned: the

adverb of place takes the initial position and is followed in English 

by an inversion of subject and verb (in Finnish this inversion is 

not compulsory), if the subject is a noun, not a pronoun. If these 

sentences are uttered, for example, when a person walks into the room 

(8) and when a train is suddenly noticed moving (9), the simultaneity

of the process and the utterance is as 'absolute' as it is in (5)-(7) 

above. Even if the coming and the going could not be limited logically 

to the time of the utterances, in the speaker's mind they need not 

have any existence outside it. If this interpretation is accepted, the 

processes are also momentaneous and the aspect in the sentences is 

perfective. Similarly, otherwise stative verbs like those in (10)-(12) 

have to be interpreted as momentaneous when they occur in sentences 

with a reference to the absolute present (cf. discussion on aspect p.74 ). 

(10) Now I believe you.
Nyt mina uskon sinua.

(11) You remember it now?
Joko muistat sen?

(12) I see/hear it now.
Nyt mina naen/kuulen sen.

That the time in these sentences is the absolute present is made clear 

by the use of the specifier rww/nyt, which is obligatory. Without it 

the sentences would refer to the relative present, the processes would 

be states and the aspect would be imperfective. This is clear if we 

compare (10)-(12) with (13)-(15). 

(13) I believe you.
Uskon sinua.

(14) You remember it?
Muistatko sen?

(15) I see/hear it.
Mina naen/kuulen sen.

There are thus iour types of contexts that seem to cover all possibilities 

of the absolute present and perfective aspect occurring together: 
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(i) perfonnative sentences, (ii) utterances that serve as running

commentaries of events taking place at the moment of speaking, (iti) 

sentences that refer to the beginning of states at the moment of 

speaking, (iv) a few stereotyped expressions. The situation seems to 

be the same in both English and Finnish (see Ikola 1949:67 on per

fonnative sentences in Finnish). The present tense is the surface 

expression in both languages. Finnish naturally requires the accu

sative object since the aspect is perfective, except with those states 

that take either a partitive or accusative object owing to other 

reasons than aspectual distinctions (cf. p.63 ), like (10) and (13) 

above. No time-specifier is necessary except with state verbs like 

(10)-(12). In perfonnative sentences no other interpretation is 

possible, and in the other cases it is the context or situation that 

makes the time-reference obvious, as in the case of the commentaries. 

Taken out of their contexts, the sentences in (5)-(7) could be ambiguous. 

MoofLe. pMM!/2 ;the. bail. ;to ChCULUon and ChCULUon k.idu, d into the. goal/ 

Moo!Le. antaa pail.on ChCULUovulle ja ChCULUon po;tk.we.e ;.,e.n ma�, 

for example, could be part of the plan for a £utWLe match in both 

languages. A man CJ1.0J.,1.,e,J., ;the ;.,;tJLe,e;t/M,i,e,J., yu;t;t,aa k.adun •.• also allows 

this interpretation and can even have a frequentative reading, in which 

case time is the relative present. Thus we must have either a time-

to the moment of !J"'""'-'-"1" or a coLtext that makes 

the utterances unambiguous. 

In the above discussion all the sentences contained a reference to 

the absolute present in the literal sense of the word: the point of 

event was simultaneous with the point of speech and moreover had the 

same time span as the utterance, so that their aspect was perfective. 

There are also utterances in which the time-reference is to the moment 

of speaking, ie. the absolute present, but in which the process has an 

�xistence outside this moment, although the speaker is only interested 

that the process is going on when he utters the sentence. Since the 

reference is to a point in time, the point of speech, and the process 

has an existence outside it, the aspect is imperfective (cf. p.64 ). 

This is clearly seen in (16)-(19) below. 

(16) John is driving the car into the garage.
John ajaa/on ajamassa autoa talliin.

(17) Mother is cooking dinner.
Aiti laittaa/on laittamassa paivallista.
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(18) That candle is burning nicely.
Tuo kynttila palaa kauniisti.

(19) What is happening here?
Mitas taalla tapahtuu?lon tapahtumassa?

This combination of absolute present and imperfective aspect requires 

the use of the progressive in English. It was concluded when dis

cussing the aspects that the progressive is required for the expression 

of imperfectiveness only when the verb/verb phrase is capable of 

denoting an accomplishment. Of the above examples only (16) contains 

such a verb and the progressive is needed to denote imperfectiveness. 

Without the progressive the time-reference would also be different: 

John d/1,,foe/2 the CM into the gMage would not contain a reference to 

the moment of speaking but either to the relative present (frequentative 

interpretation) or to the future. The same applies to sentences 

(17)-(19): their time-reference would be different without the prog

ressive, although the progressive is not required in them for the 

expression of tl-1e imperfective aspect as the processes are activities 

and, as such, inherently imperfective. This is again seen if we omit 

the progressive in, for example, (18): That wndle bwuv., ni.,e,eiy is a 

generic statement about the general quality of the candle. Mo:theJL 

c.oolu, clLnneJ1- and What happeM heJLe? allow both a frequentative and a 

future reading, depending on the context. Thus, although the prog

res::;ive is not needed for the expression of the imperfective aspect, 

it is needed to make reference to the absolute fJTesent. Here the 

progressive has the connotation of temporariness a against the genericity 

of the simple forms. But we also have to include the denotation of 

a temporal distinction between absolute and relative present, and 

between absolute present and future, among the meanings of the 

progressive. That the progressive really is necessary in (16)-(19) 

is due to the fact that there is no other way of clarifying the ref

erence to the moment of speaking. (20) and (21) with a time-specifier 

referring to the moment of speaking but without the progressive would 

be possible in numing commentaries of events occurring at the moment 

of speaking. 

(19) Right now John drives the car into the carage.

(20) Now mother cooks dinner.
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As out above, the action most likely follows the utterance 

in sentences like these, and, thus the reference is to the immediate 

future rather than to the absolute present. Among the examples in 

(16)-(19), (18) That crmdle, bWLVl/2 nicely now remains completely 

unchanged in its time-reference when the progressive is omitted. 

In Finnish this type of absolute present has two possible expres

sions in many cases: the present tense alone (with object, if there 

is one, in the partitive) or the progressive with the present tense. 

There are of course many cases in which the progressive is not pos

sible at all, as in (18) above. Th1.;s, Tua kyn:t:tua palaa kaun,,L,u.,ti 

remains ambiguous as to the time-reference unless we add a specifier 

referring to the moment of speaking and thus suggest temporariness: 

TfLUli hetkma tuo kyn:t:tua palaa kaun,,L,u.,ti/ At the, moment the, candle 

bWLVl/2 nic.eJ.y. In the case of verbs which can denote accomplishments, 

the fact that the object is in the partitive is also enough to make 

the time-reference unambiguously the absolute present. Compare (22) 

and (23). 

(22) Jussi ajaa autoa talliin.
John is driving the car into the garage.

(23) Jussi ajaa auton talliin.
Jolm will drive the car into the garage/drives the
car into the garage. (frequentati ve reading)

The ['.-total] object in (23) makes the sentence refer to the futl:lre or, 

if the context makes it clear, to the relative present with a fre

quentative reading. Thus, the Finnish object not only denotes an 

aspectual distinction but can also denote a temporal difference. 

If there is no object and the verb alone would denote an accomplishment, 

the progressive is necessary for the expression of the absolute present. 

Compare sentences (24) and (25), (26) and (27). 

(24) Virenin jalka on paranemassa.
Viren' s foot is getting better.

(25) Virenin jalka paranee.
Viren' s foot will get better.

(26) Asiasta on kehittymassa vakava r11ta.
The matter is developing into a serious dispute.

(27) Asiasta kehittyy vakava r11ta.
The matter will develop into a serious dispute.
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(24) and (26), with the progressive, refer to absolute present, (25)

and (27), without the progressive, refer to the future. Like the

object, the progressive can denote not only aspectual difference but

also a difference in time-relations. The progressive is not, however,

always necessary, even though there is no object in the sentence.

,Thus (28) would more likely refer to the present than to the future.

(28) Han valmistautuu iltaa varten.
She is getting ready for the evening.

This is probably due to the nature of the process itself: 'getting 

ready for something' means preparing for the future and thus takes 

place in the present, and it is likely that the sentence will be 

uttered in a situation where the reference is to the moment of speaking. 

On the other hand, the progressive is necessary in the following sen

tences if the speaker wants to make unambiguous his reference to the 

absolute present: 

(29) On tulossa pimea.
It is getting dark.

(30) Tulee pimea.
It will get dark.

(31) Me olemme menossa kotiin.
We are\on our way home

l going home.

(32) Me menennne kotiin.
We will go home.

The progressive in Finnish is thus necessary for the expression of the 

absolute present when the verb alone denotes an accomplishment and 

there is no object in the sentence, no feature in the process itself 

or the context to make the time-reference unambiQuous. 
From the fact that the aspect is imperfective when the time is the 

absolute present it follows that achievements, being inherently perfec

tive, are incompatible with the absolute present with the exceptions 

mentioned at the beginning of this chapter. Thus sentences like (33) 

and (34), which contain achievements, necessarily refer to the future. 

(33) Mikkola voittaa maailmarunestaruuden.
Mikkola will win the world championship.

(34) Vanha mies kuolee.
The old man will die.
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As was pointed out in the discussion on aspects (p.70 ), some of 

these achievement verbs also allow the progressive in Finnish. Then 

the sentences refer to the absolute present, as in (35). 

(35) Mikkola on voittamassa maailmanmestaruutta/
mestaruuden.

Mikkola is winning/about to win the world
championship.

In English the progressive is regularly possible with these verbs 

that can denote the approach towards the transition from one state 

to another (cf. p.69 ). Thus, it is possible in the following English 

sentences hut not in the Finnish ones: 

(36) The old man is dying.
*Vanha mies on kuolemassa.

(37) The man is drowning.
*Mies on hukkumassa.

States, which are imperfective in aspect, come with the suggestion 

that they last longer than the time of the utterance. Thus, they 

cannot be limited to the usually short time span of the speech-situation. 

Neither can they, like activities, be seen as progressing in time. 

From this it follows that states and reference to the absolute present 

are incompatible. Consequently, the progressive is also impossible 

with verbs denoting states (cf. p.61 ). English, however, provides 

some exceptions. In the following sentences the verbs �ee, heaJL, �M�e, 

which denote states, occur with the progressive, and the reference is 

to the moment of speaking. 

(38) I am seeing it better now.

(39) I am hearing it more clearly now.

(40) I am tasting more and more salt in this soup.

Considered more closely, the verbs in these sentences do not denote 

states, owing to the presence of the qualifying adverbs bmeJt, mane 

c.le.aMif, mane and mane. Hatcher (1951) calls these 'developing states' 
'

-

and, as such, they would be activities in the Vendlerian terms rather 

than states, capable of progressing in time. This would then explain 

their compatibility with the progressive and the possibility of the 

time being the absolute present in the above sentences. As it is 

possible to see these processes as being in progress, developing, it is 
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also possible to say that the speaker is only interested in their 

being in progress at the moment of speaking, which accounts for the 

time being the absolute present. 

4. 1 . 2. Rexcu:ive PIU!/2 ent

When the time is the relative present, the speaker does not draw 

attention to what is ensuing at the moment of speaking, but the pro

cesses talked about are placed within a wider temporal frame. 

Nevertheless, the moment of speaking is within this frame. It is 

difficult to draw a definite line between the absolute and the relative 

oresent. It is difficult to decide whether the speaker's 'now' is 

limited to the speech-situation or whether it is extended into a 

longer period. It could thus be argued that some of the sentences 

used as exarrqJles in the previous chapter actually contain reference 

to the relative rather than the absolute present, eg. MiMta on kehJ..t

tymcUla vakava Ju.);{:a/The mattVL � devexoping J.,nto a MUuow.:, cLu, pu:te. 

There is no doubt about the time being the relative present in ( 41)- ( 43) 

below, which have time-specifiers referring to a longer time span than 

just the point of speech. 

(41) I am learning French this year.
Opiskelen ranskaa tana vuonna.

(42) He is writing a book these days.
Han kirjoittaa kirjaa nykyaan.

(43) John is studying for an exam this week.
John lukee tenttiin talla viikolla.

If the time-specifiers are omitted it is not certain whether the re

ference is to the absolute or the relative present. It then depends 

on the context, whether, for example, He� W4-Ung a book/Han luA

joJ..;Uaa h_,{_jz_jaa refers to the person's being engaged in writing at 

the moment of speaking or for a longer period. The aspect is im

perfective rn both cases. As the processes would otherwise be accom

plishments, the progressive is required in English and the partitive 

object in Finnish to make them activities and the aspect imperfective. 

In the other two sentences the processes are activities and because 
the meaning is that the activities are in progress at the times 
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indicated - they do not necessarily last for the whole year or week -

the progressive is again obligatory in English. Without the progres

sive the time-reference would change: I lea.Jtn F�ench thM yea.It could 

be part of a plan for the future (I leMn F�ench thM yeM, GeJUrian 

next yea.It ... ), He wflilu a book could refer to the future or to 

the relative present (frequentative reading), depending on the con

text, and John �tucuu 0o� an exam th,u., week could be a plan for the 

future if said at the beginning of the week. 

In (44)-(50), on the other hand, there is no doubt about the re

ference being to the relative present, even though the sentences do 

not contain any time-specifiers. 

(44) They live in London.
He asuvat Lontoossa.

(45) I enjoy the seaside.
Pidan merenrannikosta.

(46) She sings very well.
Han laulaa erittain hyvin.

(47) He walks in a strange way.
Han kavelee kummallisesti.

(48) The engine works perfectly.
Kone toimii erinomaisesti.

(49) Italy borders on France and Germany.
Italia on Ranskan ja Saksan rajanaapuri.

(50) The statue stands in the centre of the square.
Patsas seisoo keskella aukiota.

Even though no time is specified in these sentences, it is fairly easy 

to give an 'understood' time for each of them, In (45)-(47) it could 

be the person's lifetime, for if someone enjoys the sea-side, sings 

well, or walks in a strange way, he/she will most likely do so all 
his/her life. In (44) and (48) it could be something like 'as long 

as there is no change in the circumstances', and in (49) and (SO) it 

would be'for all time', at least from the speaker's point of view. 

But although some kind of timespan can be inferred, it remains vague .. 

None of these sentences are, however, timeless. Even (49) and (SO) 

allow a change of time: it is possible to imagine that one day we can 

say Italy bond�ed on FMnce and GeJUriany 6--i-6ty yeaM ago; equally 

possible is The �tatue �toad in the ce�e o0 the �qua.Jte lMt yea.It. 

The sentences in (44)-(50) are general statements about the 'state of 

affairs' within the speaker's present, which, as suggested above, 
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can stretch as far as the speaker chooses to see. The processes are 

either activities or states and thus the aspect is imperfective in 

these sentences. Both languages employ the present tense alone for 

the relative present. The truly 'timeless' statements, like Twice 

two J../2 6ouJt/Karu.,i keJ1:taa karu.,i on nel,jci, also have the present tense 

in both languages, and:, as was decided earlier, these could also be 

included in the speaker's present. 

Achievements and accomplishments are also possible in sentences in 

which the time is the relative present in this general sense. This 

is possible if reference is not only to one occurrence of the process 

but to a chain of repeated processes, which then is imperfective in 

aspect (cf. p.72). This is the case in (51)-(53). 

(51) John drives the car into the garage every day.
John ajaa auton talliin joka paiva.

(52) We cycle to work these days.
Me menemme pyoralla toihin nykyaan.

(53) I wake up at seven and have breakfast at half past.
Heraan se:itsemalta ja syon aamiaista puoli kahdeksan.

Again both languages employ the present tense alone. The progressive 

is not possible, except in English in (52): We aJLe cyc.Llng to wo�k 

thv.,e dayJ.i, in which the progressive suggests tanporariness of the 

habit of cycling to work. It would also be possible in the other 

two sentences if the frequency adverb was dropped and theJ.ie dayJ.i 

added to suggest temporariness: John J../2 �ving .the caJL into ;the ga11..a.ge 

thv.,e day;.,, I am waking up at J.ieven and hav-lng b�eak6aM a;t hal6 paJ.it 

;thv.,e dayJ.i. 

As was shown in the discussion on aspects (p.61 ), the English 

progressive can be used even with some verbs denoting states, in 

which case it denotes temporariness of the state. This does not change 

the time from the relative present the to absolute present, it 
only suggests a shorter duration of the state, as in (54) and (55). 

(54) They are living in London.

(55) I am enjoying the seaside.

In the case of activities like those in (46)-(48) above, the addition 

of the progressive changes the time from the relative present to the 

absolute present: 
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( 46a) She is very well. 

( 47a) He is in a strange way. 

(48a) The engine is perfectly. 

It is obvious that (46a) no longer refers to the permanent characteristic 

of 'having a good voice' as ( 46) but refers to an individual act 

of singing going on a.t the moment of speaking. A similar explanation 

applies to the other two sentences. 

It has also been shown above that verbs denoting states in Finnish 

do not allow the progressive, nor do all verbs denoting activity. 

Moreover, there is no other way of showing temporariness. Consequently, 

the following sentences are ambiguous in relation to a general charac

teristic and a temporary activity: 

(56} Han laulaa erittain hyvin. 
She sings very well/is singing very well. 

(57} Han kavelee kummallisesti. 
He walks/is walking in a strange way. 

(58} Kone toimii erinomaisesti. 
The engine works/is working perfectly. 

The only way of making an unambiguous reference to the absolute present 

is, in addition to the context, through a time-specifier referring to 

the moment of speaking: for example Kone :t,o,.[,1r1,U, vunomc:)_J.,v.,ti :tma he:t

Qe,lla ('at the moment'}. 

Finnish has, however, one way of denoting a temporary state. When the 

state is expressed by the verb oUa ('be') and an NP or adjective as 

a predicate complement, temporariness can be suggested by the case of the 

predicate complement. Compare sentences (59} and (60)., (61) and (62). 

(59} Han on opettaja. 
He is a teacher. 

(60} Han on opettajana. 
He is working as a teacher. 

(61} Han on sairas. 
He is ill. 

(62} Han on sairaana. 
-iHe is being ill. 

In (60) the fact that the predicate complement NP is in the essive case 

suggests that the person is temporarily working as a teacher, but his 

being a teacher is not as permanent as it is in (59}, in which the pred

icate complement NP ism the nominative. Penttila's (1963:350) explanation 
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for this construction is that the state denoted by the NP or adjective 

is the result of a change. Thus, a sentence like (62) indicates that 

the person is ill at the moment but has not been so before, whereas this 

connotation is not included in the meaning of (61). A similar conno-

-- tation can be found in the sentence Huoneu ovctt: kyhnina (Penttila's 

example), which means that the rooms are not heated at __ the moment al

though this is not usually the case, whereas Huoneu ovctt: ky.tmia indir 

cates that being cold is the general characteristic of the rooms. It 

can therefore be said that the nominative vs. essive opposition indi

cates a temporal distinction: the essive suggests temporariness as 

against the permanence of the nominative. The use of the essive presup

poses that the state has not always existed and will not last forever. 

This view is supported by the fact that the construction with the essive 

cannot be used of a state that cannot be conceived of as temporary; thus 

(63) is unacceptable.

(63) �Tytti:i on kauniina.
,it The girl is being beautiful.

However, it is possible even in a sentence like (64), in which it again 

suggests temporariness: 

(64) Olin heidan aitinaan kaksi viikkoa.
I was a mother to them for two weeks.

Although the English progressive can also denote temporariness with states, 

it does not do so .in the same sense as the Finnish essive construction. 

There is a similarity between them in that they are not possible with 

states that cannot be conceived of as temporary, cf. the sentences in 

(63). The use of the English progressive is made possible, however, by 

the fact that in Leech's words (1971:25) 'an activity reading may be 
supplied'. Anderson's (1971) explanation is that there is the underlying fea
ture [+ergative=], ie. the subject is the initiator of the state and 

plays an active part in it. This feature does not fonn a part of the 

meaning of the Finnish construction. Thus, the progressive is possible 

in the following English sentences but the essive construction is not 

possible in their Finnish equivalents: 

(65) He is being a fool (ie. acting foolishly)
�Han on hulluna/typerana.

(66) He is being awkward (ie. deliberately obstructive)
� Han on hankalana.
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The Finnish equivalents for (65) and (66) would be something like 

Han kay:Uaytyy typVLMti ('He is acting foolishly') and Han on 

�uvennld: hanka1.a/v.,i ('He has begun to be awkward'). There is no 

doubt that the English progressive also suggests that the state is 

temporary, but it has the extra connotation of ergativeness, ie. 

of the subject being the initiator. Therefore, it is not possible 

to sayffhe Mom6 Me bung c.o.td nor ?He 1../2 bung ill, unless the 

latter sentence indicates that he is pretending to be ill. As the 

essive construction in Finnish does not have the EergativJ feature, 

it is impossible in sentences like *Han on hanka1.ana. 1

1The difference between the essive and the nominative in the 'predicate
complement' is also discussed by Hamalainen (1977:130), who compares 
it with_the English progressive. She calls the difference aspectual, 
which cannot be the case if aspect is defined in the way it has been in 
this thesis: regardless of whether the state is temporary or permanent, 
the aspect is imperfective. 
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As was mentionecJ above (p.39 ), the three points, point of speech, 

point of reference and point of event, are not enough to explain all 

phenomena that occur in the expression of time. It was suggested 

that a fourth point, the point of view, could be added to the ana

lysis. Within the present time-sphere there are cases in which this 

fourth point is needed, cases in which the point of event and the 

point of reference are simultaneous with the point of speech ancJ yet 

the surface expressions are not as expected. Consider the following 

English sentences: 

(67) Boys will be boys.

(68) Accidents will happen m the best regulated families.

(69) A lion will attack a man only when hungry.

The surface expressions of time in these sentences seem to indicate 

that reference i,; to the future, because of the auxiliary wJLL 

According to the scheme presented on page 37 we would here have a 

point of reference either simultaneous with the point of speech or 

later than the point of speech, but a point of event later than the 

point of speech in both cases. That this is not the case can be seen 

by the fact that the sentences do not allow the addition of a time

specifier referring to the future Mcciden:u wiU next yrwJL happen 

in the bv.d J-Leguxated 6am,U;_v,) . Nor docs it allow a change to the 

past tense and the addition of a past time-specifier(*A uon d,z,d 

lcu,t ljeafL attaclz a man only when hungfLlj). Instead these sentences 

are quite normal with a present tense form and allow the addition of 

a time-specifier like alwarp,: 

(67a) Boys are boys. 

(67b) Boys will always be boys. 

(69a) A lion attacks a man only when hungry. 

(6�lb) !\ lion will always attack a man only when hungry. 

Thus, the sentences belong to our relative present and could further 

be classified as belonging to the 'ornnitemDoral' tvne. Leech (1971: 791 
describes the use of the auxiliary w<l,l as an expression of predictability, 
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which, when denoting habitual predictability, 'comes to have the force 

of typical or characteristic hebaviour'. It is not only used in j?JTU1i

temporal' states of affairs but also in general statements about, for 

example, a person's characteristics: 

(70) She will sit there for hours without saying a word.

If we accept the idea of prediction, we can say that the speaker makes 

the presupposition that this is how things have been up to now and, 

on the basis of that, he can predict that they will continue being so. 

Moreover, it is this feature that distinguishes the sentences with 

will from those with the present tense like Boyh eute boyt. Thus, 

the distinction made by the use of will has no connection with the 

time-reference as such. But we can also say that the speaker here 

chooses a future point of view to 'omnitemporal states of affairs'', 

which then causes the use of an expression that usually denotes the 

future. 

In these omnitemporal statements it is sometimes also possible 

for the speaker to take a past point of view. This is the case in 

(71) .

(71) The course of true love never did run smooth.

It is equally obvious that this sentence does not refer to a past 

state of affairs but that the reference is to a general truth, ie. 

the time is the relative present. But the speaker views it from the 

point of view of the past and says that this past state is what 

it will also be in the future. It is this emphasis on the past state 

of affairs that distinguishes (71) form the corresponding sentence 

containing a present tense form: The cowu.,e 06 :Vme love nevVL tu.tnt 

tmooth. But again, logically there is no change in the time-reference. 

In Finnish these omnitemporal statements use the present tense, 

and although an expression of futurity might be possible in some, 

it does not sound natural; in others any change to the future is 

impossible: 

(72) Pojat ovat poikia/tulevat aina olemaan poikia.
Boys are boys/will always be boys.

(73) Sattuuhan sita paremmissakin perheissa.
*Sita tulee sattumaan paremmissakin perheissa.
Accidents happen in the best regulated families.
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(74) Leijona hyokkaa ihmisen kimppuun vain nalkaisena.
*Lejjona tulee hyokkaamaan ihmisen kimppuun ...
A lion attacks/will attack a man only when hungry.

In omnitemporal statements the past point of view is also possible in 

Finnish but it requires a reference point in the present, ie. the 

surface form is the present perfect: 

(75) Todellisen rakkauden kulku ei ole koskaan ollut
tasaista.
The course of true love has never run smooth.

As a matter of fact, the past tense and the present perfect in English 

are largely interchangeable with aiwayJ, eveA, neveA, when denoting 

a period up to the moment of speaking (Leech 1971:41). Thus, the 

present perfect would also be possible in the English sentence in 

(75). 

The general statements about the characteristic habits of a person, 

which in English allow the future point of view, do not allow this in 

Finnish, as is seen in the Finnish equivalent of (70): 

(76) Han saattaa istua tuntikausia sanomatta sanaakaan.
She will sit there for hours without saying a word.

It is not only the omnitemporal statements that allow the change of 

the point of view described above. It can also occur in other types 

of sentences which have reference to the present. Consider, for example, 

the English sentences of the type of (77) and (78). 

(77) That will be the postman.

(78) Those apples will be three for a dollar.

The explanation for the use of w£li in (77) could be that the speaker 

is making an assumption about the person at the door at the moment of 

speaking. It is possible to paraphrase (77) with Tha:t ,u., phobably the 

poJtman. But it is also possible to say that the speaker takes a future 

point of view as regards the situation and thinks on the lines of 'If 

I go to the door, there will be a postman there'. A similar explanation 

is applicable to (78) • the speaker is thinking of the actual payment, 

which is still in the future at the moment the sentence is uttered 

(see Lakoff 1970). Again, Finnish does not allow this future point of 

view, which is seen in the following equivalents of the English sentences 

in (77) and l78). 
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(79) Se on vannaan postinkantaja.

(80) Noita omenoita saa kolme dollarilla.

A past point of view as regards the present situation is, however, 

possible in both languages, as in (81) and (82}. 

(81) Wbat was your name?
Mika olikaan nimi?

(82) What was the size?
Mika oli koko?

These sentences could be uttered in a situation in which the speaker 

is inquiring about the addressee's name or his shoe size, thus the 

usual explanation for the choice of the past tense that the reference 

point and the point of event lie in the past is not applicable here. 

Thus we again need the point of view in accounting for the use of the 

past tense. The explanation could be that the speaker is implying 

that he has already heard the addressee's name or size but no longer 

remembers it. He is referring to past infonnation about a state of 

affairs that is still true at the moment of speaking and thus belongs 

to the present. This also explains the use of the past tense in the 

following Finnish sentence: 

(83) Olikos se kokous taalla?
Was the meeting here?

The speaker here clearly refers to the fact that he has had information 

about the meeting but has forgotten and is now checking whether he 

remembers it correctly. 

There are, however, cases in both languages in which this type of 

explanation is not possible or in which it is difficult to apply this 

explanation. Consider for example (84)-(86) (Palmer's 1965 examples): 

(84) Did you want to speak to me?

(85) I wanted t9 ask you about something.

(86) Did you want me? Yes, I hoped you would give me
a hand with the painting.

According to Palmer (1965:71), the use of the past tense in these 

sentences expresses a tentative or polite attitude. Why the past tense 

should be felt to be more polite than the present tense is difficult 

to explain, Perhaps these sentences could also be explained through 
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the past point of view. In (84) the speaker could be said tc refer 

to th:, fact that he has heard the addressee express the desire to see 

him, while in (85) the speaker could be referring to his previous wish 

a1thcugh the wish is still true, with the same explanation for (86). 

This explanation, which uses the .idea of a past point of view for 

the present situation, cannot be applied to the following Finnish 

cases: 

(87) Oliko siella rouva Virtanen tavattavissa?
'Was Mrs. Virtanen there?'

This is a usual way of asking on the phone if one could speak to a 

certain person. There cannot be any past information to which the 

speaker could be said to be referring in this case. Similarly, there 

is no past information to which a shop assistant could be referring 

when he/she asks a customer: 

(88) Tuliko muuta?
Did you want anything else?

Nor is there any past information involved in the following series of 

questions asked by a clerk filling in a form: 

(89) Nimi o1i? /Your name was ... ?
Ika oli/Your age was ... ?
Ja olitte ti:iissa/You were working where?

There does not seem to be any other explanation for this use than that, 

for some reason, the past tense, or 1n our terms choosing the past point 

of view over the present situation, is felt to be more polite, particu

larly since it occurs in contexts that require politeness on the part of 

the speaker, eg. a shop assistant to a customer. 
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4. 1.4. SummMy 06 Poiri:tJ, 06 Con):!l.Mt

Present time in this study means that the point of event is simul

taneous with the point of speech, simultaneity meaning that these two 

points coincide, although they do not necessarily have the same length. 

The point of reference also coincides with these two other points in 

practice, although it could also be either anterior or posterior to the 

point of speech. When the only requirement is that the point of event 

coincides with the point of speech, it follows that the time span of 

the present can be extended to comprise even 'omnitemporal' and 'time

less' processes. 

Normally, the speaker's point of view also coincides with the other 

points, but both English and Finnish exhibit cases in which the point 

of view is different. This overrules the influence of the other points 

and the surface expression is thus not the normal present tense form. 

In English it is possible for the speaker to choose a future point of 

view over the present situation, which is not possible in Finnish. In 

English this leads to the use of the auxiliary will. It is usually 

said that will in these cases does not indicate futurity but expresses 

assumption/probability (cf. Leech 1971). This is made possible by the 

fact that will was originally not a future auxiliary bJt a full verb 

with a full meaning of its own and some of this old meaning still remains. 

The old meaning was, however, volition and thus does not explain the 

use of will in sentences like That will be the po�tman. On the other 

hand, Leech (1971:79) admits that this use of will is more closely 

related to the future meaning of will/�hall than the volitional meaning. 

Thus, it is quite legitimate to interpret these cases as having a future 

point of view and also having a typically future surface expression. 

In Finnish the present tense form is the most usual expression for the 

future in any case, and the other possibilities (eg. tulia + infinitive} 

are so strong that it is natural that they cannot be used when the 

processes in fact take place within the present. The possibility 

exists in both languages of choosing the past point of view as regards 

the present situation, which leads to the use of the past tense form. 

In most cases the explanation is that the speaker is referring to past 

information concerning the present. There are, however, cases in which 

this explanation is no applicable. A possible reason for these cases 
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is that the past point of view is more polite. With these exceptions 

the point of view is the same as the point of reference, ie. simultaneous 

with the point of speech, and the surface form in both lapguages is thus 

the present tense. 

Within the present it is possible to distinguish two subtypes: (i) 

cases in which reference is made to the moment of speaking, ie. the 

absolute present, and (ii) cases in which reference is made to a general 

state of affairs for which no special time span is defined but can often 

be inferred. Between these two extremes there are cases in which the 

time span is longer than the moment of speaking but does not extend to 

anything like a person's lifetime or all time. In these, reference is 

often made to 'today', 'this week', 'this year' etc. As a type these 

belong to the absolute rather than the relative present. 

As the point of speech and the point of reference coincide with the 

point of event, the speaker finds himself within the situation he is 

talking about. From this it follows that it is difficult for him to 

see the situation as a whole, and the aspect is thus imperfective in 

most cases. Very few situations allow the aspect to be perfective. 

These are easily definable and can be limited to a few types: (i) 

perforrnative utterances, (ii) running commentaries on present events, 

(iii) the beginning of states or activities, and (iv) a few stereotype

phrases. These require the use of the present tense in both languages,

and, in Finnish, naturally a t_total] object if there is an object in

the sentence. With these exceptions, the aspect is imperfective both

in the case of the absolute and in the case of the relative present.

The fact that a point of time is involved in the absolute present, 

ie. the moment of speaking, limits the type of processes capable of 

occurring with it to activities, the reason being that these are the 

only ones that can be seen as progressing at a point of time. In 
English the absolute present here requires the use of the progressive. 

If the verb/verb phrase could denote an accomplishment (eg. bU,[,f_d a 

hor.v.;e.), the progressive is needed not only to make aspect imperfective 

but also to denote the temporal distinction between the absolute present 

on the one hand and the future or the relative present on the other. 

In the case of activities, the progressive makes the distinction between 

the absolute and the relative present possible. In Finnish, a partitive 

object denotes the same distinctions as the English progressive. If 

there is no object, Finnish also requires the use of the progressive 

with the verbs capable of denoting accomplishments, unless some other 

feature in the context makes the time-reference clear. 



4.2. Past 

Past time in our tenns means that the time of occurrence., or in 

Reichenbach's tenninology the point of event, is anterior to the 

moment of speaking, ie. the point of speech. The time is past for 

example in the following English and Finnish sentences: 

(1) I sa w him on Tuesday.
Nain hanet tiistaina ..

(2) They took the child to a doctor yesterday.
He veivat lapsen laakariin eilen.

(3) His sister was an invaJid all her life,
Hanen sisarensa oli invalidi koko elamansa.
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The processes clearly occurred Lefore the moment of speaking, ie, the 

speaker looks at them retrospectively, The surface expression in the 

above sentences is the past tense in both languages, together with a 

time-specifier, which, however, is not obligatory as the time would 

be past without them: 1 -oaw hJ.rn/Ncun hiinu, Hb., ;.,b.,;te_f/., WM an invalid/ 

Ha.ne.n J.i,U.,Me.nM ou i:nvalidi, The.y ;tooh :the c.hftd ;ta a doctoJL/He. ve.i-

va:t lap-6. e.n lcfJiha_!/.,Un. The time-specifiers only nail down the moment 

or period in the past, but they do not have to refer to the past them

selves, as is seen in (1) and (3); on Tuv.,day/;t,tb,;ta,[na and all he,!/., «6e/ 

hoho elcimci.,v.,a_ ajan can occur equally well in sentences with a reference 

to the future: 

( 4) I' 11 see him on Tuesday.
Na.en ha.net tiistaina.

(5) His sister will be an invalid all her life.
Hanen sisarensa tulee olemaan invalidi koko elamansa.

The time specifiers occurring with the past tense can of course be of 

the type that refer exclusively to the past, like yv.,;te,!/.,day/eften in 

(2) above. Furthermore, the time-specifiers, if they occur, identify

either a point in the past (on Tue.-o.day/;t,tb,;taina, ye.J.i;te,!/.,day/e.«e.n or

a period (all he,!/., f,,,L6e./hoho e.lcimiin-o.a. ajan.)

Both languages have another possibility of talking about past processes: 

by using the present perfect. Thus, the same events occurring in 
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11 )- (3) can he referred to this form: 

(6) Olen nahnyt hiinet.
I have seen him.

(7) He ovat vieneet lapscn laakariin.
They have taken the child to a doctor.

(8) Hiinen sisarensa on ollut invalidi koko eliimiinsa ajan.
His sister has been ah invalid all her life.

Within the scheme for expressions of time laid down in chapter 2. 

(p.37 ), the difference between these two forms was explained through 

a difference in the point of reference: when using the past tense the 

speaker chooses a point in the past as his point of reference, while 

in using the present perfect he chooses a present point of reference. 

In the former case the point of reference is simultaneous with the 

point of event, and in the latter case it is simultaneous with the 

point of speech. The reason for the speaker choosing one or the other 

of these reference points is perhaps the most interesting question 

concerning the expressions of time in both English and Finnish. A 

proof of this is provided by the ample literature existing on the 

subject, particularly concerning the difference between the past tense 

and the present perfect in English. 

The writers generally agree that the basic difference is that in the 

case of the past tense the process talked about is entirely in the past, 

whereas in the case of the present perfect it is seen as somehow connected 

with the speaker's present. The presentness of the present perfect is 

manifested in the present tense form of the auxiliaries have and oUa, 

the pastness in the combination of the auxiliary and the participle 

form of the main verb. This view is clearly reflected in Huddleston's 

(1969) interpretation of the past tense as involving only one tense

selection and the present perfect as involving two tense-selections, 

one past, the other present. Mccawley (1971: 105) takes a similar view 

of the present perfect in that it corresponds to 'semantic representations 

in which something that provides the source of a past tense is embedded 

in something that provides the source of a present tense'. The 'something' 

Zandvoort (1972:61) actually suggests 
to the present rather than the past. 
'usually denotes an action that falls 
present' 

that the present perfect belongs 
He says that the present perfect 
within the time-sphere of the 
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:l1;it :1cL·o1mts 1·or the p:1stncss is rwturally the past point of event. 

\:1rwus cxp1:nwtions have been cffcrcd for the 'something' that accounts 

for the p1Tscntncss. lt apparently means that there is some kind of a 

L·rnml'ct ion hct1vccn the past process ancl the speaker's present. The 

.problem is the nature of this connection. In some cases it obviously 

means that the process has begun somewhere in the past and continues 

up to the moment of speaking. This is the case in (9J and (10). 

( 9) We have known each other for years.
Olemme tunteneet toisemme jo vuosia.

(1ll) The house has been empty since September. 
Talo on ollut tyhjana syyskuusta lahtien. 

In both sentences the processes arc states that began at an uniclentif.i.ed 

(9) or identified ( 10) point in the past and continue up to the moment

of speaking. This, however, is not the case in (11) ancl ( 12) .

(11) Somebody has broken the window.
Joku on rikkonut ikkunan.

(12) I have cut my finger.
Olen saanut haavan sormeeni.

The processes in (11) and (12) have taken place somewhere in the past. 

As far as the point of event is concerned it could be the same as in 

the corresponding sentences which contain a past tense form: 

(13) Somebody broke the window.
Joku rikkoi ikkunan.

(14) I cut my finger.
Sain haavan sormeeni.

In this c:Jse the meaning of the present perfect has been described in 

English grammars as 'rcsultatjve', ie. the process is seen as having 

results or consequences which have a bearing on the present moment 

(sec cg. Jespersen 1931:60, Kruisinga 1931:39, Zandvoort 1972:61). 

Palmer (1974) argues against the use of the term 'resultative', which 

is misleading unless 'nil-rcsu1ts' are also inclucled. 'Nil-results' 

arc needed to exp1ain cases like (15) and (16), (Palmer's examples). 

(15) I've hit it twice but it';-; ;-;till standing up.

(16) 1 'vc written twice hut they hmrcn't answerccl.
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A more suitable term in Palmer's view is 'current relevance' , which 

means that 'someway or other (not necessarily in its results) the action 

is relevant to something observable at the present' (Palmer 1974:50). 

This, however, does not change the interpretation in any essential way, 

but only offers a perhaps more satisfactory term. 

Some writers do not agree with the idea of results or consequences 

as an explanation for the choice of the present perfect. For example, 

Bryan (1936) rejects the idea that any results could be implied by the 

present perfect form itself. The ·idea of consequences derives instead 

from the meaning of the particular verb used, or from the context.
1 

Thus, the consequence of a past event could just as well be denoted by 

a past tense form. For example, It fl..CUn�d lMt night results in the 

ground being wet this morning, although nobody would say that this result 

is expressed through the past tense form. For Bryan, the present perfect 

merely conveys the notion of time: it places the process talked about 

within a period whose starting point is somewhere in the past, any point 

in the past, and which extends to the moment of speaking. The speaker 

looks back at this period and places the process within it (Bryan 1936:366). 

In some cases this is difficult to comprehend; for example in sentences 

like (17). 

(17) Newton has exp1ained the movements of the moon.

The occurrence of the present perfect in this type of sentences is usually 

explained by reference to the present validity of, in this case, Newton's 

explanations. According to Bryan (1936:372), cases like these have to 

be taken as part of a wider context and explained through it in the follow

ing way: 

If one where writing a life of Newton, giving in order 

the events that filled it and the achievements that 

marked it, the account of this explanation of the move

ments of the moon would be presented through the preterite 

Bauerl1970:190) shares Bryan's view and suggests that 'whether or not 
the action has led to tangible results depends obviously on the kind 
of action the speaker has in mind; in other words., on the lexical 
meaning of the main verb and not on the grammatical category perfect'. 



tense, however valid the explanation might be today. 

If, on the other hand, one were making a survey of the 

achievements for example, of British scientists throughout 

a period extending from some point in the past up to 

the present, one might well use the perfect tense even 

if the explanation had lost its validity. 
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Something similar, although carried further, is offered by Weinrich 

(1964) as an explanation for the use of the present perfect. Weinrich 

aims at a universal systematization of the use of tenses. He divides 

all human experience into two types of 'worlds', one that is talked 

about (' besprochene ¼el t' J and one that is told about (' erzahl te Welt') 

Consequently, it is possible for the speaker to view the past in two 

different ways: either as belonging to him directly, which enables him 

to speak about it as about other things that he meets in the speech 

situation, or through the filter of telling ('Erzahlung'). In the 

former case he uses different tense-forms (among these the present 

perfect) from those he uses in the latter (among them the past tense). 

The division into 'besprochene' and 'erzahlte Welt' is made on the basis 

of the speech situation. There are situations in which we tell other 

people about things, such as the progress of a political conference, 

a hunting adventure, a fairy tale. A characteristic of this type of 

situation is that the speaker is not concerned about the truth value 

of what he is telling, in fact it might be true or untrue. He is not 

involved in what he is telling, while in other situations the speaker 

is really involved in what he is saying, when he ·talks about things 

that concern him in the immediate speech situation. Weinrich takes 

his examples from literature: a most typical instance of 'Erzahlung' 

would be an epic,a typical example of 'Besprechung' would be a dramatic 

dialogue. The tenses typically used in the former type are the past 

tense and the past perfect, and in the latter the present tense and the 

present perfect. 

Within the above view, the present perfect indicates that the process 

occurred within a period stretching up to the moment of speaking, 

without the idea of results or consequences. Ota (1963) also agrees 

with this in his definition of the present perfect as indicating 

the occurrence of an action or the existence of a state in or for a 

period of time extending to the moment of speaking. This explanati211 
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is particularly attractive as it covers all the different functions 

(resultative, continuative, perfect of experience and so on) ascribed 

to the fonn. These cmi all be ascribed to the verb itself, to the 

adverbials, or to the context. This view simplifies matters as the 

same explanation applies to both of the cases mentioned earlier in 

this chapter, ie. the case in which the process continues up to the 

moment of speaking, and that in which the process takes place within 

a period extending to the speaker's now. Ikola (1961:100-101) also 

agrees with this type of explanation when discussing the use of the 

present perfect in Finnish. He emphasizes the fact that all that the 

present perfect tempo�ally denotes is that the process is prior to the 

moment of speaking: 'the present perfect in itself only denotes in 

any case that it (an event/action) took place within a period stretching 

up to the present moment'. According to Ikola, this is only the tem
poral significance of the present perfect, which also indicates that 

the process has some significance at the present moment. This view 
agrees with the 'current relevance' theory of the English present perfect. 
Other Finnish grammarians (Setala 1926, Siro 1963) see the most important 

function of the present perfect as denoting a process which is completed 

at the moment of speaking ('paattynytta tekemista'), with the added 

fact that the process may continue up to the moment of speaking. This 

idea of completion does not include any 'current relevance'. But it 

does not seem capable of accounting furthe difference between the past 

tense and the present perfect: the process is equally 'completed' in 

both Scun haa.va.n f.JO�meeni/I cu.:t my 6,lng� and in Olen J.iaa.nu.:t haa.va.n 
f.,O�meeni/I have cu.:t my oing�. 

The use of the present perfect and the difference between the present 

perrect and the past tense in English have been looked at from yet another 

angle. In (18) and (19) below, both sentences marked (a) and those 

marked (b) refer to the same events, the time of occurrence being the 
same in both. 

(18a) They have bought a house. 

(18b) They bought a house. 

(19a) I have seen the film. 

(19b) I saw the film. 

The difference between (a) and (b) in both pairs of senctences can be 

seen as an indefinite time-reference versus a definite time-reference, 
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or, 'Wlidentif.ied time' versus 1 identified time', as Allen (1966) 

calls it. Both denote time prior to the moment of speaking, but the 

past tense form is used when reference is made to definite/identified 

time, while the present perfect is used when reference is made to in-

- definite/Wlidentified time. Allen sees a striking parallelism between

the past tense vs. present perfect opposition and the definite vs.

indefinite article dichotomy. Like the definite article, the past

tense can refer to something Wlique, as in (20).

(20) Napoleon died in St. Helena.

The event might have been shared by the speaker and the listener and 

therefore be identified, as in (21). 

(21) I am glad we did it when we did.

Or the past event may already have been talked about and therefore be 

definite, as in (22); again a parallelism with the definite article. 

(22) I've been to the Guggenheim Museum only once.

V,i,d you ufze il.?

The opposition definite vs. indefinite does not exclude the idea of 

placing the process within a period extending up to the moment of 

speaking when the present perfect is used. Leech (1971:33) points out 

that when using the present perfect in the Wlidentified sense the speaker 

often has a period in mind. Thus, in (23) this period is the period of 

time within which the dustman's regular visit is expected. 

(23) The dustman hasn't called at our house.

Diver (1963) also takes this view of identified/unidentified time in 

his treatment of the English tenses: 'The signal 31 consists of the 

form 31, have-ed, and represents the meaning AR, 'past indefinite'; 

example: he hM walked. The meaning, freely rendered: The event indi

cated by the attached verb took place on an indefinite occasion in the 

past' (Diver) 1963: 155-156). 

The explanation of the Jiffcrence between the past tense and the 

present perfect through definiteness versus indefiniteness is supported 

by the fact that in English a sentence containing a present perfect 

form does not allow the addition of time-specifier referring to a 
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definite point in time, whereas a sentence with a past tense allows 

this addition. Thus (24) is unacceptable but (25) is acceptable. 

(24) * It has rained last night.

(25) It rained last night.

In Finnish, however, this restriction does not hold: both types of 

sentences allow the addition of a time-specifier referring to a 

definite point in the past: 

(26) Viime yona on satanut.

(27) Viime yona satoi.

As the above discussion shows, highly different explanations have 

been given for the choice of the present perfect: (i) the 'current 

relevance' explanation that in one way or another the past process 

is relevant at the present, (ii) the placing of the process within a 

period extending up to the moment of speaking, (iii) the unidentified 

time explanation, and, for the Finnish present perfect, (iv) the com

pleted process explanation. These explanations are by no means con

tradictory, they emphasize different aspects. If we, for example, 

accept the view that the present perfect places the event within a 

period extending up to the moment of speaking, the actual point of 

event can be left unidentified and the event can be relevant to the 

present. In addition, this can all be fitted into the concept of the 

reference point being the point of speech. We could then say that 

when choosing the point of speech as his point of reference the speaker 

temporally places the process within a period extending up to the 

point of speech, doing this because the process is meaningful to him 

at the moment of speaking. Furthermore, the speaker does this in 

situations in which he is involved in what he is saying; he is not 

telling a story, he is discussing matters ( besprochene Welt). 

It is thus possible to accommodate all the above features in one 

theory of the present perfect. This can be done, as suggested above, 

by adopting the view that in the present perfect the point of reference 

is identical with the point of speech and the point of event is earlier 

than both. The reason for the speaker choosing this point of reference 

is that he presupposes that the past event is relevant to the point 

of speech. Temporally the speaker can place the process within a 

period extending up to the moment of speaking, as in (28) and (29). 
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(28) Jane has got married since I saw her last.
Jane on mcnnyt naimisiin sitten viime nakeman.

(29) They have moved into a new flat since September.
He ovat muuttaneet uuteen asuntoon sitten syyskuun.

_ These sentences refer to events that occurred between a point in the 

past (my seeing her last, September) and the moment of speaking. In 

(30) and (31) there is no period, or beginning of a period, mentioned.

Nevertheless, we can imagine that the events occurred within a period 

whose starting point is left unspecified but whose terminal point is 

the moment of speaking. 

(30) They have left the district.
He ovat lahteneet paikkakunnalta.

(31) I have written to him.
Mina olen kirjoittanut hanelle.

TI1e 'unidentified past' interpretation is also valid here as far as 

English is concerned, because the above sentences in English do not 

allow the addition of a time specifier that pins down a point in the 

past: * They have lent the fubuct on Tue,oday. In Finnish this is 

possible: He ovat tahteneet paJ.,k.k.ak.unnalta :U.J.,,:,taJ.,na. There is, 

however, an exception to this restriction in English: the combination 

of present perfect and a definite point in the past is possible in 

sentences that denote a frequentative occurrence of a process 

(cf. Smith 1976:10): 

(32) They have read the news at 10 o'clock for years.

In this case there is not only one occurrence of the process but a 

whole series of processes regularly repeated. Each individual event 

takes place at a point in the past but the chain of the repeated 

events started somewhere in the past and lasts up to the moment of 

speaking. 

There are also cases in which the process fills up the whole period 

within which it is placed, ie. it starts when the period starts and 

continues up to the moment of speaking, as in (33)-- (34) . 

(33) I have lived here since 1975.
Olen asunut taalla vuodesta 1975 lahtien.

(34) His sister has been an invalid all her life.
1-!anen sisarensa on ollut invalich koko elamansa.
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In the discussions on the present perfect this type has been called 

'continuativ;' (eg. Kruisinga 1931:390) or 'state-up-the-present' 

(Leech 1971:31). Both terms describe an essential feature of the 

process in these sentences: they are both states and they continue 

at least to the speech situation. It is, however, not only states 

that can continue up to the moment of speaking. In (35) and (36) 

we have activities continuing in the same way. 

(35) We have been waiting since 2 o'clock.
Olemme odottaneet kello kahdesta saakka. 

(36) He has been writing a book since last summer.
Han on kirjoittanut kirjaa viime kesasta saakka. 

In (36) the progressive and the [-totaU object are obligatory in 

English and Finnish respectively for expressing the fact that the 
process fills up the whole period. This is clear if we compare (36) 

with (37). 

(37) He has written a book since last summer.
Han on kirjoittanut kirjan sitten viime kesan.

(37) refers to the process of writing a book at some time between last

summer and now, but the process does not continue up to the moment
of speaking; it has been completed in the past and the aspect is thus

perfective, whereas it is imperfective in (36). If the beginning of

the period is not specified, as it is in (36), neither the progressive

in English nor the (=totaf] object in Finnish makes clear whether the
process continues up to the moment of speaking. Consider (38).

(38) They have been widening the road.
He ovat leventaneet tieta. 

The process of widening might be finished, but only a part of the road 
has been widened. This is even clearer if we compare (39) with (40), 
(cf. Leech ·1971: 46). 

(39) Who has eaten my dinner?
Kuka on syonyt paivalliseni? 

(40) Who has been eating my dinner?
Kuka on syonyt paivallistani? 

In both cases the process of eating is obviously finished but in (39) 

all the food is gone, while in (40) some of it still remains. 
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The English progressive can in this context denote the same idea of 

only a part of the object being involved as the Finnish ftotaf] object. 

Verbs denoting activities cause a problem of interpretation in 

English. The progressive is used even when the process is clearly over 
-at the moment of speaking. In (41) and (43), which are Palmer's (1965)

cx;unples, there is no question of the progressive denoting the continu

ation of the activity up to the speech situation, nor is it needed for
the expression of the imperfective aspect since activities are imper
fective in any case.

(41) I have been drinking tea. (That's why I am late)

(42) You have been playing with fire. (I can smell it)

(43) She has been crying. (Her eyes are red)

Many activity verbs are not even possible without the progressive: 

(44) *She has cried.

(45) *He has read.
(46) *We have walked.

Jespersen (1931: 196) refers to the unacceptability of sentences like 

(44)-(46) when he says: 'It would be impossible to use the perfect 
of a transitive verb without an object (I have read). But the ex
panded perfect may very well stand alone, because of the idea of 

incompletion attached to it'. Allen (1966) disagrees with Jespersen 
and quotes the following example, in which the verb �ead occurs with

out the progressive: 

( 4 7) I've read, I've listened to the radio, I've 
watched television - but I haven't enjoyed 
anything as much as just sitting and doing 
nothing. 

Why, then, is the progressive necessary in sentences like (44)-(46)? 
A possible explanation is that the speaker refers to a process that 
was going on at an unidentified point within the period extending up 

to the moment of speaking, and, as always when there is a point of 

time involved, the progressive is obligatory with activities (cf. 
discussion on aspect p. 66 ) . 

When the activity happens to fill up the whole period, the progressive 

seems to suggest the continuation of the activity not only up to the 
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point of speech but also past it into the future, Thus in (48) the 

activity does not continue past the point of speech but in (49) it does. 

(48) We can go, we have waited for two hours now.

(49) We have been waiting for two hours.

Sometimes however, there seems to be a virtually free choice between 

a sentence with the progressive and one without it (cf. Leech 1971:45), 

as in (50) and (51). 

(50) Jack has looked after the business for years.

(51) Jack has been looking after the business for years.

If the process is to fill up the whole period up to the point of 

speech unambiguously the beginning of the period must be indicated. 

Thus, in (52) and (53) reference is to a state that lasted for some 

time within the period but did not necessarily fill all of it. 

(52) He has been ill.

(53) I have lived in England.

If, however, a specifier denoting the beginning of the period is added, 

there is no doubt about the state continuing for the whole period: 

(54) He has been ill since Monday.

(SS) I have lived in England since Christmas. 

Thus, the time-specifier denoting the starting point of the period is 

found necessary to make the continuation clear (cf. Crystal 1966;27). 

If the sentence contains an adverbial denoting duration, the meaning 

is not altogether clear. Consider for example (56). 

(56) I have lived in England for two years.

It could be argued that this two-year period of living in England could 

be anywhere between the beginning of the person's life and his present, 

the point of speech. The progressive in this case would unambiguously 

indicate that the state continues at the moment of speaking: 

(57) I have been living in England for two years.
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Where the continuation of the state is clear on account of a time

specifier, the progressive can again suggest temporariness. Compare 

for example (58) and (59) in this respect (cf. Leech 1971:44). 

(58) The Browns have lived in that flat since their marriage.

(59) The Browns have been living in that flat since their
marriage.

In Finnish, the continuation of a state up the point of speech can 

only be made clear through a time-specifier denoting the beginning of 

a period. The time-specifier has to be of the type N+ui/i:uen/ ;.,,LU:fi 

taWen kun +S, which correspond to the English ;.,�nee + NP/S. 

(60) He ovat asuneet Helsingissa syyskuusta lahtien.
(They have lived in Helsinki since September.)

If the time-specifier is of the type N+jalkeen/Mn jalkeen kun +S 

(ct6,te1t + N/S), the process does not necessarily fill up the whole period, 

even though the process is a state: 

(61) He ovat asuneet Helsingissa sotien jalkeen.

In this case the time-specifier simply gives the starting point of the 

period within which the process occurred (or the state existed), whereas 

tali:uen (since), in addition to giving the starting point of the period, 

also suggests that the process really started at that point and has 

lasted up to the moment of speaking. Therefore la/i:uen + N is not 

possible with momentaneous processes, ie. achievements: 

(62) ·A< Liisa on mennyt naimisiin syyskuusta lahtien.
Liisa on mennyt naimisiin sitten syyskuun/syyskuun
jalkeen. 

Thus, there is a slight difference in the type of time-specifiers oc

curring with the present perfect in English and Finnish. 

Reference has already been made (p.124) to the fact that in Finnish 

the present perfect is also possible when a definite, fixed moment in 

the past is explicitly expressed, which is impossible in English: 

(63) Viime yona on satanut.
(Af-It has rained last night.)
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Sisareni on syntynyt vuonna 1947. 
(*My sister has been born in 194 7) 

(65) Tama koulu on perustettu sata vuotta sitten.
(�This school has been founded a hundred years ago.)

The sentences are also possible with a past tense fonn: 

(63a) Viime yona satoi. 
(It rained last night) 

(64a) Sisareni syntyi vuonna 1947. 
(My sister vas born in 194 7.) 

(65a) Tama koulu perustettiin sata vuotta sitten. 
(This school was founded a hundred years ago.) 

The difference between sentences (63)-(65) and (63a)-(65a) is explai

nable through the speech situations in which they are likely to occur. 

(63) for example could be uttered in the morning when seeing that the

ground is wet, (63a) tells about rain that disturbed the speaker's

sleep during the night. (64) could occur when telling how old the

speaker's sister is at present, while (64a) could be part of the sister's

life story. Similarly, (65) could be used in telling how old the

school was, and (65a) in telling the history of the school. 'Current

relevance' could serve as an explanation for the choice of the present

perfect in these sentences; they express the observable effects of a

definite past event at the moment of speaking. Sometimes, however,

the distinction is hard to explain. Consider for example (66) and (66a).

(66) Sain haavan sormeeni/I cut my finger.

(66a) Olen saanut haavan sonneeni/I have cut my finger.

Both sentences would be equally likely to occur in a situation in which 

the speaker's finger is bleeding. Similarly, somebody coming home and 

seeing a friend waiting there could equally well utter either (67) or 

(67a). 

(67) Milloin sina tulit?/When did you arrive?

(67a) Milloin sina olet tullut?/ When have you arrived?

The 'current relevance' explanation does not work here. The only dis

tinction the native speaker's intuition is able to give in this case 

is that the sentences with the past tense are more 'definite' and 

those with the present perfect more 'indefinite'. Therefore, the 
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fonner is preferred in an 'acute' case like (66) above. This contra

dicts with the 'current relevance' explanation which Palmer (1965:52) 

uses in the corresponding case in English: the present perfect is used 

in I've �ut my 6ingen because the finger is still bleeding, ie. the 

case is 'acute'. On the other hand, Palmer himself admits that it is 

difficult to define what is relevant and what is not. In any case, 

there is a clear difference between English and Finnish here: in Finnish 

it is possible to have a definite point in the past as the point of 

event and yet have the point of reference identical with the point of 

speech, a combination which is not possible in English. 

Ikola (1961) and Penttila (1963) refer.to some occurrences of the 

present perfect that seem to contradict the usual explanation of the 

meaning of this form. They both quote the following example: 

(68) Johdumme taten kysymykseen, mista Agricolalla oli
suomen kielen taitonsa. Joko sen on ;tiiytynyt olla
hanen aidinkielensa tai han on sen myohemmin oppinut.

(Thus we come to the question how Agricola acquired
his knowledge of Finnish. Either it must have been 
his mother tongue or he�has learnt it later.) 

The example begins with the past tense, as expected, since it tells 

about the life of a dead person. Then, however, there is a sudden 

switch to the present perfect in the second sentence. The explanation 

given is that, when using the present perfect in this case, the speaker 

has no inmediate knowledge of the past but draws a conclusion about it 

on the basis of some present facts (Ikola 1961:105). Another related 

case in which the present perfect is used is one in which the speaker 

tells something that is not based on knowledge but on hearsay, as in 

(69), which again is an example quoted by Ikola (1961:105). 

(69) Kerran on e£anyt ukko ja akka.
(i'-Once upon a time there have been an old man and an old

woman.) 

These cases do not really contradict the explanations given above; 

there is a connection between the past process and the speaker's present, 

although in this case it cannot be said to be due to the current rele

vance of the past process, but to present assumptions about the past, 

which explains the reason for the speaker making the point of speech 

his point of reference. 
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Event 

The previous chapter dealt with references to the past when the point 

of reference fell together with the point of speech. The other al tema

ti ve for referring to past processes is through making the point of 

reference identical with the point of event in the past. This then 

means that there is no connection between the past ev�nt and the moment 

of speaking, neither through a temporal link nor through 'current rele

vance'. The result of this way of looking at past processes is the past 

tense in both English and Finnish. The past point that serves as the 

point of event and point of reference can be explicitly expressed in 

the sentence, as in (70). 

(70) The telegram arrived at 2 o'clock yesterday.
Sahkosanoma tuli eilen kello 14.

This is, however, not obligatory; the point can be implicitly expressed: 

(71) Did you enjoy your stay in London?
Oliko sinulla hauskaa Lontoossa?

(72) Did you have a good journey?
Oliko sinulla mukava matka?

In (71) and (72) the time is known to both the speaker and the listener 

and is implied by the words ,t,:t,a.y in London/LontooMa and jouJtney/ma:t,k.a. 

As was pointed put in the discussion on the difference between the past 

tense and the present perfect (p,123), the point can be identified either 

because it is connnon knowledge when some event took place, because the 

knowledge is shared by the speaker and the listener, or because the point 

has been identified elsewhere in the same context. Thus, as Leech (1971) 

points out, a sentence like (73) contains an implicit reference to a 

definite time, knowledge of which is shared by the speaker and the 

addressee. 

(73) Did you put the cat out?

This is an utterance used, for example, in a discussion between a husband 

and wife and the reference is to the time at which the cat is usually 

put out. In (74) it is common knowledge that Sparta existed for a certain 

period in the past: 



(74) For generations Sparta produced Greece's greatest
warriors.

Sukupolvien ajan Sparta tuotti Kreikan parhaat
soturit.
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Often in a narrative, for example, the point in the past is identified 

in connection with the first event related and the time of the other 

events is understood to be the same, as in (75). 

(75) Lcv.,t M.ght I went into this pub. I walked straight
to the counter, ordered myself a beer, sat down and
took a look around. I didn't see any familiar faces.

Ulen illalla. mina menin siihen pubiin. Kavelin
suoraan tiskin luo, tilasin oluen, istuuduin ja
katselin ymparilleni. En nahnyt yhtaan tuttua
naamaa.

The time of event does not have to be a point in the past, but can 

instead be a period, as in (74) above and in (76) below. 

(76) The house was empty for years.
Talo oli tyhjana vuosikausia.

The period is not definite in this case, and could be anywhere in the 

past. The reason for the past tense being used, or rather for the point 

of reference being in the past, is that there is no connection between 

the state and the moment of speaking. If no period was mentioned: 

(76a) The house was empty. 
Talo oli tyhja. 

reference would be to a definite point known to both participants, for 

example, to the time of the speaker's recent visit to the house, 

Nonnally, then, when the point of event and the point of reference 

coincide in the past, the past tense is used in both English and Finnish. 

Both languages have another alternative, as in (77). 

(77) Last night I go into this pub. I walk straight to
the counter, order myself a beer, sit down and take
a look arotmd. I don 1 t see any familiar faces.

Eilen illalla mina kavelen yhteen baariin. Kavelen
suoraan tiskin luo, tilaan oluen, istuudun ja kat
selen ymparilleni. En nae yhtaan tuttua naamaa.

The present tense used in this way is usually called the historical./ 

dran,atic present and it nonnally occurs in narratives of events related 
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sequence. A sudden change from the 

is also , as seen in (78), an 

tense to the present tense 

cited Bolinger (�947:434): 

(78) Jack said that his mother was ve:ry ill and got me
to go and see what I could do for her. I had to
leave my other patients and drive half the evening,
which meant that all my plans were upset. And then
he te,,l.lo me that the whole thing was a hoax.

The usual explanation given for the choice of the present tense in 

narratives of past events is that in this way the past events are made 

as vivid as present ones (see for example Poutsma 1926:254, Palmer 

1965:69, Penttila 1963:473). According to Leech (1971:7), in EDglish 

this usage is 'typical of a high-coloured popular style of oral narra

tive, a style one would be more likely to overhear in the public bar 

of a village inn than in the lounge of an expensive hotel'. Furthermore, 

he draws a distinction between this hjstorical present of the oral 

narrative style and its fictional use as 'a device of dramatic height

ening 11 , which 'puts the reader in the place of someone actually wit

nessing the events as they are described' (1971:12). In the system 

described here, however, this use of the present tense means that, 

although the point of event and the point of reference are identical 

and in the past, the speaker uses a present point of view, which over-

rules the influence of the two points and leads to the choice of the pres

ent tense (cf. explanation of 'false tense choice' within the present,P-110). 

The reason, then, for choosing the present point of view is that in this 

way the past becomes more vivid, as if the events were taking place at 

the moment of speaking. 

In English, outside narratives, the present point of view over a 

past process is also possible with verbs denoting delivering or receiving 

messages, such as �ay, te.li, wfi.Lte, he.a.JL, as in (79) and (80). 

1 Penttila (1963: 4 73) distinguishes four types within this use of the
present tense. He talks first about the actual pfla�e.no fu.J.,;t.oJUcwn, 
which the speaker uses when wanting 'to arouse in the listener the 
feeling that what he is relating is taking place in front of the 
listener'. Next he distinguishes 'a calmer vesion', pfla�e.no tabul.a.JLe. 
OIL annaLLH,lc.um, which is used in scientific writing about historical 
matters. A special case of this is pfla�e.n-6 lle.6e.Jte.no, which 'is usual 
in summaries of literary products and also in the titles of works of 
art' . Finally, there is pttav.i e.n-6 au.do w, which is used when quoting 
written or otherwise well-known sources. 



(79) My father tells me I should take the job.

(80) I hear you are leaving us after Christmas.

In Finnish this is possible in a sentence corresponding to (79): 

(81) Isani sanoo, etta minun olisi otettava se paikka.

but not in one corresponding to (80): 

(82) *Kuulen, etta olet lahdossa pois joulun jalkeen.
Kuulin .•.
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Nor is it possible in (83), though possible in the equivalent English 

sentence. 

(83) Kello kymmenen uutisissa\sanottiin, etta tulee kylma.
L*sanotaan 

The ten o'clock news says it's going to be cold. 

On the other hand, it is again possible in a sentence like (84), 

(84) Kirjeenvaihtajanne kirjoittaa helmikuun numerossa .. .
Your correspondent writes in your February issue ... .

The reason why the present point of view is possible in some of the 

above Finnish sentences but not in others seems to lie in the nature 
of the verb: 'saying' and 'telling' are processes which normally leave 
no trace behind, while the traces of writing are there even after the 
process is finished. In (81) the verb �anoa seems to form an exception, 

but it can be explained by the fact that the reference in this sentence 

is to a repeated process (My father keeps saying ... ) and thus the point 
of event is really the present, not the past. On the whole, it can be 
said that, with verbs denoting delivering and receiving messages, Fin
nish is more tied to the observability of the message at the moment of 
speaking than English, and the speaker's point of view cannot overrule 
the influence of the point of reference as easily, 

As for aspect in connectiion with this way of seeing the past, ie. 

having both the point of event and the point of reference in the past, 

the same sort of considerations apply as did when the time was the 

present. When the combined event and reference time is a point in 

time,only momentaneous processes, ie. achievements, can be perfective. 

If the process is of any other type and a point is implied or mentioned, 
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the aspect is , in English activities usually require the 

progressive in this case, a.s in (85)-(87). 

(85) He was writing a novel last year.

(86) The candle was burning nicely a moment ago.

(87) He was playing the piano at midnight.

But it is only with verbs/verb phrases which could denote accomplishments 

that the progressive is needed for the expression of the imperfective 

aspect. Compare (88) and (89): 

(88) They were building a house. (at some point in the past)

(89) They built a house.

With durative processes, of which only activities are usually compatible 

with the progressive, the progressive is free to denote other things 

, since it is not needed for the expression of the imperfective aspect. 

With activities it thus often gives a temporal frame for other processes, 

as in (90)-(92). 

(90) It was snowing last night when I walked home.

(91) He was playing the piano when we entered the room.

(92) I was travelling in the south when I met him.

The progressive often gives the suggestion of a frame for something 

more important in a narrative as well. There can be a long succession 

of sentences with the progressive and then a sudden change to a sen

tence without it. Consider for example (93). 

(93) Senora de Caspearo, with an assorted bag of gentlemen
in attendance was lying face upwards and talking deep
throated, happy Spanish. Some French and Italian children
were playing at the water's edge and laughing. Canon
and Miss Prescott were sitting in beach chairs observing
the scene. "There was a convenient chair next to Miss·
Prescott and Miss Marple made for it and sat down.

It is thus the context that determines the use of the progressive in 

cases like (90)-(93): in these contexts a point is set by the most im

portant event and the other events are described as being in progress 

at this particular point. Taken out of their contexts, sentences like 

(94) and (95) seem to have hardly any differences.
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(94) It snowed last night.

(95) It was snowing last night.

The only difference possible in this case is that (95) suggests tempo

rariness or a shorter duration than (94). 

In Finnish there is no special way of showing the 'framing effect'. 

Thus, the equivalent of (93} above has the simple past tense where Eng

lish uses the progressive: 

(96) Senora de Caspearo makasi selallaan ja puhua palpatti
espanjaa ymparillaan olevalle valikoidulle ihailija
kaartille. Muutamia ranskalaisia ja italialaisia lap
sia leikki ja nauroi veden rajassa. Kaniikki ja neiti
Prescott istuivat rantatuoleissa katsellen naytel:rnii.a.
Neiti Prescottin vieressa oli mukava vapaa tuoli ja
neiti Marple varasi sen itselleen ja istuutui.

The limitations on the use of the progressive were explained in con

nection with aspect (p. 66 ) and they also hold good when the time is 

the past. Similarly, the progressive is necessary within the past 

time-sphere for the expression of imperfective aspect with verbs that 

can denote either accomplishment or activity when there is no object 

in the sentence. Now, however, the distinction is only an aspectual 

one, not one in time as in the case of the present time-sphere (cf. 

p.101). Thus, sentences marked (a) have the perfective aspect and

sentences marked (b) the imperfective aspect in the following: 

(97a) Han toipui sairaudestaan. 
She recovered from her illness. 

(97b) Han oli toipumassa sairaudestaan. 
She was reco�ering from her illness. 

(98a} Ilma viileni. 
The weather got cooler. 

(98b) Ilma oli viilenemassa. 
The weather was getting cooler. 

The progressive in Finnish is also necessary for expressing the simul

taneity of two events if there is no other feature in the sentence 

making this unambiguous. Consider sentence 

(99) Han juoksi pois, kun huomasin hanet.

The sentence can refer to two consecutive events: ran away after 

noticed or it can refer to two simultaneous events: he was 
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away when I_ noticed h;i,rr\, This latter ;meaning c:an be made unambiguous 

by using the prngressive or a time-specifier denoting s;imultaneity 

(juU!U_, pMhcu.,Uaan/ ju;S;t): 

(100) Han oli juoksernassa pois, kun huomasin ha.net.
Han juoksi juurt pois, kun huomasin ha.net.

It is noteworthy- that time-specifiers in fiction can be more freely 

cClll1bined with tenses that is usually the case. Thus, a time-specifier 

referring to the present can occur with the past tense, as in (101). 

(101) Though usually labelled Sin, she couldn 1 t help
feeling that that was preferable to what it
-6 eeme.d nowadayl.i - a kind of Duty.

Vaikka sita tavallisesti kutsuttiin Synniksi,
hen el voinut olla pitarnatta si ta parempana
kuin sita, mita se nayw.· olevan nyky;UJ..n -
eraanlainen velvollisuus.

In (101) the writer relates the thoughts of one of her characters about 

a state of affairs that existed within the present time-spheTe of the 

character, which for the writer herself lies in the past. The past 

tense is due to the fact that the point of event lies in the writer's 

past, while the time-specifier denoting present is due to the fact that 

the point of event lies in the character's present. 

4.2.3. Paot In the Paot 

In the foregoing analysis of the expressions of the past the point 

of event was in the past and the point of reference either simultaneous 

with it (past tense nonnally- used) or simultaneous with the point of 

speech (present perfect used). As the initial scheme in chapter Z. 

(p. F) showed, both the point of event and the point of reference can 

be in the past but not simultaneous. The point of event can be either 

anterior or posterior to the point of reference. In the former case 

we have what could be called 'a past in the past 1 , in the latter 1 a 

future in the past'. Using Bull's (1960) terminology this means that 

the speaker shifts his point of orientation into the past, to a 1 ret

rospective point', from which it is possible to look again backward. 

(past in past) and forward (future in past). 
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The past in the past means, then, that the speaker as it were moves 

two steps backwards in time into the past: one to the point of reference, 

the other to the point of event. In (102) the matrix clause gives the 

point of reference for the embedded clause and is thus later in time 

- than the point of event in the embedded clause.

(102) I didn't go with them to the pictures last night.
because I had seen the film before.

En mennyt heidan kanssaan elokuviin eilen illalla,
koska olin nahnyt filmin j o aikaisemmin.

The exact point of event can be left unidentified as in (102) , or it 

can be identified as in (103). 

(103) I didn't go with them to the pictures last night
because I had seen the film the night before.

En mennyt heidan kanssaan elokuviin eilen illalla,
koska olin nahnyt filmin edellisena iltana.

Neither does the point of reference have to be identified in the same 

sentence but can occur elsewhere in the same context or be otherwise 

understood by the participants in the conversation. Thus in (104) 

(104) Had they met each other before?

it is obvious that the reference is to a certain occasion either men

tioned previously or otherwise known to the participants, and the point 

of event in this sentence is anterior to the known reference point. 

In one way or another the point of reference has to be known, or at 

least the speaker nrust assume that the listener knows it. A sentence 

like (105) 

(105) Had the Browns enjoyed their stay in London?
Olivatko Brownit nauttineet kaynnistaan Lontoossa?

would not make sense unless the listener knows that the speaker is re

ferring to the listener's recent meeting with the Browns. This is why 

'it is difficult to begin a conversation with a Past Perfect Tense' 

(Leech 1971: 42). 

The past in the past gets its expression in both English and Finnish 

usually through the past perfect fonn. Tb-re is, however, a possible 

ambiguity in the use of the past perfect, which can be illustrated by 

(106). 
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They had eaten at 3 p.m. 
He olivat syoneet klo 15. 

The sentences can be interpreted either as referring to the fact that 

the eating had taken place by 3 p.m. or that the eating took place at 

3 p.m. This means that the event took place within a period lasting 

up to the point indicated or that the event took place at the point 

indicated, which preceded a point in the past, not mentioned in the 
sentence. The time-specifier can thus modify either the point of ref

erence or the point of event. In the latter case the sentences 'fail 

to be independent declaratives, in the sense of being assertions vouched 

for the speaker' (Braroe 1974: Instead they are dependent 

clauses having an underlying matrix, something like 'Somebody said 

(that they had eaten at 3 p.m. )1 . (See eg. Jespersen 1924 Palmer 1965, 

Leech 1971 Penttila 1963 on the dual interpretation of the past perfect). 

The past in the past can sometimes be expressed by the pDst tense. 

Consider the sentences in (107). 

(107) She told it to me after the other guests lent.
Han kertoi sen minulle sen jalkeen kun toiset
vieraat liih:Uvat.

It is obvious that the process in the embedded clause is prior to the 

process in the matrix clause. The temporal relat�onship between the 

two processes can be described by using a diagram: 

Diagram 2. leaving telling PS 

Exactly the same relationship exists between the processes in (108). 

(108) She told it to me after the other guests had left.
Han kertoi sen minulle sen jalkeen, kun toiset
vieraat olivat lahteneet.

The neutralization of the opposition that usually exists between the 

past tense and the past perfect seems to be usual if the two processes 

follow each other in quick succession, whereas the past perfect indi

cates a less immediate succession (cf. Curme 1931:361, Edgren 1971:132). 

In the following sentences the processes follow each other in quick 

succession and consequently the past tense is natural in them: 



(109) As soon as Michael saw him, he switched off the
lights (rather than had .6ee.n him)

(110) As soon as he heard it, he turned pale.
(rather than had he.a11.d Lt)

- The same is also possible in Finnish:

(111) Niin pian kuin Michael huomasi hanet, han sam
mutti valot.

(llZ) Niin pian kuin han kuuli sen, han valahti kalpeaksi. 
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It is also possible that the influence of the past point of reference 

is overruled by the present point of view' of the speaker. The choice 

of the present perfect instead of the past perfect results from this, 

as in (ll3). 

(ll3) Last night I have. jw.,t c.ome. home and .6at down 
to have my dinner when the telephone rings. 
It is a friend who asks if I have. he.aJu:1 the 
latest news. 

The same is possible in Finnish: 

(114) Eilen illalla ole.n juwu tullut kotiin ja JJ.,
tuutunut syomaan paivallista, kun puhelin soi.
Siella on eras ystavani, joka kysyy, ole.nko
kuullut viimeisimmat uutiset.

The reference point i>s wt vught/ille.n Ula.Ua., ie, a past point. 

There are two kinds of processes in the sentences: those that take 

place at the past point indicated and those that have taken place 

previously and are past in the past. 
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4. 2. 4. fr.dWle. ,ln :the. Pao:t

As mentioned above (p .B� , the point of event can also be late:t than

the point of reference when the point of reference is in the past. The 

speaker looks forwards from his past point of orientation, and we have 

a future in the past: 

Diagram 3. PR PS 

PE 
The diagram represents this time-relation. The dotted line indicates 

that the point of event can occur anywhere on the time-line, .even after. 

the point of speech, as long as it is to the right of the point of ref

erence and this latter point occurs before the point of speech, 

Leech (1971: 48) maintains that 'English speakers manage without a 

future-in-the-past construction, and use the ordinary Past Tense when 

they wish to anticipate', quoting (ll0) as an example. 

(110) Pitt, who later be.came. Britain's youngest Prime
Minister, was at this time Chancellor of the
Exchequer,

The same could be said of Finnish on the basis of similar cases. The 

Finnish equivalent of (110) can also have the past tense in it: 

(110) Pitt, josta myohemmin :tu1J., Britannian nuorin
paaministeri, oli tuohon aikaan valtiovarain
ministerina.

The time when Pitt was the Chancellor of the Exchequer is the point 

of reference and his becoming Prime Minister is obviously later than 

this point. But it is also obvious that the time-specifiers fa.:teJt 

and myoherrrm,ln are obligatory. Without them the time-relation is ambi

guous: the sequence of the events is not necessarily the one indicated 

above. 

Even though the speaker.:; of English and Finnish manage without a 

special future-in-past construction, both languages have ways of de

noting this time-relation unambiguously. Thus, (110) could be expressed 

by using (111) and (112). 

(111) Pitt, who was to become Britain's youngest Prime
Minister .•••



(112) Pitt, who would later become Britain's youngest
Prime Minister . , .
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The difference between (111) and (112), if any, is very slight. At 

least it is not as great as it is between the same constructions when 

the point of reference is the moment of speaking and the point of event 
is in the future: 

(113) Pitt, who is to become Britain's yourtgest P.M. ,, ••

(114) Pitt, who will become Britain's youngest P.M ..••

Of these, the former expresses a plan for . the future, the la.tter a pre

diction about the future (cf. p.163). It seems that in (111) and (112) 

we simply have a time-relation between two processes without any colour

ing of plan or prediction, because the speaker is relating past events 

and their temporal order. The situation is different, however, in (ll5), 

in which the past progressive and the going to+ infinitive construction 

are used for the future in the past. 

(115) The beauty contest (was taking place the next day,
Lwas going to take place •.•. 

This kind of future in the past does not simply indicate a time-relation 

but is coloured by the notion of intention (Leech 1971:48). Therefore, 

it would not be acceptable in (110.) ·� Pitt, who WM ta-te.Jt be.c.om,Lng/WM 
[a,teJt going ;to be.c.ome. ..• These future-in-past expressions are common 

in cases in which the anticipated process remains at the stage of intent, 

is never realized. Thus, a sentence like (116) often has the implication 
that something prevented the execution of the intention. 

(116) I was leaving yesterday.

Palmer (1965: 87) points out that this future in the past is I often asso

ciated with a fall-rise intonation with nuclear stress on the auxiliary 

and often a nuclear stress on the adverbial, too' and implies that a 

reservation follows. By means of the intonation ambiguity can be avoided 

in sentences like (116), in which the reference could just as well be to a 

process going on at a point in the past. That sentences like (116) can 
have a future-in-past interpretation can be proved by changing the time-

specifier to, for example, today or .tomu!v'tow, which make the time--rela~ 
tion lll1arnbiguous: 



I was leaving today/tomorrow ...• 

There is now no doubt about the sentence meaning 'It was my intention 

to leave today/tomorrow ... 1 The meaning becomes even clearer if we 

add another specifier identifying the time of the intention: 

(118) Yesterday I was leaving today •..

The alternative used in (111) above (be/to + infinitive) can also have 

a special crnmotation, one of destiny or a plan that may not be fulfilled: 

I was to read a paper yesterday but I fell ill. 

The alternative ;involving the use of wou!d, above, is not pos-

sible the reference is to an unfulfilled intention: 

(120) * I would read a paper the next day but I fell ill. 

This alternative, is, however, conmion in indirect speech, in which the 

point of reference is the time of the reporting in the matrix clause 

and the anticipated process is in the embedded clause: 

(121) She thought that the day would be as dull as. any other.

(122) She thought that in an hour's time she would be at
home and asleep.

When changed to direct speech, these sentences would have wLel/�ha.Lt + 

infinitive and express a prediction about the future: 

(123) 'This day will be as dull as any other', she thought.

(124) 'In an hour's time I'll be at home and asleep', she
thought.

From this if follows that the indirect speech sentences in (121) and 

(122) also contain a prediction about future, but from a past reference.

point.

In Finnish, too, the 'future in the past' has more than one surface 

exponent, although this function is usually assigned to the 1 compound 

past tense' (see eg. Penttila 1963, Wiik 1976). This construction 

(past tense of olia + present participle) is possible in (110) above, 

instead of the simple past tense: 



(110) Pitt, josta oli tuleva Britannian nuorin
paaministeri, oli tuohon aikaan valtiovarain
ministeri.

(Pitt, who was to become Britain's youngest P .M. . . )
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This compound past tense has a strong predictive connotation, an almost 

prophetic ring to it (cf. discussion on expressions of future, p.169 ), 

which makes its use impossible in many contexts. It would sound strange 

in the following sentences for example: 

(125) Mina olin pitava esitelmiin seuraavana paivana
ja niin tein toita koko yon.

Minun oli maarii/minun piti pitaa esitelmii seuraa
vana paivana ja niin tein toita koko yon.

(I was to read a paper the next day and so I worked
the whole night.) 

(126) Tytot olivat hermostuneita, koska kauneuskilpailu
jen oli maara/piti olla/?kauneuskilpailut olivat
oleva sina iltana.

(The girls were nervous because the beauty contest
was to be that evening.} 

The compound past tense is impossible particularly if the sentence 

refers to something that was planned or intended but never took place. 

(127) *Mina olin lahtevii tanaan, mutta en saanut kaikkea
valmiiksi.

Minun oli miiara/piti lahtea tanaan, mutta ... 

(I was to leave today but I couldn't get everything 
ready.) 

The compound past tense for the expression of the future in the past 

is possible only if the speaker knows that the process he is talking 

about really took place, not if he only knows that it was planned or 

intended at some past point; it is thus comparable with the English 

wouid + infinitive constTuction. In the latter case, ie. with a past 

plan or intention, the verb pJ.;tiia, the phrase oUa maaJLa oT the verb 

cuiwa are used. 

(128) Aioin Jiihtea tanaan, mutta en sa::rnut kaikkea val
miiksL

I was 
rcacty 
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Finnish often has the conditional in the embedded clause in indirect 

speech in which the matri;x clause contains a verb of reporting and de

fines the reference point for the process in an embedded clause, which 

lies in the future relative to the time of saying or thinking something: 

(129) Han ajatteli, etta paiva olisi yhta tylsa kuin
kaikki muutkin.
(She thought that the day would be as dull as
any other,) 

(130) Han kuvitteli, etta tunnin kuluttua han olisi
kotona ja nukkurnassa.
(She thought that in an hour's time she would
be at home and asleep).

The conditional is not obligatory, however, The embedded clause can 

also have the present tense, as in (131) and (132). 

(131) Liisa ajatteli, etta han lahtee heti.
(Liisa thought that she would leave immediately.)

(132) Han vannoi, ettei han ikina enaa nouse laivaan.
( He swore that he would never go on board a
ship again.) 

This means that in Finnish the time of the reported utterance can be 

the same as it is in the corresponding direct speech. It is enough 

in Finnish that the higher clause defines the point in the past at 

which the reported process is anticipated, and the embedded clause 

has the same time as the original utterance. However, the conditional 

seems to be the most common alternative (Ikola 196lb:142-144). There 

is a clear difference between English and Finnish here: in English it 

is impossible to keep the same time in indirect speech as in the origi

nal direct speech utterance:�She thought tha.-t: the day w,i,,U, be M dull 

Many othe�. (This problem will be further discussed in chapters). 
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4. 2. 5. Po.-i.nJ:J., o 6 Con;t!i.M;t w.-i..;thin :the PM:t

Finnish and English both make four basic distinctions in time-rela

tions within the past time-sphere (the point of event is in all cases 

- prior to the point of speech):

(i) the point of reference is simultaneous with the point of speech,

ie. we have E - R,S

(ii) the point of reference is simultaneous with the point of event,

ie. E,R - S

(iii) the point of event is prior to the point of reference although

both are prior to the point of speech, ie; E �· R - S

(iv) the point of event i.s later than the point of reference but both

are prior to the point of speech, ie, R - E - S,

The difference between the first two time-relations, ie. the ques

tion of what detennines the choice of the point of reference in these 

cases, has been the most difficult and controversial question in this 

area of time-relations. An explanation general enough to apply in 

most cases in both languages is that the point of speech is chosen 

as the point of reference when the speaker presupposes that the past 

process is relevant at the moment of speaking, because of its conse

quences or otherwise. There is a clear difference between English and 

Finnish in that Finnish allows a definite point of event with the present 

point of reference, whereas in English the point of event is in these 

cases always left indefinite. ln both languages this E - R,S time"" 

relation is expressed through the present perfect fomi. 

The E,R - S relation leads to the use of the past tense, in both 

languages except when the point of view is simultaneous with the point 

of speech and thus causes the present tense to be used. This happens 

when the speaker wants to put the listener in the place of someone ac

tually witnessing the events he is relating. The context is mainly 

limited to narratives, and a past time-specifier is obligatory. However, 

the present point of view is also possible in both languages in embedded 

clauses following verbs of reporting; but the number of possible contexts 

is more limited in Finnish than in English. 

When the point of event is earlier than the point of reference, both 

being prior to the point of speech (E - R - S) , the verb form used in 

both languages is the past perfect, with a possibility of the present 

perfect being used as a result of a present point of view. 
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The future in the past (R - E - S) has several possible expressions 

in both English and Finnish. One way in both languages is the use,of 

the past tense, provided there is a time-specifier which indicates 

that the point of event follows the point of reference. Of the other 

alternatives most have special meanings in addition to denoting the 

time-relation. In English the past tense + the progressive and the 

past tense + go�ng to have the implication that the process was intend

ed or planned but not necessarily carried out. The past tense + be to 

construction can have a similar implication but can also simply denote 

the future in the past. Would+ infinitive is mainly used in indirect 

speech and corresponds to its direct speech counterpart in expressing 

anticipation or prediction. In Finnish, the compound past tense has a 

predictive anticipatory implication. Finnish expresses the idea that 

the plan or intention was not necessarily executed through constructions 

such as the past tense + oUa maiiJui and past tense + pdaa. In Finnish, 

indirect speech normally has the conditional as an expression of the 

future in the past. The embedded clause can, however, also keep the 

tense of the corresponding direct speech sentence, ie. the present 

tense, which is generally not possible in English. 

On the whole, English and Finnish show the same tendencies in the 

expressions of time-relations within the past, and the similarities 

are far greater than the differences. 
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4.3. future 

The ti:me-sphere of the future means either that the point of reference 

is si.multaneous with the point of speech and the point of event later 

than these two points, or that the point of reference is lateT than the 

point of speech and the point of event simultaneous with it, or earlier 

or later than it, Thus we have the following four relations between 

the three points: 

1. S,R �. E Peter wi.11 leave Pekka on lahteya/lahtee 

2. S � R,E Peter will leave Pekka on lahteva/lahtee 

3. S - E � R Peter will have left Pekka on lahtenyt 

4. s - R � E Peter will leave Pekka on lahteva/lahtee 

As the lists of one possible surface realization for each of the re

lations in English and Fi.nnish shows, only 3,, whi.ch could be called 

'past in the future 1, finds a special expression: all the otheTs aTe 

treated in the same way. Thus, we only have to distinguish two types 

of future: (i) one in which the point of event is simultaneous with or 

later than the point of reference and (ii) one in which the point of 

event precedes the point of reference. 

Talking about the future is not as straightforward as taJking about 

the present or the past. Tne speaker can never be absolutely certain 

about future events and consequently cannot talk about them with the 

same conviction as he can talk about what has happened in the past or 

is happening at the present. The only type of futu!ITe event about which 

it is possible to be fairly certain is one that occurs according to 

some natural law. Thus the speaker can say with certainty: The. J.>un. 

Well a;t, 4.15 tomoMow; the only thing that could prevent this would 

be a change in the natural order of things. About other types of future 

events people can only have various degrees of certainty or uncertainty, 

The uncertainty of the future also means that various additional conno

tations are attached to the expressions of futurity, such as the speaker's 

intentions, his desire to do something, plans made for the future and 

so on. This is all reflected in the expressions of futurity and espec

ially in the ways languages have a.cquired these expressions. In many 

languages, Finnish and English among them, the present tense is employed 

in reference to the future; in Finnish it still continues to be the most 
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common way of expressing futurity, although in English it has gradually 

lost ground after having been a common way of expressJng futurity in 

Old English (see Wekker 1976: 26-27). In English, the auxiliaries -which 

are often used in references to the future originally expressed volition 

( will) and obligation ( ;.,haLl) . Verbs of motion ('coming' and 'going') 

are also used to indicate futurity: in English I run going to fLe.ad the 

book., in Finnish Se ,tul.e.e. ole.maan va,,[12.eaa (literally: 1 It comes to be 

difficult'). 

A natural consequence of the nature of futurity is that the expres

sions of futurity approach the expressions of mood. As future events 

cannot be referred to as facts, they have to be based on intentions, 

assWI1ptions, beliefs and the like. Therefore, it is no wonder that in 

English will'. and -tiha,U, the auxiliaries that are called future auxil

iaries, are also employed in expressions of mood. Lyons (1969:310) 

refers to this close connection between futurity and mood when he says, 

'For general syntactic theory, it may be taken as axiomatic that 1 futu

rity' is a notion that cuts across the distinction of mood and tense.' 

The fact that future events can be viewed in various different ways 

leads naturally to different manifestations of future reference. This 

is particularly true of English, which has the following 'basic' ways 

of expressing futurity: 

the. p1te6e.nx te.Y!4e.; The president makes a 5peech tomorrow afternoon. 

the. ptLogfLe6J.>ive p!te.J.>e.nt: The president is making a speech tomorrow af

ternoon., 

will'./1.iha,,U + infinitive: The president will make a speech tomorrow af

ternoon. 

be. goi,ng to + infinitive: The president is going to make a speech tomor

row afternoon. 

w,i__ll/1.iha,,U + progressive infinitive: The president will be making a 

speech tomorrow afternoon. 

Finnish has only the following three possibilities of expressing this 

time-relation: 

the ptLe.J.>ent telUe.: Presidentti pitaa puheen huomenna iltapaivalla. 

the. �ampound ptLuent: Presidentti on pitava puheen huomenna iltapaivalla. 

tu.Lea + infinitive: Presidentti tulee pitamaan puheen huomenna iltapai

valla. 

Before these expressions in the two languages can be contrasted their 

meanings and the differences in their connotations will have to be analysed 
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in the two languages separately. Only then can it be seen to what extent 

the expressions are really equivalent. 

4.3.1. Exp�e1.,�ion1, 06 Fuxu.JU:ty in Engwh 

There are two opposite views about the expressions of futurity in 

English. According to one, wUl-/1.ihail.. + infinitive is the Future Tense, 

Thls view is represented by grammarians such as Cunne (1931} and Za,ndvoort 

(1972) . The opposite view is that English has no real future tense 

(see, for example, Jespersen 1931, Palmer 1969 ;;ind 1974, Leech 1971; 

this is also reflected in Chomsky 1 s auxiliary formula, in whlch Tense 

is only either present or past, and wi11J�ha.ll is included in the Modal) , 

The reasons for the view that there is no future tense in English 

are that (i) there are, as the examples in the previous chapter show, 

several ways of expressing futurity in English, (ii) will and �ha,U 

have other functions in addition to denoting futurity, and (iii) in the 

purely structuralist view (cf. Joos 1964 and PaL�er 1974) ter�e is a 

morphological category and there can thus be only two tenses in English, 

the present tense (unmarked) and the past tense (marked by -ed), Leech 

(1971:52), although he represents the view that there is no future tense 

in English, admits that wil.1../�ha,U + infinitive 'provides English with 

its nearest approximation to a 'neutral' or 'colourless' future'. The 

difficulty lies in deciding when wift/1,ha,U express this 'neutral' 

future and when they have to be taken as modal auxiliaries. Moreover, 

all modal auxiliaries can refer to the future. Thus, in (1) and (2) 

the processes referred to undoubtedly lie in the future. 

(1) I must write to him.

(2) I might write to him.

It is in the nature of obligation, possibility, or willingness to do 

something that they refer to the future. Therefore, when will expresses 

volition or J.,hail obligation the teference is to the future. 

Wekker (1976:14-18), who represents the view that will/�ha,U + infini

tive could be called the future tense, bases his arguments on six points 

in the syntactic behaviour of wift/�hail.. as future auxiliaries: 
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(i) A sentence containing will/J.ihcu.l as future auxiliaries can be pas

sivized, which the modal will/J.iha.Ll does not allow, 'without radi�ally 

changing the meaning of the sentence'. Thus John wi,li mee;t /vfMIJ can 

be passivized to MMIJ will, be meA: by John, whereas Jo/urn won't mee;t 

MMy, i.f passivized to MMy won't oe me;t 6y John, changes its meaning, 

(ii) The future wu.l/,1;ha.Ll does not nonnally occur in temporal and con

ell tional clauses, whereas the modal will/ -bhill does. Thus we have I 6

you. do thett, you. will onl.y maize matte.M woMe but I 6 you. w.LU do :t.hett

!'U 4e,e thett you. won't 1teg1te;t U.

(HJ) Like the past tense, the w.LU of futurity can be used in 1 false,

tense choice', while, for example, be going to cannot (cf. p. 112 ).

(iv) In direct speech, the past tense fonns of will and -6hill, ie.

woul.d and 1.,hould, are 'quite uncommon' as expressions of the future-in�

past, and this restriction in their use for past time reference is for

Wekker 'evidence for their status as tense markers'.

(v} (f]i£1J6hcu.l does not allow double negative marking, unlike may, mu.J.,t

and ea.n, which allow this.

(vi) In short answers to ije,J.,/no questions w.LU can occur instead of the

modal auxiliary of the question (Vo you. think. MM!J m,i_g h;t, go? Y e,J.,, I think

J.ihe will), which supports the view (see Mccawley 1971) that will/1.,ha.tl

can be treated as underlyingfuture tense markers.1 On the basis of these

points Wekker suggests that 1 in a grammar of modem English the w.LU/1.ihill

construction, rather than be going ;t,o, is best regarded as a primary

marker of future tense, with be going to functioning as a suppletive

form and a variant' .

From the pQint of view of the present semantically based analysis it 

is trivial whether will,/1.iha.tl is called a future tense marker or not; 

in the end it is only one of the various ways of referring to the future. 

From our point of view the most important question is its meaning, whet

her we can really have a 'pure', 'colourless' future, and more importantly, 

whether it is possible to make a clear distinction between the future arid 

the modal w.LU/J.iha.U. 

In trying to decide when J.ihill and will express 'pure' future and when 

modality, the writers on the subject have worked out paradigms for their 

1 For Mccawley (1971) willl!iha.el. is the future tense marker in English
and differs from the present and past tense markers in being morpho
logically a modal verb and not an affix. This future marker is deleted 
or replaced by the present tense morpheme in a number of environments. 
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use, because the solution seems to be connected with the person of the 

subject. Palmer (1965:114-115) :first works out a paradigm for the 'col

oured' use of lAJ.-iLfJ6hall, His suggestion is that will indicates inter

nal initiation by the subject and J.;/iali indicates external initiation 

by someone else. From this it follows that when the speaker talks about 

a process initiated by himself, he uses will. When he asks a question, 

he inquires about a process initiated by someone else and therefore asks 

ShaLE I? or Will you? In the case of a third person subject the initiator 

is always external, whether it be the speaker or the addressee, and thus 

the form has to be H� J.;hali or Shall h�? The paradigm for the 'coloured' 

use, then, is: 

I will Shall I? 

You shall Will you? 

He shall Shall he? 

We will Shall we? 

They shall Shall they? 

By elimination this leaves the following paradigm for the 'pure' future: 

I shall Will I? 

You will Shall you? 

He will Will he? 

We shall Will we? 

They will Will they? 

Two modifications have to be made to the latter paradigm: (i) in the 

first person J.;hill and W<.il are free variants in both statements and 

questions, (ii) 4hill in the second person belongs to literary but not 

to colloquial usage. The old paradigm used by some grammarians with 

its insistence that will is a future auxiliary only in the second person 

and third person no longer holds good. Present-day grammarians agree 

that W<.il is used in the future sense in the first person throughout 

the English-speaking world (see eg. Quirk, Greenbaum, Leech and Svart

vik 1972:87). 

The above paradigms together with Wekker's arguments indicate that it 

is possible to make a distinction on formal grounds between will/4hill 

as auxiliaries in expressions of the future and as modal auxiliaries. 

It is quite a different question, then, whether this wlU/4hill + infinitive 
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construction can be singled out as :the fµture expression on a par ,;'lith 

the present and the pa.st tense.. It is not even certai_n that it is the 

most common expression of future reference. Close (1970a:227-: 229)_� for 

example, refers to the growing use of the be going :to construction. It 
is, he says, 1 available for pure prediction 1 , mainly in a conversational 
style. He describes it as 1 a semantically-unstressed construction when 
precision or a particular emphasis is not required, or is required -

or at least made - at some other point in the utterance'. Close in 

other words gives the be 9o�ng :to construction the role of the 'neutral', 
'colourless' future. The only way of reaching some decision in the 
mi.dst of all this argument is by comparing w.LU/J.ihaJ'£ + infinitive with

the other possible expressions of futurity.

If there really is a 1pure 1, 1 neutral I future, it means that this 

construction expresses nothing in addition to the fact that the point 
of event is later than the point of speech. Shan-10od-Smith (1974) talks 
about a 'Future-Future' and distinguishes it from a 'Present-Future', 

which sees the future process as somehow related to the present. 1 Pure 
future' would then mean that the only distinction between the following 
sentences would be a difference in time-reference: 

a. The Chancellor made a speech

b. The Chancellor has made a speech
c. The Olancellor makes a speech

d. The Chancellor will make a speech

Leech (1971:52) describes the use of wu.i/J.iha1.R. as future auxiliaries 

as having !he meaning of p�ecuc:tion, 'something involving the speaker's 
jµdgement'. This view is also represented by Boyd and Thorne (1969) , 
who analyse sentences containing modal verbs through the notion of the 
speech act, mainly following Austin (1962). They explain sentences· 

containing w.lU. as having the illocutionary force of prediction. 'It 
must be emphasized that the only function of the modal verb will is to 
indicate that the illocutionary potential of the sentence in which it 
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occurs is that of being a prediction' (Boyd and Thorne 1969: 63�65). 

The illocutionary force of a sentence with liha.U., is 'a demand that 

the speaker makes on himself'. (The paraphrase of a sentence like 

He. !ihaLf.. go is I gu.evutrite.e fzM going.) Thus, any of the following 
sentences could be paraphrased by ' I predict , : . ' : 

(3) From now on everything will be different.

(4) The price of alcohol will go up again.
(5) In twenty years' time, the average employee will

work a twenty-five hour week. (Leech's 1971 example}

(6) It will rain tomorrow.

Of the other exponents of future reference mentioned at the beginning 

of this chapter (p.150), goJ..ng :to is possible in all the above contexts: 

(3a) From now on everything is going to be different, 

(4a) The price of alcohol is going to go up again. 
(Sa) In twenty years' time the average employee i.s going 

to work a twenty-five hour week. 

(6a) It is going to rain tomorrow. 

The question is naturally whether the sentences still contain an under

lying 'I predict ... 1
• (6a) would for example be uttered in a situation 

in which the speaker sees that there are threatening clouds in the sky. 

(Sa) could be used if the speaker wanted to emphasize that there was a 
tendency towards a twenty-five hour ·week. This implies that the speaker 
sees a connection between the state of affairs at the present a.,d a 

future development, or 'the train of events leading to the future hap

pening is already under way', as Leech (1971:55) puts it. Thus, what 
the speaker says about the future is based on his present knowledge or 
observations about the state of affairs. What, however, does the spea

ker base his predictions on if not on what he Jrnows or can observe at 
the present? Therefore, making a distinction between sentences (3)-(6) 
and those in (3a)-(6a) seems like splitting hairs. There are, however, 
cases in which there is a difference in meaning, as between (7) and (8). 

(7) They are going to sell their house,

( 8) They' 11 sell their house if you ask them.

In (7) the emphasis is clearly on the present intentions of the subject, 

while in (8) their selling of the house does not depend on anything 
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connected with the present, but depends on whether a certai.n condition 
is fulfilled in the £uture. In this sense it can be sai.d that (8) ex

presses a 1 purer 1 future than (7), and that going :t.o here also has the 
overtone of intention whereas (8) seems to be free horn overtones that 

go beyond the condition expressed in the sentence, Consider a £urther 
example; 

(9) That 1 s the phone - I'll answer it.

In the situation in which this sentence could be uttered there is no 
need to emphasize the speaker 1 s present intentions or preparations, 
because there is no time for them. It would be different if the phone 
had been ringing several times without anybody answering it, and finally 
the speaker had made up his mind to go and answer it. Then he might 
have said: Oh, I'm go;.ng to anAWeJt d. Neither is there any question 
of intention in (10)-(12) , yet the going .to construction would be more 
likely to occur than wi.Lt/�ho.Lf.: 

(10) Help l I lm going to faint.
(11) Look: That bus is going to overtum,
(12) There is going to be a thunderstoun.

The contexts in which these sentences are likely to occur could be £or 
example the following: in (10) the speaker feels si.ck and thinks that 
he/she will famt, in (11) a bus is tuming round a comer too sharply 
and the speaker is afraid that it will overturn, and in (12) there are 
threatening clouds ih the sky. In all three cases there seems to be 
an immediate danger of something happening in the near future. This 
imminence of the future event, or put less strongly, the nearness of 
the future event, is used as an explanation of the meaning.of the 
going to construction, The concept of 'neamess' is, however, relative: 
it is di££icult to define whether it means 'in a minute 1 or 'tomorrow' 
(cf. Fenn 1978:178), Thus, Leech's statement about this expression of 
the future indicating that 'the train of events leading to the £uture 
happening is a.lready under way' is a more reliable explanation, 

There are thus two explanations for the choice of going to: either 
something observable at present will be the cause of a future event or 
the person concerned intends doing something. The semantic interpreta
tion of the going to construction is therefore twofold; :it either connects 
the future process with a present cause or colours it wi.th the subject's 
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intention. For obvious reasons the latter interpretation is 

only with a process which is voluntary, which depends on somebody's 

intentions. Another obvious limitation is that the subject has to be 

human, ie. capable of intention, 'Subject' here refers to the logical 

- subject of the sentence, as this interpretabmn is also possible in the

case of passi�e sentences:

(13) Those trees are golng to be cut down.

Since the future process in (14) cannot be voluntary, the sentence can

not express intention: 

(14) We are going to know the answer tomorrow.

The interpretation of (14) is something like: 'on the basis of a promise 

it is certain that we will know the answer tomorrow'. Ag"ain, in this 

case there seems to be virtually no difference between We a.Jte to 

know and We'U know. In many cases these two constIUctions are so close 

to each other in meaning that any difference between them is a stylistic 

one: going to seems to be primarily used in infonnal spoken English, 

'best regarded as typically conversational' C#ekker 1976:124). 

While the difference between wU.l/Jhall. and going to is often very 

, or even non-existent in some cases it is easy to 

the reasons that lead to the choice of the other possible expressions 

of futurity. Consider the use of the present tense for future reference 

in (15)-(18) below. 

(15) The concert starts at 7.30.

(16) The president arrives at midday.

(17) We have dinner at 7 tonight.

(18) We meet at Victoria at 9 o'clock.

Common to the above sentences is the fact that they obviously belong to 

definite plans or even schedules for the future. It is also part of this 

scheduling that a definite time is set for the future process. This is 

nonnally expressed in the same sentence through a time-specifier indi

cating a point. As a matter of fact, it is this time-specifier that 

makes the sentences refer to the future. Without it (15) and (16), for 

example, would only make sense if they were part of a running commentary, 

and the reference was to the moment of speaking (cf. p.97 ): 
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(lSa) The concert starts (at this very manent) 

(16a) The president arrives (actually walks in at the 
moment of speaking) 

If, however, the time has been previously fixed, or is otherwise already 

known to the participants, there is no need for a specifier, as in (18a), 

(18a) We meet at Victoria. 

The time of the meeting has obviously been settled previously and the 

speaker now informs the listener about the place ;for the meeting. 

As the sentences containing the present tense and referring to the 

future are part of a ciefini te p] an, there cs a great ciea.l of certainty 

involved in their use. Therefore, (19) 1s impossible and the occurrence 

of (20) highly unlikely. 

(19}* It rains tomorrow. 

(20) He dies tonight.

It is inrpossible to schedule rain or be absolutely certain about its 

future occurrence. (20) could only be uttered by someone planning a 

murder or execution. 

The W-LU./-!!hctU and going :to constructions are also possible in sen�, 

tences (15)-(18): 

(15b) The concert will/i.s going to start at 7. 30. 

(16b) The president will/is going to arrive at midday, 

(17b) We'll/we are going to have dinner at 7 tonight, 

(18b) We' 11/we are going to meet at Victoria at 9 o 1 clock, 

The difference between these two constru.cti.ons on the one hand, and the 

present tense on the other, is best explained through the wi,der contexts 

in wh:i..ch they are most likely to occur. The occurrence o;f the presen,t 

tense is limited to contexts in which official programmes are discussed 

(see Sharwood..Smith 1972), Thus a sentence like (16), The p1c.e.4i:,den.:t 

cvuu.ve.J.i a;t mi,dday would most likely occur if the speaker was discussing 

an official programne for the president 1 s visit and would be followed 

by other items of the schedule like 'he meets the Mayor at 12, 30, has 

lunch at 1, 30' and so on, As a matter of fact, if we are looking for 

an expression of futu:r:ity in English that merely states an objective 

fact without any colouring of intentions, w:i.llJngness, desire and so on, 
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the present tense with a time-specifier would be the most likely candi

date (see Fenn 1978). This expression of futurity denotes only a state

ment of fact that an event will take place at a point in the future., 

A special use of the present tense for future reference occurs in 

conditional and temporal clauses. This occurrence of the present tense 

is often described as a result of the deletion of an underlying will/1.,hill 

(eg. Mccawley 1971), ie, as the use of the present tense instead of 

will/1.,hill rather than as the choice of the present tense for future 

reference in its own right. The explanation sometimes offered is that 

the use of wi,,U/1.,haL/:, would be pleonastic in this case because the ma

trix clause usually contains will/1.,hill and futurity is thus sufficient

ly clearly indicated (see Wekker 1976), as in (21)-(22). 

( 21) I'll tell him when he comes.

(22) We' 11 stay here if it starts raining.

If, however, the interpretation of the present tense as simply presenting 

a future event as a fact is accepted, this interpretation also explains 

its choice in conditional and temporal clauses. The meaning of the whole 

sentence containing a conditional or temporal clause would then be 'I 

predict X will happen if/when/after etc. Y is a fact' (cf. Leech 1971, 

Wekker 1976). This would also mean that the present tense in these 

cases is not a peculiarity of the syntactic pattern but reflects a con

trast of meaning. If wi,,U/1.,ha,U, occurs in conditional and temporal 

clauses, it usually has a volitional meaning, although the will of fu

turity is sometimes found in conditional clauses, as in the following 

example (quoted by Palmer 1974): 

(23) If the play will be cancelled, let's not go.

Clearly, wi,,li is not volitional in this sentence. Palmer's explanation 

is that wi,,li is needed here because the process in the conditional clause 

is subsequent to the process in the main clause (the relation is usually 

the reverse). Thus, the meaning of (23) is 'we should not go if the 

play is going to be cancelled subsequent to our going'. 

The present tense combined with the progressive is also said to refer 

to present plans or arrangements made for the future (see Leech 1971, 

Close 1970, Sharwood-Smith 1972). How does it differ, then, from the 

present tense used in plans and arrangements? Palmer (1974:66) compares 

the following sentences: 
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(24) I start work tomorrow,

(25) I am starting work tomorrow. 

He explains the difference between them by the fact that (24) implies 

an official decision by a £inn or a doctor, while in (25) the speaker 

himself has made the decision, This seems to be the general view of 

the two alternatives. When the progTessive present is used, the future 

event is planned by an individual, but in the case of the present tense 

the future event is part of an official plan or general arrangements, 

with the individual concerned having very little, if anything, to say 

in these arrangements (c£, Wekker 1976). This makes the occurrence 

of the progressive impossible in sentences like (26) (cf, Leech 1971). 

(26) t'"The sun is rising at 2. 30 tomorrow.
The sun rises at 2.30 tomorrow. 

This is in keeping with the difference between the simple and the pro'"' 

gressive present in their 1 normal 1 functions as references to the pre'"' 

sent time-sphere: when the speaker talks about the permanent, natural 

order of things, he uses the simple present; the use of the progressive 

always includes the idea of incompleteness. Thus, the use of the pro

gressive present emphasizes the fact that the future event is at the 

stage of being planned at present, as against the certainty of the 

occurrence of the future event involved in the use of the present 

tense (cf. Wekker 1976). 

Neither is the idea of a plan made by a human agent far from present 

intentions. Therefore, the difference between the progressive present 

with future reference and the goi.ng to construction is again very slight. 

Compare the following: 

(27) I am starting work tomorrow.

I am going to start work tomorrow.

The difference seems to be only in the stage of the arrangements, or, 

rather that in the former case the arrangements have already been made, 

whereas in the latter they are still at the stage of intentions. Leech 

(1971:58) remarks that only the former sentence could be uttered with 

some reluctance by someone who now regrets the arrangement, because an 

intention could not be regretted. Furthermore, the goi.ng to construc

tion does not have the restriction.of the progressive present of occurring 

only in references to processes that can be planned by human beings. 
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Thus, it can ocrnr in sentences like (28)
1 

in which the progressive 

i:iresent is impossible. 

(28) It is going to :rain tomorrow.

* It is raining tomorrow.

Both go,lng to and the progressive present differ from the simple 

present tense in that they do not necessarily need a time-specifier 

to accompany them in references to the future. Consider (29) and 

(30). 

(29) Be is going to resign from his job.
He is resigning from his job.
He resigns from his job.

(30) They are going to get married ..
They are getting married.
They get married.

The last sentences in both (29) and (30) 

that something 

the obvious impression 

between a future 

reference and reference to a repeated occurrence within the present 

time-sphere. Of course, it is possible to interpret the sentences 

with the present progressive as referring to the moment of speaking: 

'_He is resigning from his job at this very moment I and 'They a.re 

getting married at this very moment 1 • There are, however, contexts 

in which the progressive present without a time-specifier could not 

refer to the future but necessarily refers to the present, as in (31) 

and (32). 

(31) She is playing the piano.

(32) They are climbing the mountain top.

There is no possibility of interpreting these last two sentences as 

referring to the future, without a time-specifier. The interpretation 

thus seems to dei:iend on the nature of the process referred to. Pro

cesses such as 'resigning from a job' and 'getting married I can be des

cribed as achievements, which by their very nature cannot be presen

ted as continuing in time, whe:reas processes like 'playing the piano' 

and 'climbing a mountain top' can be seen as in progress at a , point 

in time. Thi.s is the reason why He. hi !1,e6,l9ning 6Mrn hi!., job and 

The.y Me. ge.,t;ti,ng rnM!U.e.d am most likely to be interpreted as referring 

to the future. 
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There is yet another possible construction for references to the 

future in English. This is the combini:i,tion of w .. i.Li'JtihMl- and th� 

progressive, as in (33) and (34). 

(33) They will be driving down to Helsinki on Friday. 

(34) We wi.11 be moving into a new flat soon.

Leech (1971; 62) describes this construction as the 'future-as,--a;-matter� 

of-course 1 and explains its use in the following way: 

It is tempting to speculate that this usage has grown 
up through the need to have a way of referring to the 
future uncontaminated by factors of volition, plan, 
and i:ntenti.on which enter into the future meanings of 
will/ 1.iha11.. + Infinitive, the Present Progressive, and 
be. going l:.o + Infinitive, 

This construction, of course, also has the meanings usually attributed 
to the progressive, ie, i.t can denote the imperfective aspect or limited 

duration or emphasize the fact that somethi.ng wi.11 be in progress at 
a future point. Thus, an aspectual difference can exist between the 
two sentences in (35). 

(35) He will write a letter tonight.
He will be writing a letter tonight (so, don't disturb
him)

But this i.s not necessarily the case, as the latter sentence can simply 
denote that this a.et will take place tonight, not that it will be in 
progress at a certa.in point in the future. 

If Leech's view is accepted, this construction is another candidate 
for the 'pure' , 'neutral' future. The modal overtones of flJ,f_U/ J.ihaf.i. 
can be present in this construction. Perhaps this can be described as 
a more polite altemative to the flJ,f_U/1.>haf.1. construction, as Leech 

(1971:63) remarks, quoting the following sentences, the second of which 
expresses a much more polite inquiry than the first, rather abrupt sound
ing question: 

(36) Will you put on another play soon?
Will you be putting on another play soon?

On the basis of the above discussion we can say that English shows 



at least the following distinct attitudes to future events: 

(i) the future event is predicted

(ii) emphasis is on the present cause for a future event

emphasis is on the present intentions for the future
- (iv) the future event is pa:rt of an official programme

(v) the future event is presented as part of a present plan or

an 1unof;ficial' progrannne
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Although these distinctions are often very slight and difficult to keep 

separate, each of the above attitudes to the future can be said to have 

an exponent characteristic of it. Owing to the nature of the 1 attitudes', 

there are lindtations as to the ty-pes of processes with which they can 

be connected. Moreover, since some of the expressions used also denote 

other temporal distinctions, time-specification is obligatory in some 

cases. Table 2. is an attempt to clarify this rather complicated sit

uation; 

Table 2, 

Expressions of future reference in English 

"Attitude" I Limitations Exponent Time-specification 

prediction will/shall optional 

present be going to optional 
cause 

present human agent be going to optional 
intention voluntary pro-

cess 

official certainty of present tense obligatory 
prognmme occurrence 

unofficial process progressive obligatory depend-
programne capable of present ing on type of 

being initi- process 
ated by human 
agent 

To the above list of expressions of futurity others could be added: 

cg. be a.bou.,t :to + infinitive, be :to + infinitive, be. dru.,:tine.d :to + infin

itive. These expressions are, however, less important than the five 

discussed here (cf. Leech 1971, Wekker 1976). According to Leech (1971:65), 
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only be abou,t :to + infinitive is common enough 'to be worth comment' 

and i.s in meaning very close to go,.[ng :to + infinitive or the progressive 

present, 

4.3.1.2. Fu,tuJLe Reoe�ence and Moba,U,ty 

In the foregoing discussion on the expressions of futurity, reference 

was made several times to the fact that the auxiliaries will. and 1.,ha,U 

may retain at least some of their original meanings of willingness and 

obligation even when they can be considered as functioning as future 

auxilia.ries. This fact is admitted even by those who prefer calling the 

wLU/1.,ha,U + infinitive construction the Future Tense. Thus, for exaniPle, 

Wekker (1976:39) writes, 'It will be seen that, in a given context, the 

meaning of this tense may range from a plan or purely factual statement 

about the future, without the slightest trace of uncertainty or diffi

dence, to a more tentative speculation or prognostication, and that the 

idea of futurity is sometimes in greater or lesser degree coloured by 

that of volition. ' It is therefore useful to look at will. and 1.,ha,U 

as part of the system of expressions of modality in English. This con

sideration is also important because time and modality are closely con

nected within the future time-sphere. 

The English modal verbs/ auxiliaries, among which will. and 1., ha,U are 

included, are usually distinguished from other verbs through certain 

formal .s:haracteristics: their defective inflection, the fact that they 

cannot be immediately preceded by another verb, and the fact that they 

occur in questions and negative sentences without do (see eg. Ehrman 

1966, Twaddell 1968). Semantically, they can be classified using the· 

notions of necessity and possibility, which are central notions in ge

neral philosophical discussions of modality (cf. Lyons 1977). Another 

distinction usually made is between epistemic and deontic modality, ie, 

between making a judgement about the truth value of a proposition on the 

basis of one's knowledge of the state of affai.rs and expressing the 

necessity or possibility of a process. It is deontic modality that has 

'an intrinsic connection' with futurity (see Lyons 1977). 
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When MKll and tiha.li are distinguished as m,odal auxiliaries from their 

use as future auxiliaries, they are usually sai.d to denote a volitional 

attitude (cf. Leech 1971), Thus, the following sentences can be said to 

contain this attitude: 

(37) I will write to him tomorrow,

(38) I shall write to him tomorrow,

(39) You shall have your money back tomorrow.

{40) He shall pay dearly for what he has done,

(41) I will do it whatever you say,

( 42) He' 11 help you.

(43) Shall we go for a walk?

(44) Will you come with us?

Different degrees of volition can be distinguished.Leech (1971) makes a 

distinction between weak, intermediate, and strong volition. Thus, (42) 

above would contain weak volition; one clue to this is that the auxiliary 

is weakly stressed. (37) and (39) would e:x-press intermediate volition 

and be very close to intention; (40) and (41) contain strong volition, 

ormich could almost be described as insistence. In the last two examples 

the speaker is inquiring about the addressee's willingness. The examples 

show that both -0ha.li and ({).{.U can denote willingness: will the volition 

of the subject, Jh.aLt that of the speaker. When these two coincide, 

both will and -0ha.ll. can be used. A::, will is used as a future auxiliary 

in all persons at the present time, it is especially difficult to dis

tinguish the modal use from the future use, particularly since the weakly 

volitional will can be weakly stressed. Shall with a second or third 

person subject is undoubtedly volitional, expressing the speaker's vo

lition. The only case in which it could denote the 'pure 1 future would 

be with a first person subject. 

With will, the only way of deciding whether it is a modal auxiliary 

or a future auxiliary is often by the context: if the subject is inanimate -

or non-human - and thus cannot be willing to do anything, or the process 

referred to is such that no one can desire i,t, we can be sure that will 

is non-volitional. These facts serve as explanations for the following 

examples, in which the reference is simply to future time without any 

volitional overtones: 

(45) It 1 11 rain tomorrow.

(46) The letters will arrive tomorrow.

(47) He•ll be ill tomox:row. 
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The time reference in all the above sentences is to the future. This 

is natural: if wiil/�hali expresses volition, it is natural that refe

rence is to the future because what we desire lies in the future. Will, 

however, has a non-volitional sense which does not have to refer to the 

future. This is case in (48) and (49), which can be interpreted as con

taining an epistemic will, ie. the speaker draws conclusions about the 

present state of affairs on the basis of his knowledge. 

(48) That'll be the postman.

(49) They will be at home now.

As was pointed out in connection with the present time-sphere (p.110 ), 

sentences like these can also be interpreted as containing a reference 

to the future: 'if you open the door, you'll find the postman there', 

(49) 'if we phone them we'll find them at home'. There is a condition

that the sentence has to fulfil for will to be interpreted as referring

to the present: the aspect has to be imperfective. Ehrman (1966:34)

apparently talks about the same requirement when she says, 'Neutral time

function (equals what is called general present in this thesis) may be

said to correspond to the contextually abstract. The other time function,

future, may on the other hand be described in terms of concreteness.

It always occurs in contexts referring to specific situations, in which

unique events follow a linear time-determined sequence' 'Unique events'

must be perfective in aspect. Ehrman, however, interprets sentences like

(50) as having a neutral time function.

(50) A hypothetical example will illustrate the point.

Her argument is that the function of will is to assure that the example 

illustrates the point: 'The use of the example would have illustrated 

the point if applied before the writing of the article, it is a fact that 

it does so illustrate, and finally it is assured of doing so at any time'. 

This is a counter-argument to the one presented above in connection w1th· 

(48) and (49), and both are equally convincing. All that can be said with

certainty, therefore, is that the volitional will refers to the future.

M::Jreover, in the case of the non-volitional will, interpretation at least

partly depends on the context, and the reference can be to the present

('neutral time function') if the aspect is imperfective.

Aspect also plays a part in the interpretation of time reference in 

connection with modals denoting necessity. In the following sentences 

there is an expression of necessity or obligation and the reference is 

to the future: 



(51) I must write to him.

(52) I have to finish this today.

(53) You should do something to your hair.

(54) I ought to read that book.
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Even without any time specification it is obvious that the processes 

towards which necessity is felt are in the future. In most cases it 

is natural that necessity concerns something in the future rather than 

in the present. However, in (55)-(57) the reference is to the present, 

(55) They must be at home.

(56) There must/has to be a mistake somewhere.

(57) You ought to/should know this song.

In these sentences the modals can be interpreted as epistemic, ie, the 

sentences could be paraphrased by something like 'It must/should/oJJght 

to be the case that ,. . 1 When compared with the processes in (51)-(54) 

those in (55)-(57) are different: they are states, ie. imperfective, 

whereas those in the fonner are perfective. The same difference can be 

seen between (58a) and (58b), (59a) and (59b). 

(58a) They must come home now. 

(58b) They must be coming home now. 

(59a) They should sail across the Atlantic. 

(59b) They should be sailing across the Atlantic. 

In the (a)-sentences the aspect is perfective and the reference to the 

future, in the (b)-sentences the aspect is imperfective and the reference 

to the present. 

Similar considerations also apply to those modals that denote possi

bility, or 'no obstruction' in Ehnnan's terms. Thus, in (60a) the time

reference is to the future, and in (60b) the reference-to-the-present 

interpretation is possible, and becomes clear if a time-specifier is 

added: 

(60a) They may/might sail across the Atlantic. 

(60b) They may/might be sailing across the Atlantic (now). 

In (61) and (62) the processes are states, ie. the aspect is imperfective, 

and the reference can only be to the present. 
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(61) There may/might be a mistake somewhere,

(62) A dark bathroom can be very scary.

In (63), the reference can, however, only be to the future, the aspect 

is perfective, and the process is an achievement. 

(63) They may/might/can reach the momtain top.

The most important conclusion that can be drawn from the above dis

cussion is that in connection with modal auxiliaries the interpretation 

of time reference depends at least partly on the aspect, as does the 

interpretation of the modal auxiliary as epistemic or deontic. Time 

reference can be interpreted as applying to the present when the aspect 

is imperfective. Naturally, there are sentences which refer to a generic 

fact although the process is an achievement or an accomplishment, as in 

the following: 

(64) The engine can be removed from the boat with ease.

(65) You must take your flashlight when you go out.

Although these sentences can be interpreted as referring to the general 

possibility or necessity of the process, it can still be argued that the 

actual process lies in the future. 

The system of expressions of futurity is much less complex in Finnish 

than it is in English. There are three main alternatives, as the list 

on page 150 already demonstrated: the present tense, the compound present., 

and the tulta + 3rd infinitive construction. 

(66) Kansleri pitaa puheen.

(67) Kansleri on pitava puheen.

(68) Kansleri tulee pitamaan puheen.

The difference between these alternatives could be said to be on the scale 

of certainty involved in their use. The two latter ones, ie. the compound 

present and the tulta + 3rd infinitive construction, denote a stronger 
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conviction about what is going to happen than the present tense 
I which 

is therefore the most common, most 'neutral', of the alternatives, Because 

the other two emphasize the speaker's conviction about future events, they 

are strange in sentences like (69). 

(69) Jonakin paivana mina kuolen.
Jonakin paivana mina olen kuoleva.
Jonakin paivana mina tulen kuolemaan.

(One day I'll die.)

One's death some day is so certain that there is no need to sound parti

cularly convincing about it. The degree of certainty is not the only 

difference between the alternatives; there is also what could be described 

as a stylistic difference: the compound present has very solemn, almost 

prophetic overtones. Thus, it is used in very formal language, mainly 

in predictions to which the speaker wants to give a reassuring tone (see 

Ikola 1949:158, Saarimaa 1967:233). T'ne tuila + 3rd infinitive construc

tion is less formal and solenm than the compound present but has a more 

formal overtone in this context than the present tense. However, it can 

occur in contexts like the following: 

(70) Tasta lahtien kaikki muuttuu/tulee muuttumaan,
(From now on everything will be different.)

(71) Alkoholin hinta nousee/tulee nousemaan taas.
(The price of alcohol will go up again.)

(72) Kahdenkymmenen vuoden kuluttua keskivertotyolainen
tekee/tulee tekemiliin toita 25 tuntia viikossa,)
(In twenty years ' time the average employee will
work a twenty-five hour week.)

Because, however, it denotes a strong conviction, it is natural in contexts 

in which the speaker wants to sound particularly reassuring: 

(73) Han tulee tekemaan sen.
(He will do it.)

(74) Jonakin paivana tulet ymmartamiian ta.man asian.
(One day you will understand this.)

With the compound present, the above sentences would sound prophetic, as 

suggested above: 

(73a) Han on sen tekeva. 

(74a) Jonakin paivana olet ymmartavii ta.man asian. 
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There are, however, cases in which the present tense alone is not enough 

to make the time-reference to the future unambiguous; this is the case 

when there is no time-specifier in the sentence, as in (75)-(78), 

(75) Se on vaikeaa.
(It is/will be difficult.)

(76) En koskaan YJll)l11irra niita laakareita, jotka vaativat,
etta ihmisen pitaisi hyvaksya sairautensa.
(I never understand/will never understand doctors
who demand that one should accept one 1 s illness.)

(77) Han on varmaan ylpea sinusta.
(She is/will be proud of you.)

(78) Meidan lapsemne elama on rikkaampi kuin meidan.
(Our child's life is/will be richer than ours.)

In these cases the speaker has to use one of the other alternatives to 

make the time-reference to the future unambiguous. No time-specifier 
is possible in these contexts because no particular point in the future 
is referred to; the time is simply vaguely later than the moment 

of speaking. 

(75a) Se tulee olemaan vaikeaa. 

(76a) En tule koskaan ymnartamaan niita laakareita, 
jotka vaativat, etta ihmisen pitaisi hyvaksya 
sairautensa. 

(77a) Han tulee varmaan olemaan ylpea sinusta. 
(78a) Meidan lapsemme elama tulee olemaan rikkaampi 

kuin meidan/ on oleva rikkaampi ... 

Nevertheless, there are contexts in which the present tense alone is 

enough, even though there is no time-specifier referring to the future, 
as in (79)-(81). 

(79) Kaikki saavat kuitenkin tietaa totuuden.
(Everybody will learn the truth anyway.)

(80) Uusi johtaja panee asiat jarjestykseen.
(The new manager will put things in order.)

(81) Han tekee sen kylla.
(He ' 11 do it . )

The processes in the above sentences are accomplishments and the aspect 

in them is perfective (marked by a �tota:f.J object). As was pointed out 

in connection with aspect, these types of processes, which are perfective, 
cannot combine with present time,-reference. If the aspect is imperpective 
- and the object - the reference is to the present:
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Uusi johtajamme panee as101ta j 
(The new manager is putting things in order.) 

Thus, in this case the form of the object denotes both an aspectual dif

ference and a difference in time-relations at the same time. The same 

naturally applies to achievements, which are inherently perfective and 

as such the time-reference with them cannot be to the moment of speaking, 

with a few exceptions (cf. p.96 ). Thus, the reference is to the future 

in the following sentences, which refer to achievements and contain the 

present tense form: 

(82) Me H:iydamme kylla sen virheen.
(We will find that error.)

(83) He saavuttavat vuorenhuipun.
(They'll reach the mountain top.)

Thus, we can summarize the situation in Finnish in the way: 

the present tense is the most common alternative for expressing the 

future time-reference, it has to be accompanied by a time-specifier, 

unless the aspect is perfective and the reference could not be to the 

present; (iii) the other two alternatives emphasize greater reassurance 

and are stylistically more formal than the present tense, but they have 

to be used when the process is imperfective in aspect (thus necessarily 

with activities and states) and there is a time-specifier in neither the 

same sentence nor the context. 

The contrastive question, of course, is how these Finnish exponents 

of futurity correspond to those in English. The decisive factor in the 

choice between the alternatives in English was the speaker's 'attitude' 

towards the future event, ie. whether he wanted to make a prediction 

about it, whether he wanted to emphasize the present cause of future 

events or saw them as only being intended at the moment of speaking or 

as part of a plan, official or unofficial. 

Where English has a predictive future with wil.l/�ha.Lt as its chief 

exponent, Finnish could have any of the three alternatives, with the 

stylistic differences and differences in the degree of certainty described 

above. Sentences (84)-(86) exemplify this. 

(84) Huomenna sataa/tulee satamaan/on satava.
lt will rain tomorrow.

(85) Jonakin paivana ymmarrat/tulet ymmartamaan/olet ymmartava
ta.man asian.
(One day you'll understand this.)
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(86) Kclldenkymmenen vuoden kuluttua keskivertotyontekija
tyoskentelee/tulee tyoskentelemaan/on tyoskenteleya
25 tuntia viikossa,

(In twenty years' time the average employee will
work a twenty-five hour week,)

When the speaker's attitude to the future event can be described 

through the'present cause' and English uses the going to construction, 

the only possibility in Finnish seems to be the present tense, as seen 

in (87)-(89). 

(87) ApuaJ Mina pyorryn!
(Help! I'm going to faint!)

(88) Katso! Tuo bussi kaatuu!
(Look! That bus is going to overturn!)

(89) Han saa toisen lapsen.
(She's going to have another baby.)

The other alternatives, the tui..la + 3rd infinitive construction and the 

compound present, are possible in (89), but, if used in that context, 

they would change the connotation of the sentence to a prediction, or 

an almost solemn prophecy. Thus, Han tu.lee. 1.,aama.an toil., en la.p1., en could 

be uttered by a soothsayer. Another reason why these alternatives are 

impossible in the above sentences, particularly in (87)-(89), is that 

their reference is to the immediate future, and the other alternatives 

can only refer to a more distant future. Moreover, the present tense 

alone is enough for future reference in these cases because the processes 

('faint' and 'overturn') are achievements, and, as such, momentaneous 

and it is not possible for them to be in progress at the moment of 

speaking. Nor are these sentences parts of connnentaries of events taking 

place at the moment of speaking, with the consequence that they can only 

refer to the future. 

Where the going to construction in English denotes 'present intention' 

Finnish uses either the present tense or the verb <U�oa ('intend') as' 

seen in (90)-(92): 

(90) Jussi aikoo vieda/vie Maijan ulos paivalliselle.
(John is going to take Mary out to dinner.)

(91) He myyvat/aikovat myyda talonsa.
(They are going to sell their house.)

(92) Nuo puut kaadetaan/aiotaan kaataa.
(Those trees are going to be cut down.)
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The problem here i.s that the present tense as an alternative in this 

case does not convey the idea of intenti.on and makes th.e future event 

too certain, unless the context makes it clear in some way that inten

tion is meant. On the other hand, the verb ai.k.oa overemphasizes the 

_ idea of intention and does not really convey the connotation of the 

English go,[ng :to, which does not mean the same as i.n:te.nd, TI1e verb 

in:te_nd does not imply that the intention is really carried out, whereas 

90,[n.9 :to has this assumption (cf. Leech 1971:55), 

The most natural expression for 1prog:rammes' for the future, whether 

official or unoffi.cial, is again the present tense; 

(93) Konsertti alkaa klo 19.00
(The concert starts at 7 p .m,)

(94) l?residentti saapuu puolen paivan aikaan,
(The president arrives at midday,)

(95) Taparumne asemalla klo 9,
(We meet/are meeting at the station at 9 o'clock.

Again, the other alternatives would sound much too predictive to be used 

in the context of programmes for the future, eg. Tul.e.mme_ .ta.paamaa.n a.se.
ma..U.a. k1o 9.. would sound more like the prediction of a future event than 

a prograllllle. Thus, we cannot distinguish an 'official ' programme from 

an 'unofficial I one in Finnish, Both I -o;taA;t, WO!Lk :tomoMow and I 1
m

�:taM:i.ng wottk :tomoMOW would be rendered in Finnish as Afo.Ua.n :tyo,t huome.n

na.. A possibi&ity for expressing a 'programme' is the construction 

all.a. miiii.tr.ii + infinitive, whose literal meaning is something like 'to 

be destined to'. This construction, however, has the connotation that 
1 this is the plan wt something might change it 1 , and thus it is not as 

neutral as the present tense, 

Thus, if we look for equivalents among the English and Fim1ish expo

nents of future time-reference, we have to conclude that (i) the predic

tive wili./�hall. in English has three possible equivalents in Finnish: 

all three alternatives can be said to express this connotation, except 

that the compound present and the :tuli'..a + 3rd infinitive construction 

denote a greater degree of certainty than th� English wili./�ho.11., and 

often have stylistic limitations in their use, which the English will./ 

�ha.fl does not. (ii) Of all the other 1 attitudes' to the future expressed 

in English, only present intentions can be said to find a special ex

pression in Finnish, although again this possibility, the verb aifwa., 

carries much too strong a connotation to be an exact equivalent of the 
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English golniJ ;to, rn all the othe;i;- cases the present tense in Finnish 

is the equivalent for the English expressions 0£ £utuxity, 

The simple conclusion that can be drawn £roll\ the results of the' com

parison is that the distinctions made in English between diJ£erent atti

tudes to £uture events are not important in Finnish. The Hnnish ex� 

press ions vary only in the scale of certainty, Leech (1971: 65) has 

arranged the English expressions of futurity on such a scale: the simple 

present tense is the most certain, followed by wiLt/ 1.;ha.£1 + infinitive 

and wLU/1.;ha.£1 + progressive infinitive, and the least certain are going 

.to and the present progressive. In Finnish, the present tense is the 

least certain alternative. 

As the present tense is the most common expression used for future 

reference in Finnish, time-specifiers necessarily play a more important 

role in Finnish than they do in English. In many cases there is no need 

for a specifier in English as wLU/ 1.;ha.£1 and go-lng to at least are enough 

to make the time-reference unambiguous. The time-specifiers are not 

always obligatory in Finnish either, even when the present tense is used 

to refer to the future, either because of a perfective aspect or because 

the process as such can only refer to the future, or owing to the context, 

whi.ch can make the futu:ri ty sufficiently clear. 

4.3.2.1. ModaLU:.y and Fu.twu:ty -ln Finrl.A.,!.;h 

Finnish does not pose the same kind of problem in the relations of 

futurity and modality as English does: in Finnish there is no modal 

auxiliary that would also function as a future auxiliary in the same 

way as the English w,i.Lt/1.;ha.£1. In Finnish there are verbs expressing 

necessity (eg. ;tiiy;tyy/pLtliii) which are, in a way, defective: they occur 

only in the third person singular. On the other hand, some writers talk 

about modal verbs in Finnish as including all verbs that take another 

verb as a complement, if both verbs have identical subjects (cf. Siro 

1951, Penttila 1963). Thus, in Mina hai.uan liihtea ('I want to go') 

hai.uta is a modal but in Mina hal.uan Ju,Min lahtevan ( I I want John to 

go') it is not. Only those verbs that denote necessity or possibility 

and can be regarded as the equivalents of the English modal auziliaries 

will be considered here. These verbs differ from verbs like ha1.uta 
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in that in sentences in which they occur the con�lements cannot have 

separate surface subjects. (See also Hakulinen 1973 on modal verbs.)

With these verbs, like their English counterparts, two interpreta

tions are possible: an epistemic and a non-epistemic interpretation. 

The same restriction holds in Finnish in the epistemic interpretation 

as in English: the aspect has to be imperfective. Thus, the modals 

are epistemic and the time reference consequently to the present in 

the following sentences, in which the verbs denote states and are thus 

imperfective in aspect: 

(96) Tassa taytyy/saattaa olla jokin virhe.
There must/may be a mistake here.

(97) Pimea kylpyhuone saattaa/voi olla pelottava.
A dark bathroom may/can be scary.

(98) Sinun pitaisi tuntea tama laulu.
You ought to know this song.

(99) He saattavat olla purjehtimassa Atlantin yli.
They may be sailing across the Atlantic.

On the other hand, the reference is clearly to the future in the following 

sentences in which the aspect is perfective: 

(100) Sinun pitaisi lukea tama kirja.
You should read this book.

(101) He saattavat purjehtia Atlantin yli.
They may sail across the Atlantic.

If the modal verb denotes, not possibility or necessity, but a person's 

ability, ie. o-tia:ta./ k.yexii/ ptj-6:f_lja. in F.innish and c.an in English, reference 

can be to the present even though the aspect is perfective. Thus, in 

(102) and (103).

(102) Mina osaan neuloa villapuseron.
I can knit a sweater.

(103) He pystyvat purjehtimaan Atlantin yli.
They can sail across the Atlantic.

Although the process has not yet taken place or is not yet taking place, 

the ability is there at the moment of speaking. 

Finnish has no modal verb that could be considered as an equivalent 

of the English wi.UJ�hali. Even in the cases in which wi.U/-6hali is 

considered to have a volitional meaning, and does·not simply function 
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as a £utu:r:e aux:il;ia:r:y 
1 

the m�st natu::r;al, equivaJent in ,Finnish is the

present tense fonn, as the fol,lowj,ng t;r:ansl.ations of the English e�

mnples (37)-(44) on page 165 show: 

(104) Kirjoitan hanelle huomenna.
I will/shall write :t.o him tomorrow,

(105) Saat rahasi takaistn huomenna.
You shall have your money back tomorrow,

(106) Kan maksaa tasta viela kalliin hinnan.
He shall pay dearly for this.

(107) Teen mita tahansa pyydii.t.
I'll do whatever you ask.

(1 08) Han auttaa sinua, 
He'll help you. 

(109) Menemmeko kavelylle?
Shall we go for a walk?

(110) Tuletko mukaan?
Will you come with.us?

The fact that the most natural equivalent in Finnish for the 'volitional' 

wi.tl/Jhctlt is the present tense rather than a verb denoting willingness 

such as haiu.,ta/:tah:toa ('want') seems to indicate that the idea of volition 

is not very strong in the English originals either. Consequently, making 

a distinction between a futuristic and volitional W-U'..t/�hctlt is unnecessa

ry and Ehnnan's (1966) analysis of them as meaning that 'the occurrence 

of the predication is guaranteed' is more plausible. Like other modals, 

if we include W-U'..t/�hctlt in the modals on the basis of their syntactic 

behaviour, they can refer to the present when the aspect is imperfective. 

This is the case in the following example: 

(111) She will sit for hours without saying a word.
Han saattaa istua tuntikausia sanomatta sanaakaan.

Both languages thus show that sentences with verbs denoting modality, 

ie. necessity or possibility, have the tendency to refer to the future, 

particularly when the aspect is perfective. When the aspect is imper

fective, the time-reference is very likely to be to the present, in which 

case an epistemic interpretation of the modal is also likely. 
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4,3.3, PaAt in the. Fu.tUJLe. 

The term 'past in the future 1 was given above (p .149 ) to the tim.e

relation that can be described as having both the point of reference 

and the point of event later than the point of speech, and the point 

of event earlier than the point of re:ferenceA This can be shown 

diagranmatically as: 

Diagram 3. PS PR 

PE 

This temporal relationship is exemplified.in the following English and 

Finnish sentences: 

(112) I'll certainly have finished the book by tomorrow.
Olen vannasti lukenut kirjan huomiseen mennessa.

(113) They'll have eaten everything by the time we get there.
He ovat syoneet kaiken siihen mennessa, kun me ehdirn
me sinne.

(114) By next Wednesday we'll have moved into a new flat.
Ensi keskiviikkoon mennessa olennne rnuuttaneet uuteen
asuntoon.

The point of event does not have to be identified but it is obvious that 

it is between the point of speech and the reference point in the future, 

which is expressed through a time-specifier of the type by+ NP or S/NP 

or S + me.nnu.oii. Leech (1971 : 54) remarks that it could also fall some

where befoTe the moment of speaking, ie. the period within which the 

event falls has begun before the speaker's now. He gives the following 

example: 

(115) By next week-end I'll be sick of exams;
I' U ha.ve. ha.d 6owc e.xam1.> fu.6.t we.e.k and
another four in the coming week.

The processes in the above examples are all accomplishments. Achieve

ments can also occur in connection with this time-relation but not states 

or activities as such, which means that the aspect must be perfective. 

(116) contains an achievement, (117) and (118) refer to activities and

show their incompatibility with the past in the future.

(116) Come back tomorrow, I'll certainly have found an
answer to your problem by then.

Tule takaisin huomenna. Olen vatmasti loytanyt
vastauksen ongelmaasi siihen mennessa.
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(117)-ll' He will have run in the street by two o'ciliock. 
it-Han on juossut kadulla kahteen mennessa. 

(118) �We will have waited for him by tomorrow.
�Olemme odottaneet hanta huomiseen mennessa

(119) and (120), on the other hand, are acceptable.

(119) He will have run a mile by two o'clock.
Han on juossut mailin kahteen mennessa.

(120) We will have waited for him for two days by tomorrow.
Olemme odottaneet hanta kaksi paivaa huomiseen mennessa.

According to our analysis, hun a mil�/juo�ta ma,,U:.,l is not an activity 

but an accomplishment and, as such, is perfective in aspect. 'Wai ting' 

in (120) is still an activity but its duration is now limited by the 

time-specifier no� :two day�/Qak.J.,l puvrui.. The necessary requirement 

for this time-relation is, then, that the process is comp]eted in on@ 

way of another. Either the aspect is perfective or, if imperfective, 

the duration of the process is limited in time. This requirement applies 

naturally to states as well. (121), without a limiting period of time, 

is unacceptable, whereas (122) is acceptable. 

(121)� Next Sunday they will have been married.

(122) Next Sunday they will have been married for twenty-
five years.

The state or the activity c.an continue past the point of reference but 

the part in which the speaker is interested is completed. The contin

uation of the process beyond the point of reference can be indicated 

in English by using the progressive, but in Finnish there is no special 

way of suggesting this, unless the adverb jo ( 'already') can be inter

preted in this way: 

(123) Tonight the competitors will have been driving their
cars continuously for twenty-four hours.
Tana iltana kilpailijat ovat ajaneet yhtajaksoisesti
jo kaksikymrnentfulelja tuntia.

(124) Tomorrow we'll have been living here for two years.
Huomenna olernrne asuneet taalla jo kaksi vuotta.

As the examples show, the expression of futurity in this case consists 

in English of �hall/will+ perfect infinitive, and in Finnish simply of 

the present perfect. In Finnish there is, however, another possibility 

in the case of activities and states: the construction consisting of 
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;tul,fu + the translative of the 2nd participle 
1 

as shown in (125) and 

(126). 

(125) Tana iltana kilpai'.lijat tule'V'at ajaneeksi
kaksikynvnentanelja tuntia,

(Literally: Tonight the competitors will
come into the state of hav;l:ng driven for 
24 hours.l 

(126) Kyrmnenen minuutin kuluttua tulemme odottaneeksi
hanta jo kaksi tuntia.

(Literally: In ten minutes' time we shall come
to the state of having waited for him for 2 hours.) 

With accomplishments and achievements this construction has a different 

meaning, if it is at all possible when the reference is to the future. 

Thus, the acceptability of (127) is doubtful. 

(l27)?Tulen varmasti loytaneeksi vastauksen ongelmaan 
huomiseen mennessa. 

The meaning of this sentence is roughly 'I'll certainly happen to find 

the answer to the problem by tomorrow' and is similar to the meaning 

of the construction connected with references to the : Tu.Ltn 

:tii..neelu,i vM:taulue.n onge.1.ma.a.n ('I to find an answer to the 

Thus, it with activities and states that this con·· 

struction can have the meaning of ' into the state of having done 

something', ie. having completed a period of time filled with that ac

or state, and be a possible way of expressing the past in the 

future. 

In English the past in the future is normally expressed by wi.li/lha.Le 

+ perfect infinitive (the addition of the progressive is also possible).

Of the other altemativESfor expressing futurity g"oing :to could be com

bined with the perfect infinitive, but the construction is clumsy, as

is seen in (128) .

(128} I am going to have finished the book by tomorrow. 

It is noteworthy that the point of event is the same in (128) as it 

is in I am going to 6inl.J.,h the booR by :tomoMow, The same applies to 

the sentences in (129) and their Finnish equivalents in (130). 

(129) 11 1 11 find the answer to your problem by tonight.

I'll have found the answer to your problem by tonight.
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(130) Loyd.an varmasti vastauksen ongelmaasi tahan
i1 taan mennessa.
Olen varmasti li:iytanyt vastauksen ongelmaasi
tiihan iltaan �nnessa:�

The actual time of finding the answer could be the Sail\e in both sen

tences but the point 0£ reference is different: in the fi.rst sentence 
the speaker views the finding of the answer £rom the moment of speaking

? 

ie. uses this as a point 0£ reference, while in the latter he uses to
nigh;t as his reference point, with the result that finding the answer 
must precede it, It is noteworthy that having the point of speech as 
the point of re;forence and specifying a point in the ;future and then 

presenting the process as occurring between these tvro points is pos�. 

sible only with accomplislurents and achievements, not with states and 

activities. Therefore, (131) and (132) are tmacceptable, 

(131) •'ii We'll wait for him for two hours by 2 o'clock, 
*Odotamne hanta tunnin kello kahteen mennessa.,

(132) "!.'He ova..t naimisi.ssa 25 vuotta ensi. stmnuntaihin
mennessa,

,i.<They' 1l be married for twenty-five years by
next Sun.day-, 

The essential point about th.e past in the future, and this applies to 
both English and :Finnish? 

i.s that the process l!IUSt be seen as compl,eted 

by a point in the future, whlch. point has to be expl,icitly specified. 
Completion is expressed eithe'r by making the aspect perfective or, in 
the case of inherently imperfectirve activities and states, by giving 

a period of time which has been filled up by the activity or state, 

thus giving the impression that something has been ccmpleted. 

If the past in the future is part of a programme ;for the future, the 
present perfect is possible also in English: 

(133) At midday the president heui a.lVli..ved, He then has
lunch wiih the Mayor and •••
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4.3.4. F�tuJLe and Mpec;t 

Although the same considerations that applied in the case of refer

ence being to the present or to the past also apply to aspect in con

nection with expressions of futurity, there are certain points that 

deserve special mention in connection with futurity. 

First of all, there is a problem of interpretation, or a case of 

ambiguity, in English. This is caused by the fact that the progressive 

occurs in the expressions of futurity without 11ecessarily denoting 

imperfectivity. Thus, I'm �-t.o.Jr.ting W04R next weeR is no more imper

fective in aspect than I�� W04R tomoMow. The rule that the as

pect is always imperfective when the progressive is used (cf. discussion 

on aspect and the use of the progressive, p.87) does not necessarily 

hold when the reference is to the future. This is particularly true 

in the case of the construction wui./�hall + the progressive infinitive, 

or 'future-as-a-matter-of-course'. Consider the ambiguity of (134). 

(134) He'll be writing a letter tonight.

This sentence can be interpreted as referring to the fact that a letter 

will get written tonight 'as a matter of course' , ie, the aspect is per

fective, or to the fact that letter writing will be in progress at a 

point of time in the future. The latter interpretation is the only one 

if an exact point of time is specified: 

(135) At 8 o'clock tonight he '11 be writing a letter.

WJU:te a lette4 is a verb phrase that requires the use of the progressive 

if the aspect is imperfective because otherwise it denotes an accomplish

ment. However, verbs/verb phrases which can only denote activities and 

with which the aspect is inherently imperfective also require the prog

ressive when an exact point of time is specified. The progressive is 

then necessary to indicate that the activity will be going on at that 

point, not beginning at that point. Compare (136) and (137) in this 

respect. 

(136) We'll celebrate when he comes.

(137) 1 We' 11 be celebrating when he comes.

In (136) celebration starts when the person conce,rned has arrived, in 
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(137) it is going on at the point when he walks in. This is, however,

a problem of aspectual difference only in the case of verbs capable of 

denoting accomplishments and with activities, with which it is a problem 

of interpretation between an inchoative activity and an activity in pro

gress. With states and achievements it does not arise at all since the 

former are imperfective and the latter inherently perfective, and thus 

no ambiguity is found. 

(138)1'11 be arriving at 10.

(138) has only one interpretation: my arrival will take place at 10.

Normally, states are not even possible with the progressive, and thus

the progressive present with future reference is impossible with them.

The problem does not arise with most Finnish verbs/verb phrases ca

pable of denoting accomplishments because the aspectual difference is 

indicated by the form of the object: 

(139) Kirjoitan kirjeen tana iltana.
I'll write a letter tonight.

(140) Kirjoitan kirjetta tana iltana.
I'll be writing a letter tonight (ie. I'll be
writing at some point tonight.)

As has become obvious in earlier contexts, there are some verbs/verb 

phrases in Finnish which need the progressive if the aspect is to be 

made imperfective. This is also true when the reference is to the 

future: 

(141) Voit menna tapaamaan hanta ensi sunnuntaina.
Olen varma, etta han on silloin jo to).puma.61.>a..
You can go and see her next Sunday. I'm sure
she'll be recovering then.

Without the progressive the sentence (. . . hiin toipuu 1.iLUoin/ 1.> he. 1 U 

�e.eove.� the.n) would refer to a sudden, miraculous recovery at a future 

point. 
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4.3.5. Summa.11y 06 Poinv., 06 Con;01,a1,,t 

The main points made in the foregoing discussion on the expressions 

of futurity in English and Finnish can be summarized as follows: 

L In both languages only two types of relations within the future time

sphere need to be distinguished: (i) the point of event is simultaneous 

with or later than the point cf reference and (ii) the point of event 

is earlier than the point of reference. 

2. Both languages have more than one way of expressing the first of

these relations, with English having more alternatives than Finnish.

3. lllnong the English expressions of futurity the present tense can be

singled out as the only one that merely indicates the time-relation.

All the others are coloured by a special attitude to the future: will/

f..hal.1.. could be paraphrased by 'I guarantee the taking place of the pro

cess'; going .to emphasizes a present cause for the future process or

the intentions of the subject; the progressive present emphasizes a

present plan for the future.

4. The differences between the Finnish alternatives are either stylistic

or concern the degree of certainty about the future. The present

tense is the mildest and most neutral of the alternatives. Thus, it can

be said that there is a similarity between English and Finnish that both

use the present tense to denote a time-relation without particular con

notations. Otherwise the correspondence between the English and the

Finnish alternatives is such that all the Finnish alternatives can cor

respond to the English -0ha1l./wu.£, depending on which of the Finnish al

ternatives stylistically fits the context. The present tense in Finnish

corresponds to all the other English alternatives. The overtone of pre

diction (or even prophecy) is so strong in the ,tu,lta + 3rd infinitve

construction and in the compound present that these alternatives are

ruled out in the contexts of programmes/plans/intentions for the future.

Norare they suitable in contexts in which the innninence of the future

event is felt to be strong. On the other hand, none of the English

alternatives seems to have as strong a predictive connotation as�in

particular, the Finnish compound present. Thus, emphasis is put on dif

ferent attitudes towards the future in English and Finnish: in Finnish

it is on the certainty of the future process, in English on plans, prog

rammes etc. There are, however, contexts in which one of the stronger

alternatives has to be used, ie. contexts in whi�h the reference to the
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future ,::, not othcn,ise cJ ear, or there is no time-specifier, or the 

aspe,·t is not perfecti·ve, v1hich in most cases means that reference is 

to the future rather than to the present. 

5. The role of time-specifiers is more important in Finnish than in

English, owing to the use of the present tense as the most common ex

pression of futurity. In English only two of the alternatives, the 

present tense arid the progressive present, need a time-specifieT to 

make the situation unambiguous. Aspect also plays a moTe important 

role in Finnish than in English in the interprntation of time-reference: 

The fact that the aspect is perfective(often expressed on the surface 

by a total object) is often enough to make a clear time-reference to 

the future, whereas :he imperfective aspect often implies that the 

Teference is to the present. In English aspectual distinctions are 

important only in the cise of the progressive presenL The role of 

aspect �cs important in both language::; in sentences which contain a mocial 

aux\1iarv. 1°1 >cth Jan,;uages U,ese sentences :3re :nternreted as refer

:-ing to t:he :h.1-c',lrE' 1,hen the Jspcct ::s perfective, and only the impe:r

,�::::ctive a�pec1: a}_lc?�1s
) 

-1n rnc�s c cases" a Teference•-1:c�-the-present inter-

pretation anu 

as :,re1 l. 

6. '.v'hen ·,:tie ;::oint ':lf c:'.�,-,n:: is '::iJ.rlier than the point cf reference both

tar�guages ha_vp ::ne SB.me T:-;q1xi_ren1ent
,. 

:n that t:he process must be c:orn-

pleted a certai-ri pc5.nt in the future, which poj_nt also has to be 

specified. The completion of the process can be denoted by the per

fective aspect or, in the case of states and activities, by a time-. 

specifier that puts a limit on the process. The correspondence in this 

time-relation is between the English wil..l/.6ha.U + the perfect infinitive 

and the Finnish present perfect, with the addition of an altemati ve 

way in Finnish in the case of durationa1 processes, ie. the .tu..U.a + 

translative of 2nd infinitive construction. 
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5. TENSES IN COMPLEX SE�'TENCES

The preceding analysis has been for the most part concerned with ex

pressions of tirne�relaHons in individual simple sentences, with some 

consideration of a wider context whenever explanations have necessitated 

this. This does not give the total picture o;f the problems connected 

with expressions of time in either English or Finnish, Complex sentences, 

ie. sentences containing subordinate clauses and infinitiyal, g�rundival 

or participial constructions� exhibit phenomena which do not follow the 

rules of tense-choice in simple sentences, The most important among 

these are the phenom,ena known as I tense replacement' , 'shifting of tense', 

and I sequence of tenses ' • 

5. J,, Tense Replacement and Shifting of Tense 

Tense replacement is connected with the expressions of time within 

the past time-sphere and folll1d in both English and :Finnish. The term 

refers to the neutralization of the differences between the past tense, 

the present perfect and the past perfect. One of the contexts in which 

it takes place is complementat;ions which take the fonn of an infinitival 

construction in English, ie. sentences like (ll-f3L (McCawley's (1971) 

examples). 

(1) John is beUeved to have arrived at 2 ,00 yesterday,

(2) John is believed to have dnm.k a gallon of beer by now. 

(32 John is believed to have already met Sue when he 
married Cynthia. 

The three Winitival constructions represent different underlying time

re1ations. This is seen in the following paraphJ:'ases of the above sen

tences: 

(1�} ?eopJ,e believe tbat John arrived at 2,00 yesterday. 

(2a} People be1ieve that John has dnmk a gallon of beer 
by·now. 

(3a) }?eople believe that John had already met Sue when he 
marri.ed Cynthia, 
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Si:rr.,il';JXJ.y, neutralization takes place in gerundival nominalizations 

like the following; 

(4) John's haying arr:ived at 2.00 yesterday surprises me.

(5) John's having drunk a gallon of beer by now surprises
me,

(6) John's having already met Sue when he married Cynthia
surprises me.

Paraphrases again show the different underlying time�relations of the 

above sentences; 

(4a) The fact that John arrived at 2.00 yesterday surprises 
me. 

(Sa) The fact that John has drunk a gallon of beer by now 
surprises me. 

(6a) The fact that John had already met Sue when he married 
Cynthia surprises me. 

A third environment in which neutralization takes place is sentences 

containing a modal auxiliary: 

(7) John may have arrived at 2.00 yesterday.

(8) John may have drunk a gallon of beer by now.

(9) John may have already met Sue when he married Cynthia.

The reason why the sources can be seen as the past, the present perfect, 

and the past perfect respectively is their compatibility with only certain 

types of time-specifiers: a,;t 2. 00 yv.iteAday is possible only with the 

past tense, by now only with the present perfect, and avr,eady . . .  when 

only with the past perfect. Jespersen (1931: 88), when talking about the 

'perfect infinitive' as corresponding 'notionally to the preterite and 

pluperfect as well as the perfect', refers to instances like the following, 

in which the perfect infinitive is replaced by do in the past tense: 

(10) He may have heard me: I think he did.

Mccawley (1971:101) suggests that 'there must be a stage in the der

ivation at which modals can be followed by present, past, present perfect, 

and past perfect 1• All instances of this neutralization have one feature 

in common: tb tense morpheme does not undergo subject-verb agreement. 

Tense replacement can therefore take place in instances iri which the 

subject-verb ag,:eernent does not apply. Mccawley further suggests that 

all underlyir:g :1:wc' s coul,:!. ;Je taken as underlying past tenses, 
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Smith (1976) argues against McCawley's interuretation, She first 

points out that the present perfect can also occur with a time-specifier 

denoting a definite point. This happens in iterative sentences like 

John hM aJUuved at 2 601t yeMJ.,, and these have to be accounted for in 

the grammar. Another point that she brings out is the fact that hm!e. 

does not only occur with past time-adverbials but with present and future 

adverbials as well, as in Evefyn may have wan :the !Lace :tomoMaw. This, 

according to Smith, means that have should be treated here, as well as 

elsewhere, as a relational element indicating anteriority of the event 

time in relation to reference time. What Smith does not take into account 

is that, although the present perfect is compatible with time-specifiers 

denoting a po,Ln:t in iterative sentences, it is never compatible with 

specifiers referring exclusively to the past. A specifier like a"t 2. 00

is not limited to the past but can equally well refer to a future point, 

whereas yeJ.i:te.!tdaJJ can only refer to the past. There are no contexts in 

which the present perfect could occur with yeJ.i:te1,day or, vice versa, a 

past tense form could occur with a specifier like by now. Thus, Smith's 

arguments do not change the fact that the sentences in (1)-(3), (4)-(6), 

(7)-(9) above have different sources, ie. that there are environments in 

which the distinction made through choosing a past tense fonn, a present 

perfect form or a past perfect fonn is neutralized. In English the con-

structions in which neutralization occurs are :to + 

aux. + V. 

-ing, and modal 

In Finnish a similar neutralization is possible in embeddings which 

appear on the surface in the fonn of the second uarticiple, as in (11)

(13). 

(11) Jussin uskotaan saapuneen eilen klo 14.00
(John is believed to have arrived at 2.00 yesterday.)

(12) Jussin uskotaan juoneen S litraa olutta ta.ban mennessa.
(John is believed to have drunk S litres of beer by now)

(13) Jussin uskotaan tavanneen Liisan jo ennen kuin han meni
naimisiin Maijan kanssa.
(Jussi is believed to have already met Liisa when he
married Maija.) 

These can be paraphrased by using e:t:ta (:that)-clauses: 

(" 

(lla) Uskotaan, etta Jussi,saapui eilen klo 14.00 
:pn saapunut eilen klo 14. 00 

(It is believed that Jussi arrived/ -f has arrived at 
2.00 yesterday.) 
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(12a) Uskotaan, etta Jussi on juonut viisi litraa olutta 
tahiin mennessii. 
(It is believed that John has drunk 5 litres of beer 
by now.) 

(13a) Uskotaan, ettii Jussi oli tavannut Liisan jo ennen kuin 
han meni naimisiin Maijan kanssa. 
(It is believed that Jussi had already met Liisa when 
he married Maija.) 

In (11) the source can be either a past tense or a present perfect as 

both are possible in Finnish with a specifier indicating a past point. 

As for nominalization, it is possible in only one of the Finnish sen

tences corresponding to the English ones in (4)-(6): JU/2f.i,fo f.iaapwnLnen 

wen R1-o 14.00 hcimmci6ty;t;toJi minua/John',5 having aJUuved a:t 2.00 yef.i

te/1,day f.il.1!1.p!UJief.i me. Nominalization is not possible in the others, in 

which the verb has complements: H ]U/2f.iin juominen vv../2i LLtJLaa olu;t;ta 

:tiihiin menne.f.if.i ci and #-J U/2,6,Ln LL0s an :tapaaminen ennen /min men,i, naLmi-

0un Ma,i,jan /zanMa are not acceptable. The form used when nomi-

nalization is possible is the fourth infinitive, which is often charac

terized as a verbal noun and which shows no time distinction, as the 

1st and 2nd participles do. The pastness of ]U/2f.iin 0aapuminen wen 

lzlo 14.00 ••. is entirely dependent on the time-specifier, and ]U/2f.iin 

f.iaapwninen as such could just as well refer to the future, unlike the 

English John' ,6 /w .. v,i,ng aJouved. A similar nominalization is also possible 

in English: John',5 aJUuving/aJUu.vaJ', a:t 2.00 yef.i:telLday f.iu1LplLLf.ie6 me, in 

which the pastness depends on the time-specifier. Thus, as Jespersen 

(1931 :95) points out, 'the ing (the verbal substantive in ing) had 

originally, and to a great extent still has, no reference to time: on 

ac..c..ount of., w c..oming may be equal to 'because he came' or 'he will come', 

according to the connection in which it occurs'. 

When English has a modal auxiliary and the perfect infinitive and a 

neutralization of the past tense, present perfect, past perfect distinc

tions, neutralization also takes place in Finnish: 

(14) Jussi on saattanut saapua eilen klo 14.
(Jussi may have arrived at 2.00 yesterday.)

(15) Jussi on saattanut juoda 5 litraa olutta tahan mennessa.
(Jussi may have drunk 5 litres of beer by now.)

(16) Jussi on saattanut tavata Liisan jo ennen kuin han meni
naimisiin t-1aijan kanssa.
(Jussi may have already met Liisa when he married Maij a.)

. . .

. . . 
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The neutra.lization of the d:i--sctipction 

of the above sentences; 

;r:eyeal,ed by the paraphrases 

(14a) Saattaa olla, etta Jussi saapui/on saapunut eilen 
klo 14, 
(It may be that Jussi arrived/ has arrived at 2,00 
yestei:day,) 

(15a) Saattaa olla, etta Jussi on tahan mennessa juonut 
5 litraa olutta. 
(It may be that Jussi has drunk 5 litres of beer 
by now.) 

Saattaa olla, etta Jussi oli tavannut Liisan jo 
ennen kuin meni naimisiin an kanssa. 

may be that Jussi had already met Liisa when 
married Maij a.) 

There is a clear difference between English and Finnish, however: in 

English the neutralized have occurs in the infinitive of the main verb, 

while in Finnish the modal verb itself is in the present perfect. The 

Finnish verbs which correspond to the English modal auxiliaries have 

all the tense forms, unlike the English modals. Thus, it is possible 

to have the past perfect form of the verb J.,aa;ttaa ('may') in (16) above: 

Jw.,,:,,i, oli f.>aa:ttanux .tava:ta L«f.>an jo ennen lz1un me,n,i, na,i,m,i,J.,un Ma,i,jan 

/zan,:,f.>a. Whether the time-reference is the same in (16) and its para

phrase (16a) is an interesting problem, which leads us to another phe

nomenon connected with modal auxiliaries/verbs. It is what is known 

as 'tense-shifting in infinitive constructions' (Poutsma 1926:441) or 

as 'past tense transportation' (Huddleston 1977). 

Tense-shifting means that the time-distinction is not expressed where 

it could logically be expected to occur, but is shifted from the higher 

(matrix) clause to the lower (embedded) clause. Thus, for example, in 

(17); 

(17) I hoped to have arrived in time but the bus was late.

The have, which logically belongs to the matrix clause, gets shifted or 

transported to the embedded clause, whic. appears in the surface structure 

in the form of an infinitive construction. Tense-shifting is obligatory 

when there is a 'defective verb' ie. a modal auxiliary, which does not 

have a past participle form, but it can also occur with non-defective 

verbs such as hope in (17), It is possible to maintain that the meaning 

of (17) is not exactly the same as the meaning of the corresponding sen

tence without tense-transportation: 
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(17a) I had hoped to arrive in time but 

Huddleston (1977:44) points out that (17) implies that the speaker did 

not do what he had hoped to do, whereas this is only a suggestion and 

not an implication in (17a) because it can occur in contexts in which the 

speaker really did what he had hoped to do, as in (18). 

(18) I can't understand why you are surprised that
I arrived in time because you knew I had always
hoped to do so.

,iJ.s pointed out before, tense-transportation is obligatory in the case 

of defective verbs, ie. modals, but only with non-epistemic modals. 

Epistemic modals are related to the moment of speaking because they 

express a judgement made at that moment (Palmer 1978:78). Thus, as 

Leech al so remarks (1971: 92), a sentence like The 1)oyage may hcwe been 

ciange)WLL6 'infornLs us of the (present) possibility of a past danger', 

ie. the pastness is !'elated tc be. ciange/WU/2, not to may and thus there 

l1as been no tc,1se-transportaticn. 

If moda1s are taken as main veTbs and the infinitive constructions 

as embeddings, tense-shifti.ng :an be explained as a Tense Lowering 

fransfonnation, as Huddleston (1977:ii3) suggests. on the other 

hand, Chomsky's fonnula Auxiliary--'7Iense (MJda.lJ (Perfect) (Progressive) 

i_s accepted, we nee<;l a rule of semantic interpretab on associating 

the past time component' with the auxiliary rather than the main verb. 

The fonm::r analysis is the simpler one as it makes it possible to treat 

the sentences with modals like sentences with full verbs, as hope, in 

(17) above. (19) could then be treated exactly like (17):

(19) I could have stolen the money then.

That the speaker is talking about his pM.t ability in this sentence is 

clearly seen in the Finnish equivalent of (19): 

(20) OJisin voinut varastaa rahat silloin.

If this sentence referred to the ptuz.'6 ent possibi 1i ty of a past event, 

we ought to be able to paraphrase h with a sentence in which the pastness 

is expressed in the embedded clause. (20a), however, is not possible. 

(20a)� Voi olla, etta olisin varastanut rahat s1lloin. 

If
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There are some controversial cases among the English modals. Huddleston 

(1977) considers that tense-transportation has also taken place in sen

tences like (21). 

(21) If he had stayed in the anny, he would have,
become, a colonel.

In other words, he considers W-tU/wou£d to be a modal here, on a par with 

may, mw.,t etc., and that the pastness belongs to will rather than become,. 

Palmer (1978) rejects this view on account of would here being a marker 

of unreality. According to traditional interpretations of the construc

tion, would have, be.come, is the past (unreal) conditional of be.come_, not 

to be compared with mw.,t have be.come, or might have, be.come.. In Finnish 

there is a clear distinction here: 

(22) Hanesta olisi tullut eversti, jos
become)

(would have 

(23) Hanesta olisi saattanut tulla eversti, jos
(He might have become ... )

In (22), which corresponds to the English wou1-d have, be,c_ome_, the past 

conditional of the main verb without a modal verb is found, whereas in 

(23), which is the equivalent of the English might have, be.come, there 

is a modal verb in the past conditional form. 

Tense-transportation is generally not possible in Finnish, at least 

it never occurs with toivoa (hope) or haluxa (like); the corresponding 

English verbs are those full verbs with which transportation most often 

occurs: 

(24) I'd like to have shown you those pictures.
Owin halunnu;t nayuaa sinulle ne kuvat.

� Haluaisin olla nayttanyt sinulle ne kuvat. 

It is also impossible with most modal verbs in Finnish. Consider the 

following sentences and their English equivalents: 

(25) Tuo sama henkilo owi varsin hyvin voinu;t
vie.da laakepullon majurin huoneeseen.
The same person could have, pu;t that bottle of
tablets in the Major's room.

(26) Kuvan ofui pitanyt oUa hanen lompakossaan.
The picture ought to have, be.en in his wallet.

(27) Ei hanen ofui :taJtvinnu;t kuoUa, jos han olisi
huolehtinut kunnolla itsestaan.
He ne.e.dn 't have, die,d if he'd looked after himself
properly.

. . .

. . .
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In Finnish the pastness, which is expressed in English in the infinitival 

construction with have, is where it logically belongs, ie. in the matrix 

with the modal verb. As pointed out previously, this is due to the fact 
that the Finnish verbs which correspond to the English modal auxiliaries 
are not defective in the sense the English modal auxiliaries are, but 
have, for example, a past participle (2nd participle) form, which the 
English modals lack. The verb tiiytya ('must'), for example, has the 

following paradigm with all the tense forms of 'normal' verbs: 

(28) Minun taytyy olla kotona tana iltana.
I must stay at home tonight.
Minun taytyi olla kotona eilen illalla.
I had to stay at home last night.

Minun on taytynyt olla kotona koko viikko.
I have had to be at home all this week.

Minun oli taytynyt olla kotona koko edellinen viikko.
I had had to stay at home for the whole preceding week.

In connection with epistemic modality, ie. when the speaker makes an 

assumption about a past process on the basis of the present state of af
fairs, the situation in Finnish is the opposite to that in English. In 
this case, English has no transportation but the pastness is expressed 
in the main verb, where it logically belongs. In Finnish, however, tense 
transportation from the embedded clause to the matrix clause takes place. 
Consider (29) and (30) in this respect: 

(29) Matka onJ�aattanut olla vaarallinen.
lvoinut

The voyage may have been dangerous.

(30) Matkan on taytynyt olla vaarallinen.
The voyage must have been dangerous.

The meanings of the sentences are: 'It may be the case that the voyage 

was/has been/had been dangerous' and 'It must be the case that the voyage 

was/has been/had been dangerous', ie. logically the modality belongs to· 
the present and the process expressed through the main verb to the past. 

But in these, too, Finnish has the pastness in the modal verb instead 

of the main verb. Ikola (197 4: 5 7) refers to this: 'In the same way as 

the passive marker, also the markers of tense, number and person are 
added in the surface structure to the predicate of the matrix clause 

although they, too, logically belong to the predicate of the embedded 
clause'. Since the Finnish modals have a full range of tense fonns, 
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the past tense and the past perfect can be substituted for the present 

perfect in (29) and (30): 

(29a) Matka saattoi olla vaarallinen. 
Matka oli saattanut olla vaarallinen. 

(30a) Matkan taytyi ol1a vaarallinen. 
Matkan oli taytynyt olla vaarallinen. 

The examples indicate that the distinction made in English between 

epistemic and non-epistemic modality through tense-transportation is 

not made 

• L 
J_S11 that 

he will

in Finnish. If the speaker wants to express clearly in '". 

1·1n-

he considers the past on the basis of h-ic: present knowledge, 

use a separate clause containing the modal verb: 

(31) Saattaa olla, etta matka oli/on ollut/oli ollut
vaarallinen.
It may be the case that the voyage was/has been/
had been dangerous.

In some cases, but very rarely, speakers of Finnish use the tense-marker 

in the embedded verb, where it logically belongs, instead of the epistemic 

modal, as in (32) and (33): 

(32) Han saattaa olla jo voittanut kilpailun.
He may have already won the race.

(33) Hanen ei tarvitse olla viela lahtenyt.
He needn't have gone yet.

On the whole, however, there is a clear difference between English and 

Finnish in the tense-attachment to modal verbs. First of all, there is 

neutralization of tense-distinctions in English if there is a modal verb 

in the sentence. This does not happen in Finnish since the Finnish mo

dal verbs have a full range of inflected fonns, and tense-distinctions 

can be expressed in them. Secondly, Fin..'1ish does not make the saTJJe 

distinction between epistemic and non-epistemic modality that is made 

in English. In English, tense-transportation takes place with non

epistemic modals. If we assume that with epistemic modals the tense

marker logically belongs to the embedded verb, and not to the modal verb 

in the matrix, then tense-transportation takes place in Finnish in 

epistemic modals. 
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5. 2. .Sequence of Tenses

3oth 7�1,glisr. and Finnjsh exhj]}}t the phenomenon traditionaJJy known 

as sequence o:f tenses or consecutio ternporum. The same phenomenon has 

also been called 'non-deictic tense in dependent sentences' (Huddleston 

1969:792). It is non-deictic in the sense that the tense-choice of 

dependent/embedded clauses can11ot be explained through reference to the 

point of speech as the primary point of orientation to which the points 

of reference and event are related. The tense-choice of the embedded 

c}ause seems to be dependent on the tense-selection of the matrix clause.

Consider the tense-choice in (34). 

(34) I was wondering whether you weJ1.e. ilL
Tuumin juuri, etta o-tWc:kohan te sai ras.

':T1c Teference in the embedded clauses is to the !>resent state of hea1th 

·1:Y:e p:resent tense cotf: d be expected

in them� Ne·\,r;:;J·theless sincf; th_c n1citrix clause nas a past tense, the 

embeclded clause Etlso has ,_-,.. past. tcn3c form. 

Traditiona.lly 
J the

w:ith indirect 

::yf sc:,quencc of tenses has been. connected. 

repcr·1�:s 'Hhat son1eone else 01 

he hirnself has :3aid er thc·t�.g}-_\t ,_;n_ so:rne pre1Jious c;ccasio:n and does net 

�·1atd.Y senteLce c,Jutain�.i:lg a v<c:rb of ·reporting and an embedded sentence. 

i�orrnally the reporting verb of saying or thinking in the matrix is in 

the past tense and this is said to influence the tense-choice in the 

embedded clause. Jespersen calls this phenomenon 'back-shifting' 

(Jespersen 1931: 151). 'ilie term refers to the idea that indirect speech 

utterances are derived from direct speech utterances with certain changes 

of tense, pronmms and adverbs. For tenses the changes involve 'moving 

backwards in time' : the present tense becomes the past tense, the past 

tense becomes the past perfect, and the present perfect also becomes 

the past perfect. Jespersen (1931: 152) gives a psychological explanation 

for this: ' ... the shifting is not required logically, but is due simply 

to :i,ental inertia: the sr,ea}(er's m:ind is moving in the past, and he does 

not stop to consider ·,.,hether each dependent statement refers to one or 

the ot:',er time, but s"cmp]y goes on speaking in the tense adopted to the 

leading idea'. This also m-0.ans that the sequence of tenses rule is not 

',r,akes an effort' , he uses a logical 
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tense fonn and produces sentences like (35). 

(35) We learnt at school that 2 and 2 is 4.
Opirrrrne koulussa, etta 2 ynna 2 on 4.

This last example also shows that sequence of tenses is not strictly 

limited to indirect speech; the sentences do not necessarily report 
anyone's speech. Sequence of tenses can also apply in cases in which 
the matrix sentence contains a verb expressing remembering, believing, 

realizing something etc. (This view is also shared by Ikola (1961b), 

who includes among reporting verbs such verbs as niihdii/ -6 ee, !teaLtze 

and olettaa/MJ.,wne). For sentences in which the matrix contains a 
verb like !teaLtze there is no direct speech counterpart. Consider 
(36) in this respect.

(36) He realized that it was true.
Han tajusi, etta se oli totta.
,,...He realized, 'It is true'.
+Han tajusi, 'Se on totta'.

This would seem to suggest that sequence of tenses cannot be explained 

through a transfonnational rule that changes a direct speech utterance 

containing a present tense into an indirect speech embedded clause with 

a past tense, which was the view first adopted within transfonnational 
theory. (Ross (1968:181) fonnulated the sequence of tenses rule as 
follows: 

a. X - [d-�ensJ 
- y - b v] - z

l 2 3 4 5 
---::;:::::7' 

l 2 3 5 

b. X [+ � y -
��enstl 

- z 

1 2 3 4 5 --:;:;/. 
l 3 4 5 

Ross saw it necessary to fonnulate the rule so that it 

both sentences of the type (37a) and those of (37b). 

(37a) 

(37b) 

It was obvious that the sunf!!s out.

{�is That the sun · out was obvious.was 

could account for 
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Ross Hir,iit-s that the ,ule as it star:ds is too strong because it does 
cot al:Lc,: sentences l:U�e (38), which are grarrmaticaL 

(38) It is obvious that the s{!s out.

This indicates that the correct rc1le should be more complex. A rule 

that derives embedded sentences with, for example, a past tense from 
sentences with a present tense is plausible in cases which have a direct 

speech counterpart but not in cases without one (cf. Smith 1976). More

over, as Banfield (1973) argues, relating direct speech and indirect 
speech transformationally is not descriptively adequate. Banfield sug

gests that both direct and indirect speech should be described through 

the addition of certain rules to the base. Thus, it seems that, if we 
want to account for all occurrences of consecutio temporum in terms of 
one and the same rule, we cannot view indirect speech as derived from 

direct speech, because this would set indirect speech apart from other 

similar cases. It is worth remembering that the problem of sequence 
of tenses arises only when the matrix clause contains a past tense and 
reference is to an event that is simultaneous with, earlier than or 
later than the actual point of speech, ie. when we would logically ex
pect the present tense, the present perfect or an expression of future: 

(39) I didn't know you we/1-e here. (reference to the
person's present being) 

( 40) Peter said John intended to leave tomorrow.
(41) He said he was going tomorrow.

Instead of treating indirect speech as a separate case we can adopt 

a principle that covers all cases of consecutio temponnn. This could 
be, as Peichenbach (1947) suggests (see also Wiik 1976), that the point 

of reference is the same in the matrix and in the embedded clause(s). 

Thus, the relations between the point of reference and the points of 
event in a sentence like ( 42) would be as follows (Reichenbach 194 7: 

293): 

(42) I had mailed the letter when John came and told
me the news. 
1st clause E R1

- s

2nd clause R2,E2 s

3rd clause R3,E3 - s 
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(42) is not a sentence with indirect speech but a sentence containing

an embedded temporal clause. The same system can be applied, however,

to cases of indirect speech in which the reporting clause has a past

tense fonn. The point of reference in this matrix clause is a point

in the past and the same serves as the reference point for the

embedded clause. The point of event in the embedded clause is then

either simultaneous, with, earlier than, or later than this point of

reference, which means that on the surface we have either the past

tense, the past perfect or an expression referring to the future in

the past.

As pointed out above, the sequence of tenses rule is not always 

observed. Thus we have cases of, for example, indirect speech which 

do not follow the rule, as in (43) and (44). 

( 43) He said he .v., going tomorrow.
Han sanoi, etta han lahtee huomenna.

(44) I also said that carnivores have fleas but
primates do not.
Sanoin myos, etta petoelaimilla on kirppuja,
mutta kadellisilla ei.

In these examples the point of reference in the embedded clause is iden

tical with the point of speech, and thus not the same as in the matrix 

clause. Both Finnish and English thus have the choice of making the 

of reference in the embedded clause identical with eitheT the point 

of reference in the matrix or the point of speech,in other words, the 

choice of observing or not observing the sequence of tenses rule. The 

problem remains, however, of how free this choice is, and, if it is not 

free, what the restrictions are, and whether they are the same in English 

and Finnish. 

Kiparsky and Kiparsky (1971:359) connect the observation of the se

quence of tenses rule, or, in our terms, making the reference point of 

the embedded clause identical with that of the matrix clause, with the 

factivity/non-factivity of the predicate in the matrix: the rule is 

obligatory in the case of non-factives but optional in the case of fac

ti ves. Their example is the following: 'Let us assume that Bill takes 

it for granted that the earth is round. Then Bill might say; John uaimed 

that the eaAth WM/lf..v., 6lctt with obligatory sequence of tenses, but John 

gf1Mped that the eaAth .v.,/wM flound with optional sequence of tenses'. 

In semantic terms this means that in the case of £actives the speaker 

presupposes that the embedded clause expresses a true proposition. 
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The sa11e explanation seems to apply to Finnish jn ;JJ.any cases. Thus, 

a Fi1mish example ( 46) parallel to Kiparsky and Kiparsky' s John ctahne.d 

that the. e.aJL:th wcv., 6fut is quoted by Ikola (1961:138). 

(46) Aneksimandros oletti, etta maa au silinterin
muotoinen ja etta ihmiset cv.,w.,tivat taman
ylemmalla pohjapinnalla ...

Aneksimandros assumed that the earth had the shape
of a cylinder and that people lived on the upper
bottom surface of this

I kola's explanation is that 'The past tense is used in this way partic · 

ularly if the speaker or writer wants to express that he does not con

sider the statement to be true or that at least it should not be taken 

as his own opinion'. 

In spite of the similarity of the basic principle, there are differ

ences between English and Finnish in the observation of the sequence of 

tenses rule. Consider the following English sentences and their Finnish 

equivalents: 

(47) I was wondering if you we�e a murderer.
Mietin tassa juuri, oletteko te murhaaja.

(48) I came to see whether you we�e ill.
Tulin katsomaan, ole.tko sairas.

(49) I didn't know you w�ie here.
En tiennyt, etta ole.t taalla.

It is clear that in (47) and (48) at least the speaker does not presup

pose that the proposition in the embedded clause is true. Accordingly, 

the English sentences obey the sequence of tenses rule, but Finnish does 

not. If the past tense was used in the above Finnish sentences (M�e.tin 

tii!.:,,t,ci juwu., outte.lw te. m�haaja/Tuun kmomaan outko ,t,�na M,ULM/ 

En tie.nnyt, e.ttci f.>�na out taatla) , they would most likely be interpreted 

as referring to states prior to the moment of speaking, not to one si

multaneous with it. This is even clearer in (SO). 

(SO) Did you say it WM the longest day of the year 
today? 
Sanoitko, etta tanaan on vuoden pisin paiva? 

If this sentence is uttered in the morning or during the day, Finnish 

has to have the present tense; if it is uttered in the evening, the past 

tense is more naturaL A similar explanation is applicable to (51), 
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in whi,·h English again has the past tense in the embedded clause but 

Finnish has the present tense. 

(51 l I'd say she wa,� a real find. 
Oh, she's of inestimable value to the firm, 
wouldn't you say, Robert'? 

Sanoisin, etta han on todellinen loyto. 
Han on arvaamattoman kallisarvoinen firmalle, 
eiko totta, Robert? 

The past tense (Sanou.i,in, e,;t;ta han oU .tode,£.Line,n £au.to) would be used 

in Finnish, too, if the person was no longer working in the firm. On 

the basis of the examples it seems that Finnish prefers the present 

tense if the proposition in the embedded clause refers to the present 

state of affairs, at least if there is a possibility of misinterpre

tation, as in (51). This is the case even with clearly non-factive 

predicates in the matrix: 

(52) OJetin, etta tanaan on vuoden p1srn paiva,
mutta se onkin vasta huomenna.

I assumed that it was the longest day of the
year today, but it isn't until tomorrow.

Thus, the present tense is at least possible in (52), as also in (53). 

(53) Luulin, etta sina oU.t/o£e.t sairas kun et tullut
toihin tanaan, mutta nakojaan et olekaan.

I thought you were/�are ill when you didn't come
to work today but I see you aren't.

It can he said that English obeys the sequence of tenses rule in the 

case of non-factive sentences. Finnish shows the same tendency but 

does not follow it strictly as other considerations may overrule it, 

such as a desire to avoid ambiguity in time-relations. As for £actives, 

English has the choice of either observing or not observing the rule. 

It does not seem to be followed if reference is made to an 'eternal 

truth' or a permanent characteristic (eg. We we,he, .taugh.t a.t h�hool 

tha.t 2 and 2 ,u., 4). Sometimes it is also difficult to draw a distinc

tion between £actives and non-factives. Thus, in (54), for example, 

it is difficult to decide whether the writer believes the reflections 

of Miss Marple about the effects of ageing to be true or not, and thus 

it is impossih1c to say whether it is a case of sequence of tenses or 

not. The present tense is again more natural in the equivalent Finnish 

sentence: 
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(54) As one gnew older, she reflected to herself, 
one got more and more into the habit of listening

Neiti Marple ajatteli itsekseen, etta kun ihminen 
vanhe_ne_e_, han oppil yha enemman ja enemman kuunte
lemaan ... 

These examples are sufficient to indicate that Finnish is less strict 

in obeying the sequence of tenses rule than English. An extensive col

lection of utterances, both spoken and written, would be needed before 

drawing any definite conclusions about the degree to which the rule is 

observed in either language, and this is not possible within the limits 

of the present study. Petrovanu-Comilescu (1974) quotes Iarovici, 

who has investigated the present tendency in English on the basis of an 

analysis of nineteen contemporary English and American plays, and has 

found a considerable number of ecamples in which the sequence of tenses 

is broken. She quotes examples like (55) and (56).

(55) I told you I don't ffancy it.

(56) I said I don't know.

Apparently, in cases like these the speaker 'makes an effort' and empha

sizes the fact that what he is saying is still true at the moment of 

speaking. 

Ikola (1961) points out that in Finnish the present tense is possible 

in reported speech even though the speaker or writer cannot possibly 

think that the embedded proposition is still true at the moment of speak

ing. This happens in literary texts, in narratives, from which Ikola 

takes his examples, eg. (57). 

(57) ... ja paatettiin, etta Juhani ottaa Venlan,
joka kuitenkin on kelpo tytto. 

d. d .d d h Juh -hill take V 1 ... an 1t was ec1 e t at anr t k. en a,
,._ a es 

who after all"'ls a nice girl. 

The above tenses would be logical if the processes talked about still 

lay ahead in the future (will. taQe,) or were true at the moment of writing 

(,£,�), but from the writer's point of view they are obviously in the past. 

Ikola's explanation for this is that the use of the present tense makes 

it clear that the embedded proposition is a thought or utterance of his 

characters, not his own. If the past tense had been used, the writer 

would have expressed his own opinion about the girl. This is contradic

tory to Ikola's opinion quoted earlier about the pMt te.n!.le being used 
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'particularly if the speaker or writer wants to express that he does 

not consider the statement to be true or that at least it should not 

be taken as his opinion (Ikola 1961:138). The only possible reason 

is that the use of the present tense here makes the reported clause 
more like direct speech a11d therefore livelier for the reader (cf. 
historical present). 

Braroe (1974) focuses on another phenomenon connected with the se
quence of tenses. She claims that in English it is possible to have 
the past tense instead of the past perfect in the embedded clause when 

the matrix clause contains a past tense although the point of event in 
the embedded clause is clearly earlier than the point of reference. 

Accordingly, it is possible to have (58) instead of (59). 

(58) John realized that Sally left at 2 p.m.

(59) John realized that Sally had left at 2 p.m.

Ikola points out a similar possibility in Finnish (Ikola 1961:147); he 

says that in indirect speech it is possible to keep a past tense form 

of direct speech unchanged, and thus there are examples like (60). 

(60) Mies kertoi kuinka han herasi valitukseen ja
voihkinaan. (instead of ou heflii.nnyt) 
The man told how he woke up hearing somebody
complaining and ... 
(instead of had waken up)

Braroe connects this with the £activity of the verb in the matrix clause 

and the� stativity of the embedded verb in the following way: 
(i) a� factiv� verb in the matrix and a [-stativ;J verb in the embedded

clause will result in the past tense only being interpreted as earlier
than the matrix, not simultaneous with it (for example (58) above); (ii)

if the embedded verb is tstativ<j, the interpretation of the past tense
depends on the� £activity of the matrix verb: if it is [:-factivel, the

interpretation can only be coreferent with the matrix; if it is tfactiv� ,
both coreferent with the matrix and earlier than the matrix are possible

interpretations. We thus have the following rules of interpretation
(Braroe 1974:27-32):

(i) Past tense in the context [v Pas:[v --Jl
Efactiv� [_-stativ� 

(a past perfect is an optional variant). 

means 'before matrix' 



(ii) Past tense in the context[� Past [ V ______ ]J 
t£activ� fstativ� 

means 

'co referent with matrix'. (For 'before matrix' the past perfect is 

obligatory) 

(iii) Past tense in the contexfv yast �V 1l means

l:'.:facti v�j tstati vaj 

either 'coreferent with matrix' or 'before matrix'. (A past perfect 

is optional in the latter case.) _ _ 
It seems possible to read imperfective instead of l.:::.stativJ and per

fective instead of Estatiaj in the above rules since activities and 

states seem to behave similarly in these contexts. According to the 

above rules, then, the sentences in (61) and (62) would only allow the 

'earlier than matrix' jnterpretation. 

(61) John assumed that Sally read the book.
Jahr, realized that Sally read the book.

( 62) John assu.11ed that Sally left at 2.
John realized that Sany left at 2.

In (63) and (64) the interpretation, according to Braroe, depends on 

the verb of the matrix clause: the a-sentences contain a non-factive 

verb and the processes in the matrix and the embedded clause can there

fore be only simultaneous, whereas the b-sentences, which contain a 

facti ve verb, are ambiguous. 

(63a)John assumed that Sally played the piano. 
(63b)John realized that Sally played the piano. 

(64a)John assumed that Sally knew about the plans. 
(64b)John realized that Sally knew about the plans. 

Native speakers' intuitions about these sentences seem to vary, however. 

According to some, the sentences in (61) and (62) are acceptable only 

if the reading is frequentative, ie. for example John MJ.iwne.d/11.ea.Li.ze.d 

that Sa.1.1..y ne.ad the. booR e.ve.ny day and John MJ.iwne.d/ne.ilize.d that Sa.1.1..y 

le.6t at 2 ne.gu.£.aJ1J,y. They are also of the opinion that the past perfect 

is needed for the 'earlier than matrix' interpretation in (63) and (64) 

above. 

The Finnish sentences corresponding to (61) and (62) 

(65) Jussi oletti, etta Salli luki kirjan.
Jussi tajusi, etta Salli 1uki kirjan.
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(66) Jussi oletti, etta Salli lahti klo 2.
Jussi tajusi, etta Salli lahti klo 2.

arc possible with a frequentative reading, like their English counter

parts. The 'earlier than matrix' interpretation is also possible, par

ticularly with (66) but contexts can be found in which it is possible 

even with (65): eg. JuM,i ofe;t;u/taj1.u,;,, dtci Salu fubJ., /uti.jan ennen 

tenttici/John Mwmed/11_eauzed :that SaLty Jtead the boob_ be6Me the exam. 

When the aspect is imperfective, ie. in the equivalents of (63) and 

(64), the 'coreferent with matrix' interpretation is the most natural 

one regardless of the £activity or non-factivity of the matrix verb: 

(67) Jussi oletti, etta Salli soitti pianoa.
Jussi tajusi, etta Salli soitti pianoa.

(68) Jussi oletti, etta Salli tunsi suunnitelmat.
Jussi tajusi, etta Salli tunsi suunnitelmat.

The 'earlier than matrix' interpretation seems very unlikely in these 

sentences. 

Although native speakers' intuitions about the above sentences vary, 

it is obvious that there are contexts in both languages in which the 

'earlier than matrix' interpretation of the past tense is possible. 

The most interesting point from our point of view is that this inter

pretation partly depends on the aspect of the embedded clause, which 

again illustrates the close connection between aspectual and temporal 

distinctions. 

The question of the temporal relations of two processes is also in

teresting in sentences which contain a temporal clause. The temporal 

clause identifies the point of event and/or the point of reference for 

the process in the matrix clause. The temporal relation between the 

process in the matrix clause and that of the embedded clause can be such 

that (i) they are simultaneous, (ii) that the process in the matrix is 

earlier or (iii) later than the process in the embedded clause. Aspect 

is also an important factor in the possible relations of the two pro

cesses, particularly when the processes are simultaneous. 

When the two processes are simultaneous, it is very rare that they 

are both perfective in aspect, because absolute simultaneity is very hard 

to imagine. Consider, for example, (69) in this respect. 

(69) Harry walked in when John left.
Harri kaveli sisaan, kun Jussi lahti.



It is difficult to say whether these two processes are simultaneous 

or whether they are consecutive. We saw in connection with past in 

the past (p.140) that the distinction between the past tense and the 

past perfect can be neutralized in favour of the past tense if the 

two processes follow each other in quick succession. Thus, (69) can 

be ambiguous as regards the temporal relation between the two pro 0 

cesses. The usual interpretation, however, seems to be that the pro

cesses described in the two clauses take place in succession not only 

rn the case of achievements, like those in (69), but also in the case 

of accomplishments, as in (70) , (Heinamaki 197 4: 38). 

(70) John built a sail-boat when Bill wrote a detective
story.
John rakensi purjeveneen, kun Bill kirjoitti sala
poliisiromaanin.

This succession is particularly clear when one of the processes is an 

achievement and the other an accomplishment: 

(71) Bill was surprised when John wrote a detective
story.
Bill harrrrnastyi, kun John rakensi purjeveneen.

Simultaneity is unambiguously clear when both or one of the processes 

:is imperfective in aspect: 

(72) John was building a sailboat when Bi 11 was writing
a detective story.
John rakensi purjevenetta, kun Bill kirjoitti sala
poliisiromaania.

(73) I noticed him when he was opening the door.
Huomasin hanet, kun han avasi ovea.

(74) Joan rang up when we were having dinner.
Joan soitti, kun olimme syomassa paivallista.

(75) When Joan rang up we were having dinner.
Kun .

J

oan soi tti, olimme syomassa pai vallista. 

As seen in (74) and (75), either of the two processes can occur in the 

temporal clause, establishing the time for the process in the matrix. 

Edgren (1971) calls this the 'interchangeability of clausal functions'. 

The time-relation does not change, however: the t,.o processes are simul

taneous and, if one of the processes is perfective, the other gives it 

'a temporal frame'. T11e possibilities of the temporal relations can be 

presented diagrarrrnatically as follows (cf. Heinarn.aki 1974): 
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1. 
MATRIX 

I 
EMBEDDED 

-! 

2. 
MATRIX 

EMBEDDED 

3. 
.MATRIX 

EMBEDDED 

4. 
.MATRIX 

EMBEDDED 

5. 
MATRIX 

EMBEDDED 

MATRIX 

6. 

EMBEDDED 

When the two processes take place in succession, the process in the 

matrix clause can be earlier than the process in the embedded clause or 

vice versa. This is clearest in sentences like (76) and (77), which 

contain the connectives beno�e/ennen QLUn and ante�/�en jcilQeen Qun de

noting the temporal relation between the two processes. 

(76) John arrived before Mary left.
John tuli ennen kuin Mary lahti.

(77) Mary left after John arrived.
Mary lahti sen jalkeen kun John tuli.

The temporal relation between the two processes in unambiguously clear 

without the earlier process having to be denoted through the past per

fect. As pointed out above, this neutralization of the difference be

tween the past perfect and the past tense is also possible when the 

connective is when/QUn (John aJUuved when MMy lent/John tili QUn MMy 

lliW, which can be interpreted as meaning the same as John aJUuved 

when MMy had lent/John tili, QUn MMy OU lahtenyt). Aspect seems, 
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however, to play a part in the possibility of this neutralization in 

when·-clauses. Poutsma (1926: 279) refers to this when he says, 'When 

in a complex with a tempora 1 clause the reference is to two actions or 
states, one of which has come to a conclusion before the other comes 
about, the predicate in the former is normally placed in one of the 
perfect tenses. This predicate may stand either in the temporal clause 
or in the head-sentence . ... When, however, the predicate in the tem
poral clause is purely momentanous, or suggestive of no activity cul

minating in a result, there is a distinct tendency to place it in one 
of the simple tenses'. The past tense is quite natural in the follow
ing when/lwn-clauses in both English and Finnish. 

(78) When morning came (had come), the fog cleared away.
Kun aamu tuli (oli tullut), sumu halveni.

These processes are achievements. The past perfect is, however, the 

only possibility in (79), in which the process is an accomplishment and 
thus has duration, although the aspect is perfective. 

(79) 4-<When Mary read the letter, she burnt it.
When Mary had read the letter, she burnt it.

*Kun Mary luki kirjeen, han poltti sen.
Kun Mary oh lukenut kirjeen, han poltti sen.

Be6o�e and a6te� -clauses do not seem to have this restriction: 

r (80) Mary burnt the letter after she1read it. 
lhad read it. 

Mary poltti kirjeen sen ja.lkeen klmfiuki sen. 
Loli Jukenut sen. 

(81) Mary!�ead the letter before she burnt it.
[had read 

MaryJluki kirjeen, ennen kuin poltti sen.
Loli lukenut. 

Heinamaki (1974) discusses aspect in sentences containing temporal 

connectives. According to her, for example, the aspectual properties 
of the processes in sentences containing the connective be.tone depend 
on whether the benohe.-clause is factual or non-factual. Both the per

focti ve and imperfective aspects are possible in the matrix as we 11 as 

in the embedded clause when the be.6ohe-clause is factual. In the case 
of non-factual be6one-clauses the main clause has the perfective aspect. 
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The following are sentences including non-factual 6e6oJLe-clauses (the 

English sentences are Heinamaki's examples): 

(82) The bomb exploded before it hit the target.
Pommi rajahti ennen kuin se osui maaliin.

(83) Max died before he saw his grandchildren.
Max kuoli ennen kuin naki lastenlapsensa.

(84) John burnt the tapes before anyone could listen to them.
John poltti nauhat ennen kuin kukaan ehti kuunnella
niita.

(85) * John was burning the tapes before anyone
John poltti nauhoja ennen kuin kukaan ehti kuunnella
niita. 

(85) with a partitive object is possible in Finnish, but here the par

titive object does not denote the imperfective aspect but the fact that 

John only burnt some of the tapes. Sentences with the connective a6tefL/ 

hen jcilkeen kun, allow both perfective and imperfective aspects in both 

clauses. 

Anteriority and posteriority of the process in the main clause to the 

process of the embedded clause can also be expressed in sentences con

taining clauses introduced by the connectives un,,lLt/huhen haakka kun 

and h.lnc.e.J h,LU;i fiiht.len kun, h.ltten kun. With the un,,t,,Lt/ kunneh, h,uhen 

haakka kun clause the matrix has the imperfective aspect, ie. the pro

cess contained in it has duration and goes on until something else happens 

or some other process starts. Thus, the sentences in (86) and (87) are 

acceptable but those in (88) are not. 

(86) They lived in that house until the war broke out.
He asuivat siina talossa, siihen saakka kun sota
puhkesi.

(87) I was writing a letter until the guests arrived.
Kirjoitin kirjetta, siihen asti kun vieraat tulivat.

(88) >ii, I wrote a letter until the guests arrived.
�Kirjoitin kirjeen, siihen asti kun vieraat tulivat.

A verb denoting achievement or accomplishment can, however, occur in 

the main clause with an embedded un,,t,,Lt-clause if the main clause is 

negative: 

(89) We didn't notice him until he had crossed the street.

Negative clauses can be considered imperfective in aspect, ie. lack of 

action involves a time span (cf. Heinamaki 1974); In Finnish a negative 
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res a change of the connective from '5,<.Uien 1.>aa/ziw. lzun 

F:mme huornanneet hanta, ennen kuin han ol i yli ttanyt 
kadun. 

In the case of a -�inc_e./ ,t,.LUJi ./1.ah.tien izun clause both the perfective 

and imperfective aspects are possible in the main clause, the meaning 

being that something has taken place or some state has existed between 

two points in time. One of these is the point at whi.ch the process in 

the embedded clause took place, if it is perfective, or the point at 

which itstilrted, if it is imperfective. The other point is either the 

point of speech or some point in the past established in the context. 

l�c,nsequen.tly, +.he present perfect and the y:ast perfect are the most nor

ma1 tense-forms in Lhe main c1au�e,. Other forms a-re poss1ble in ex.,.. 

ceptional cases, as in the s Lereotypecl expressions in an<l (92),

(91) It is now two yeaTs s.ince I saw them last,,
Siita on nyt kaksi vuctta, kun nain heidat viimeksi.

(92} It wLll soon iJe two years since I saw them lasL 
Siita on pi.an kaks i vuotta, kun nain heidat viimeksL 

and (95) are E'Xa.Irp:,es of the 'normal' tense usage. 

}1ave btri It a house since I saw them last� 
He ()\rat rakentaneet talon/ sen j3Jkeen kun n35n 
heiJat ·..ri fo1eks i .. 

(94) They have been building a house since I saw them last..
He ovat rakentaneet taloa siita lahtien kun nain heidat
viimeksi.

(95) They had built a house since I had seen them.
He olivat rakentaneet talon, sen jalkeen kun olin
nahnyt heidat viirneksi.

In Finnish, the connective varies according to whether the aspect is 

perfective (Mn ja.llzee.n lwn) or imperfective (;.,.LLta .Cahilen lwn), It 

seems as if the .. \inc.e and u.n.tLt clauses themselves could also allow 

both the perfective and imperfective aspect. Consider (96) and (97) 

in this :·espect (Heina.mab's examples). 

(96) I::octors have been worried ever since John has been ill.
Laa.karit ovat olleet huolissaan siita lahtien kun John
on ollut sairas.
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(97) Claire kept telling fwmy stories until Paul was in
a good mood. 
Claire kertoi hauskoja 
hyvalla tuulella. 

(kunnes . 
k juttuja1,3iihen ast1 un Paul 011 

There is no doubt about the processes in (96) and (97) having duration; 

they are states in the embedded clauses. Nevertheless, it is also ob

vious that a point is indicated by these clauses and the point is the 

beginning of the state referred to in the clause. Thus, in (96) the 

starting point £or the doctors' being worried is also the starting point 

of John's being ill. In (97) the point marking the end of Claire's tell-

ing of stories is the starting for Paul's in a good mood. 

The temporal relations_between the matrix and the temporal clause do 

not always fulfil the requirement suggested above (cf. Reichenbach 1947, 

Homstein that the reference points of the two clauses have to be 

identical. In (98) and (99), for example, this is not true. 

(98) I came to see you before you leave.
Tulin katsomaan sinua ennen kuin lahdet.

(99) They have built a house since I saw them last.
He ovat rakentaneet talon sen jalkeen kun nain heita
viimeksi.

In (98) the reference point of the matrix is in the past but that of the 

embedded clause is identical with the point of speech, ie. the temporal 

relation for the matrix is E,R - S and for the embedded clause it is 

S,R - E. In (99) the temporal relation expressed in the matrix clause 

is E - S,R and that expressed in the embedded clause E,R - S. Heinamaki 

(1979) also points out that the semantic interpretation of the tense-forms 

in (200) does not correspond to the meaning of the sentence. 

(200) Mary will play when she has rested.

The interpretation of the form ha;., nv.,ted is, according to the three

point system, E - S,R, although it is obvious that the reference in the 

clause is to the future. This problem can be explained by using a trans

formation that changes a future expression to the present tense in a tem

poral clause (cf. p. 92). This would then mean that ha;., nv.,ted was orig

inally will have ne/2ted, and the time relation for the temporal clause 

would be S - E - R, while that of the matrix is S - E,R (or S - R - E). 

The three-point system could be said to apply in this case. However, 

there still remain cases in which the system does,not function. This 



means that the three po"cnt system car:not l::e used to describe the tense

relati ons :1-n c:omplex senten,E:s as systematically as has been suggested. 

Even if i_t j_s t:��c1£� in n1cst cases that the reference points of the cJause.s 

c.i a complex sentence are identical, there are exceptions, which make a 

general ru1e about their identity impossible. As we have seen, these ex

ceptional cases do not concern only temporal clauses but also other 

types of embedded clauses. For example, when the reporting verb of in

direct speech has a tense-form other than the past tense or the past 

perfect, the consecutio temporum does not apply and the embedded clause 

has the same tense-form as the corresponding direct speech sentence. 

Thus, in (201). for exarnp1e 

(201) t ;�:ave heen to1d that he died 1n an accident�

:vVinu-11e on kerrottu� ettd hJin kucli onnettcrnuudessa"

the matrix clause has the timc·relatlon E-R,S and the embedded clause 

the tirne·-relation E ,]-{-�;, which means that the reference points do not 

coincide. 

210
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6. CONCLUSION

The type of contrastive study envisaged at the outset of the present 

thesis was a specific theoretical one, an analysis that aimed at an ac

count of the differences and similarities between English and Finnish 

in the area of temporal relations and aspectual distinctions, with a 

focus on the use of tenses. The best grammatical model for this partic

ular purpose seemed to be a semantically based one, within which temporal 

relations and aspectual distinctions could be represented as semantic 

concepts, as parts of the input structures shared by the two languages. 

The actual derivations of the surface structures from these semantic 

representations were not felt to be important for a contrastive analysis 

of this area, particularly since there is a great deal of similarity 

in these processes in English and Finnish. More interesting from the 

contrastive point of view were thought to be the reasons that lead to 

the choice of a particular expression and the differences between alter

native expressions for a particular temporal relation or aspectual dis

tinction. As the derivational processes were mostly overlooked, the 

procedure of the analysis lacked the systematization suggested by 

Krzeszowski (1974) for contrastive studies. 

The analysis began with a definition and representation of the seman

tic concepts of time ans aspect and then proceeded to look for their 

exponents in English and Finnish. Temporal relations were represented 

through a system of three points (following Reichenbach 1947 and others). 

The points, the point of speech, the point of reference and the point 

of event, were seen as placed in different sentences in the deep struc

ture: the highest sentence contains the point of speech, the next lower 

sentence contains the point of reference, and below this is the sentence 

containing the point of event. It was, however, shown that these three 

points do not explain all the phenomena occurring in the choice of tenses. 

This pro,,-ed to be the case in what has been called 'false tense-choice' , 

which takes place for instance within the present time-sphere, ie. when 

the three points are identical. The speaker can, in other words, refer 

to a present situation but use a past tense form or an expression of 

futurity. Similarly, he can talk about a past situation using the present 

tense. It was suggested that, in order to explain these phenomena, a 

further point could be used, the point of view, which could be situated 

in the deep structure in a sentence above the point of reference. The 
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point of view oi._.1eT'Tules the infiuence of �=he poittt of :efeTence ancl point 

of t:,1Jr:_nt. It n�:ur,l falls together 11-,dth the po:int of reference but can 

also be ch£ferent, thus resulting in what has usually been regarded as 

false tense-choice. The change of the point of view has basically the 

same effect in both English and Fim1ish: it leads to the use of the 'his

torirn 1 present' and the choice of the present perfect instead of the 

past perfect when the speaker wants to put the listener in the place of 

someone actually witnessing the events he is relating. It also leads 

to the use of the past tense in both languages to express the speaker's 

past point of view over the present situation; in both languages the 

reason for this choice is usually that the speaker is referring to past 

information. There are differences between the languages, however: in 

English it is possible to express a future point of view over the present 

situation, which has no particular expression in Finnish. There are 

also differences 1n the use of the present tense for past reference for 

purposes other than vivid narratives of past events, such as the use of 

the present tense with verbs denoting delivering or receiving messages. 

The system of three points also fails to explain the phenomena that 

occur in the tense usage of complex sentences, at least in the form 

suggested by Reichenbach (1947) artd others, namely that the points of 

reference are identical in the matrix clause and the embedded clause(s). 

If these points are identical, the result is the phenomenon usually 

known as sequence of tenses. Both English and Finnish, however, offer 

ample evidence of the sequence of tenses rule being broken frequently, 

in indirect speech as well as other types of complex sentences. Within 

indirect speech English seems to observe the rule more strictly than 

Finnish, particularly when the verb in the matrix clause is non-factive. 

Finnish shows the same tendency, but other considerations, such as desire 

to avoid ambiguity, overrule its influence. 

Sentences with temporal clauses show especially clearly that the ref

erence points are not necessarily identical in the matrix clause and the 

embedded clause. There are exarnp 1es such as I have fznown hhn evefl ,6,lnce 

we we!Le at ,6c/wol/Olen :tunlenu;t hiine:t ,0iA:tii lahtien hun havimme lwui,ua, 

in which the point of reference of the matrix clause is in the present 

but the point of reference of the embedded clause is in the past. To 

what extent the sequence of tenses rule is really obeyed in the two 

languages cou]d only be discuvered through an extensive quantitative 

study of both spoken and written utterances, for which no possibility 
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existed within the scope of the present study. 

The most significant differences between English and Finnish tense

usage were found to occur within the past and the future time-spheres. 

Within the past, the E - R,S time-relation is expressed through the 

present perfect in both languages. In Finnish the point of event can 

be identified, whereas in Engl.i sh it is always left unidentified, ie. 

the English present perfect is incompatible with a time-specifier de

noting a definite point in the past. In English, therefore, the differ

ence between the past tense and the present perfect can be described 

as the opposition between identified and unidentified past, which is 

impossible in Finnish. Within the future time-sphere the differences 

are caused by the fact that neither language has a future tense-form 

but different ways of denoting futurity. Both languages employ the 

present tense in references to the future, and in both languages this 

is the most neutral way of referring to the future. In Finnish it is 

also the most frequently used a1ternati ve, whereas in English it is 

used only in limited contexts. All other alternatives are less neutral, 

in other words they are all coloured by different attitudes towards the 

future. The three Finnish alternatives show a difference in the degree 

of certainty about the future, in addition to which there are also sty

listic differences between them. In English the alternatives express 

a plan or an intention for the future or that the speaker wants to 

guarantee the occurrence of a future event or that he sees it as occurring 

because of something observable at the present or as a matter of course. 

Since the Finnish and English express ions of futurity have such different 

meanings, in addition to denoting the time-relation, it is impossible 

to determine exact correspondences across the languages. The Finnish 

present tense is the most natural equivalent for most of the English al

ternatives at least in everyday language ,since the other two possibil

ities are archaic or too solemn for everyday usage. 

Within the present time-sphere the tense-choice is the same in both 

languages, ie. the present tense, except for the cases of false tense 

choice mentioned above. Both languages also have means of expressing 

time-relations that can be described as past in the future and future 

in the past, of which the latter has various alternative expressions. 

Both languages also exhibit phenomena known as tense-replacement and 

shifting of tense. Tense-replacement, ie. the neutralization of the 

distinction between the past tense, the present perfect and the past 
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perfect, occurs rn English in the constructions to + V, V + -ing, and 

modal auxiliary + v. In Finnish the form involved in this case is the 

second participle. Neutralization can also be said to occur with modal 

verbs in Finnish, but in Finnish the pastness is evident in the modal 

verb itself, whereas it is expressed in the infinitive in English (eg. 

Han on ,:,wu:tanu:t 1.,aapua/He, may have, a/1-tuve,d). When neutralization oc

curs, time-specifiers can make the sentence unambiguous, ie. they can 

show whether the underlying tense is the past tense, the present perfect 

or the past perfect, with the exception that, in Finnish, the same spec

ifiers can occur with hoth the past tense and the present perfect. 

Shifting of tense occurs in English with modal auxiliaries, which are 

defective and thus do not have a past participle form. If the moda1 is 

non-epistemic, pastness, which logically belongs to the modal auxiliary, 

is attached to the main verb (eg. I c_ould have done .a). This is also 

possible in English with some full verbs (eg .. I hoped to have aJUuved 

in time.). In neither case is tense-shifting possible in Finnish. How

ever, it can be said that Finnish also shows tense-shifting, but performs 

it with epistemic modals. With epistemic modals pastness is usually 

evident in the modal verb, and not in the main verb, to which it logi

cally belongs (Matlza on taatta.mu: oUa vaaJLcllUnen!Tne voyage. may nave 

been dange.Jtou/2). 

Time-specifiers affect the interpretation of tense-forms in both lan

guages. This is particularly obvious with the present tense, which can 

be used not only in references to the present but also to the past and 

the future. When the present tense is used in either English or Finnish 

in references to the past, ie. a present point of view over the past is 

expressed, a time-specifier is needed to identify the point of event in 

the past. The same applies to its use in references to the future: the 

future time of event usually has to be established through a time-speci

fier. Since the present tense is the most common way of denoting futurity 

rn finnish, the role of time-specifiers is more important in Finnish than 

it is in English, which has alternatives for future reference that need 

no temporal specification. The role of time-specifiers in the total 

system of temporal relations is an area that needs a much more extensive 

analysis than has been possible in the present study, as do also the use 

of tenses in complex sentences and tense-usage in different types of texts. 

The term 'aspect' was defined at the outset as referring to the opposi

tion perfective vs. imperfective. Jispect was considered to be imperfective 
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when the speaker describes 'a state of affairs' , perfective when he

describes a change in the state of affairs. The 'state of affairs' 

can be a state or an activity (in Ve,ndler's sense of the words), one 

of the differences being that an can be seen as 

in time, while a state cannot. A can be momentaneous, a quick 

transition, for instance, from one state to another, or it can be pre

ceded by an activity that gradually leads to the change, ie. either an 

achievement or an accomplishment in Vendler 's terms. Moreover, as-

pect was considered to be not a matter of the verb alone, but a matter 

of the nucleus of the sentence, adverbs of time being excluded. How

ever, aspect can be expressed through the verb alone, ie. there are 

verbs which are either perfective or imperfective in their meaning and 

remain so regardless of the other members of the nucleus. In both 

English and Finnish, however, the NP's included in the nucleus, ie. the 

subject, the direct object, the indirect object, measure phrases, and 

phrases denoting location or destination, are involved in the expres

sions of the aspectual opposition. Thus, the changing of any of the 

NP's of the nucleus from one expressing 'definite quantity' to one ex

pressing 'indefinite quantity' can change the aspect from perfective to 

imperfective. This means that in English the articles, and in Finnish 

the case-endings of the NP's, are involved in this, since they are among 

the surface features that denote definite and indefinite quantity (eg. 

The, moU6e, a,te, the, c_he,v.,e,/The, moU6e, a,te, che.e,M and HuJu., ,60,i, juU6ton/HuJu., 

,6oi juU6toa). In both languages some verbs allow both a perfective and 

an imperfective reading, and both languages also contain verbs which 

change from perfective to imperfective or vice versa with the addition 

of, in English, a particle and, in Finnish, a derivational suffix. 

The progressive is needed for the expression of the imperfective as

pect in both English and Finnish. Both languages have verbs &�d verb 

+ object NP or/and phrase of destination combinations which denote an

accomplishment and are thus perfective (eg. The,y buJ.,,U a hoU6e./He, !Lahe,n

'°iva,t talon, He, !Lan home,/Han juo/c,oi ho-tun). These can be made imper

fective in English by adding the progressive: The,y we,!Le, building a hoU6e,

and He, WM !Lunning home. denote activities and are imperfective in aspect.

In Finnish the imperfectiveness can be expressed by making the object

[-totaJJ, ie. using the partitive case. When there is no object, the

progressive can also be used in Finnish, or imperfectiveness can be de

noted by using an adverb like juwu/pMhcuilaan (eg. Han ou juo/c,oe,ma,o,6a
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/w:tun/Hiin juok.J.i,l pa11.hcuila.a.n k.o:tun). Another case in which the pro

gressive is necessary for the expression of the imperfective aspect in 

English is with verbs/verb phrases that denote achievements (eg. cue, 

dhown). With the progressive these verbs cease to denote momentaneous 

transitions from one state to another; instead they now denote an app

roach towards a transition (eg. The old man ,i_.!., dying). In all other 

cases where the English progressive is used it is not needed for the 

expression of irnperfectiveness and can thus be used to denote other 

meanings, such as ternporarines s
J 

simultaneity with something else, the 

continuity of an activity or state, or the persistence of an activity. 

The Finnicch progressive also has other meanings in addition to irnper

fecti veness: it often denotes location but also the simultaneity or 

persistence of an activity, coloured by the speaker's annoyance. The 

[-totaI\ object in Finnish also has other meanings apart from imper

fectiveness. Neither language thus has a grammatical form or construc

tion whose sole function would be to express imperfectiveness. In both 

languages aspect finds its expression through diffuse overt signals. 

If aspect is defined in the way it was done in this study, neither 

the progressive not the present and past perfect forms in English de

serve to be called 'aspect', which term has been applied to both cate

gories by various grammarians. The progressive is needed for the expres

sion of aspect only in certain types of sentences and it also has other 

meanings. In the foregoing analysis the present and past perfect forms 

were treated as expressions of certain temporal relations and not as 

realizations of aspectual distinctions. The perfect forms occur in 

sentences with either a perfective or an imperfective aspect. Thus, 

changing for instance a past tense form to a present perfect form changes 

not the aspect of the sentence, but the time-relation (eg. I k.new U 

aLl the fut and I have k.nown U aLl the time are both imperfective). 

Although tense and aspect are easily distinguished from each other 

theoretically, they are, in fact, closely interrelated. The analysis 

showed several instances of their interdependence. For instance, within 

the present time-sphere the aspect is very rarely perfective. It is 

more natural for a speaker to describe a present state of affairs than 

to see a change occurring in the present, particularly when the reference 

is to the absolute present, ie. to the moment of speaking. When the time 

referred to is longer than the moment of speaking, ie. the relative pre

sent, the speaker usually describes a general state of affairs. If he 
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describes changes, these are usually repeated ones (John dJuveJ.i .the c.M 

in.to .the gMage eveny day), and, thus, the aspect is again imperfective. 

In Finnish, a consequence of this tendency is that, if the aspect is 

changed from imperfective to perfective, way of ,=,A�"'" the ect 

from [·tota[j to [+total] , the time-reference also changes from the 

present to the future (eg. Lu.en iu,nJaa vs. Luc.n fuJiJan). Thus, the same 

surface feature can be said to denote both aspect and time. In English, 

too, one and the same category can be used for the expression of both 

aspect and temporal relations: the progressive, which denotes imperfect

i veness, is also used in references to the future. This causes ambiguity 

in sentences like I'Lf be. wJuting .to h,U(/ .tomonnow, in which the aspect 

can be interpreted as either perfective or imperfective. 

Aspect also plays a part in the interpretation of the time-reference 

with modal verbs. The ambiguity of the time-reference with these verbs 

in English arises from the fact that the modals cannot be combined with 

any of the indicators of futurity (eg. �They will mu.J.i:t/They Me going 

:to mu.J.i.t), and there can thus be ambiguity between the present and the 

future if there is no time-specifier. If, in these cases, the aspect is 

perfective, the reference is to the future (Thc.y mu.J.i.t 1.,a,,i.l acno1.,1., .the 

Atlantic). If the aspect is imperfective, ambiguity still remains, al

though the sentence is then more likely to refer to the present than 

to the future. There is a similar ambiguity with Finnish modal verbs., 

owing to the fact that the present tense is the normal way of referring 

to the future. Here, too, the aspect helps in the interpretation of the 

time-reference. 

Tense is only a part of the total system of the expressions needed 

for temporal relations in both English and Finnish. Their expressions 

also involve the use of temporal specifiers and temporal connectives, 

although tense plays the central part in them. The present study has 

dealt mainly with tenses, discussing the other phenomena only in rela

tion to them. Moreover, only simple sentences have been considered, 

with the addition of some problems connected with tense-usage in complex 

sentences. As a contrastive study of the expressions of time and aspect 

in English and Finnish it is therefore only a beginning, although it has 

indicated obvious areas for further analyses. Even though it is only 

a beginning, it has been possible to draw conclusions about the degree 

of difference and similarity between English and Finnish in this area 

on the basis of the analysis. 
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The a"'alysis also gives some indications as to the possib�.e learning 
dif:Li.culties for Finnish 1ec:·,ners of Enghsh. On the whole., the simi·· 
larities ctre greater than the differences, and there should therefore 
be a positive influence from the mother tongue. As pointed out c1bove, 
the most signifirnnt differences in tense-usage were found within the 
past time-sphere (in the use of the present perfect) and particularly 
within the future time-sphere, where the Finnish learner has to learn 
to make semantic distinctions that are not made in his mother tongue. 
The correct use of the English progressive is notoriously difficult for 
Finnish learners. There should, however, be some positive transfer in 
this from +he native language, since Finnish has a progressive construc
t ion, and both progressives function in a similar way in the eX'press ions 
of aspect. Their other functions do not, however, always correspond, 
so that ,Josi ti ve transfer can occur only in a 1imi ted number of cases. 
T}w correspondence of the ftotai J object in Finnish and the English
progressive as dspect markers is difficult for the iearr1er to understand,

1 

;Jarticularly since the Finnish object has many otr:er functions. Sequence
of ':enses and tense-s,1ifting ctre also phenomena that are iikely to cause
difficulties, owing to the different behaviour of the languages m these
areas.
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KONTRASTIIVINEN TUTKI�lUS ENGLANNIN JA SUOMEN TEMPUKSISTA JA ASPEKTISTA 

Tutkimuksen päämääränä on analysoida ja verrata englannin ja suomen 

kielen tempuksia ja aspektia puhtaasti teoreettiselta kannalta. Se ei 

toisin sanoen pyri, niin kuin kontrastiiviset tutkimukset usein, tuot

tamaan kielenopetukseen suoraan sovellettavaa aineistoa. Kontrastiivi

set tutkimukset voidaan itse asiassa jakaa teoreettisiin ja soveltaviin, 

joista ensin mainittujen tarkoituksena on kielten teoreettinen vertailu 

ilman käytännön päämääriä. Soveltava kontrastiivinen tutkimus sen si

jaan pyrkii nimenomaan käytännön päämääriin, ts. tuottamaan kielenope

tusta tukevaa aineistoa. 

Kontrastiivinen tutkimus ei ole sidottu mihinkään erityiseen kielen

kuvausmalliin. Yleisenä periaatteena on, että valitaan soveliain mal

li, toisin sanoen malli, joka näyttää antavan parhaat mahdollisuudet 

kulloinkin käsiteltävien ongelmien ratkaisemiseen. Suomen ja englannin 

tempuksia ja aspektia tutkittaessa ja vertailtaessa sopivimmaksi osoit

tautui semanttispohjainen kuvausmalli. Kontrastiivinen tutkimus tar

vitsee aina tvr..:t<..wn eompaJtationilu.ien, kummallekin kielelle yhteisen 

pohjan, jolta lähtien vertailu suoritetaan. Tempusten käyttöä vertail

taessa itsestään selväksi yhteiseksi pohjaksi tarjoituu käsite 'aika'. 

Syy siihen, miksi tietyt tempukset, esimerkiksi imperfektimuodot MRed 

ja puh(,(,{,, ovat vertailukelpoisia, on nimenomaan, että ne ilmaisevat sa

maa aikasuhdetta. Näyttää siis luonnolliselta, että kuvaus on aloitet

tava käsitteelliseltä pohjalta. Aspektin kohdalla tämä käsitteellisen 

pohjan vaatimus on vielä ilmeisempi, koska kummassakaan kielessä ei ole 

mitään pintakategoriaa, jota kiistattomasti voisi nimittää 'aspektiksi'. 

Tutkimuksessa lähdetään siis liikkeelle semanttisista käsitteistä URa 

ja a.1.,peRti, joiden ilmenemismuotoja kielten pintarakenteissa tarkastel

laan ja verrataan. Ajan ilmauksissa keskitytään lähinnä tempuksiin ja 

muita ilmauksia, kuten ajan adverbeja ja aikakonnektoreita käsitellään 

vain, mikäli ne aiheuttavat muutoksia tempusten tulkintoihin. 

Koska lähtökohdan muodostavat semanttiset käsitteet, joiden kielel

lisiä ilmenemismuotoja pyritään kartoittamaan, kielellisen aineiston 

tutkimusta varten muodostavat tutkijan itsensä kummallakin kielellä 

muodostamat lauseet, joissa kyseiset käsitteet esiintyvät. Näin saatua 

perusaineistoa on täydennetty alan kirjallisuudesta poimituilla esimer

keillä, jotka tutkija on kääntänyt toiselle kielelle, sekä kummankin 

kielen syntyperäisten puhujien puheesta, sanomalehdistä ja kirjalli-
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suudesta löydetyillä esimerkeillä. Tämä ratkaisu tuntui tyydyttävämmältä 

kuin turvautuminen pelkästään joistakin kirjallisista lähteistä kerät

tyyn korpukseen. Sekä englannin että suomen syntyperäisiä puhujia on 
käytetty apuna tarkistettaessa lauseiden hyväksyttävyyttä ja tulkinta
mahdollisuuksia. 

Tempusten tulkinnan lähtökohtana käytetään eräiden filosofien ja kie

litieteilijöiden esittämää kolmen hetken järjestelmää. Näistä primää

risin on puhehetki, joka toimii eräänlaisena vedenjakajana puhujan ajal
lisessa orientoitumisessa. Puhehetkeen puhuja suhteuttaa viittaushet

ken ja lopulta varsinaisen tapahtumahetken viittaushetkeen. Nämä kolme 

hetkeä voivat olla samanaikaisia tai seurata toisiaan. Niiden keski

näinen järjestys antaa erilaisia aikasuhdemahdollisuuksia, joista tär

keimmät ovat seuraavat yhdeksän (taulukossa P=puhehetki, V=viittausheth, 

T=tapahtumahetki, pilkku erottaa samanaikaiset hetket toisistaan, viiva 

toisiaan seuraavat hetket): 

l. T - V - P had left oli lähtenyt 
2. T,V - P left lähti 
3. V - T - P would leave oli lähtevä 

4. T - V,P has left on lähtenyt 

5. T,V,P leaves lähtee 

6. P,V - T will leave ön lähtevä/lähtee 

7. p - T - V will have left on lähtenyt 

8. p - V,T will leave on lähtevä/lähtee 

9. p - V - T will leave on lähtevä/lähtee 

Kuten yllä oleva taulukko osoittaa, kummassakaan kielessä ei ole jo

kaiselle aikasuhteelle sille ominaista ilmausta, vaan samoja aikamuotoja 

käytetään usearrnnan kuin yhden aikasuhteen ilmaisemiseen. Kummassakin 

kielessä on myös tapauksia, joissa kolmen hetken järjestelmä ei selitä 

tempuksen käyttöä. Tällaisten tapausten selvittämiseksi työssä on käy

tetty neljättä hetkeä, jota siinä kutsutaan nimellä 'tarkasteluhetki' 
('point of view'). Tämä neljäs hetki on normaalisti samanaikainen kuin 

viittaushetki, mutta poiketessaan tästä mitätöi viittaushetken ja tapah

tumahetken vaikutuksen ja aiheuttaa 'epäloogisen' tempusvalinnan. 

Vaikka viittaushetki näyttääkin olevan tempusvalinnoissa määrääväm-

pi kuin tapahtumahetki, käsittely noudattaa kolmijakoa, joka syntyy, kun 

tarkastellaan tapahtumahetken1 suhdetta puhehetkeen. Tämä jako on sama, 
joka näyttää olevan tärkeä ainakin länsimaisten ihmisten aikakäsityksessä: 
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jako nykyisyyteen, menneisyyteen ja tulevaisuuteen. Nykyisyys tarkoit

taa siis sitä, että tapahtumahetki on samanaikainen puhehetken kanEsa, 

menneisyys sitä, että tapahtUJl'ahetkiedeltää puhehetkeä, ja tulevaisuus 
sitä, että tapahturnahetki seuraa puhehetkeä. Tämän kolmijaon perusteel

la tarkastellaan ja verrataan aikasuhteiden saamia ilmenemismuotoja eng

lannissa ja suomessa. 

Aspekti liittyy läheisesti aikakäsitteeseen ja vaikuttaa siten aika

suhteiden lopullisiin ilmenemismuotoihin. Aspekti on tutkimuksessa mää

ritelty perfektiivisyyden ja imperfektiivisyyden väliseksi vastakohtai

suudeksi. Jako perfektiiviseen ja imperfektiiviseen aspektiin tehdään 

tutkimuksessa filosofiassa ja sittemmin kielitieteessäkin käytettyjen 
tilan ja muutoksen käsitteiden pohjalta. Aspekti on imperfektiivinen, 

mikäli lause kuvaa jotakin asiantilaa (esimerkiksi It i../2 IWiru,ng/Sa,taa, 

The wea-the� ,u., eotd/Sää on tyf.mä), mutta perfektiivinen, jos lause il

maisee muutoksen asiaintilassa (The otd man d,i_ed fo;.,t ru_ght/Vanha mi,u 

ku..ou V,UJ11e yönä). Aspektien tunnistamisessa käytetään apuna Vendlerin 
(1967) esittämää verbien jakoa neljään lajiin niiden temporaalisten ja 

eräiden muiden ominaisuuksien perusteella. Nämä lajit ovat tila, toi
minta, saavutus ja suoritus. Tila, esimerkiksi jonkin asian tietäminen 

tai tunteminen, ja toiminta, esimerkiksi juokseminen� ovat aina imper

fektiivisiä, kestoltaan rajoittamattomia. Koska ne ovat kestoltaan 

rajoittamattomia, niihin voidaan liittää duratiivinen ajan määre (Poika 

ju..o/v.i,i, kalu,,i, tuntia/The boy Mn 6ott two hou..M,). Saavutukset, esimerkiksi 

jonkin löytäminen, ovat hetkellisiä ja merkitsevät muutosta asiaintilassa. 

Suoritukset, esimerkiksi talon rakentaminen, eivät ole hetke1lisiä vaan 

vaativat aikaa, mutta johtavat päämäärään ja saavutusten tavoin merkit

sevät muutosta asiaintilassa. Aspekti ei kuitenkaan ole yksittäisen 

verbin eikä edes verbilausekkeenkaan, vaan lauseen koko ydinosan ('nu

cleus') ominaisuus. Sen ilmaisemisessa voivat siten olla mukana verbin 

lisäksi myös lauseytimeen kuuluvat nominilausekkeet, subjekti, objektit 

(sekä suora että epäsuora objekti) samoin kuin määrän, päämäärän ja pai-• 

kan ilmaukset. Ajan määreet eivät vaikuta aspektin perfektiivisyyteen 

tai imperfektiivisyyteen, koska ne eivät kuulu lauseen ydinosaan, vaan 
liittyvät koko lauseeseen. 

Tutkimus lähtee siis siitä olettamuksesta, että lauseen syvärakenteessa 

on joko imperfektiivinen tai perfektiivinen aspekti osana sen ydintä. 

Aika esiintyy syvärakenteessa erillisinä lauseina, jotka ovat ydinlauseen 
yläpuolella. Ylimpänä on puhehetken sisältävä lause, sen alla viittaus-
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hetkilause ja alimpana tapahtumahetkilause. Tutkimuksessa käytetty nel

jäs hetki eli tarkasteluhetki voitaisiin sijoittaa puhehetki- ja v11t

taushetkilauseiden väliin. Vaikka tutkimuksessa lähdetäänkin liikkeelle 

edellä esitetyn kaltaisesta syvärakenteen kuvauksesta, siinä ei syste

maattisesti kuvata syvärakenteiden muuttumista pintarakenteiksi eikä 

tähän muuttumiseen tarvittavia transformaatioita. Siinä tarkastellaan 

kunkin aikasuhteen ja aspektin ilmaisemiseen tarjolla olevia pintavaih

toehtoja ja niiden välillä mahdollisesti vallitsevia eroja, syitä eri 

ilmaisumuotojen valintoihin ja näiden syiden mahdollista samankaltai

suutta ja erilaisuutta englannissa ja suomessa. Tutkimuksesta puuttuu 

siis se teoreettinen systemaattisuus, jota kontrastiiviseen tutkimukseen 

on pyritty luomaan (esimerkiksi Krzeszowski 1974). Systemaattisuuden 

asemesta tutkimuksessa pyritään valaisemaan tempusvalintojen ja aspektin 

ilmausten problematiikkaa mahdollisimman monelta suunnalta, käyttäen 

apuna eri teoriamallien tarjoamia selityksiä. 

Aspektin ilmaisumuotoja käsitellään ensin ja myöhemmässä tempusten 

tarkastelussa pyritään huomioimaan ajan ja aspektin välinen riippuvuus

suhde. Aspektin ilmauksissa saattavat siis olla mukana verbin lisäksi 

kaikki lauseen ydinosaan kuuluvat nominilausekkeet, määrän, päämäärän 

ja paikan ilmaukset mukaan luettuina. Mikäli esimerkiksi objektilau

seke on osa aspektin ilmausta, se ilmaisee tiettyä määrää ('definite 

quantity') aspektin ollessa perfektiivinen (He. 1t..a.ke.n1.,,i,va,t ta.ton/The.y 

btu.U a. how.,e.), mutta epämääräistä määrää ('indefinite quantity'). mikäli 

aspekti on imperfektiivinen (He. 1t..a.ke.n1.,,i,v<Lt ta,f,oja./The.y btu.U how.,e.1.,). 

Jos taas paikan adverbiaali on mukana aspektin ilmaisemisessa, sen on 

ilmaistava päämäärää, jotta aspekti voisi olla perfektiivinen. Siten 

Po,i,ka. juo/U>,i, MnnctU.e. on perfektiivinen, mutta Po,i,ka. juok/2,i, Jt..a.nnctU.a. 

on imperfektiivinen. Mitä erilaisimmat pintarakenteen ilmiöt voivat 

siis ilmaista aspektieroja. Niiden ilmaisemisessa ovat mukana esimer

kiksi englannin artikkelit ja suomen objektin saamat sijapäätteet, eng

lannin paikan määreissä käytetyt prepositiot ja suomen paikallissijat. 

Kummassakin kielessä on tietenkin verbejä, jotka itsessään, ilman no

minilausekkeiden vaikutusta, ovat joko imperfektiivisiä tai perfektii

visiä. Suomen kielessä muutos perfektiivisestä imperfektiiviseen, tai 

päinvastoin, voidaan saada aikaan jonkin derivaatiosuffiksin avulla 

(,u.,tua./i�ta.hta.a.), englannin kielessä esimerkiksi lisäämällä verbiin jokin 

prepositio (�d/�d down). Molemmissa kielissä on lisäksi tapauksia, 

joissa aspekti on kaksiselitteinen. Niinpä esimerkiksi monet saavutusta 
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ilmaisevat verbit/verbilausekkeet ovat tu]kittavissa myös frekventatii

visesti, jolloin ne ovat aspektiltaan imperfektiivisiä, koska toi�tu

vien saavutusten ketju voi olla kestoltaan rajoittamaton, vaikka yksit

täiset saavutukset ovatkin hetkellisiä. Siten esimerkiksi HeMJ.>,i__n J.ied

;.,emä.Uä sallii duratiivisen ajan adverbiaalin lisäämisen (Heftii6,i__n ;.,ed

f.iemä.Uä kahden v«kon ajan), joka osoittaa, että sen voi tulkita imper

fektii viseks i. 

Koska aspektin ilmaisut koostuvat monista eri tekijöistä, kwnmassa

kaan kielessä ei voi osoittaa mitään pintakategoriaa, jota voitaisiin 

kutsua 'aspektiksi'. Niinpä englannin kielen progressiivista muotoa, 

jota eräissä kieliopeissa nimitetään 'aspektiksi', tarvitaan imperfek

tiivisen aspektin ilmaisemiseen vain niissä tapauksissa, joissa kaikki 

aspektin ilmaisemiseen osallistuvat lauseytimen muut osat ovat perfek

tiivisyyttä ilmaisevassa muodossa (They bu.,U;t, a houJ.>e). Tämä suoritusta 

ilmaiseva lause voidaan muuttaa imperfektiiviseksi käyttämällä progres

siivista muotoa (They weJte bu,,Ltd,i__ng a houJ.>e), jolloin ei olekaan enää 

kysymyksessä suoritus, vaan viitataan sitä edeltävään toimintaan. Sama 

ero ilmaistaan suomen kielessä objektin muodon erolla (He �aken/2,i__va;t 

tct-lon/He �aken1iiva;t ;ta.)'_oa). Suomessakin voidaan käyttää 'progressii

vista' muotoa (oUa + 3. infinitiivin inessiivi) imperfektiivisen as

pektin ilmaisemisessa vastaavanlaisissa tapauksissa, varsinkin jos lau

seessa ei ole objektia (Poika ju.olu.,,i__ lwtun/Poika oU ju.okf.iemMJ.ia koilin). 

Koska englannin kielen progressiivista muotoa tarvitaan imperfektiivi

syyden ilmaisemiseen vain tietyissä tapauksissa, se on muulloin vapaa 

ilmaisemaan muita merkityksiä. Niinpä se saattaa ilmaista tilan tai 

toiminnan väliaikaisuutta, korostaa toiminnan kestoa tai korostaa toimin

tojen samanaikaisuutta. Suomenkin progressiivisella muodolla on muita 

merkityksiä kuin imperfektiviisyyden ilmaiseminen: se voi ilmaista sub

jektin olinpaikkaa (LapMX ova;t poim,i__maMa mMjoja) tai, englannin prog

ressiivisen muodon tavoin, korostaa toimintojen samanaikaisuutta. Myös

kään suomen objektia ei aina tarvita aspektin ilmaisemiseen - negatii-· 

viset lauseet, joissa objekti on aina partitiivissa, on tutkimuksessa 

käsitetty aspektiltaan imperfektiivisiksi - joten sekin voi ilmaista 

muita merkityseroja. Esimerkiksi tilaa ilmaisevien verbien yhteydessä, 

jolloin aspekti on aina imperfektiivinen, objektin vaihtelu akkusatiivista 

partitiiviin ilmaisee sen, kohdistuuko tila koko objektin käsitteeseen 

vai vain osaan siitä (Tunnen tämän kau.pu.ngin/Tu.nne_n täw kau.pu.nk,i__a..). 

Aikasuhteiden ilmauksissa, joista tässä tutkimuksessa käsite1lään 
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pääasiassa vain tempuhJ�a, on englannin ja suomen välillä nmsaasti 

yhtäläisyyksiä. Nykyisyyteen viitattaessa kumassakin kielessä käyte

tään säännöllisesti preesensiä,, paitsi milloin tarkasteluhetki ai

heuttaa tähän sääntöön poikkeuksen. Tarkasteluhetki saattaa kummassa

kin kielessä aiheuttaa imperfektin käytön ja englannissa joskus myös 

eräiden futuuri-ilmausten käytön. Eroavuutta aiheuttaa se, että eng

lannissa progressiivisen muodon avulla tehdään ero absoluuttisen ja 

relatiivisen nykyisyyden välillä (H� ,iJ., playing th� piano/H� play/2 th� 

piano), minkä eron ilmaisemiseen suomessa tarvitaan ajan adverbiaaleja 

(Hän /2oWaa pMh�aan pianoa/Hän /2oWaa pianoa). 

�nneisyyden aikasuhteiden ilmauksissa esiintyy jonkin verran eri

laisuutta. Kummassakin kielessä aikasuhdetta T,V - P ilmaistaan im

perfektillä, mikäli tarkasteluhetki ei aiheuta 'historiallisen' pree

sensin käyttöä. Aikasuhdetta T - V,P taas kumpikin kieli ilmaisee käyt

tämällä perfektiä. Kielten välillä on kuitenkin ero siinä, että suomen 

kielessä viimeksi mainitun aikasuhteen tapahtumahetki voi olla jokin 

tietty menneisyyden hetki. Suomessa perfektiin voi toisin sanoen yh

distää tarkan ajan määreen, mikä on mahdotonta englannissa. Kummassakin 

kielessä syy perfektin valintaan on, että puhuja olettaa menneen tapah

tuman merkitykselliseksi nykyhetkellä, toisin sanoen näkee jonkinlaisen 

yhteyden menneen tapahtuman ja puhehetken välillä. Suomessa tämä yhteys 

voi siis vallita jonkin määrättynä hetkenä sattuneen tapahtuman ja puhe

hetken välillä, mutta englannissa ei. Kurmnassakin kielessä on tavat 

ilmaista myös aikasuhteita T - V - Peli 'menneisyys menneisyydessä' ja 

V - T - Peli 'tulevaisuus menneisyydessä'. Edellisen ilmauksena on 

kummassakin kielessä tavallisesti pluskvamperfekti, jälkimmäisen ilmai

semiseen kummassakin kielessä on useampia erilaisia mahdollisuuksia. 

Tulevaisuuteen puhuja ei voi suhtautua yhtä varmasti kuin menneisyy

teen ja nykyisyyteen, ja tämä heijastuu futuriteetin ilmauksissa sekä 

englannissa että suomessa. Englannissa on useampia erilaisia mahdolli

suuksia futuriteetin ilmaisemiseen kuin suomessa. Englannin futuriteetin 

ilmaukset osoittavat puhujan erilaisia asenteita tulevaisuuteen nähden: 

esimerkiksi w�//2hm + infinitiivi ilmaisee lähinnä puhujan ennustuksen, 

going to + infinitiivi aikomuksen tai johtopäätöksen, preesens ja prog

ressiivinen preesens ilmaisevat suunnitelman ja niin edelleen. Suomen 

keskeiset futuriteetin ilmaisukeinot, preesens, tulia + 3. infinitiivin 

illatiivi ja olla + 1. partisiippi, eroavat toisistaan ilmaisemansa var

muusasteen ja tyylillisten seikkojen puolesta siten, että tyylillisesti 
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vanhahtava oil.a + -va/-vä ilmaisee suurinta varmuutta, kun taas preesens 

on vähiten varma. Englannissakin eri vaihtoehdot voidaan asettaa var

muusasteikolle, jolla preesens kuitenkin osoittaa suurinta varmuutta. 

Ajan adverbiaalit vaikuttavat tempusten tulkintaan kummassakin kie

lessä. Tämä on erityisen selvää preesensin kohdalla, jota sekä englan

nissa että suomessa käytetään viittaamaan, paitsi nykyisyyteen, myös men

neisyyteen ja tulevaisuuteen. Koska preesens on suomen kielen tavallisin 

tapa viitata tulevaisuuteen, on selvää, että ajan adverbiaalien merki

tys on suomessa suurempi kuin englannissa, jossa on muita vain futuri

teetin ilmaisemiseen käytettyjä vaihtoehtoja. 

Yhdysvirkkeiden tempusten käytön logi:il<kaa on myös pyritty selvittä

mään edellä esitetyn kolmen hetken muodostaman järjestelmän avulla. On 

esitetty (esimerkiksi Reichenbach 1947), että yhdysvirkkeissä päälauseen 

ja sivulauseiden viittaushetket olisivat identtiset. Niissä tapauksissR;, 

joissa tämä pitää paikkansa, on tuloksena niin sanottu eonJ.ieeutio te.mpohwn. 

Sekä englannissa että suomessa on kuitenkin runsaasti tapauksia, joissa 

eonleeu.t-Lo tempohwn ei toimi. Epäsuorassa esityksessä englannin kieli 

näyttää noudattavan sääntöä tarkemmin kuin suomen kieli, erityisesti sil

loin kun päälauseen verbi ei ole faktiivinen. Virkkeet, joissa on tem

poraalinen sivulause, osoittavat erityisen selvästi, että viittaushetket 

eivät suinkaan ole aina identtiset. Missä määrin eonJ.ieeutio. te.mpohwnia 

noudatetaan englannissa ja suomessa, olisi selvitettävissä vain laajan 

kvantitatiivisen tutkimuksen avulla, johon tässä tutkimuksessa ei ole 

ollut mahdollisuuksia. 

Tempusten käyttöön liittyy sekä englannissa että suomessa kaksi ilmi

ötä, jotka alan englanninkielisessä kirjallisuudessa tunnetaan nimillä 

'tense-replacement' ja 'tense-shifting'. Edellinen tarkoittaa imperfektin, 

perfektin ja pluskvamperfektin välisten erojen neutralisoitumista, joka 

englannin kielessä esiintyy konteksteissa to + V, V+ -ing ja modaaliapu

verbi + V. Suomen kielessä vastaava ilmiö esiintyy partisiippirakenteissa 

(2. partisiippi) sekä modaaliverbien yhteydessä, joskin mennyt aika suo

messa ilmaistaan modaaliverbissä eikä infinitiivissä, kuten englannin 

kielessä (esimerkiksi Hän on laattanut lähteä/He may have gone). Neut

ralisaation yhteydessä ajan määreet kuitenkin usein ilmaisevat, mistä 

aikasuhteesta on kyse. 

Nimellä 'tense-shifting' tunnettu ilmiö esiintyy englannin kielessä 

modaaliapuverbien yhteydessä, mikäli niiden merkitys ei ole episteeminen. 

Kun viitataan menneisyyteen, mennyt aika ilmaistaan infinitiivissä eikä 
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apuverbissä, johon se loogisesti kuuluisi (I �ou.ld have done JJ:, then). 

Tämä ilmiö on seuraus englannin modaaliapuverbien vaillinaisesta tai

vutuksesta, josta johtuen niillä ei ole partisiipin perfektiä. Ilmiö 

esiintyy myös eräiden taivutukseltaan täydellisten verbien yhteydessä 

(I hoped to have aJUuved �n :ti.me). Saman ilmiön voi katsoa esiintyvän 

myös suomen kielessä, mutta päinvastoin kuin englannissa episteemisten 

modaaliverbien ollessa kysee ssä. Tempuksen siirto tapahtuu myös eri 

suuntaan kuin englannissa eli pääverbistä apuverbiin. Esimerkiksi lau

seessa Matka on 1.,aattanux. oUa vaaJL�nen, mikäli lause tulkitaan epis

teemisesti eli sen merkitys on 'Saattaa olla, että matka oli vaarallinen', 

menneen ajan olettaisi loogisesti olevan ilmaistuna infini tii vissä eikä 

modaaliverbissä. 

Vaikka tempus ja aspekti voidaankin teoriassa erottaa toisistaan, 

tämä tutkimus osoittaa, että ne liittyvät kiinteästi toisiinsa. Analyysi 

paljastaa useita tapauksia, jotka todistavat niiden keskinäistä riippu

vuutta. Erinomainen erimerkki tästä ovat nykyisyytem viittaavat ilmauk

set. Perfektiivisen aspektin luonteesta johtuen sen yhdistäminen nykyi

syyteen on harvinaista, toisin sanoen aspekti on tavallisesti imperfek

tiivinen preesensin yhteydessä. Tästä johtuu myös, että jos aspekti 

muuttuu perfektiiviseksi, aikasuhdekin muuttuu futuuriin viittaavaksi, 

varsinkin suomen kielessä, jossa preesens on myös yleisin futuurin il

maus. Näin ollen lauseiden Luen lehteä ja Luen lehden välillä vallitsee 

paitsi aspekti- myös aikasuhde-ero. Sama pintarakenteen muoto ilmaisee 

siis sekä aikasuhdetta että aspektia. Myös englannissa sama pintakate

goria voi ilmaista sekä aspekti- että aikasuhde-eroa: progressiivinen 

muoto esiintyy sekä imperfektiivisen aspektin ilmaisimena että esimer

kiksi futuriteetin ilmauksissa. 

Aspektilla on tärkeä osuus aikasuhteiden tulkitsemisessa myös modaa

liverbien yhteydessä. Koska näihin verbeihin ei voi englannissa, eikä 

usein suomessakaan, yhdistää mitään futuri teetin ilmausta ("
°

They Me 

go�ng to mw.,t/ Hudän tulee täytljmään ... ) , saattaa jäädä epäselväksi, 

viitataanko niiden yhteydessä nykyisyyteen vai tulevaisuuteen. Kuitenkin 

jos aspekti on perfektiivinen, viittaus on todennäköisimmin tulevaisuu

teen. Jos se taas on imperfektiivinen, viitataan nykyisyyteen. 

Tempus on vain osa, joskin olennainen osa, aikasuhteiden ilmaisujär

jestelmää sekä englannissa että suomessa. Aikasuhteiden ilmaisemisessa 

ovat mukana myös ajan adverbiaalit ja aikakonnektorit. Tämä tutkimus 

ei siis, käsitellessään pääasiallisesti tempuksia, anna kokonaiskuvaa 
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aJan ilmauksista näissä kielissä. Se on myöskin keskittynyt tempusten 

käyttöön pääasiassa yksinkertaisissa virkkeissä, joten yhdysvirkk�iden 

tempukset vaativat lisätutkimusta. Tempusten esiintyminen pitemmissä 

teksteissä on ilmeisesti myös tutkimisen arvoinen, koska tempusten käyt

tö näyttää olevan erilaista erityyppisissä teksteissä. 

Vaikka tämä tutkimus on luonteeltaan teoreettinen, sen tulosten pe

rusteella lienee kuitenkin mahdollista tehdä joitakin johtopäätöksiä 

suomenkielisille englannin opiskelijoille aiheutuvista vaikeuksista. 

Tempusten käytön suurimmat erot esiintyvät menneisyyteen ja erityisesti 

tulevaisuuteen viittaavissa ilmauksissa. Viimeksi mainitulla alueella 

suomalaisen on englannin kieltä opiskellessaan opittava tekemään semant

tisia eroja, joita hän ei vastaavassa yhteydessä tee omassa kielessään. 

Englannin progressiivisen muodon oikean käytön oppiminen on tunnetusti 

vaikeaa suomenkielisille. Jonkin verran positiivista vaikutusta pitäisi 

kuitenkin olla sillä seikalla, että myös suomen kielessä on 1 progres

siivinen' muoto, jonka käyttö osittain vastaa englannin progressiivisen 

muodon käyttöä. Koska ne kuitenkaan eivät aina vastaa toisiaan, posi

tiivista siirtoa ilmeisesti tapahtuu vain rajoitetuissa tapauksissa. 

Suomen kielen objektimuodon ja englannin kielen progressiivimuodon vas

taavuus on taas ilmeisen hankalasti tajuttavissa. Consecutio temporum 

ja tempuksen siirto ovat myös ilmiöitä, joiden voi olettaa tuottavan 

erityisiä vaikeuksia. 
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